NOTICE
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the BOARD OF APPEALS MEETING will be held via teleconference on Tuesday,
October 5, 2021 at 5:30 p.m.:
Link: https://us06web.zoom.us/j/86205241177
Phone: 1-312-626-6799
Meeting id: 862 0524 1177
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Call to Order.
Roll Call.
Statement of Public Notice.
Consideration of meeting minutes – August 10, 2021.
Attorney to review the standards by which the Board of Appeals must abide.
Consideration of a request for an appeal of the Village Plan Commission’s decision on June 1, 2021
approving a Special Exception to the Village parking requirements related to a proposed development
project to be located as 2418, 2420 and 2428 E. Capital Drive.
7. Adjournment
DATED at Shorewood, Wisconsin this 1st day of October, 2021.
VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD
Rebecca Ewald
Village Manager
Should you have any questions or comments regarding any items on this agenda,
contact the Manager's Office at 414-847-2701.

It is possible that members of and possibly a quorum of members of other governmental bodies of the
municipality may be in attendance at the above stated meeting to gather information; no action will be taken
by any governmental body at the above stated meeting other than the governmental body specifically
referred to above in this notice.
Upon reasonable notice, efforts will be made to accommodate the needs of all individuals.

MINUTES - SHOREWOOD BOARD OF APPEALS
August 10, 2021
1.

Call to Order
Mr. Paulson called the meeting to order at 5:31 p.m.

2.

Roll Call
Members present: April Toy, Michael Paulson, Kara Espera and Wendy Smith (alternate 1) and. Adam Burns,
Karen Tidwall, and Jon Toutenhoofd (alternate 2) were excused. A quorum was noted present.
Others present: Village Attorney Nathan Bayer, Building Inspector Justin Burris.

3.

Statement of Public Notice
Deputy Clerk DeWindt-Hall stated that the meeting had been posted and noticed according to law.

4.

Attorney to Review Standards by which the Board of Appeals must abide.
Attorney Bayer who outlined the procedures by which the Board of Appeals (BOA) must abide and the legal
standards involved with the applications listed on the agenda.

5.

Consideration of request for a variance of Village Code 535-19 D. (5) for the construction of an addition
within the front setback at residential property 4424 N. Lake Drive.
Building Inspector Burris was sworn in to provide testimony. Inspector Burris reviewed the application,
existing conditions of the property, and responded to questions from the board.
Mr. Paulsen moved, seconded by Ms. Toy, that a special exception to Village Code 535-19 D. (5) for the
construction of an addition within the front setback at residential property 4424 N. Lake Drive be granted
based on the record established and prior variance set forth in the packet and the prior grant of that special
exception in 2019. Motion carried by roll call vote 4–0.

6.

Consideration of a request for an appeal of the interpretation and decision of the Village of Shorewood’s
Planning and Development Department pertaining to a Notice of Correction to amend the height of a
fence at residential property 4425 N. Lake Drive.
Applicants, Mr. and Mrs. Jubelirer were sworn in to provide testimony. They had a fence for 25 years that
was replaced. Before replacement they dug up to the area of the existing fence to remove vegetation and
to find an unmarked irrigation and fiber optic line, removing soil and mulch before installation. The fence
and height were installed at the same height of the old fence on the property, except for the area along the
driveway to accommodate drainage between two driveways. The fence contractor requested to meet with
building inspector on site; however, the building inspector declined to meet. The Planning & Development
Department declined the property owners appeal. They question the integrity and values of the community.
It was noted the neighbors complained and that the complaints were inaccurate.
Mr. Fetherston was sworn in to provide testimony. He noted ground was removed prior to installation of
the fence and landscaping could not be completed the same year. Lowering the fence would cause the
fence to rot.
Discussion took place regarding the timeline of events for the new fence installation, testimony of the
applicants, testimony and documentation of the building inspector.
Mr. Paulson moved, seconded by Ms. Smith that the interpretation and decision of the Village of
Shorewood’s Planning and Development Department pertaining to a Notice of Correction to amend the
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height of a fence at residential property 4425 N. Lake Drive be affirmed. Motion carried 4-0.
7.

Consideration of a request for a variance of Village Code 535-19 F. (6) for the construction of a detached
garage that exceeds the allowable 10% maximum lot coverage for accessory structures at residential
property 4540 N. Morris Blvd.
Inspector Burris reviewed the application, existing conditions of the property, and responded to questions
from the board. Applicant Danielle Ransom was sworn in to provide testimony. She agreed with Inspector
Burris’s description of the project. The Board discussed the request.
Mr. Paulson moved, seconded by Ms. Toy to grant the variance of Village Code 535-19 F. (6) to permit the
construction of a detached garage that exceeds the allowable 10% maximum lot coverage for accessory
structures of residential property 4540 N. Morris in a size not to exceed 20’ x 20’. Motion carried 4-0.

8.

Consideration of a request for a variance of Village Code 535-19 F. (5) (c) for the construction of a
detached garage in the South side yard setback at residential property 4104-06 N. Woodburn St.
Inspector reviewed the application, existing conditions of the property and responded to questions from the
board. Applicant Maureen Black was sworn in to provide testimony. She explained the space constraints of
the yard/garage dimensions and desire to maintain the tree in the yard. It was noted the neighbor did
receive notice of the request for a variance. The Board discussed the request.
Mr. Paulson moved, seconded by Ms. Espera that the variance of Village Code 535-19F.(5)(c) be granted for
the construction of a detached garage in the south side yard setback at residential property 4104-06 N.
Woodburn St. not to exceed an encroachment of one (1) foot. Motion carried 4-0.

9.

Consideration of a request for an appeal of the Village Plan Commission’s decision on June 1, 2021
approving a Special Exception to the Village parking requirements related to a proposed development
project to be located at 2418, 2420 and 2428 E. Capitol Drive.
Mr. Paulson reviewed the documents within the meeting packet for this item. The application was
previously remanded to the Plan Commission for review. Mr. Paulson outlined the procedure. Appellants
will be requested to provide oral argument. No additional evidence to be entered into the record. No
additional public comments are necessary given the many previous opportunities the community had to
provide feedback. The matter would then be closed for discussion and consideration by the Board. It was
noted that additional public comment this evening would be considered new evidence and therefore is not
allowed at this time.
Atty. Cincotta submitted a memorandum earlier today the Board of Appeals. In summary, 1) the permit
being sought has to fit into a conventional category of permissions contemplated by zoning statutes and
ordinances, 2) lack of adequate time for the remand hearing and certain facts weren’t provided to the Plan
Commission, 3) whether the ordinance is applicable; they believe the character of the structure is
applicable, 4) requests consideration to review these legal issues and be thorough, 5) believes the Board has
the ability to allow public comment and offers that suggestion to strengthen the proceedings.
Mr. Walsh, 4024 N. Stowell Avenue, resident for 30 years. He requests the same level of rigor as an
application for a side yard fence. This entire proceeding is the result of the Village fighting dozens of
residents, violating the zoning code and comprehensive plan. Notice was not provided to neighbors when
the request was originally approved and the Village anchored their position from the original application
review. The constant questioning of equity, diversity and inclusion has not been defined. A parking credit
for being near public transportation is not sufficient. The leadership is biased and pushing an agenda that is
not rooted in facts. There was little debate on the initial application and Commission members bullied the
Commission to make a decision. The Board of Appeals was requested to allow the public be heard and
informed of how the decision is being made. Before a holiday weekend a large packet was released from
the Village for the public to review. The developer provided a 2005 study on an unrelated matter of
affordable housing, not design and logistics, rather whether multifamily affordable housing affects
neighborhood values in Boston. He believes it’s not applicable. A graphic with four properties that
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identified the values are all the same and those close to the commercial property are worth a bit more; the
assessor using only applying a multiplier. The developer provided a problematic traffic study. The neighbors
had noticed that traffic monitoring devices were installed on a day in late April and removed between 12:30
p.m. – 4:30 p.m. the next day. The study says it covers four days of data. This did not happen as equipment
was not re-installed. A traffic engineer was not present to respond to questions and the study is full of
errors such as standards. There is confusion on permitting, questions from members of the Plan
Commissioner were not answered, parking stalls in the development were allocated to specific units. Many
items from the developer submission were not addressed. He does not believe the Plan Commission
evaluated the application correctly and requested the Board of Appeals to say no.
Atty. Bayer noted his concern with access to the meeting, as power has been lost in the area, so that all of
the public may listen. Power is going off and on at Village Hall and participants were dropping, leaving only
two board members. Under the circumstances the members thought is most appropriate to adjourn and
waited a few minutes to see if members could reconnect. Members reconnected.
10.

Adjournment.
Mr. Paulson moved, seconded by Ms. Toy to adjourn at 7:41 p.m. to September 14, 2021. Deputy Clerk
DeWindt-Hall stayed on the call for a bit in such case a participant logged on and could be informed that the
meeting had adjourned.
Respectfully submitted,
Rebecca Ewald
Village Manager
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Report to Board of Appeals

August 6, 2021

Prepared by: Bart Griepentrog, AICP, Planning & Development Director

RE:

Consideration of the Request for an appeal of the Village Plan Commission’s decision
on June 1, 2021 approving a Special Exception to the Village parking requirements
related to a proposed development project to be located at 2418, 2420 and 2428 E.
Capitol Drive, Shorewood, Wisconsin 53211.

Overview of Appeal
On January 25, 2021, Tom Baade, on behalf of Catalyst Partners and Three Leaf Development
submitted an “Initial Development Proposal for 2428, 2420 and 2418 East Capital Drive” to the
Planning & Development Department in conjunction with the Village’s Policy 40 TID Creation and
TIF Assistance, which was a draft at the time. The information was provided as part of preliminary
discussions pertaining to the potential redevelopment of 2418, 2420 & 2428 E. Capitol Dr. as a fourstory, 42-unit multi-family building.
On January 27, 2021, Bart Griepentrog, the Village’s Planning & Development Director provided his
preliminary review comments. Those comments included reference to the potential redevelopment’s
parking requirements, specifically a noted deficiency of 31 required stalls. He further noted that a
parking special exception would need to be considered and approved by the Plan Commission.
On February 15, 2021, Tom Baade of Catalyst Partners submitted a Special Exception Application to
the Planning & Development Department for consideration by the Plan Commission. As an
attachment to that application, Mr. Baade provided a narrative as to why the Special Exception was
desired, including a 13 point table corresponding to the conditions listed within 535-51B of the
Village Code.
The Application for Special Exception, Initial Development Proposal and the Planning &
Development Director’s review comments were compiled and provided to the Plan Commission on
February 19th in anticipation of the February 23, 2021 Plan Commission meeting.
On February 22, 2021, a Plan Commissioner contacted the Planning & Development Director to
request that additional parking metrics be provided at the meeting. In response, the Planning &
Development Director worked with the Police Department and Customer Service Department to
compile data on overnight parking permissions/permits within the six-block area. That information,
along with daytime parking regulations, was presented during the meeting.
On February 23, 2021, the Plan Commission convened to consider the request for a parking Special
Exception. The meeting was recorded and uploaded to the Village’s website. Minutes were
documented and subsequently approved at the March 23, 2021 Plan Commission meeting. Those
minutes reflect the following action:
Mr. Wycklendt moved to approve the parking special exception for proposed multi-family
redevelopment at properties 2418, 2420 and 2428 E. Capitol Drive based on meeting the
conditions stated in 535-51B. Seconded by Ms. Klein. A roll call vote was taken: Trustee
Stokebrand – Aye, Mr. Couto – No, Ms. Klein – Aye, Ms. Kiely Miller – Aye, Ms. Patel – Aye
and Mr. Wycklendt – Aye. Vote to approve 5-1.
On March 24, 2021, the Village Clerk forwarded the Planning & Development Department an Appeal
to the Plan Commission’s February 23, 2021 approval of the parking Special Exception for a

proposed multi-family redevelopment at properties 2418, 2420 and 2428 E. Capitol Dr. pursuant to
535-51E of the Village Zoning Code.
The Board of Appeals convened on April 13, 2021 at 5:30 pm to review the appeal and take in public
comment. The Board voted to adjourn the matter until May 4, 2021 so that the members could
review the evidence.
On May 4, 2021 the Board of appeals reconvened to consider the appeal request. After discussion
of the matter, the following motion was brought forth:
To accept the appeal and remand the matter back to the Plan Commission to reopen the
matter, including further public hearing, to explicitly consider the applicable provisions set
forth in section 535-51B of the Village Code, including if it so finds an explicit determination of
how the granting of a special exception is not inconsistent with the applicable provisions as
set forth in 535-51D of the Village Code.
The motion passed on a 3-1 vote.
On June 1, 2021, the Plan Commission convened a special meeting to reconsider the matter.
Additional public comment was received. The meeting was recorded and uploaded to the Village’s
website. Minutes were documented, including discussion of each of the 13 factors, and
subsequently approved at the June 22, 2021 Plan Commission meeting. Those minutes reflect the
following action:
Ms. Klein moved to approve the parking special exception for the proposed multifamily
redevelopment at properties 2418, 2420 and 2428 E. Capitol Drive submitted by Catalyst
Partners, based on meeting the conditions stated in 535-51B. Seconded by Mr. Wycklendt.
Upon discussion, a roll call vote was taken: Ms. Kiely Miller – No, Mr. Pollack – Yes, Mr. Couto – No,
Trustee Bockhorst – Yes, Mr. Wycklendt – Yes, Ms. Klein – Yes, President McKaig – Yes. Motion
passes by a Vote 5-2.
On July 1, 2021, the Village received a subsequent appeal to the Plan Commission’s June 1, 2021
approval of the Parking Special Exception for a proposed multi-family redevelopment at properties
2418, 2420 and 2428 E. Capitol Dr. pursuant to 535-51E of the Village Zoning Code. The appeal
claims a failure of due process, failure to meet standard – lack of evidence, and an error of law as to
the nature of request by applicant. The Board of Appeals meeting was publicly noticed to convene
on August 10, 2021 at 5:30 pm in the North Shore NOW on July 22, 2021, and notice of the appeal
was sent to property owners within 100 ft.
Zoning/Applicable Regulations:
535-47 Schedule of requirements.
A.

Dwellings and lodging uses.

***
(2)

Multifamily dwelling units in B-1 through B-4 Districts: 1.75 parking spaces per
dwelling unit.

***
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(b)

All required parking for multifamily dwelling units, except guest parking, shall
be provided in an approved garage, except in the B-4 District.

535-51 Special Exceptions
A.

The Plan Commission, upon application as required herein, may grant a special exception to
the provisions and requirements of this article.

B.

Prior to granting a special exception, the Plan Commission shall consider all of the following
as applicable:

C.

(1)

The effect the granting of the exception will have on adjacent parking and traffic
conditions.

(2)

The effect the granting of the exception will have on the appearance and character of
the applicant's property, adjacent property and neighboring property.

(3)

The effect the granting of the exception will have on the property values of the
applicant's property, adjacent property and neighboring property.

(4)

Whether the granting of the exception will serve a public or desirable or useful
purpose.

(5)

Whether the spirit and intent of the requirements of this article are being carried out.

(6)

Recommendations of any boards or committees to which the Plan Commission refers
the application for advice.

(7)

Intensity of use, deviation from typical use classifications, access to transit, and
physical constraints to meeting parking requirements.

(8)

If senior housing is proposed, the number of employees on site, the type of senior
housing, the parking needs of the residents, if any, and the ratios from the Institute of
Transportation Engineers parking generation report ratios for senior housing should
be reviewed.

(9)

Historical conditions and whether additional parking requirements for new or
expanded use may be satisfied with incremental increase commensurate with new or
expanded use.

(10)

Evidence that actual parking demands may be less than code requirements.

(11)

Availability of shared parking, including satisfactory documentation of shared parking
to satisfy the parking demand.

(12)

Alternative transportation that has been reasonably shown to reduce the need for
parking.

(13)

Such other matters as the Plan Commission deems relevant and material.

Application for a special exception permit may be obtained from the Planning and Zoning
Administrator upon the payment of a fee as provided by the Village Fee Schedule, which
shall not be refundable.
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D.

The Plan Commission shall either approve or disapprove the application for a special
exception hereunder, in accordance with the provisions of this article, shall specify the
requirement or requirements that will be expected from the application and shall find that the
special exception is not inconsistent with the applicable provisions herein.

E.

The Plan Commission's decision may be appealed to the Board of Appeals in accordance
with the provisions of §§ 535-56 and 535-57. The Board of Appeals, after a hearing, may
affirm, reverse or remand with recommendations any order, requirement, decision or
determination of the Plan Commission made under this section. The Board of Appeals shall
decide all appeals under this subsection within 30 days after final hearing and shall transmit a
signed copy of the Board's decision to the appellant and to the Planning and Development
Department.

Materials provided:
1. Initial Development Proposal for 2428, 2420 and 2418 East Capital Drive
2. Planning & Development Director’s Preliminary Review Comments
3. Special Exception Application – 2418, 2420 & 2420 E. Capitol Drive
4. Plan Commission Packet – February 23, 2021
5. Plan Commission Presentation – February 23, 2021
6. Recording of Plan Commission meeting:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wl_r1ce4C90
7. Plan Commission Minutes – February 23, 2021
8. Board of Appeals Application – 2418, 2420 & 2428 E. Capitol Dr. – March 24, 2021
9. Board of Appeals Minutes – April 13, 2021
10. Board of Appeals Minutes – May 4, 2021
11. Board of Appeals Decision Letter – May 24, 2021
12. Plan Commission Packet – June 1, 2021
13. Plan Commission Presentation – June 1, 2021
14. Recording of Plan Commission meeting:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IoK2Zan02L0
15. Plan Commission Minutes – June 1, 2021
16. Plan Commission Decision Letter – June 18, 2021
17. Board of Appeals Application – 2418, 2420 & 2428 E. Capitol Dr. – July 1, 2021
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Initial Development Proposal for
2428, 2420 and 2418 East Capital Drive
Shorewood, WI

Document for an Initial Table Top Review with Village Staff

Submitted 1/22/2021

Submitted by: Catalyst Partners and Three Leaf Development
- Tom Baade, Vice President - Project Development
- 414-940-9363

Catalyst Partners
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Project Description:

Catalyst Partners and Three Leaf Development propose to jointly develop a 42-unit multi-family building by
combining the following three parcels: 2428, 2420 and 2418 East Capital Drive.
The development will consist of four levels. The first floor will consist of enclosed parking, common and
amenity spaces. Levels 2 – 4 will each have 14 units, made up of a mix of studio, one-bedroom and twobedroom rental residential units.
The development partners are seeking community support in order to allow a portion of the 42 units to be
affordable to residents with an income below 50% CMI for Milwaukee County.
Included in this submission is the following:
•

A summary of a review of the project goals against specific criteria the village has listed in Policy 40 –
Tax Increment District (TID) and Tax Increment Financing District (TIF) Assistance. The following areas
are included:
o Village Plans
o Zoning
o Priorities
o Public Assistance Goals

Summary of Reviews

Village Plans
The village’s Comprehensive Plan 2030 recommended multifamily housing in the East Capital corridor as a way
to offer housing options to seniors, professionals and families.
Shorewood produced a housing market study dated February 13, 2020 titled “A Comprehensive Housing
Market Study and Needs Analysis of: Shorewood, Wisconsin.” The study noted the following:
•
•

•
•

Affordable, senior and energy efficient housing is in short supply in the village.
It is recommended to pursue a series of new housing developments including single family ownership,
multi-family ownership and multi-family rental. This may drive down costs or at least dampen cost
escalation.
The barriers of construction costs, public opposition, lack of land and existing zoning codes will work to
reduce new housing opportunities.
Affordable housing is most likely not to be met without intervention or incentives.

Catalyst Partners
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•

Incentives to new housing development to be considered include TIF Districts, Density Bonuses, Zoning
Reform, Housing Trust Fund and an Impact Fee Program.

The proposed development responds to the recommendation in the report in the following ways:
•
•
•
•
•

The building and units are as dense at the current zoning allows, due to this density there is a
mismatch in the parking zoning requirements and the parking spaces.
The project is made possible due to the assemblage of several under-utilized parcels.
The project will provide 42 new units in a highly desirable residential neighborhood.
The project will include a series of affordable units.
The aligns with the village master plan for site usage.

Zoning
The project meets all zoning requirements except for the required parking. The developers will be seeking
relief to adjust the parking from 1.75 spaces per dwelling unit to 1.2 spaces per dwelling unit. Please see
attached building plans and building data tables.

Priorities
As noted in the Village Plans section this project meets several of the most challenging village priorities
including: assembling a new larger parcel, development of new housing units, increasing the density of the
current site and providing some affordable housing.

Public Assistance Goals
Following is a list of TIF goals as published in the draft Policy 40
1. Enhance/Diversify Village economic and property base
a. The proposed project will enhance the property base with the
creation of a multi-family project with a value of nearly $10 million in
place of the current properties valued at $1 million.
b. The proposed project will also offer additional housing opportunities
for families in need of affordable housing, single level housing and
housing for professionals.
2. Development of underutilized parcels
a. The proposed development parcels are currently underutilized when
compared against the current allowance zoning.
3. Creation and retention of jobs
a. The proposed project will create a significant number of construction
jobs and several full-time equivalent management and maintenance
jobs.

Catalyst Partners
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4. Housing opportunities compatible with housing needs
a. The compatibility of this project with housing needs was highlighted
in the Village Plans section.
5. Consistent with Comprehensive Plan
a. The proposed project is consistent with the Comprehensive plan as
discussed in the Village Plans Section.
6. Encourage Urban in-fill projects
a. The proposed project will combine several small underutilized parcels
to enable a significant improvement in housing opportunities.
7. Assist in revitalizing significant or blighted properties
a. The properties that will be replaced with the new housing project are
not blighted they are significantly underutilizing the current parcels.
8. Create a range of housing types - Affordable and Workforce
a. The proposed project envisions creating a number of affordable
housing opportunities that can be used by working families and/or
seniors with a fixed income.
9. Include improvements to village infrastructure, environmental impact
a. The project is reviewing several opportunities that will mitigate its
impact on the environment.
10. Public policy goals, energy conservation, quality design
a. The project meets many of the public policy goals stated in the
various public documents shared by the Village, including: additional
housing opportunities, an affordable housing component, and
increase of the real property value, and the incorporation of energysaving features in the final building.

Summary

The proposed project has been carefully planned to maintain compatibility with the
current village plan and zoning requirements, a high level of compatibility with many
of the village’s stated TIF goals, and a level of design that will be compliment the
surrounding neighborhoods.

Catalyst Partners
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Shorewood East Capital Drive Development
2428 E Capital Drive, 2420 East Capital Drive and 2418 East Capital Drive

Building Data
Floor

Studio

4
3
2

1

1 BR

Total Units
2BR Total Units

1
10
1
10
1
10
Common and Amenity Area
Parking

Totals

3

30

3
3
3

14
14
14

Total BR's

Covered

42

Ratios

17
17
17
43

9

Parking
Surface Adjacent or
Street

0

8

1.21/Unit

1.0/BR

51

Zoning Requirements
Zoning District B-3

Requirement Description

Code

Proposed

Permitted Use

Multi-family

Multi-family

40'

108'

4,500

19,532

Street Setback form Curb line

15'

15'

Rear Setback

10'

10'

Building Height Maximum

60'

58'

4

4

Lot Width Minimum
Lot Area Minimum
Two Lots are planned to be combined

Number of Stories Maximum
Parking Minimum

1.75 Spaces/DU

1.21 Space/DU
1.0 Space/Bedroom
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Bart Griepentrog
"Tom Baade"
Rebecca Ewald
RE: East Capital Development Table Top Submission
Wednesday, January 27, 2021 12:49:00 PM

Hi Tom,
Thanks for providing the proposal overview for a preliminary review. Please note my comments
below. As you may or may not be aware, the Village Board deferred action on the TIF Policy at their
meeting on Monday, so any reference to that policy or the process remains draft or projected at this
time.
Parking
Based on a Village Code requirement of 1.75 parking stalls per dwelling unit, the proposed
development would require 74 parking stalls, two (2) of which would need to be ADAcompliant. As proposed, there are 43 parking stalls, including two (2) ADA-compliant. As a
result, a parking special exception would need to be considered and approved by the Plan
Commission.
Zoning
Use
The three parcels projected for redevelopment are all zoned B-3. The B-3 district permits
multi-family uses on all floors. The proposed development features a mix of studio, one- and
two-bedroom units, all of which meet minimum sq. ft. requirements within our building
code. The proposed development would therefore be conforming and permitted “by right.”
(The site and floor plans are labeled “Mixed-Use,” but I’m not sure what that relates to.
Perhaps the mix of market rate and affordable units? But if it’s all residential, we would
consider this a multi-family building. Either clarification or an update to those labels may be
required.)
Lot
In order to accomplish the proposed development, the three lots will need to be
consolidated via CSM, which will require a recommendation from the Plan Commission and
approval from the Village Board. The newly consolidated lot would meet current zoning and
land use regulations for the area. No rezoning would be required.
Setbacks/Build-Tos
The general front build-to line of the B-3 district is 15 ft. from the curb line, and the
proposed redevelopment appears to be at 15 ft., so would be conforming.
The general side setback of an interior lot line is zero ft., and the proposed redevelopment
has a zero ft. setback, so would be conforming, subject to applicable building code
requirements.
The general side build-to line of a corner lot is 20 ft., and the proposed redevelopment is 5
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ft. from the property line, so would be conforming. However, all side setbacks within the
commercial district are required to be reviewed and approved by the Plan Commission to
determine whether the proposed setback is “appropriate due to parking considerations and
the layout of the intersection.”
The general rear setback from an alley is 5 ft. and 10 ft. from a property line adjacent to a
residential district. The proposed redevelopment abuts both. The proposed
redevelopment’s rear setback is 10 ft. and would be conforming.
Height
The B-3 district on E. Capitol Dr. from E. Frederick Ave. to N. Downer Ave. allows for
buildings that do not exceed four stories with a maximum height of 60 ft.   The proposed
four story building at 58 ft. would be conforming and permitted “by right.”
Design
The area is located within the Central District, which has established design guidelines for
new construction. Those guidelines will be utilized by the Design Review Board during their
required review and approval of the proposed architectural and site plans.
Comprehensive Plan
The Housing Element of the Village’s current Comprehensive Plan includes
recommendations to “Explore housing demand for area professionals” and to “Encourage
residential development recommended in the Village of Shorewood Central District Master
Plan.”
Central District Master Plan
The Land Use Strategy defined within the Central District Master Plan for this area is
classified as Capitol East, which seeks to “reinforce the civic/retail uses and encourage
mixed-use development.” The block is projected to be mixed use, although its official zoning
has remained open to multi-family uses on all floors. Within the Additional Community &
Land Use Enhancement Opportunities section (page IV.21), this block is detailed with the
following:
2400 Block E. Capitol Drive
East of Oakland Avenue, the street section narrows and the building character
transitions to a varied scale of mixed-use buildings and more residential uses.
Structures include both tall multi-family buildings and single family houses. The 2400
block of E. Capitol Drive provides an opportunity for a mixed used building on the
north side of the street. Currently a small commercial structure with surface parking
on either side, a mixed-use building with ground floor commercial and upper floor
offices or residential could improve the character and enhance services for
neighborhood residents.
Comprehensive Housing Study and Needs Analysis
The proposed project notes that “a portion of the 42 units to be affordable to residents with
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an income below 50% CMI for Milwaukee County.” While not necessary for the purposes of
the preliminary review, the actual number of affordable units will need to be identified, so
that housing goals can be better understood. Information as to how they will be verified and
maintained will also be required. The needs analysis (page 10) notes that there is a limited
supply of new construction housing units, affordable and available for-rent units, and
formally restricted affordable units within the Village. Developing new, dedicated affordable
units would increase that supply and assure that demand is being provided to those that
need it.
Misc.
Minor point, but it’s actually E. Capitol Dr. (with an o). I know well enough that if I don’t
mention it here, someone eventually will down the line, so it’s worth updating throughout.
J
If you have any questions with the above, please let me know. Talk to you tomorrow.
(Ugh, that loss . . .)
Regards,
Bart
Bart Griepentrog, AICP
Planning and Development Director
Village of Shorewood
(414) 847-2647
IMPORTANT NOTICE: The preceding message may be confidential. It is not intended for
transmission to, or receipt by, any unauthorized persons. If you believe that it has been sent to you
in error, do not read it. Please reply to sender that you have received the message in error and then
destroy it. Thank you.
From: Tom Baade <TBaade@catalystbuilds.com>
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2021 9:20 AM
To: Bart Griepentrog <bgriepentrog@villageofshorewood.org>; Rebecca Ewald
<rewald@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: East Capital Development Table Top Submission
Bart and Rebecca,
Hope you had a good weekend (despite the loss)!
Attached is a brief document for your review and our discussion on Thursday. Please let me know if
you need anything else.
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Thanks!
Best,
Tom
Tom Baade | Vice President – Project Development
833 E. Michigan St, Suite 1000 | Milwaukee WI 53202
e: tbaade@catalystbuilds.com | w: catalystbuilds.com
o: 414.727.6840 | m: 414.940.9363

Safe. Smart. Successful. Learn about Catalyst’s customer commitment during COVID-19.
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Report to Plan Commission
February 19, 2021
Prepared by: Bart Griepentrog, AICP, Planning & Development Director
RE:

Consideration of Parking Special Exception for proposed multi-family redevelopment
at properties 2418, 2420 and 2428 E. Capitol Dr., submitted by Catalyst Partners.

Parking Overview
Tom Baade, d/b/a Catalyst Partners, has submitted a Special Exception Application for
consideration by the Plan Commission for a reduction in parking requirements associated with a
potential multi-family redevelopment to be located on 2418, 2420 and 2428 E. Capitol Dr. Those
parcels, which are all zoned B-3 Mixed Use Commercial, are currently occupied with a parking lot,
commercial structure (Sunseekers) and single-family residence. The potential redevelopment
would demolish those existing structures, combine the lots and construct a four story, 42 unit multifamily redevelopment. (Multi-family units on all floors are a permitted use in the B-3 District.)

Per 535-47A(2), multifamily buildings in the B-1 through B-4 Districts require 1.75 parking spaces
per dwelling unit. The zoning code also specifically states that all required parking for multifamily
dwellings, except guest parking, shall be provided in an approved garage. Based on the projected
42 units, 74 parking spaces would be required. The current proposal includes 43 fully enclosed
parking stalls on the ground floor of the structure. No underground parking is proposed.
The applicant is requesting an exception to the parking requirements based on an attempt to supply
one parking space per bedroom, which would only require 51 parking spaces. He has further
indicated that the eight additional parking spaces could be accommodated through on-street
parking, which the Village now offers for sale via monthly permits.
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The applicant’s justification for the requested reduction is included within his application. Of note,
the proposed project would include up to 20% of its units as set-aside affordable housing, which
was identified as a housing gap within the Village’s recent Housing Market Study and Needs
Analysis.
An application for Tax Incremental Financial assistance is expected for this particular
redevelopment option, so the Initial Development Proposal and the Planning & Development
Director’s review comments have also been attached for reference. The applicant has indicated
that other redevelopment options, not inclusive of affordable housing units, may also be an option
for this site.
Review and Approval
Per 535-51B, the Village Plan Commission shall consider the following as applicable, prior to the
granting of a Special Exception:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

The effect the granting of the exception will have on adjacent parking and traffic conditions.
The effect the granting of the exception will have on the appearance and character of the
applicant's property, adjacent property and neighboring property.
The effect the granting of the exception will have on the property values of the applicant's
property, adjacent property and neighboring property.
Whether the granting of the exception will serve a public or desirable or useful purpose.
Whether the spirit and intent of the requirements of this article are being carried out.
Recommendations of any boards or committees to which the Plan Commission refers the
application for advice.
Intensity of use, deviation from typical use classifications, access to transit, and physical
constraints to meeting parking requirements.
If senior housing is proposed, the number of employees on site, the type of senior housing,
the parking needs of the residents, if any, and the ratios from the Institute of Transportation
Engineers parking generation report ratios for senior housing should be reviewed.
Historical conditions and whether additional parking requirements for new or expanded use
may be satisfied with incremental increase commensurate with new or expanded use.
Evidence that actual parking demands may be less than code requirements.
Availability of shared parking, including satisfactory documentation of shared parking to
satisfy the parking demand.
Alternative transportation that has been reasonably shown to reduce the need for parking.
Such other matters as the Plan Commission deems relevant and material.

The Plan Commission shall either approve or disapprove the application for a special exception
hereunder, in accordance with the provisions of this article, shall specify the requirement or
requirements that will be expected from the application and shall find that the special exception is
not inconsistent with the applicable provisions herein.
Staff Comments
The Plan Commission has recently approved Special Exceptions for business applicants at the
following locations:
Fiddleheads Coffee, 4334 N Oakland Ave (2020)
Casa de Corazon, 4114 N Oakland Ave (2018)
Ascension, 4027 N Oakland Ave (2018)
PowerCycle, 4521 N Oakland Ave (2018)
Crux Chiropractic, 2211 E Capitol Dr (2018)
North Shore Bank, 4060 N Oakland Ave (2016)
The Ruckus, 4144 N Oakland Ave (2016)
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BP gas station, 1604 E Capitol Dr (2014)
North Shore Boulangerie, 4401 N Oakland Ave (2012)
With respect to the most recent multifamily or mixed-use redevelopments, the following parking
notes or approvals are on file.
Project
Cornerstone
(4510 N. Oakland Ave.)
Ravenna
(4523 N. Oakland Ave.)
LightHorse
(4041 N. Oakland Ave.)

Units
26

Parking
Requirements*
46

Parking Provided*
47

20

35

40

84

147

114

Mosaic
(4175 N. Oakland Ave.)

95

167

121

The Oaks of Shorewood**
(3900 N. Estabrook Pkwy.)

101

177

140
(108 underground /
32 surface level)

Notes
Approved as PDD – plus
33 provided for retail
Plus 16 additional spaces
provided for retail
Approved as PDD - Plus
47 parking spaces
reserved in adjacent
parking garage
Approved as PDD – Plus
20 parking spaces
reserved in adjacent
parking garage
Administrative Special
Exception granted

*for residential units
** “Active Senior” development

Suggested Motion:
I move to (approve / conditionally approve / deny) the Parking Special Exception for proposed
multifamily redevelopment at properties 2418, 2420 and 2428 E. Capitol Dr submitted by
Catalyst Partners, based on (meeting / being able to meet subject to __________ / not meeting)
the conditions stated in 535-51B.”
Materials Enclosed
• Special Exception Application – Catalyst Partners – 2418, 2420 and 2428 E. Capitol Dr.
• Initial Development Proposal for 2428, 2420 and 2418 E. Capitol Dr.
• Initial Development Proposal Review Comments
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Initial Development Proposal for
2428, 2420 and 2418 East Capital Drive
Shorewood, WI

Document for an Initial Table Top Review with Village Staff

Submitted 1/22/2021

Submitted by: Catalyst Partners and Three Leaf Development
- Tom Baade, Vice President - Project Development
- 414-940-9363

Catalyst Partners
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Project Description:

Catalyst Partners and Three Leaf Development propose to jointly develop a 42-unit multi-family building by
combining the following three parcels: 2428, 2420 and 2418 East Capital Drive.
The development will consist of four levels. The first floor will consist of enclosed parking, common and
amenity spaces. Levels 2 – 4 will each have 14 units, made up of a mix of studio, one-bedroom and twobedroom rental residential units.
The development partners are seeking community support in order to allow a portion of the 42 units to be
affordable to residents with an income below 50% CMI for Milwaukee County.
Included in this submission is the following:
•

A summary of a review of the project goals against specific criteria the village has listed in Policy 40 –
Tax Increment District (TID) and Tax Increment Financing District (TIF) Assistance. The following areas
are included:
o Village Plans
o Zoning
o Priorities
o Public Assistance Goals

Summary of Reviews

Village Plans
The village’s Comprehensive Plan 2030 recommended multifamily housing in the East Capital corridor as a way
to offer housing options to seniors, professionals and families.
Shorewood produced a housing market study dated February 13, 2020 titled “A Comprehensive Housing
Market Study and Needs Analysis of: Shorewood, Wisconsin.” The study noted the following:
•
•

•
•

Affordable, senior and energy efficient housing is in short supply in the village.
It is recommended to pursue a series of new housing developments including single family ownership,
multi-family ownership and multi-family rental. This may drive down costs or at least dampen cost
escalation.
The barriers of construction costs, public opposition, lack of land and existing zoning codes will work to
reduce new housing opportunities.
Affordable housing is most likely not to be met without intervention or incentives.
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•

Incentives to new housing development to be considered include TIF Districts, Density Bonuses, Zoning
Reform, Housing Trust Fund and an Impact Fee Program.

The proposed development responds to the recommendation in the report in the following ways:
•
•
•
•
•

The building and units are as dense at the current zoning allows, due to this density there is a
mismatch in the parking zoning requirements and the parking spaces.
The project is made possible due to the assemblage of several under-utilized parcels.
The project will provide 42 new units in a highly desirable residential neighborhood.
The project will include a series of affordable units.
The aligns with the village master plan for site usage.

Zoning
The project meets all zoning requirements except for the required parking. The developers will be seeking
relief to adjust the parking from 1.75 spaces per dwelling unit to 1.2 spaces per dwelling unit. Please see
attached building plans and building data tables.

Priorities
As noted in the Village Plans section this project meets several of the most challenging village priorities
including: assembling a new larger parcel, development of new housing units, increasing the density of the
current site and providing some affordable housing.

Public Assistance Goals
Following is a list of TIF goals as published in the draft Policy 40
1. Enhance/Diversify Village economic and property base
a. The proposed project will enhance the property base with the
creation of a multi-family project with a value of nearly $10 million in
place of the current properties valued at $1 million.
b. The proposed project will also offer additional housing opportunities
for families in need of affordable housing, single level housing and
housing for professionals.
2. Development of underutilized parcels
a. The proposed development parcels are currently underutilized when
compared against the current allowance zoning.
3. Creation and retention of jobs
a. The proposed project will create a significant number of construction
jobs and several full-time equivalent management and maintenance
jobs.
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4. Housing opportunities compatible with housing needs
a. The compatibility of this project with housing needs was highlighted
in the Village Plans section.
5. Consistent with Comprehensive Plan
a. The proposed project is consistent with the Comprehensive plan as
discussed in the Village Plans Section.
6. Encourage Urban in-fill projects
a. The proposed project will combine several small underutilized parcels
to enable a significant improvement in housing opportunities.
7. Assist in revitalizing significant or blighted properties
a. The properties that will be replaced with the new housing project are
not blighted they are significantly underutilizing the current parcels.
8. Create a range of housing types - Affordable and Workforce
a. The proposed project envisions creating a number of affordable
housing opportunities that can be used by working families and/or
seniors with a fixed income.
9. Include improvements to village infrastructure, environmental impact
a. The project is reviewing several opportunities that will mitigate its
impact on the environment.
10. Public policy goals, energy conservation, quality design
a. The project meets many of the public policy goals stated in the
various public documents shared by the Village, including: additional
housing opportunities, an affordable housing component, and
increase of the real property value, and the incorporation of energysaving features in the final building.

Summary

The proposed project has been carefully planned to maintain compatibility with the
current village plan and zoning requirements, a high level of compatibility with many
of the village’s stated TIF goals, and a level of design that will be compliment the
surrounding neighborhoods.

Catalyst Partners
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Shorewood East Capital Drive Development
2428 E Capital Drive, 2420 East Capital Drive and 2418 East Capital Drive

Building Data
Floor

Studio

4
3
2

1

1 BR

Total Units
2BR Total Units

1
10
1
10
1
10
Common and Amenity Area
Parking

Totals

3

30

3
3
3

14
14
14

Total BR's

Covered

42

Ratios

17
17
17
43

9

Parking
Surface Adjacent or
Street

0

8

1.21/Unit

1.0/BR

51

Zoning Requirements
Zoning District B-3

Requirement Description

Code

Proposed

Permitted Use

Multi-family

Multi-family

40'

108'

4,500

19,532

Street Setback form Curb line

15'

15'

Rear Setback

10'

10'

Building Height Maximum

60'

58'

4

4

Lot Width Minimum
Lot Area Minimum
Two Lots are planned to be combined

Number of Stories Maximum
Parking Minimum

1.75 Spaces/DU

1.21 Space/DU
1.0 Space/Bedroom
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Bart Griepentrog
"Tom Baade"
Rebecca Ewald
RE: East Capital Development Table Top Submission
Wednesday, January 27, 2021 12:49:00 PM

Hi Tom,
Thanks for providing the proposal overview for a preliminary review. Please note my comments
below. As you may or may not be aware, the Village Board deferred action on the TIF Policy at their
meeting on Monday, so any reference to that policy or the process remains draft or projected at this
time.
Parking
Based on a Village Code requirement of 1.75 parking stalls per dwelling unit, the proposed
development would require 74 parking stalls, two (2) of which would need to be ADAcompliant. As proposed, there are 43 parking stalls, including two (2) ADA-compliant. As a
result, a parking special exception would need to be considered and approved by the Plan
Commission.
Zoning
Use
The three parcels projected for redevelopment are all zoned B-3. The B-3 district permits
multi-family uses on all floors. The proposed development features a mix of studio, one- and
two-bedroom units, all of which meet minimum sq. ft. requirements within our building
code. The proposed development would therefore be conforming and permitted “by right.”
(The site and floor plans are labeled “Mixed-Use,” but I’m not sure what that relates to.
Perhaps the mix of market rate and affordable units? But if it’s all residential, we would
consider this a multi-family building. Either clarification or an update to those labels may be
required.)
Lot
In order to accomplish the proposed development, the three lots will need to be
consolidated via CSM, which will require a recommendation from the Plan Commission and
approval from the Village Board. The newly consolidated lot would meet current zoning and
land use regulations for the area. No rezoning would be required.
Setbacks/Build-Tos
The general front build-to line of the B-3 district is 15 ft. from the curb line, and the
proposed redevelopment appears to be at 15 ft., so would be conforming.
The general side setback of an interior lot line is zero ft., and the proposed redevelopment
has a zero ft. setback, so would be conforming, subject to applicable building code
requirements.
The general side build-to line of a corner lot is 20 ft., and the proposed redevelopment is 5
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ft. from the property line, so would be conforming. However, all side setbacks within the
commercial district are required to be reviewed and approved by the Plan Commission to
determine whether the proposed setback is “appropriate due to parking considerations and
the layout of the intersection.”
The general rear setback from an alley is 5 ft. and 10 ft. from a property line adjacent to a
residential district. The proposed redevelopment abuts both. The proposed
redevelopment’s rear setback is 10 ft. and would be conforming.
Height
The B-3 district on E. Capitol Dr. from E. Frederick Ave. to N. Downer Ave. allows for
buildings that do not exceed four stories with a maximum height of 60 ft.   The proposed
four story building at 58 ft. would be conforming and permitted “by right.”
Design
The area is located within the Central District, which has established design guidelines for
new construction. Those guidelines will be utilized by the Design Review Board during their
required review and approval of the proposed architectural and site plans.
Comprehensive Plan
The Housing Element of the Village’s current Comprehensive Plan includes
recommendations to “Explore housing demand for area professionals” and to “Encourage
residential development recommended in the Village of Shorewood Central District Master
Plan.”
Central District Master Plan
The Land Use Strategy defined within the Central District Master Plan for this area is
classified as Capitol East, which seeks to “reinforce the civic/retail uses and encourage
mixed-use development.” The block is projected to be mixed use, although its official zoning
has remained open to multi-family uses on all floors. Within the Additional Community &
Land Use Enhancement Opportunities section (page IV.21), this block is detailed with the
following:
2400 Block E. Capitol Drive
East of Oakland Avenue, the street section narrows and the building character
transitions to a varied scale of mixed-use buildings and more residential uses.
Structures include both tall multi-family buildings and single family houses. The 2400
block of E. Capitol Drive provides an opportunity for a mixed used building on the
north side of the street. Currently a small commercial structure with surface parking
on either side, a mixed-use building with ground floor commercial and upper floor
offices or residential could improve the character and enhance services for
neighborhood residents.
Comprehensive Housing Study and Needs Analysis
The proposed project notes that “a portion of the 42 units to be affordable to residents with
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an income below 50% CMI for Milwaukee County.” While not necessary for the purposes of
the preliminary review, the actual number of affordable units will need to be identified, so
that housing goals can be better understood. Information as to how they will be verified and
maintained will also be required. The needs analysis (page 10) notes that there is a limited
supply of new construction housing units, affordable and available for-rent units, and
formally restricted affordable units within the Village. Developing new, dedicated affordable
units would increase that supply and assure that demand is being provided to those that
need it.
Misc.
Minor point, but it’s actually E. Capitol Dr. (with an o). I know well enough that if I don’t
mention it here, someone eventually will down the line, so it’s worth updating throughout.
J
If you have any questions with the above, please let me know. Talk to you tomorrow.
(Ugh, that loss . . .)
Regards,
Bart
Bart Griepentrog, AICP
Planning and Development Director
Village of Shorewood
(414) 847-2647
IMPORTANT NOTICE: The preceding message may be confidential. It is not intended for
transmission to, or receipt by, any unauthorized persons. If you believe that it has been sent to you
in error, do not read it. Please reply to sender that you have received the message in error and then
destroy it. Thank you.
From: Tom Baade <TBaade@catalystbuilds.com>
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2021 9:20 AM
To: Bart Griepentrog <bgriepentrog@villageofshorewood.org>; Rebecca Ewald
<rewald@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: East Capital Development Table Top Submission
Bart and Rebecca,
Hope you had a good weekend (despite the loss)!
Attached is a brief document for your review and our discussion on Thursday. Please let me know if
you need anything else.
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Thanks!
Best,
Tom
Tom Baade | Vice President – Project Development
833 E. Michigan St, Suite 1000 | Milwaukee WI 53202
e: tbaade@catalystbuilds.com | w: catalystbuilds.com
o: 414.727.6840 | m: 414.940.9363

Safe. Smart. Successful. Learn about Catalyst’s customer commitment during COVID-19.
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Plan Commission
February 23, 2021
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Request for Parking Special Exception
(4018, 4020 & 4028 E. Capitol Dr.)

Potential redevelopment
Combine 3 existing parcels into one
Demolish existing structures
Construct 42 unit multi-family redevelopment (4 story)
Up to 20% of units would be affordable (9 units)
74 parking spaces required per code
(1.75 parking spaces required per unit)
43 spaces planned
Applicant has indicated a belief that providing 51 total spaces would be sufficient based on # of bedrooms
8 other spaces to be accommodated through Village on-street parking
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PREVIOUSLY/RECENTLY GRANTED PARKING SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS
COMMERCIAL TENANTS
Fiddleheads Coffee, 4334 N Oakland Ave (2020)
Casa de Corazon, 4114 N Oakland Ave (2018)
Ascension, 4027 N Oakland Ave (2018)
PowerCycle, 4521 N Oakland Ave (2018)
Crux Chiropractic, 2211 E Capitol Dr (2018)
North Shore Bank, 4060 N Oakland Ave (2016)
The Ruckus, 4144 N Oakland Ave (2016)
BP gas station, 1604 E Capitol Dr (2014)
North Shore Boulangerie, 4401 N Oakland Ave (2012)

MULTIFAMILY DEVELOPMENTS
Project
Cornerstone
(4510 N. Oakland Ave.)
Ravenna
(4523 N. Oakland Ave.)
LightHorse
(4041 N. Oakland Ave.)

Units
26

Parking
Requirements*
46

Parking Provided*
47

20

35

40

84

147

114

Mosaic
(4175 N. Oakland Ave.)

95

167

121

The Oaks of Shorewood**
(3900 N. Estabrook Pkwy.)

101

177

140
(108 underground /
32 surface level)

Notes
Approved as PDD – plus 33
provided for retail
Plus 16 additional spaces
provided for retail
Approved as PDD - Plus 47
parking spaces reserved in
adjacent parking garage
Approved as PDD – Plus 20
parking spaces reserved in
adjacent parking garage
Administrative Special
Exception granted

*for residential units
** “Active Senior” development
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N DOWNER AVE

N STOWELL AVE

N PROSPECT AVE

N FARWELL AVE

N MARYLAND AVE

E JARVIS ST

DAYTIME PARKING REGULATIONS

E SHORWEOOD BLVD

Unregulated
10 Minute Parking (School Zone)
No Parking (December 1 – March 1)
No Parking
2 Hr Parking or Daytime Permit*
2 Hr Parking or Daytime Permit*
*single-family and duplex residents
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N DOWNER AVE

N STOWELL AVE

N PROSPECT AVE

N FARWELL AVE

N MARYLAND AVE

E JARVIS ST

E SHORWEOOD BLVD

OVERNIGHT PARKING PERMISSIONS/PERMITS

3900
Prospect

4000
Prospect

3900
Stowell

4000
Stowell

3900
Downer

4000
Downer

2300
Capitol

2400
Capitol

2500
Capitol

Approx Spaces

23

28

23

26

20

38

7

5

8

Temp (Jan)

7

8

0

2

0

20

0

0

0

Permits (Jan)

3

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

Total (Jan)

10

8

1

2

0

20

1

0

0

Temp (Feb)

11

10

0

3

1

20

0

2

1

Permits (Feb)

3

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

0

Total (Feb)

14

10

0

3

1

21

2

2

1
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

The effect the granting of the exception will have on adjacent parking and traffic conditions.
The effect the granting of the exception will have on the appearance and character of the applicant's property,
adjacent property and neighboring property.
The effect the granting of the exception will have on the property values of the applicant's property, adjacent
property and neighboring property.
Whether the granting of the exception will serve a public or desirable or useful purpose.
Whether the spirit and intent of the requirements of this article are being carried out.
Recommendations of any boards or committees to which the Plan Commission refers the application for advice.
Intensity of use, deviation from typical use classifications, access to transit, and physical constraints to meeting
parking requirements.
If senior housing is proposed, the number of employees on site, the type of senior housing, the parking needs of
the residents, if any, and the ratios from the Institute of Transportation Engineers parking generation report ratios
for senior housing should be reviewed.
Historical conditions and whether additional parking requirements for new or expanded use may be satisfied with
incremental increase commensurate with new or expanded use.
Evidence that actual parking demands may be less than code requirements.
Availability of shared parking, including satisfactory documentation of shared parking to satisfy the parking
demand.
Alternative transportation that has been reasonably shown to reduce the need for parking.
Such other matters as the Plan Commission deems relevant and material.
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Plan Commission
Meeting Minutes
February 23, 2021
3930 N. Murray Ave. Village of Shorewood, WI 53211

1.

Call to order.
The meeting was called to order at 6:30 p.m.
President Allison Rozek
Trustee Kathy Stokebrand - Acting Chair
Eric Couto
Therese Klein
Barbara Kiely Miller
Sangeeta Patel
Daniel Wycklendt

No
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Others present were Village Attorney Nathan Bayer, Planning Director Bart Griepentrog
and Planning Administrative Clerk Crystal Kopydlowski.
2.

Approval of January 26, 2021 meeting minutes.
Mr. Wycklendt moved to approve the minutes, seconded by Ms. Kiely Miller. Vote 5-0 to
approve. Ms. Klein did not vote.

3.

Consideration of Parking Special Exception for proposed multi-family
redevelopment at properties 2418, 2420 and 2428 E. Capitol Dr., submitted by
Catalyst Partners.
Mr. Griepentrog introduced the item per the memo that was provided to the Plan
Commission along with a brief slideshow.
He explained the potential redevelopment was intended over three parcels that would be
combined into one. All existing structures, which include the Sunseekers building and the
single family residence on the corner of Capitol and Stowell, would be demolished to
construct a 42 unit multi-family redevelopment that would feature four stories. Up to 20%
of the units would be designated affordable housing which equals nine units.
Seventy-four parking spaces are required per code at 1.75 parking spaces per unit. The
redevelopment has 43 onsite parking spaces planned and the applicant has indicated
that providing 51 total spaces would be sufficient based on the number of bedrooms.
Eight additional spaces would be accommodated through the Village on-street parking
program.
Trustee Stokebrand ask for confirmation that the house on the corner of Capitol and
Stowell was a single family house. Mr. Griepentrog said he did receive a call from a
resident confirming that it was a single family home and that he did correct that in the
meeting materials. She asked if there are only two property owners in discussions about
this project. Mr. Griepentrog confirmed yes.
Mr. Griepentrog provided an overview of recently/previously granted parking special
exceptions and explained that most recent multi-family redevelopments were approved
as Planned Development Districts. With respect to this development, the developer

1
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believes they can meet all other zoning requirements except for the parking so they have
applied for the parking special exception do not believe they need one for anything else
such as height, setbacks or density.
Trustee Stokebrand asked if the commercial tenants of previously approved special
exceptions did not have as many parking spaces as required by code. Mr. Griepentrog
said yes and that along Oakland Avenue many commercial spaces do not have parking
attached to them and when spaces are substantially renovated they have to go through
this process.
Mr. Griepentrog gave updated information on the parking in the area and identified the
daytime parking regulations. Ms. Kiely Miller asked if, with the new building facing
Capitol Drive, the tenants are able to purchase parking permits for the congested parking
area. Mr. Griepentrog said that at this time residents in multi-family buildings could not
purchase them. He did say that the north side of Capitol Drive is included in the
residential congested commuter area and that when multi-family residents are allowed to
purchase daytime permits they would be able to.
Mr. Griepentrog gave updated information on overnight parking permissions. He said the
most congested block is the 4000 block of Downer Avenue. He said the police
department was going to confirm these numbers prior to the meeting but could not due
to an incident. They plan to confirm the numbers in the coming week. Trustee
Stokebrand asked if these are all new permits starting January 1. Mr. Griepentrog said
yes.
Mr. Wycklendt asked if the parking estimates are “best case scenario” with people
parking perfectly. Mr. Griepentrog said yes and the max capacity is based on 18 feet of
curb. Trustee Stokebrand asked if there was parking on both sides of the street. Mr.
Griepentrog said there is only parking on the west side of Stowell north of Capitol.
Trustee Stokebrand referenced a letter the commissioners received from a resident with
concerns regarding parking. She related to this concern and said that while she favors
mass transit and fewer cars the reality is a lot of people use cars to get to work. She has
concern for people living in that area with more cars looking for parking because the
developer is not meeting what is required. She asked if the parking requirement is
something that could change if we do see more car/ride sharing and less car purchases.
Mr. Griepentrog said the requirement is a local policy that is not based on any larger
standard but what is in place and the Plan Commission could request its change in the
future.
Ms. Patel said the development seems to be designed to be self-contained. She said if
when a tenant rents a unit they get a parking space and if they need additional than what
is offered they are purchasing municipal parking permits or not renting there.
Tom Baade, representing developer Catalyst Partners, said the way they typically
develop apartments in most municipalities is one parking space per bedroom because
one bedroom units are typically singly occupied and two bedroom units are typically a
couple wanting more space. In their buildings you get the opportunity to rent a parking
space per bedroom that comes with additional rent so if you don’t have a vehicle you
save that money. He said this development has 51 total bedrooms and they provide 43
spaces on site so they know they need an additional 8 parking spaces.
Ms. Patel asked if the development is not viable if they did not get the 8 additional
spaces. He said it is viable with suggesting the overnight parking passes with the village.
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Trustee Stokebrand asked why they don’t build down and provide underground parking.
Mr. Baade said that construction cost is one factor and physically they spend so much
money building the ramp to get down and wipe out a row and a half of parking spaces on
the first level and then to make the turn at the bottom of the ramp they do not pick up as
many spaces as the dollars dictate they would have to spend. He said they were being
sensitive to the neighborhood in the area and staying within the zoning guidelines with
not increasing the height of the development. If they would dig down to add parking
spaces to offset that they would likely need to add units going up that wouldn’t fit with the
neighborhood character.
Attorney Nathan Bayer commented on the special exception request before the
commissioners. He said the three properties being considered are zoned B-3 and multifamily units are an existing permitted use in the district. He said the only item being
considered is the parking special exception/parking regulation. He said for every dwelling
unit under Village Code Chapter 535 there needs to be 1.75 parking spaces per dwelling
unit and the second part of the special exception it that all parking is required to be in an
approved garage. The proposal has 42 units and under the code requirements the
development would need 74 parking spaces. The requested exception is two-fold with
the request for 43 enclosed stalls and additional 8 spaces on the street for a total of 51
spaces. The special exception is affected by Act 67 that was passed in 2018 and which,
in Chapter 62, states that a decision to either grant or deny a special exception must be
based upon substantial evidence and if an applicant meets or agrees to meet all of the
requirements and conditions identified either in an existing ordinance or as determined
by the body then the special exception must be granted. Mr. Bayer explained that per
Village Code 535-51B there are 13 conditions to review when considering the special
exception.
Ms. Kiely Miller asked how parking spaces will be assigned and if one space will be
reserved for the building manager. Mr. Baade said the parking spaces are allocated per
unit bedrooms (one bedroom, one parking space) and the last eight people to sign
leases would be required to park on the street. He said the spaces are first come first
serve and will not be reserved for later leases. He has not considered a parking space
for the building manager yet but they will have to consider that. The building manager
will be a part time position.
Ms. Kiely Miller asked about the Sunseekers property owner and the large vehicles that
are on site and asked where those vehicle will be parked in the event the development
moves forward. Mr. Griepentrog said he did not have any information on where they will
be parked.
Mr. Wycklendt asked if they should be weighing out other discussions when considering
this exception. He said there have been discussions regarding building height limits and
asked if those discussions should be considered when reviewing this. Attorney Bayer
said to view it through the lens of how the change or exception will impact the Village
and whether the granting of the exception will serve a desirable or useful purpose. He
also said no other board/committee are needed for advice. He reminded the commission
that the proposal meets all other zoning.
Ms. Klein asked about the 5 ADA spaces and asked if there is any flexibility. Mr. Baade
said those meet building code requirements. Mr. Griepentrog said the village code can
be flexible via this decision and said the building code is more strict and harder to flex.
Ms. Patel asked about the 1.75 space requirement saying it seemed outdated. She
doesn’t understand the basis for the 1.75 space requirement. Mr. Griepentrog said the
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requirement was probably calculated years ago based on current standards. He does
not believe 1.75 was crafted with Shorewood in mind specifically.
Mr. Couto asked how much guidance they should take from the Central District Master
Plan when making their decision. Mr. Griepentrog said land use and zoning are not the
same thing. He said what controls the use in Shorewood is the zoning. Attorney Bayer
added that it is the granting of the exception that we are considering.
Ms. Kiely Miller said that in the draft of the Comprehensive Plan this area of the village is
described and Mixed Use Main Street and asked if because it is only a draft they cannot
use that in considering. Mr. Griepentrog said no they cannot refer to the draft when
considering.
Ms. Kiely Miller asked for clarification regarding the setbacks/build-to requirements
discussed in the materials and asked if the development is in compliance with the rear
setbacks. Mr. Griepentrog said as drafted the development is in compliance with respect
to the corner setbacks.
Ms. Kiely Miller asked if any preliminary exterior designs have been considered yet and if
there will be screening along the parking area. Mr. Baade said the north wall will be solid
along the alley with decorative siding. The entry is off of Stowell and not the alley to
lessen impact on neighbors. They have not designed the front of the building yet but the
plan is to make it look store-like.
Ms. Kiely Miller asked if the entry and exit is wide enough for two cars at once so as not
to back up on Stowell. Mr. Baade said yes.
Ms. Kiely Miller asked if tenants will have reserved spaces so they are not jockeying for
spaces. Mr. Baade said parking spaces will be assigned.
Trustee Stokebrand asked at what point would there be concerns about the space being
pedestrian friendly with the lower level. Mr. Griepentrog said that currently the Design
Review Board would review the ground level screening of the parking space. He said in
the future this is where we talk about form-based code and if we move towards formbased standards something to suggest would be specific details regarding ground level
screening.
Trustee Stokebrand asked how traffic congestion will be lessened in the B-1 district
because of the residential nature and how that will present itself. Mr. Baade said their
preliminary discussions with a traffic engineer regarding a trip generation plan showed
that the number of people that leave in the morning and return after work is larger and
with that there will be far fewer cars in the lot during the day. He also said there will be
far fewer short trips each day with a residential property. She asked what they would say
to residents who have concerns with the 8 units that will have to park on the street. Mr.
Baade said he would refer to the parking numbers that indicated there is sufficient
parking available and that there will be less coming and going with a residential property.
He said there will not be an impact on traffic but there will be some parking taken. Mr.
Baade said that deliveries to the building will be done on Capitol Drive and traffic will be
less with the entries to Sunseekers being eliminated also.
Mr. Couto questioned, when looking at 20% of the units being reserved for affordable
housing, if parking for those affordable units will be reduced to an affordable rate as well.
Mr. Baade said yes and that what they have found is that often those tenants renting the
affordable units do not have a vehicle and use public transportation. That makes this site
of interest because it is on a bus line.
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Ms. Kiely Miller asked if the affordable units will be limited to the smaller units. He said
no and they will follow the WHEDA requirements and the next unit available would be
considered to meet the threshold.
Ms. Patel asked if conditions could be put on the proposal similar to what was done with
Casa de Corazon. Attorney Bayer said reasonable conditions based on substantial
evidence can be placed on an approval.
Ms. Klein asked about bike storage. Mr. Baade said they haven’t figured that out in terms
of layout but per the building code they have to provide bike parking spaces. There is
space on the northeast corner near the refuse area and they may need to take some
space from the lobby area to accommodate. They also will provide bike storage spaces
too.
The meeting was opened to the public.
Trustee Tammy Bockhorst spoke and said the conversation had been very informative.
She said the project is exciting and she is inspired by the questions she has heard
especially around multimodal transportation and the reduction of car culture. She said
the developer does not have to come to the Plan Commission for anything other than a
parking special exception and feels the current code is very antiquated.
Trustee Stokebrand said she thinks the issue is congestion and people trying to move
about their neighborhood. She asked about other locations the developer has completed
or is working on outside of Shorewood and whether those have underground parking.
Mr. Baade said they are doing other developments in other municipalities with
underground parking. He said the difference between those developments and this one
is the parcels are much larger and support more units.
Mr. Wycklendt said he looked into other municipalities parking regulations and said in
many communities a studio/one bedroom apartment requires one parking space and two
bedroom apartments require one and a half parking spaces. He said there have been
many discussions about updating the parking code.
Trustee Stokebrand said that the developer references, within their proposal, the
retention of seven full-time equivalent management and maintenance jobs but said that
earlier in the meeting the property manager was described as a part time position and
asked about the full time equivalent positions. Mr. Baade said this refers largely to the
maintenance people and the other workers that come and go very much so on a part
time basis but all together add up to the full-time equivalent. He said he does not
envision more than two employees on site at any given moment and they will likely park
in front of the building.
Ms. Kiely Miller stated she was thankful for the parking data provided and referred to the
police department being scheduled to confirm the availability at night. She said she
wanted more time to evaluate the numbers and data. Mr. Wycklendt asked if the
temporary numbers refer to residents calling in for temporary parking permission. Mr.
Griepentrog said yes as some residents use up their 20 parking passes per year in the
first few months and then need to purchase permits after. Mr. Wycklendt said it appears
those purchasing parking passes is miniscule compared to those calling in temporary
overnight parking permission. Mr. Griepentrog said in regards to these blocks he would
agree.
Ms. Kiely Miller said the tenants of this development would not be eligible for a daytime
parking permit and asked where they would likely park. Mr. Griepentrog said that the
tenants would likely need to park on Farwell, Jarvis, Stowell or Richland.
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Ms. Kiely Miller moved to defer a decision on the parking special exception for proposed
multi-family redevelopment at properties 2418, 2420 and 2428 E. Capitol Drive to allow
more time to review the parking data. Seconded by Trustee Stokebrand.
Ms. Patel questioned why there is a concern with daytime parking or congestion. She
said that one would assume if you rent there you will park in your space and that the
issue is the 8 overnight parking spaces being requested. She agrees the area is
congested and understands the 8 additional vehicles could add to that congestion. She
asked if a resident who lives in a multi-family building is eligible to buy an overnight
parking pass. Mr. Griepentrog said that yes they can as of a change that the Village
Board made which began on January 1, 2021.
Ms. Klein questioned the motion to defer the discussion for more time to review the
parking. She doesn’t believe the police department pinpointing one day worth of data as
relevant. Trustee Stokebrand said that it made more sense to allow more time for
feedback from the public on a project that will be there for a long time.
Mr. Wycklendt said Ms. Kiely Miller’s questions were valid and information is always
great and stated there was a lot of information provided in the packet. He said if we want
to be friendly to new development and there are clear rules in place it would be nice to
put their heads together and make a decision with the information that is in front of them.
Ms. Kiely Miller said she just wants to make sure they are considering every aspect with
the redevelopment in regards to condition number one that states “the effect the granting
of the exception will have on adjacent parking and traffic conditions”. She said if the
development was in a different part of the village that did not have such restrictive
parking she wouldn’t need to think about it as much.
Trustee Tammy Bockhorst said she liked the discussion regarding equality and inequality
and said renters should not be punished for not conforming to a pro-car culture society
and encouraged the Plan Commission to make a decision with the information they have
before them.
Ms. Klein questioned what they were deliberating when the shortage was 8 spaces along
with the fact that every tenant in this development could apply for on-street parking. She
said the issues seemed very small and simple. Ms. Patel agreed that if all can apply for
on-street parking then the 8 space shortage does not matter as much. Trustee
Stokebrand asked if the limit was 2 overnight parking passes per household. Mr.
Griepentrog said yes.
Ms. Kiely Miller confirmed that the exception is the reduction of parking spaces required
(31 spaces short) and that they are not all within an approved garage. Mr. Griepentrog
said yes. She said if other commissioners feel they have enough information before them
she will withdraw her motion.
Ms. Kiely Miller withdrew her motion to defer the item. Trustee Stokebrand withdrew her
second.
Mr. Wycklendt moved to approve the parking special exception for proposed multi-family
redevelopment at properties 2418, 2420 and 2428 E. Capitol Drive based on meeting the
conditions stated in 535-51B. Seconded by Ms. Klein. A roll call vote was taken: Trustee
Stokebrand – Aye, Mr. Couto – No, Ms. Klein – Aye, Ms. Kiely Miller – Aye, Ms. Patel –
Aye and Mr. Wycklendt – Aye. Vote to approve 5-1.
4.

Review of updated draft of the Village’s Comprehensive Plan Update.
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Mr. Griepentrog introduced the item. He said not much has changed since they
discussed the goals, objectives and recommendations last meeting beyond the
formatting of the document. He displayed the two maps (Existing Land Use Map and
Future Land Use Map) that had been inserted into the plan since the last review.
Ms. Kiely Miller suggested confirming that the pictures included in the plan are current.
She also suggested blurring license plates in any pictures and replacing some photos
with more current redevelopment pictures. She suggested including pictures of village
properties in the intergovernmental chapter.
Trustee Stokebrand said the maps were hard to see and asked if the document will be
mostly formatted for online or if some will be published. She also suggested looking at
the language in reference to tools on page 128 of the plan. Trustee Stokebrand asked if
she could send her suggested corrections via email. Mr. Griepentrog said yes and would
appreciated any changes in the next couple weeks. His goal is to compile the full
document in early March for wide distribution before the open house. Mr. Griepentrog
said there will be printed versions of the final plan placed in the library and village hall in
addition to the online version.
5.

Discuss Comprehensive Plan Virtual Open House – March 17, 2021 at 6:30 p.m.
Mr. Griepentrog said after polling commissioners the open house was scheduled for
March 17th so that promotion of the event could occur. The final draft will be completed
before the open house and asked for any changes to be emailed by the end of February.
Mr. Griepentrog would like to have the plan available to the public for two weeks prior to
the open house but will not rush the process.

6.

Consider 2020 Plan Commission Annual Report and Future Initiative.
Mr. Griepentrog said this was discussed at the January meeting and he has made all the
updates that had been requested.
Ms. Kiely Miller asked about adding the review of the solar approval process. Mr.
Griepentrog said this item is on the Village Manager’s work plan already and she will be
presenting to the Plan Commission soon.
Ms. Kiely Miller said once the Comprehensive Plan is passed by the Village Board that
the zoning map and code should be higher on the list. Mr. Griepentrog said he struggles
with rearranging the list and said they will definitely debate and select items after the
comprehensive plan. He doesn’t put much weight in the numbering of the items.
Trustee Stokebrand asked where form based zoning fits into all of this. Mr. Griepentrog
said it would be a component of item 2, 5 and 6.

7.

Future agenda items.
Mr. Griepentrog said he is expecting two conditional use applications in March and/or
April depending on when they are received. As part of the March 1st Village Manager’s
Report the Village Board will potentially be having a discussion about re-opening aspects
of village government to the public. He said he has heard an acceptance and/or
appreciation for the ability to do virtual meetings. Mr. Couto appreciates doing the
meetings virtually. Ms. Klein asked if there is a way to do the meetings both in person
and virtually. Mr. Griepentrog said a hybrid solution for the future is being looked into.
Ms. Kiely Miller said virtual meetings this winter have been a godsend and she feels that
more people listen to the meetings virtually. Mr. Wycklendt said that from a public access
standpoint virtual meetings should continue. Trustee Stokebrand said a hybrid solution
would be best moving forward for people who do not have a way to participate in virtual
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meetings but until that solution is determined virtual meetings would be the best. Ms.
Kiely Miller said virtual meetings are convenient for applicants/participants coming from a
distance to participate easily without traveling.
8.

Adjournment.
Mr. Couto moved to adjourn the meeting at 9:10 p.m., seconded by Mr. Wycklendt. Vote
to adjourn 6-0.
Recorded by,

Crystal Kopydlowski
Planning Department Administrative Clerk
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VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD
BOARD OF APPEALS MINUTES
April 13, 2021

DRAFT

1.

Call to Order
Mr. Paulson called the meeting to order at 5:31 p.m.

2.

Roll Call
Members present: Adam Burns, Michael Paulson, Jon Toutenhoofd, April Toy. A quorum was
noted present.
Others present: Village Attorney Nathan Bayer, Planning and Development Director Bart
Griepentrog

3.

Statement of Public Notice
Clerk Bruckman stated that the meeting had been posted and noticed according to law.

6.

Attorney to Review Standards by which the Board of Appeals must abide.
Mr. Paulson provided background for the purpose and intent of the meeting. He explained the
developer submitted an application to the Plan Commission which stated it met all of the zoning
requirements except for one with respect to parking. The developer submitted for a special
exception from the zoning requirement of 1.75 spaces per unit. That request went to the Plan
Commission for a public hearing on February 23, 2021 at which time the Plan Commission granted
the special exception as reflected in the minutes of that meeting. Subsequently a number of
neighbors have appealed the special exception decision to the Board of Appeals. Mr. Paulson
made it clear the issue before the Board of Appeals is was the grant of a special exception for
parking by the Plan Commission lawful. They are only looking at if the special exception for parking
was properly granted by the Plan Commission. Because of the nature of the public comments the
following issues are not for the Board of Appeals: there is no issue nor does the Board of Appeals
have the authority to address the issue of whether or not a four story apartment building should be
built on this site. That is an issue for the zoning code and the code, as written, permits it. There is
no issue with respect to the design of the building; that is in the purview of the Design Review
Board. There is no issue nor would the Board of Appeals address whether or not an apartment
building or a mixed use building with both commercial and residential can be built on the same
premise.
We have been advised by the Village Attorney this is not de novo review to make a new decision on
whether the parking exception should be granted. The Board has been advised by the Village
Attorney this is a review of the entire record prepared for the Plan Commission without taking any
further evidence.
The appellants have challenged that advice from the Village Attorney on two grounds, The Board of
Appeals should seek independent counsel because they claim the Village Attorney cannot be both
an advocate for the Plan Commission and an adviser for the Board of Appeals. Mr. Paulson noted
he rejected that argument because Attorney Bayer was not an advocate at the Plan Commission
meeting. Ms. Toy, Mr. Burns, and Mr. Toutenhoofd agreed with Mr. Paulson’s statement. Mr.
Paulson stated they will reject the argument with the appellant’s counsel and proceed with the
Attorney Bayer providing counsel.
The appellants have disagreed with the legal analysis provided by the Village Attorney that the
Board of Appeals cannot accept new evidence. The appellants would like the Board of Appeals to
start from scratch and hear everything that would relate to the issues before the Plan Commission.
The memo was submitted to the Village Clerk this afternoon.
Mr. Paulson explained the two options. 1) Defer the hearing to a future date to allow the board to
evaluate the latest legal argument and proceed on a certiorari review or a de novo hearing) To
remand this matter to the Plan Commission for further hearings and further proceedings. The
Board members agreed they needed more time to analyze the additional information.
1

Attorney Bayer explained either a de novo or a certiorari review is allowed under the law. §535-51
(e) grants the Board of Appeals the power to “affirm, reverse or remand any order, requirement
decision or determination the Plan Commission made under this section”. He explained the words
affirm, reverse or remand only apply if you are conducting a certiorari review. If you are conducting a
de novo review, you would not use the words affirm, reverse or remand because they have no
meaning under that context. He further explained the ordinance dictates it’s a certiorari review.
Attorney Bayer recommended under a certiorari review taking ordinance §535-51 and compare it to
the record that was established at the Plan Commission meeting which includes the application for
the parking special exception, documents submitted by the applicant, copy of initial development
proposal (building data, drawings, blueprints), correspondence with the village staff concerning the
special parking exception request, and video of the Plan Commission meeting. Attorney Bayer
explained the ordinance clearly states prior to granting a special exception, the Plan Commission
shall consider all of the following as applicable: (1) The effect the granting of the exception will have
on adjacent parking and traffic conditions. (2) The effect the granting of the exception will have on the
appearance and character of the applicant's property, adjacent property and neighboring property.
(3) The effect the granting of the exception will have on the property values of the applicant's property,
adjacent property and neighboring property. (4) Whether the granting of the exception will serve a
public or desirable or useful purpose. (5) Whether the spirit and intent of the requirements of this
article are being carried out. (6) Recommendations of any boards or committees to which the Plan
Commission refers the application for advice. (7) Intensity of use, deviation from typical use
classifications, access to transit, and physical constraints to meeting parking requirements. (8) If
senior housing is proposed, the number of employees on site, the type of senior housing, the parking
needs of the residents, if any, and the ratios from the Institute of Transportation Engineers parking
generation report ratios for senior housing should be reviewed. (9) Historical conditions and whether
additional parking requirements for new or expanded use may be satisfied with incremental increase
commensurate with new or expanded use. (10) Evidence that actual parking demands may be less
than code requirements. (11) Availability of shared parking, including satisfactory documentation of
shared parking to satisfy the parking demand. (12) Alternative transportation that has been
reasonably shown to reduce the need for parking. (13) Such other matters as the Plan Commission
deems relevant and material. The Board should ask if the consideration is applicable and if the
consideration is applicable, ask yourself is there substantial evidence in the record made by the Plan
Commission that supports their decision to grant the special exception on that specific point. He
further explained if they find that the Plan Commission didn’t make the appropriate findings, the Board
of Appeals has the option to remand it back to the Plan Commission for further review. If there is
substantial evidence the Board could affirm or disagree with the decision. Attorney Bayer suggested
to hear from the appellants and conduct the public hearing.
Joe Cincotta noted he agreed with the Village Attorney, Chairman Paulson and the other members
of the board as it relates to their powers and discretion with how they want to proceed. Mr. Cincotta
agreed the Board should take some time to look things over before they make the decision on how
they will proceed. He noted the de novo review doesn’t have to take new testimony or evidence but
can consider on the merit the content of the existing record. He believes the board can look at the
current record from the Plan Commission and decide if the standards have been met. He noted a
strict application of the certiorari review would suggest the Board should not re-weigh the evidence
or apply the evidence differently than the Plan Commission. He further explained if the Board feels
the findings don’t satisfy do you remand or do you make a subsistent determination. He noted he is
not asking for a full new review.
The Board of Appeals unanimously agreed to hear public comments and adjourn to a later date.
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7.

Public Hearing: Request for an appeal of the Plan Commission’s approval of parking special
exception for a proposed multi-family redevelopment at properties 2416, 2420, and 2428 E.
Capitol Drive.
Mr. Paulson opened the Public Hearing at 6:25 p.m.
Dan Walsh, 4018 N Stowell Ave; thanked the board members. This didn’t happen in a vacuum,
there is context in the Village of Shorewood for this kind of issue and it has been brewing for many
years. He noted he attended many Village Board meetings when there were enormous amounts of
dissent over how development has occurred in the Village. He is in commercial real estate and is
troubled by how little public comment is taken. There is distrustful, angry underlying context that
was there when this started. He noted the comprehensive plan states the village needs to be
willing to wait for a desirable comprehensive project. He further stated this is the first project that
has been proposed on this site since the zoning has changed. There are no details on what the
project is going to look like. The project is being approved in silos, the Plan Commission is only
approving a special exception for parking without seeing any other plans. No other municipality
handles development this way. He noted the Plan Commission acted without any input from any of
the neighbors. He hopes the Board will reverse or remand the decision.
Jim Arndorfer, 2524 E Shorewood Blvd, noted he supports the appeal of the parking exception. He
does not agree with every portion of the appeal but noted that after watching the Plan Commission
meeting more rigor may need to be applied to understand the impacts of the project. He would like
to have seen a traffic study completed. He noted he does not have opposition for the development.
Derek Tayler, Attorney for Catalyst Development; if the board does decide to defer this review that
is does so on the basis that it is accepting the Village Attorney’s advice to do so on a certiorari basis
for the next meeting and the review only be limited to a special exception on parking.
Beth Giacobassi, 3827 N Prospect Ave; explained she has a special needs daughter and has
participated in some of the housing study and on committees of parents with special needs adult
because the Village has an enormous need for housing for special needs adults. She supports the
development to provide affordable housing. She noted there seems to be a history of development
projects being sprung on the residents, she agrees there needs to be more input from the
community.
Lauren Gordon Fahn, 4075 N Stowell Ave; noted she has been a renter and parking has always
been an issue. Having inadequate parking being offered for an apartment building will become a
heavy street influx issue. There are streets that allow two-way traffic that go down to one lane
when residents park on the street.
Rosina Bloomingdale, 4134 N Stowell Ave; agrees with all the comments being made. Noted she
has major concerns of the quality of life that people seek and such a project may have an effect on
the quality of life. All Board members should be representatives of community members.
Julie Bussen, 3930 N Stowell Ave; this forum is for the parking exception but noted there does not
seem to be a forum to voice other concerns. She questioned were the Village is in the process.
Mr. Paulson noted the Village Board is the audience to share concerns.
Margaret Marks, 3938 N Stowell Ave; noted she agreed with the previous residents. The parking
issue is a massive concern living on Stowell Ave, there are many children in the neighborhood.
Property values may potentially go down. She noted the lack of communication is upsetting.
Andrea Brandt, 4054 N Stowell Ave; voiced concerns about the safety of children with traffic and
congestion. She noted the animal hospital also adds congestion to the parking as well as the street
being narrow. There may be increased alley congestion and there does not seem to be
enforcement of speed control.
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Elizabeth Beeghly, 2413 E Shorewood Blvd; we just went through a comprehensive plan were the
zoning at this site was reduced; the maximum amount of building that should be used for
apartments is about 16 if you are looking at the number of units per the square footage of the site.
She is unclear why the density was decreased. She believes it needs to be evaluated more clearly.
Vicki Herman, 4071 N Stowell Ave; has grave concerns about the parking issue that will occur
because of the apartment building. She believes the fact the apartment building being across from
the animal hospital was not taken into consideration. The proposed parking garage entrance and
exit is proposed to be directly across the street from the small animal hospital’s entrance and exit.
There is already a lot of congestion on a narrow street and she has concerns for the children who
live on the street.
Miriam Torres, 2024 E Kenmore Place; not in the immediate neighborhood of the project but
wanted to share she is very supportive of the development to accommodate a more diverse
population. She noted she lives behind Atwater school and has been heavily impacted by the
development on Oakland Ave. She noted their street has also been affected by construction
vehicles from the Atwater school construction project. She noted in the fall she raised concerns
about on street overnight parking.
Mark Warhus, 4071 N Stowell Ave; noted he would like to see citizen input on projects. He
suggested the Board evaluate in the southern end of Stowell and Capitol; which is already a very
congested intersection.
Julie Bussen, 3930 N Stowell Ave; noted she spoke with the Shorewood Animal Hospital about how
many staff they have and where they park. The animal hospital shared they rent five spaces from
Sweet and Associates next door. They have 12-13 other staff who park on the street on Stowell
Ave. They want to leave their parking lot for their customers.
Karen Wolfert, 3945 N Stowell Ave; noted that Shorewood is not friendly to their neighbors and their
input. She has attended several meetings as plans had changed to densify the Village and noted
that several residents did not want more density. There are other ways to provide affordable
housing. These developments do have an impact on the value of homes and neighborhoods.
Andrew Cutraro, 3915 N Stowell Ave; new to the neighborhood and explained their previous
neighborhood had a development pushed through without a traffic study and the impact on traffic
was staggering.
Laurie Kohler, 3921 N Stowell Ave; questioned the issue of traffic and traffic studies. She noted this
is an unusual year to do the traffic study because of the pandemic. There are two schools on
Capitol Drive near the development and concerned about the volume of children coming up and
down the street.
Jeff Sommers, 4127 N Stowell Ave; agreed with the points from the other residents. Does not
agree with the development of that size in that neighborhood and it will affect home values. The
Oakland developments were an absolute travesty.
Mr. Paulson closed the Public Hearing at 7:19 p.m.
7.

Consideration of request for an appeal of the Plan Commission’s approval of parking special
exception for a proposed multi-family redevelopment at properties 2416, 2420, and 2428 E.
Capitol Drive.
Mr. Paulson moved, seconded by Mr. Burns to adjourn and schedule further proceedings on this
matter for the evening of May 4 commencing at 5:30 p.m. Motion passed by roll call vote, 4 - 0.
Ms. Toy moved, seconded by Mr. Toutenhoofd to adjourn the meeting at 7:29 p.m.
4

Respectfully submitted,
Sara Bruckman, CMC/WCMC, Village Clerk
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VILLAGE OF SHOREWOOD
BOARD OF APPEALS MINUTES
May 4, 2021

FINAL

1.

Call to Order
Mr. Paulson called the meeting to order at 5:31 p.m.

2.

Roll Call
Members present: Adam Burns, Michael Paulson, Jon Toutenhoofd, April Toy. A quorum was
noted present.
Others present: Village Attorney Nathan Bayer, Planning and Development Director Bart
Griepentrog

3.

Statement of Public Notice
Clerk Bruckman stated that the meeting had been posted and noticed according to law.

4.

Approval of April 13, 2021 meeting minutes
Mr. Toutenhoofd moved, seconded by Ms. Toy to approve the April 13, 2021 meeting minutes with
the recommended spelling changes. Motion carried 4 – 0.

5.

Attorney to Review Standards by which the Board of Appeals must abide.
The memo is included in the packet.

6.

The Board did not have any questions of Attorney Bayer.
Consideration of request for an appeal of the Plan Commission’s approval of parking special
exception for a proposed multi-family redevelopment at properties 2416, 2420, and 2428 E.
Capitol Drive.
Mr. Paulson noted the emails the Board of Appeals received should be admitted as part of the
record.
Mr. Paulson explained the Board of Appeals should proceed with a certiorari review of the four
factors of evaluating whether the Plan Commission, based on the existing record, kept within its
jurisdiction and proceeded on a correct theory of law, acted in a manner that was not arbitrary or
unreasonable based upon its role rather than judgement and reached a reasonable conclusion
based on the evidence in the record. The Board of Appeals has discretion to affirm, reverse or
remand with recommendations for further analyses and findings as a matter of final determination
by the Board.
Mr. Paulson explained that the appellants want a remand back to the Plan Commission in order to
provide an opportunity to be heard and present their arguments and evidence in a de novo review.
Mr. Paulson noted he views this matter should be remanded back to the Plan Commission for
certiorari proceedings. He noted the Plan Commission did not articulate the reasons for its decision.
The record did not reflect how it considered the factors that are set forth in §535.51(a) and there is
no finding of a special exception is not inconsistent with the applicable provisions set forth in
§535.51.
Mr. Burns explained after watching the full Plan Commission meeting he agrees with Mr. Paulson’s
comments and does not feel they articulated the 13 factors for the special exception.
Ms. Toy explained the Board is conflating a few issues. For the purposes of getting to the decision
where the Board finds there was not appropriate fact finding at the Plan Commission, the Board is
bypassing the standard of review issue and going directly into a certiorari review. She explained her
understanding of the submitted documents: The Board of Appeals is being asked not to perform a
1

certiorari review but first to decide whether this is a de novo review or is a certiorari review. If it’s a
de novo review then it wouldn’t matter if the Plan Commission didn’t make appropriate findings,
because then the Board of Appeals could take evidence. She explained the Plan Commission does
not need to go through each and every element in §535.51(a) but the standard is whether there is
any substantial evidence that supports the administrative body’s decision. She noted the Plan
Commission considered all the applicable factors or discussed them. She explained after watching
the video she would like to hear form the appellants which factors they felt were not discussed
because it’s unclear what factors are being argued. She noted the Plan Commission is not a judicial
body, they are a fact-finding body. They should not be held to a legal standard of making sure they
set forth on record on unequivocal terms, the law does not say it has to be that mechanical of an
approach.
Mr. Paulson explained if there were to be a remand, the issue of whether a special exception for
parking should be granted is the issue before the Plan Commission and they can take the record as
received, give the parties an opportunity to be heard and make a decision without being bound to
their prior decision. They are not bound by any decision by the Board of Appeals on a remand. This
gives the Plan Commission an opportunity to start over and make the findings that are required for
the grant for a special exception for parking.
Attorney Bayer clarified the applicant sought the parking special exception from the Plan
Commission before proceeding with anything else associated with the development. The underlying
proposal does not need a conditional use permit or any other special exception from any of the
other body.
Ms. Toy explained there is not consensus among the Board on the strategy on how to proceed. She
views the Board has to address the standard of review before they can make any decision. She
would like a hearing if the Board remands the decision. The Board needs to decide if it’s de novo or
certiorari review.
Mr. Paulson explained as the is code written, it does not permit a de novo review.
Mr. Toutenhoofd agrees with proceeding with a certiorari review.
Ms. Toy agrees the village code does not grant the Board of Appeals to do a de novo review.
Mr. Burns agrees with proceeding with a certiorari review.
There was consensus to proceed with a certiorari review.
Mr. Paulson explained the consideration of the four elements of review.
Did they Plan Commission have jurisdiction to grant the special exception?
Did the Plan Commission proceed under the correct theory of law, what legally were they required
to consider?
Did the Plan Commission consider the exception in a due process manner?
Was there substantial evidence upon which to reach a reasonable conclusion?
Agreement on jurisdiction was noted.
Mr. Paulson explained he does not feel the Board of Appeals knows on what basis did the Plan
Commission make the determination to grant the Special Exception. He feels there needs to be
something explicit in the record where the Plan Commission discusses each of the factors and how
the factor applies as set forth in the code.
Ms. Toy noted she would like to hear from the parties themselves to hear what factors were not
discussed or addressed.
Attorney Cincotta explained the Plan Commission did not provide any factual information that
addressed the factors.
2

Dan Walsh explained this is a rezoning of this property and dramatically changes what a developer
can do on this property. This special exception allows them to build a substantially different project
then what would otherwise be permitted by the zoning code. There is not one piece of data
provided by the developer, there is no traffic study, there is no parking count. The counts provided
by the planner are inaccurate and wrong. There was no comparison or research done from other
projects. He noted there was no input from the neighbors.
Attorney Cincotta noted he objects to the inclusion of any new facts into the record given the ruling
on the nature of the review.
Attorney Taylor explained the agenda was properly noticed for Plan Commission so nothing was
hidden from the neighbors. All residents from the Village had an opportunity to attend the Plan
Commission meeting and express concerns. It was noted that stating there were no facts discussed
at the Plan Commission meeting is a false statement. The 36-page meeting minutes are posted on
the Village website.
Mr. Baade explained the application listed all thirteen items and he attended the meeting to answer
any additional questions. He noted there are multiple inaccurate pictures being spread on what the
building will look like.
The Board did not have any additional questions for the attorneys.
Ms. Toy explained if the board is going to remand, the board should go through and make findings
on each of the factors and if they were considered by the Plan Commission. Ms. Toy went through
each of the 13 factors.
1. The effect the granting of the exception will have on adjacent parking and traffic conditions.
Discussed very thoroughly at the Plan Commission
2. The effect the granting of the exception will have on the appearance and character of the
applicant's property, adjacent property and neighboring property. She noted this factor was
discussed the most during the Plan Commission meeting. It was noted at the meeting the space
in front of your house is not property you own, it’s public.
3. The effect the granting of the exception will have on the property values of the applicant's
property, adjacent property and neighboring property. Possible gap, may not have been
discussed.
4. Whether the granting of the exception will serve a public or desirable or useful purpose.
5. Whether the spirit and intent of the requirements of this article are being carried out.
Discussed throughout the full discussion at the Plan Commission meeting.
6. Recommendations of any boards or committees to which the Plan Commission refers the
application for advice. Not applicable.
7. Intensity of use, deviation from typical use classifications, access to transit, and physical
constraints to meeting parking requirements. Was discussed throughout the meeting.
8. If senior housing is proposed, the number of employees on site, the type of senior housing, the
parking needs of the residents, if any, and the ratios from the Institute of Transportation
Engineers parking generation report ratios for senior housing should be reviewed. Not
applicable.
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9. Historical conditions and whether additional parking requirements for new or expanded use may
be satisfied with incremental increase commensurate with new or expanded use. Unsure it was
discussed.
10. Evidence that actual parking demands may be less than code requirements. This maybe a gap
area of discussion.
11. Availability of shared parking, including satisfactory documentation of shared parking to satisfy
the parking demand. Information in the materials that was submitted.
12. Alternative transportation that has been reasonably shown to reduce the need for parking.
Public transportation was discussed.
13. Such other matters as the Plan Commission deems relevant and material.
Ms. Toy noted the Plan Commission kept within its jurisdiction and proceeded on a correct theory of
law, they followed code §535.51, they acted in a manner that was not arbitrary, oppressive, or
unreasonable, and it’s her opinion they reached a reasonable conclusion based on the evidence in
the record.
There was board discussion on how detailed does the request for a remand back to the Plan
Commission need to be. Attorney Bayer explained that is up to the body, they can choose to be
vague or very specific.
Mr. Burns explained if the board decides to remand, the board should be a little specific on what
was lacking of the thirteen items.
Mr. Paulson explained he would like the Plan Commission to provide linkage to all of the facts and
arguments they did consider and their conclusion that the special exception should be granted.
Mr. Toutenhoofd and Mr. Burns agreed the Plan Commission needs to provide linkage to the
factors.
Attorney Bayer clarified the motion would be to reopen the proceeding, permit further evidence and
make a further determination as to the appropriateness of the special exception.
Mr. Paulson moved, seconded by Mr. Toutenhoofd to accept the appeal and remand the matter
back to the Plan Commission to reopen the matter, including further public hearing, to explicitly
consider the applicable provisions set forth in section 535.51(b) of the Village Code, including, if it
so finds, an explicit determination of how the granting of a special exception is not inconsistent with
the applicable provisions as set forth in section 535.51(d) of the Village Code. Motion passed by
roll call vote, 3 – 1 with April Toy voting nay.
Mr. Toutenhoofd moved, seconded by Ms. Toy to adjourn the meeting at 7:10 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Sara Bruckman, CMC/WCMC, Village Clerk
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The BOA first took up the Association’s appeal April 13th, 2021. Appellants, Capitol
Neighborhood Association, UA., appeared through counsel Joseph R. Cincottta. A public hearing
on the matter took place between 6:25 PM and 7:19 PM on April 13, 2021, in which public
comment was taken from several individuals. After close of the public hearing, The Board of
Appeals discussed issues related to the proper standard of review and an alleged conflict of
interest argument raised by counsel for the appellant. Acting chairman Paulson moved, seconded
by Mr. Burns, to adjourn and schedule further proceedings on the matter for the evening of May
4th commencing at 5:30 PM. The motion passed by a roll call vote of 4-0.
The Board of Appeals again took up the Association’s appeal on May 4th, 2021.
Appellants, Capitol Neighborhood Association, UA., appeared through counsel Joseph R.
Cincotta. The Board discussed how it would apply a certiorari standard of review to the Plan
Commission’s decision.
After discussion of the matter by BOA members, the following motion was brought forth
by acting chairman Michael Paulson, and seconded by Jon Toutenhoofd:
To accept the appeal and remand the matter back to the Plan Commission to
reopen the matter, including further public hearing, to explicitly consider the
applicable provisions set forth in section 535-51 B. of the Village Code, including
if it so finds an explicit determination of how the granting of a special exception
is not inconsistent with the applicable provisions as set forth in 535-51 D. of the
Village Code.
The motion passed on a 3-1 vote.
Based upon this motion, the Plan Commission is directed to:
•
•
•

Reopen the hearing on the Catalyst Partners request for a special exception related to
parking;
Accept additional public comment from members of the public;
Accept any additional evidence and/or argument from the applicant;

2

Report to Plan Commission
May 28, 2021
Prepared by: Bart Griepentrog, AICP, Planning & Development Director
RE:

Reconsideration of Parking Special Exception for proposed multi-family
redevelopment at properties 2418, 2420 and 2428 E. Capitol Dr., submitted by Catalyst
Partners.

Overview & History
In February, Tom Baade, d/b/a Catalyst Partners, submitted a Special Exception Application for
consideration by the Plan Commission for a reduction in parking requirements associated with a
potential multi-family redevelopment to be located on 2418, 2420 and 2428 E. Capitol Dr. Those
parcels, which are all zoned B-3 Mixed Use Commercial, are currently occupied with a parking lot,
commercial structure (Sunseekers) and single-family residence. The potential redevelopment
would demolish those existing structures, combine the lots and construct a four story, 42 unit multifamily redevelopment. (Multi-family units on all floors are a permitted use in the B-3 District.)

Per 535-47A(2), multifamily buildings in the B-1 through B-4 Districts require 1.75 parking spaces
per dwelling unit. The zoning code also specifically states that all required parking for multifamily
dwellings, except guest parking, shall be provided in an approved garage. Based on the projected
42 units, 74 parking spaces would be required. The current proposal includes 43 fully enclosed
parking stalls on the ground floor of the structure representing a ratio of 1.02 parking spaces per
dwelling unit. No underground parking is proposed.
The applicant requested an exception to the parking requirements based on an attempt to supply
one parking space per bedroom, which they argued would only require 51 parking spaces. They
further indicated that the eight additional parking spaces could be accommodated through available
on-street parking, which the Village now offers for sale via monthly permits.
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The applicant’s justification for the requested reduction was included within his application. Of note,
the proposed project would include up to 20% of its units as set-aside affordable housing, which
was identified as a housing gap within the Village’s recent Housing Market Study and Needs
Analysis.
It was noted in early discussions that a request for Tax Incremental Financial (TIF) assistance was
expected for this particular redevelopment option, so the Initial Development Proposal and the
Planning & Development Director’s review comments were attached for reference. The applicant
had also indicated that other redevelopment options, not inclusive of affordable housing units, may
also be an option for this site. (It is staff’s understanding that TIF assistance is no longer expected
to be requested.)
The Plan Commission approved the request at the February 23, 2021 Plan Commission meeting
with the following motion and vote:
Mr. Wycklendt moved to approve the parking special exception for proposed multi-family
redevelopment at properties 2418, 2420 and 2428 E. Capitol Drive based on meeting the
conditions stated in 535-51B. Seconded by Ms. Klein. A roll call vote was taken: Trustee
Stokebrand – Aye, Mr. Couto – No, Ms. Klein – Aye, Ms. Kiely Miller – Aye, Ms. Patel – Aye
and Mr. Wycklendt – Aye. Vote to approve 5-1.
On March 24, 2021, the Village Clerk forwarded the Planning & Development Department an
Appeal to the Plan Commission’s February 23, 2021 approval of the Parking Special Exception for
a proposed multi-family redevelopment at properties 2418, 2420 and 2428 E. Capitol Dr. pursuant
to 535-51E of the Village Zoning Code.
The Board of Appeals meeting was publicly noticed to convene on April 13, 2021 at 5:30 pm in the
North Shore NOW on March 31, 2021, and notice of the appeal was sent to property owners within
100 ft. on March 31, 2021. The Board of Appeals met on April 13, 2021 to review the appeal and
take in public comment. The Board voted to adjourn the matter until May 4, 2021. so that the
members could review the evidence.
On May 4, 2021, the Board of Appeals reconvened to consider the matter and ultimately remanded
the matter back to the Plan Commission with the following motion and vote:
To accept the appeal and remand the matter back to the Plan Commission to reopen the
matter, including further public hearing, to explicitly consider the applicable provisions set
forth in section 535-51 B. of the Village Code, including if it so finds an explicit determination
of how the granting of a special exception is not inconsistent with the applicable provisions
as set forth in 535-51 D. of the Village Code. The motion passed on a 3-1 vote.
As required per 535-59, the Board of Appeals transmitted a signed copy of their decision to the
appellants and the Planning and Development Department. A copy of that letter has been included
within this packet. With specific regards to this matter, the following directions to the Plan
Commission were provided:
•
•
•
•

Reopen the hearing on the Catalyst Partners request for a special exception related to
parking;
Accept additional public comment from members of the public;
Accept any additional evidence and/or argument from the applicant;
Make a record demonstrating how the factors contained in Village Code §535-51 B. are
being considered by the Plan Commission;
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•

Entertain a motion to either grant or deny the special exception based upon the original
record, as well as upon any new evidence offered at the next Plan Commission hearing.

Reconsideration
After the Board of Appeals meeting, availability to rehear the matter was confirmed for a special
meeting of the Plan Commission to be convened virtually on June 1, 2021 at 6:30 pm. Attorney
Joseph R. Cincotta, who represented the appellants in the Board of Appeals hearing submitted a
position statement to the Village regarding the remand of the special exception. Village Attorney
Nathan Bayer provided a formal response. Both communications have been included for reference.
The matter remains agendized for consideration.
Consistent with the Board of Appeals’ direction, the applicant has submitted an amended
application supporting documentation for the Plan Commission’s reconsideration. This information
includes narrative justification related to the 13 matters listed under 535-51B, a parking evaluation,
and a study of the effects of multi-family housing on single family housing values. All of that
information has been attached for reference.

Review and Approval
Per 535-51B, the Village Plan Commission shall consider the following as applicable, prior to the
granting of a Special Exception:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

(9)
(10)
(11)

The effect the granting of the exception will have on adjacent parking and traffic conditions.
The effect the granting of the exception will have on the appearance and character of the
applicant's property, adjacent property and neighboring property.
The effect the granting of the exception will have on the property values of the applicant's
property, adjacent property and neighboring property.
Whether the granting of the exception will serve a public or desirable or useful purpose.
Whether the spirit and intent of the requirements of this article are being carried out.
Recommendations of any boards or committees to which the Plan Commission refers the
application for advice.
Intensity of use, deviation from typical use classifications, access to transit, and physical
constraints to meeting parking requirements.
If senior housing is proposed, the number of employees on site, the type of senior housing,
the parking needs of the residents, if any, and the ratios from the Institute of Transportation
Engineers parking generation report ratios for senior housing should be reviewed.
Historical conditions and whether additional parking requirements for new or expanded use
may be satisfied with incremental increase commensurate with new or expanded use.
Evidence that actual parking demands may be less than code requirements.
Availability of shared parking, including satisfactory documentation of shared parking to
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(12)
(13)

satisfy the parking demand.
Alternative transportation that has been reasonably shown to reduce the need for parking.
Such other matters as the Plan Commission deems relevant and material.

The Plan Commission shall either approve or disapprove the application for a special exception
hereunder, in accordance with the provisions of this article, shall specify the requirement or
requirements that will be expected from the application and shall find that the special exception is
not inconsistent with the applicable provisions herein.
Staff Comments
The Plan Commission has recently approved Special Exceptions for business applicants at the
following locations:
Fiddleheads Coffee, 4334 N Oakland Ave (2020)
Casa de Corazon, 4114 N Oakland Ave (2018)
Ascension, 4027 N Oakland Ave (2018)
PowerCycle, 4521 N Oakland Ave (2018)
Crux Chiropractic, 2211 E Capitol Dr (2018)
North Shore Bank, 4060 N Oakland Ave (2016)
The Ruckus, 4144 N Oakland Ave (2016)
BP gas station, 1604 E Capitol Dr (2014)
North Shore Boulangerie, 4401 N Oakland Ave (2012)
With respect to the most recent multifamily or mixed-use redevelopments, the following parking
notes or approvals are on file.
Project
Cornerstone
(4510 N. Oakland Ave.)
Ravenna
(4523 N. Oakland Ave.)
LightHorse
(4041 N. Oakland Ave.)

Units
26

Parking
Requirements*
46

Parking Provided*
47

20

35

40

84

147

114

Mosaic
(4175 N. Oakland Ave.)

95

167

121

The Oaks of Shorewood**
(3900 N. Estabrook Pkwy.)

101

177

140
(108 underground /
32 surface level)

Notes
Approved as PDD – plus
33 provided for retail
Plus 16 additional spaces
provided for retail
Approved as PDD - Plus
47 parking spaces
reserved in adjacent
parking garage
Approved as PDD – Plus
20 parking spaces
reserved in adjacent
parking garage
Administrative Special
Exception granted

*for residential units / ** “Active Senior” development

With respect to available daytime on-street parking, streets south of E. Capitol Dr. are located within
the Village’s Residential Congested Commuter Area. Daytime passes are available for purchase by
residents of single family and duplex properties, but not multi-family residents. On streets north of
E. Capitol Dr., staff notes that N. Stowell Ave. currently features unregulated daytime parking,
whereas N. Prospect Ave. and N. Downer Ave. have 2 hour parking restrictions with daytime
passes available for purchase by residents. This accommodation is available by petition to the
Village Board based on commuter vehicle impacts (500-25D). Parking permits for employees of
businesses on E. Capitol Dr. are available, but require parking on the 4100 blocks of N. Prospect
Ave. and N. Downer Ave., and the 2400-2500 blocks of E. Jarvis St. and the 2500-2600 blocks of E.
Wood Place.
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Maps and data on daytime parking regulations and overnight parking permissions/permits in
January and February were presented at the February meeting and are once again included for
reference.
Suggested Motion:
I move to (approve / conditionally approve / deny) the Parking Special Exception for proposed
multifamily redevelopment at properties 2418, 2420 and 2428 E. Capitol Dr. submitted by Catalyst
Partners, based on (meeting / being able to meet subject to __________ / not meeting) the
conditions stated in 535-51B.”
Materials Enclosed
• Special Exception Application (2/15/21) – Catalyst Partners – 2418, 2420 and 2428 E.
Capitol Dr.
• Initial Development Proposal for 2428, 2420 and 2418 E. Capitol Dr.
• Initial Development Proposal Review Comments
• Daytime Parking Regulations and Overnight Parking Permissions/Permits, Jan/Feb 2021
• Board of Appeals Decision Letter of May 4, 2021 Hearing
• Position statement from Joseph R Cincotta, May 24, 2021
• Memo to Plan Commission from Village Attorney Bayer, May 27, 2021
• Special Exception Application (5/25/21) – Catalyst Partners – 2418, 2420 and 2428 E.
Capitol Dr.
• Parking Evaluation for Apartments on E. Capitol Drive, Shorewood, WI, May 4, 2021
• Effects of Mixed-Income, Multi-Family Rental Housing Developments on Single-Family
Housing Values, April 2005
• Public Comments received through 12:00 pm, May 28, 2021
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Initial Development Proposal for
2428, 2420 and 2418 East Capital Drive
Shorewood, WI

Document for an Initial Table Top Review with Village Staff

Submitted 1/22/2021

Submitted by: Catalyst Partners and Three Leaf Development
- Tom Baade, Vice President - Project Development
- 414-940-9363

Catalyst Partners
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Project Description:

Catalyst Partners and Three Leaf Development propose to jointly develop a 42-unit multi-family building by
combining the following three parcels: 2428, 2420 and 2418 East Capital Drive.
The development will consist of four levels. The first floor will consist of enclosed parking, common and
amenity spaces. Levels 2 – 4 will each have 14 units, made up of a mix of studio, one-bedroom and twobedroom rental residential units.
The development partners are seeking community support in order to allow a portion of the 42 units to be
affordable to residents with an income below 50% CMI for Milwaukee County.
Included in this submission is the following:
•

A summary of a review of the project goals against specific criteria the village has listed in Policy 40 –
Tax Increment District (TID) and Tax Increment Financing District (TIF) Assistance. The following areas
are included:
o Village Plans
o Zoning
o Priorities
o Public Assistance Goals

Summary of Reviews

Village Plans
The village’s Comprehensive Plan 2030 recommended multifamily housing in the East Capital corridor as a way
to offer housing options to seniors, professionals and families.
Shorewood produced a housing market study dated February 13, 2020 titled “A Comprehensive Housing
Market Study and Needs Analysis of: Shorewood, Wisconsin.” The study noted the following:
•
•

•
•

Affordable, senior and energy efficient housing is in short supply in the village.
It is recommended to pursue a series of new housing developments including single family ownership,
multi-family ownership and multi-family rental. This may drive down costs or at least dampen cost
escalation.
The barriers of construction costs, public opposition, lack of land and existing zoning codes will work to
reduce new housing opportunities.
Affordable housing is most likely not to be met without intervention or incentives.
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•

Incentives to new housing development to be considered include TIF Districts, Density Bonuses, Zoning
Reform, Housing Trust Fund and an Impact Fee Program.

The proposed development responds to the recommendation in the report in the following ways:
•
•
•
•
•

The building and units are as dense at the current zoning allows, due to this density there is a
mismatch in the parking zoning requirements and the parking spaces.
The project is made possible due to the assemblage of several under-utilized parcels.
The project will provide 42 new units in a highly desirable residential neighborhood.
The project will include a series of affordable units.
The aligns with the village master plan for site usage.

Zoning
The project meets all zoning requirements except for the required parking. The developers will be seeking
relief to adjust the parking from 1.75 spaces per dwelling unit to 1.2 spaces per dwelling unit. Please see
attached building plans and building data tables.

Priorities
As noted in the Village Plans section this project meets several of the most challenging village priorities
including: assembling a new larger parcel, development of new housing units, increasing the density of the
current site and providing some affordable housing.

Public Assistance Goals
Following is a list of TIF goals as published in the draft Policy 40
1. Enhance/Diversify Village economic and property base
a. The proposed project will enhance the property base with the
creation of a multi-family project with a value of nearly $10 million in
place of the current properties valued at $1 million.
b. The proposed project will also offer additional housing opportunities
for families in need of affordable housing, single level housing and
housing for professionals.
2. Development of underutilized parcels
a. The proposed development parcels are currently underutilized when
compared against the current allowance zoning.
3. Creation and retention of jobs
a. The proposed project will create a significant number of construction
jobs and several full-time equivalent management and maintenance
jobs.
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4. Housing opportunities compatible with housing needs
a. The compatibility of this project with housing needs was highlighted
in the Village Plans section.
5. Consistent with Comprehensive Plan
a. The proposed project is consistent with the Comprehensive plan as
discussed in the Village Plans Section.
6. Encourage Urban in-fill projects
a. The proposed project will combine several small underutilized parcels
to enable a significant improvement in housing opportunities.
7. Assist in revitalizing significant or blighted properties
a. The properties that will be replaced with the new housing project are
not blighted they are significantly underutilizing the current parcels.
8. Create a range of housing types - Affordable and Workforce
a. The proposed project envisions creating a number of affordable
housing opportunities that can be used by working families and/or
seniors with a fixed income.
9. Include improvements to village infrastructure, environmental impact
a. The project is reviewing several opportunities that will mitigate its
impact on the environment.
10. Public policy goals, energy conservation, quality design
a. The project meets many of the public policy goals stated in the
various public documents shared by the Village, including: additional
housing opportunities, an affordable housing component, and
increase of the real property value, and the incorporation of energysaving features in the final building.

Summary

The proposed project has been carefully planned to maintain compatibility with the
current village plan and zoning requirements, a high level of compatibility with many
of the village’s stated TIF goals, and a level of design that will be compliment the
surrounding neighborhoods.
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Shorewood East Capital Drive Development
2428 E Capital Drive, 2420 East Capital Drive and 2418 East Capital Drive

Building Data
Floor

Studio

4
3
2

1

1 BR

Total Units
2BR Total Units

1
10
1
10
1
10
Common and Amenity Area
Parking

Totals

3

30

3
3
3

14
14
14

Total BR's

Covered

42

Ratios

17
17
17
43

9

Parking
Surface Adjacent or
Street

0

8

1.21/Unit

1.0/BR

51

Zoning Requirements
Zoning District B-3

Requirement Description

Code

Proposed

Permitted Use

Multi-family

Multi-family

40'

108'

4,500

19,532

Street Setback form Curb line

15'

15'

Rear Setback

10'

10'

Building Height Maximum

60'

58'

4

4

Lot Width Minimum
Lot Area Minimum
Two Lots are planned to be combined

Number of Stories Maximum
Parking Minimum

1.75 Spaces/DU

1.21 Space/DU
1.0 Space/Bedroom
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Bart Griepentrog
"Tom Baade"
Rebecca Ewald
RE: East Capital Development Table Top Submission
Wednesday, January 27, 2021 12:49:00 PM

Hi Tom,
Thanks for providing the proposal overview for a preliminary review. Please note my comments
below. As you may or may not be aware, the Village Board deferred action on the TIF Policy at their
meeting on Monday, so any reference to that policy or the process remains draft or projected at this
time.
Parking
Based on a Village Code requirement of 1.75 parking stalls per dwelling unit, the proposed
development would require 74 parking stalls, two (2) of which would need to be ADAcompliant. As proposed, there are 43 parking stalls, including two (2) ADA-compliant. As a
result, a parking special exception would need to be considered and approved by the Plan
Commission.
Zoning
Use
The three parcels projected for redevelopment are all zoned B-3. The B-3 district permits
multi-family uses on all floors. The proposed development features a mix of studio, one- and
two-bedroom units, all of which meet minimum sq. ft. requirements within our building
code. The proposed development would therefore be conforming and permitted “by right.”
(The site and floor plans are labeled “Mixed-Use,” but I’m not sure what that relates to.
Perhaps the mix of market rate and affordable units? But if it’s all residential, we would
consider this a multi-family building. Either clarification or an update to those labels may be
required.)
Lot
In order to accomplish the proposed development, the three lots will need to be
consolidated via CSM, which will require a recommendation from the Plan Commission and
approval from the Village Board. The newly consolidated lot would meet current zoning and
land use regulations for the area. No rezoning would be required.
Setbacks/Build-Tos
The general front build-to line of the B-3 district is 15 ft. from the curb line, and the
proposed redevelopment appears to be at 15 ft., so would be conforming.
The general side setback of an interior lot line is zero ft., and the proposed redevelopment
has a zero ft. setback, so would be conforming, subject to applicable building code
requirements.
The general side build-to line of a corner lot is 20 ft., and the proposed redevelopment is 5
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ft. from the property line, so would be conforming. However, all side setbacks within the
commercial district are required to be reviewed and approved by the Plan Commission to
determine whether the proposed setback is “appropriate due to parking considerations and
the layout of the intersection.”
The general rear setback from an alley is 5 ft. and 10 ft. from a property line adjacent to a
residential district. The proposed redevelopment abuts both. The proposed
redevelopment’s rear setback is 10 ft. and would be conforming.
Height
The B-3 district on E. Capitol Dr. from E. Frederick Ave. to N. Downer Ave. allows for
buildings that do not exceed four stories with a maximum height of 60 ft.   The proposed
four story building at 58 ft. would be conforming and permitted “by right.”
Design
The area is located within the Central District, which has established design guidelines for
new construction. Those guidelines will be utilized by the Design Review Board during their
required review and approval of the proposed architectural and site plans.
Comprehensive Plan
The Housing Element of the Village’s current Comprehensive Plan includes
recommendations to “Explore housing demand for area professionals” and to “Encourage
residential development recommended in the Village of Shorewood Central District Master
Plan.”
Central District Master Plan
The Land Use Strategy defined within the Central District Master Plan for this area is
classified as Capitol East, which seeks to “reinforce the civic/retail uses and encourage
mixed-use development.” The block is projected to be mixed use, although its official zoning
has remained open to multi-family uses on all floors. Within the Additional Community &
Land Use Enhancement Opportunities section (page IV.21), this block is detailed with the
following:
2400 Block E. Capitol Drive
East of Oakland Avenue, the street section narrows and the building character
transitions to a varied scale of mixed-use buildings and more residential uses.
Structures include both tall multi-family buildings and single family houses. The 2400
block of E. Capitol Drive provides an opportunity for a mixed used building on the
north side of the street. Currently a small commercial structure with surface parking
on either side, a mixed-use building with ground floor commercial and upper floor
offices or residential could improve the character and enhance services for
neighborhood residents.
Comprehensive Housing Study and Needs Analysis
The proposed project notes that “a portion of the 42 units to be affordable to residents with
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an income below 50% CMI for Milwaukee County.” While not necessary for the purposes of
the preliminary review, the actual number of affordable units will need to be identified, so
that housing goals can be better understood. Information as to how they will be verified and
maintained will also be required. The needs analysis (page 10) notes that there is a limited
supply of new construction housing units, affordable and available for-rent units, and
formally restricted affordable units within the Village. Developing new, dedicated affordable
units would increase that supply and assure that demand is being provided to those that
need it.
Misc.
Minor point, but it’s actually E. Capitol Dr. (with an o). I know well enough that if I don’t
mention it here, someone eventually will down the line, so it’s worth updating throughout.
J
If you have any questions with the above, please let me know. Talk to you tomorrow.
(Ugh, that loss . . .)
Regards,
Bart
Bart Griepentrog, AICP
Planning and Development Director
Village of Shorewood
(414) 847-2647
IMPORTANT NOTICE: The preceding message may be confidential. It is not intended for
transmission to, or receipt by, any unauthorized persons. If you believe that it has been sent to you
in error, do not read it. Please reply to sender that you have received the message in error and then
destroy it. Thank you.
From: Tom Baade <TBaade@catalystbuilds.com>
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2021 9:20 AM
To: Bart Griepentrog <bgriepentrog@villageofshorewood.org>; Rebecca Ewald
<rewald@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: East Capital Development Table Top Submission
Bart and Rebecca,
Hope you had a good weekend (despite the loss)!
Attached is a brief document for your review and our discussion on Thursday. Please let me know if
you need anything else.
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Thanks!
Best,
Tom
Tom Baade | Vice President – Project Development
833 E. Michigan St, Suite 1000 | Milwaukee WI 53202
e: tbaade@catalystbuilds.com | w: catalystbuilds.com
o: 414.727.6840 | m: 414.940.9363

Safe. Smart. Successful. Learn about Catalyst’s customer commitment during COVID-19.
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N DOWNER AVE

N STOWELL AVE

N PROSPECT AVE

N FARWELL AVE

N MARYLAND AVE

E JARVIS ST

DAYTIME PARKING REGULATIONS

E SHORWEOOD BLVD

Unregulated
10 Minute Parking (School Zone)
No Parking (December 1 – March 1)
No Parking
2 Hr Parking or Daytime Permit*
2 Hr Parking or Daytime Permit*
*single-family and duplex residents
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N DOWNER AVE

N STOWELL AVE

N PROSPECT AVE

N FARWELL AVE

N MARYLAND AVE

E JARVIS ST

E SHORWEOOD BLVD

OVERNIGHT PARKING PERMISSIONS/PERMITS

3900
Prospect

4000
Prospect

3900
Stowell

4000
Stowell

3900
Downer

4000
Downer

2300
Capitol

2400
Capitol

2500
Capitol

Approx Spaces

23

28

23

26

20

38

7

5

8

Temp (Jan)

7

8

0

2

0

20

0

0

0

Permits (Jan)

3

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

Total (Jan)

10

8

1

2

0

20

1

0

0

Temp (Feb)

11

10

0

3

1

20

0

2

1

Permits (Feb)

3

0

0

0

0

1

2

0

0

Total (Feb)

14

10

0

3

1

21

2

2

1
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The BOA first took up the Association’s appeal April 13th, 2021. Appellants, Capitol
Neighborhood Association, UA., appeared through counsel Joseph R. Cincottta. A public hearing
on the matter took place between 6:25 PM and 7:19 PM on April 13, 2021, in which public
comment was taken from several individuals. After close of the public hearing, The Board of
Appeals discussed issues related to the proper standard of review and an alleged conflict of
interest argument raised by counsel for the appellant. Acting chairman Paulson moved, seconded
by Mr. Burns, to adjourn and schedule further proceedings on the matter for the evening of May
4th commencing at 5:30 PM. The motion passed by a roll call vote of 4-0.
The Board of Appeals again took up the Association’s appeal on May 4th, 2021.
Appellants, Capitol Neighborhood Association, UA., appeared through counsel Joseph R.
Cincotta. The Board discussed how it would apply a certiorari standard of review to the Plan
Commission’s decision.
After discussion of the matter by BOA members, the following motion was brought forth
by acting chairman Michael Paulson, and seconded by Jon Toutenhoofd:
To accept the appeal and remand the matter back to the Plan Commission to
reopen the matter, including further public hearing, to explicitly consider the
applicable provisions set forth in section 535-51 B. of the Village Code, including
if it so finds an explicit determination of how the granting of a special exception
is not inconsistent with the applicable provisions as set forth in 535-51 D. of the
Village Code.
The motion passed on a 3-1 vote.
Based upon this motion, the Plan Commission is directed to:
•
•
•

Reopen the hearing on the Catalyst Partners request for a special exception related to
parking;
Accept additional public comment from members of the public;
Accept any additional evidence and/or argument from the applicant;
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Via email only

May 24, 2021

Sara Bruckman, Clerk
Village of Shorewood
Nathan Bayer, Attorney
Village of Shorewood
3930 North Murray Avenue
Shorewood, WI 53211
Re:

Special Exception Challenge; 2418-2428 East Capitol Drive.

Dear Ms. Bruckman and Attorney Bayer:
Regarding the remand of the Special Exception matter:
1.

Plan Commission Remand Hearing – Schedule.

Though Village representatives have needlessly created considerable confusion
regarding how and when it will happen, the remand hearing has apparently been set for June
1st. That is far too soon and improper under the Village’s ordinances. Moreover, setting a
hearing for the day after Memorial Day is an obvious intentional act by the Village designed
to minimize resident participation. It is perhaps the worst day to choose for a meeting on a
contested controversial matter and contributes to the growing feeling by appellants and many
others that the Village leaders and staff have a bias in favor of the project despite its
inconsistency with the intent and plain language of the ordinances and Section 535-51 in
particular.
There is no reason the special exception being sought should be given favored status
by forcing a quick decision on the issue. Especially if it is to the detriment of Village
residents being able to form reasonable judgements based on accurate verifiable data provided
by the applicant. Information supporting these types of permits must be submitted 4 weeks in
advance of the Plan Commission hearing pursuant to the Village’s express requirements and
practice. Special exceptions are considered conditional uses under statute. See Wis. Stats. §
62.23(7)(de) and conditional uses may only be granted after proper review. As explained by
the Village Code:
Due to their varying design and operational characteristics, and potentially
deleterious neighborhood impact, conditional uses, as identified within
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individual zoning districts in the Village Code, require a transparent, public
review process on a case-by-case basis in order to determine whether or not
they will be compatible with surrounding uses and development patterns.
See Ord. § 535-23(A)
We are asking that the Village reschedule the remand hearing to a date later in June that
complies with its own ordinances and state statute.
2.

Plan Commission Remand Hearing – Process.

The hearing on remand must comport with required due process for all parties
involved. Adequate notice and the ability to evaluate and challenge factual assertions is
required pursuant to Chap. 7 of the Village ordinances, Chap 68 of the State statutes and
applicable law. This is made more important given that the BOA has determined that it does
not have the power to conduct a de novo review of Plan Commission determinations.
Given the above, and because we assume that the Applicant may be intending to rely
on additional factual information, that information must be submitted 4 weeks before any
future Plan Commission meeting and should also be served on undersigned at that time. The
neighbors and members of Appellant are entitled to review the information as part of
preparing for the remand hearing. Failure to do so precludes submitting new information on
the record at the remand hearing. Appellant also must be allowed to ask questions of the
Village staff and the Applicant and its representatives. This is a contested matter and should
be treated as such.
3.

Recusals.

It appears that some presumptive/recently seated members of the Plan Commission
may have already predetermined their position and how they will vote on the Special
Exception. These members must recuse themselves. I trust you are evaluating this, will take
the appropriate steps and clearly indicate the basis for your position.
4.

Lack of Notice.

The Village was required to provide notice of this matter to all property owners within
200 feet of the proposed development. That did not happen and expressly violates Ord. § 53525 and the spirit and intent of the zoning code. The lack of notice is perhaps the most
undermining and problematic issue for many neighbors and members of Appellant. The
ordinances require a transparent process and yet the Village is interpreting its own ordinances
in a way so as to avoid transparency. The lack of notice in advance of the initial February
hearings on this matter voids this current application. The process should be restarted if it is
to go forward at all with a proper complete application that provides the information
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necessary from the applicant to allow for review of the conditional use/special exception
standards in state law and Ord. § 535-51.
5.

BOA decision.

Please provide a copy of the written memorialized decision of the BOA. We are also
requesting a copy of audio tape of the April 27, 2021 and May 4, 2021 hearings of the BOA.
See Ord. § 535-51(E).
Very truly yours,
Electronically signed by Joseph R. Cincotta
Joseph R. Cincotta
Cc:

Dan Walsh
Attorney Derek Taylor
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Village Attorney’s Office
Nathan J. Bayer
William P. Dineen

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Plan Commission

CC:

Planning Director

FROM:

Nathan Bayer, Village Attorney

DATE:

May 27, 2021

RE:

Addressing issues raised in letter submitted by attorney Joe Cincotta on behalf
of the East Capitol Neigborhood Association, UA

The purpose of this memorandum is to analyze for the Plan Commission issues raised by
attorney Joe Cincotta in a letter he directed to the Village Clerk on May 24, 2021, on behalf of
the East Capitol Neigborhood Association.
For context, on February 23, 2021, the Plan Commission heard and granted a request for a
special exception related to parking from Catalyst Partners. In its April 13 and May 4, 2021
meetings, the Shorewood Board of Appeals addressed an appeal of that decision by the
Neigborhood Association and ultimately remanded the matter back to the Plan Commission for
further findings. The matter has been set for a special meeting of the Plan Commission on June
1, 2021. Attorney Cincotta then submitted his letter on May 24, raising objections to certain
aspects of the process.
WIS. STAT. §62.23 AND VILLAGE CODE §525-23 and §535-25 ARE INAPPLICABLE,
AND DO NOT REQUIRE ADJOURNMENT OF THE JUNE 1 PLAN COMMISSION
MEETING OR ANY ADDITIONAL NOTICE
Attorney Cincotta asserts that Wis. Stat. §62.23(7)(de) and Village Code §525-23 and §535-25
require additional time and notice before the Plan Commission can address Catalyst’s remanded
application for a special exception related to parking. For the reasons discussed below, this is an
incorrect statement of the law.
Wis. Stat. §62.23(7)(de) was created in 2017 by Wisconsin Act 67. The overall purpose of the Act
was to prevent municipalities from denying conditional use permits to applicants that meet, or
agree to meet, any reasonable requirements and conditions specified in the relevant ordinance or
imposed by the Plan Commission. However, the statute only applies to requests for “conditional
use permits” or requests for “special exceptions” that specifically relate to a “use” of a property. By
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way of example, Village Code §535-27 specifically defines conditional commercial “uses” to
include operation of things like animal hospitals, bookstores, drive-in or drive-through
businesses, funeral homes, and gas stations.
Catalyst has not sought a permit from the Plan Commission asking to “conditionally use”
property in a manner that is otherwise prohibited by existing zoning. The properties it seeks to
develop at 2418, 2420, and 2428 Capitol Drive are all zoned “B-3,” and multifamily units are
already a permitted use therein. Rather, Catalyst seeks a special exception that would adjust the
ratio of required parking spaces per dwelling unit, as applicable to an existing allowed use.
Attorney Cincotta’s reliance on sections 535-23 and 535-25 of the Village Code to support his
arguments concerning the appropriate “review,” and allegations of improper “notice,” are
misplaced and inapplicable. Those provisions are contained in Article V of Chapter 535, which is
titled “Conditional Uses.” Both of those sections plainly apply only to applications seeking a
“conditional use permit.” As discussed above, Catalyst is not seeking such a permit, but rather a
“special exception” to the required parking ratio.
THE EAST CAPITOL NEIGBORHOOD ASSOCITION IS NOT A “PARTY” TO THE
PLAN COMMISSION REMAND PROCEEDING
Attorney Cincotta’s letter appears to presume that the Neigborhood Association he represents is
a “party” to the June 1, 2021 Plan Commission proceeding. It is not. Consideration of Catalyst’s
application is not a contested matter where the Neigborhood Association has any inherent right
to offer opening statements, closing arguments, or call witnesses.
While attorney Cincotta and the Association members may of course attend the meeting and
participate as any other citizen, they do not have any inherent right to participate as a party. The
Association is not the applicant with a special exception request before the Commission. The
chair of the meeting may take public comment as she sees fit and deems appropriate during the
meeting. The purpose of the Plan Commission meeting on remand is to follow the guidelines as
laid out by the Board of Appeals and make a final decision on Catalyst’s application.
RECUSALS
Attorney Cincotta’s letter makes some general allegations that members of the Plan
Commission must recuse themselves. Because no specific evidence or authority was offered
in support of this contention, it is difficult to address. As such, I offer some general
comments concerning conflicts of interests/recusals are discussed below.
Wis. Stat. §19.59 is the state statute containing the “Code of ethics for local government
officials.” Generally, it prohibits officials from acting on a matter in which a financial
interest exists for themselves or a family member. Although there is no Village Code
corollary, by way of example, §155-21 prohibits a Board member from voting on a matter
“in which he may be personally interested other than as a citizen of the Village.”
Absent any financial or personal interest in Catalyst’s application, members of the Plan
Commission should participate in the June 1 meeting, and vote, if they determine they can
act as fair and impartial decisionmakers and properly apply the Village Code.
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Original Application, Attached are Updated Documents
and Information to support the original application.
5/25/2021
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Supplemental Submission to the Original Special Parking Exception Request from Catalyst Partners
Shorewood Special Parking Exception Request - Updated Information
5/25/2021
Requirements to Consider for a Parking Exception
Responses provided by the developer/applicant.
B. Prior to granting a special exception, the Plan Commission shall consider all of the following as applicable:
1

The effect the granting of the exception will have on adjacent parking and traffic conditions.
There will be no negative impact. The developer had commissioned a parking study that was conducted
by Traffic Analysis and Design, Inc. The parking study was conducted in accordance to the
recommendations provided by the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE). (ITE is referenced as an
authority in regards to parking in the Shorewood Zoning Code). The following is stated in the Parking
Study Summary/Conclusions section of the report " The proposed apartments on E. Capitol Drive in
Shorewood will have a 43-space enclosed parking area on the first floor of the apartment building. It is
expected that each weekday, this parking lot will be about 79% full overnight, and only about 39% full
during peak period for on-street parking on the study street segments. Therefore, the enclosed
parking area is expected to fully meet demand for the proposed apartments ." A full copy of the
parking study is attached.

2

The effect the granting of the exception will have on the appearance and character of the applicant's property,
adjacent property and neighboring property.
Appearance of the applicant's property will improve significantly with the construction of a new
building - the appearance of the new building will be subject to review by the Shorewood Design
Review Board at the appropriate time.
Appearance of the adjacent and neighboring properties are expected to remain unchanged as a result
of the granting of the special parking exception.

3

The effect the granting of the exception will have on the property values of the applicant's property, adjacent
property and neighboring property.
The granting of the special parking exception will result in the construction of a new multi-family
building of similar size and scale of the current multi-family building one block to the west of the
proposed site. A review of the assessed land values of the two single family residential properties on
the east side of Farwell and the west side of Prospect to the north of the multi-family building show a
nearly identical land value as the two properties located on the east side of Prospect and west side of
Stowell. There is an attached map highlighting the referenced properties and their land areas and their
land values. Additionally, attached is a study that looked at the Effects of Mixed-Income Multifamily
Rental Housing Developments on Single-Family Housing conducted by the MIT Center for Real Estate.
The study was conducted over a decade and included what were viewed as highly intrusive multi-family
development, additionally the study included several "control" areas that were not impacted by multifamily housing. The results of this in-depth investigation and study; "We find that large, dense, mutlifamily rental developments made possible by chapter 40B do not negatively impact the sales price of
nearby single-family homes." Note: Chapter 40B was a state-wide law in Massachusetts that allowed
more inclusive multi-family development.
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Supplemental Submission to the Original Special Parking Exception Request from Catalyst Partners
Shorewood Special Parking Exception Request - Updated Information
5/25/2021
Requirements to Consider for a Parking Exception
Responses provided by the developer/applicant.
4

Whether the granting of the exception will serve a public or desirable or useful purpose.
The granting of the exception will allow the creation of 42 new residential units. Other than the special
exception request for parking the proposed development is conforming to the existing zoning
requirements. It is noted in the Village of Shorewood Comprehensive Housing Market Study and Needs
Analysis that additional housing all of all types is recommend and that without additional housing
options the price of housing in Shorewood will continue to rise.

5

Whether the granting of the spirit and intent of the requirements of this article are being carried out.
The developer defers to the Planning Commission. The Comprehensive Market Study does make
multiple recommendations to facilitate new housing in Shorewood, one of which is zoning reform. The
developer is not asking for zoning reform, indeed the new building will conform to the existing zoning
code, the developer is asking for a special exception to the zoning code in regards to the number of
parking spaces. This request is allowed per the zoning code and the developer has supplied evidence
(the attached TDI parking study) that the new building can adequately meet its parking requirments if
the parking exception is granted.

6

Recommendations of any boards or committees to which the Plan Commission refers the application for advice.

The only recommendation by another board or committee in Shorewood in regards to this application
was made by the Board of Appeals to the Planning Commission to reconsider this request. After an
appeal was lodged.
7

Intensity of use, deviation from typical use classifications, access to transit, and physical constraints to meeting
parking requirements.
The proposed use is compliant with the current zoning code. There is available access to the Milwaukee
County Transit System as noted in item #12 and there is enough space to provide adequate parking per
the attached parking study completed by TDI per the ITE standards.

8

If senior housing is proposed, the number of employees on the site, the type of senior housing, the parking
needs of residents, if any, and the ratios for the Institute of Transportation Engineers parking generation report
ratios for senior housing should be reviewed.
Senior housing is not proposed.
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Supplemental Submission to the Original Special Parking Exception Request from Catalyst Partners
Shorewood Special Parking Exception Request - Updated Information
5/25/2021
Requirements to Consider for a Parking Exception
Responses provided by the developer/applicant.

9

Historical conditions and whether additional parking requirements for new or expanded use may be satisfied
with increase commensurate with new or expanded use.
The historical conditions on the current site is a single story commercial building with approximately 22
parking spaces and a single family home with two parking spaces. The on site parking for the new use is
adequate per the attached parking study done by TDI according to ITE standards.

10

Evidence the actual parking demands may be less than code requirements.
The actual parking demands will be less than the current code requirements per the attached parking
study completed by TDI according to ITE standards. Additionally there is more than adequate street
parking available.

11

Availability of shared parking, including satisfactory documentation of shared parking to satisfy the parking
demand.
Per the attached parking study completed by TDI per the ITE standards shared parking will not be
required.

12

Alternative transportation that has been reasonably shown to reduce the need for parking.
There is an existing bus stop at Downer and Capitol for the MCTS Redline bus, this bus stop is less than
a block form the proposed development. Additionally the project will have bicycle parking available for
residents and guests.

13

Such other matters as the Plan Commission deems relevant and material.
Currently no other matters have been referred to the Developer.
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PROVIDING TRAFFIC ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS

TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
Date:

May 4, 2021

To:

Tom Baade
Catalyst Construction

From:

Tammi Czewski, P.E., PTOE
Traffic Analysis & Design, Inc.

Subject:

Parking Evaluation for Apartments on E. Capitol Drive
Shorewood, WI

Catalyst Partners and Three Leaf Development propose to jointly develop a 42-unit multifamily building by combining three parcels (2428, 2420, and 2418) on E. Capitol Drive in
Shorewood, Wisconsin. For the Zoning District B-3, the Village of Shorewood requires a
minimum of 1.75 parking spaces per dwelling unit, or 74 spaces available for the proposed
apartment building. The site developers are proposing that the requirements be adjusted
to 1.21 parking spaces per dwelling unit, or 51 spaces. The required spaces would be met
by the proposed 43-space enclosed parking lot on the first floor of the apartment building
plus eight on-street parking spaces.
This technical memorandum was prepared to document the existing on-street parking
supply near the proposed apartments, the existing weekday peak occupancy (demand) in
those spaces, and the estimated future parking demand from the proposed apartment
building.
Existing Parking Supply
TADI documented the approximate number of on-street parking spaces available on street
segments surrounding the proposed apartment building. The street segments were
selected to represent the on-street parking areas that would most likely be used by visitors
of residents of the proposed apartment building. The street segment locations evaluated in
this study include:
 E. Capitol Drive between N. Prospect Avenue and N. Sowell Avenue
 E. Capitol Drive between N. Sowell Avenue & N. Downer Avenue
 N. Prospect Avenue, approximately 200 feet north of E. Capitol Drive
 N. Prospect Avenue, south of E. Capitol Drive

Phone: 800.605.3091

P.O. Box 128
Cedarburg, WI 53012

www.tadi-us.com
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N. Sowell Avenue, north of E. Capitol Drive
N. Sowell Avenue, south of E. Capitol Drive

The street segments north of E. Capitol Drive were measured to be approximately 200 feet
from the southbound stop bar to E. Capitol Drive. The street segments south of E. Capitol
Drive were measured to be approximately 200 feet from those same stop bars,
representing an average distance of 200 feet away from the apartment building that
visitors or residents might park. A total of 53 on-street parking spaces were estimated for
this study area – all of the parking spaces on E. Capitol Drive are marked with delineating
lines, but most of the parking areas on N. Prospect Avenue and N. Sowell Avenue are not
delineated at all, resulting in a mix of efficient and inefficient use of the available space at
any given time. The location of the proposed apartments and surrounding street segments
evaluated in this study are shown on Exhibit 1.
Two-hour parking restriction signs (either from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. or from 8:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m.) are posted on each study street segment. According to the Village of
Shorewood’s website, the study street segments are all within parking districts which allow
residents to obtain permits for parking beyond the two-hour daytime restricted periods.
Residents may also obtain permits for overnight parking on the Village streets.
Existing Parking Demand
TADI documented the parking demand (occupied spaces) on each study street segment
every 15 minutes from 6:00-9:00 a.m. and from 3:00-6:00 p.m. on typical weekdays (April
27, April 28, May 3, and May 4) in 2021. Based on the compiled data, the highest combined
number of on-street parking on the study street segments occurred from 4:45-5:15 p.m.
During this time, 24 of the 53 on-street parking spaces were occupied at the same time,
resulting in an existing occupancy rate of 45%, leaving 29 available parking spaces that
could be used by residents or visitors from the proposed apartment complex. The parking
supply and peak parking demand for each study street segment is shown on Exhibit 2.
Future Parking Demand
Parking demand for the proposed apartments on E. Capitol Drive was based on national
parking generation rates for the General Urban/Suburban (no nearby rail transit) data set
for the Multi-Family (Low-Rise) land use as published in the ITE Parking Generation
Manual, 4th Edition. Although the Dense Multi-Use Urban rates may be more applicable for
the study area, the higher rates for the General Urban/Suburban data set were used to
provide a more conservative estimate of parking demand for this site.
Applying the ITE Parking Generation average rates for each proposed apartment bedroom
(51 bedrooms), the average parking demand is expected to be 34 spaces on a typical
weekday. With this demand, the proposed 43-space parking lot is only expected to reach a
79% occupancy rate, requiring no additional off-street parking spaces. Based on the hourly
distribution percentages for multi-family apartments that are also published in the ITE
Parking Generation Manual, 4th Edition, the highest parking demand for the apartments is
expected to occur overnight. During the peak on-street parking period for the study street
segments, the parking demand for the proposed apartments is expected to be much less, at

Shorewood Apartments Parking Evaluation
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2

only 15-19 out of the maximum 34 spaces. The parking generation and hourly demand
throughout a typical weekday for the proposed apartment building is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Proposed Apartments Parking Supply & Demand
Typical Weekday
Rate (per Bedroom) =>
Demand =>
Hour Beginning
12:00‐4:00 a.m.
5:00 a.m.
6:00 a.m.
7:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
12:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.
10:00 p.m.
11:00 p.m.

Multi‐Family (Low‐Rise)
51 Bedrooms
Average
0.66
34
Hourly Dist %
Demand
100%
34
97%
33
90%
31
77%
26
56%
19
45%
15
40%
14
37%
13
36%
12
36%
12
37%
13
43%
15
45%
15
55%
19
66%
22
73%
25
77%
26
86%
29
92%
31
97%
33

Proposed Apartments
42 Units
Enclosed
Parking
Supply
Occupancy
43
79%
43
77%
43
72%
43
60%
43
44%
43
35%
43
33%
43
30%
43
28%
43
28%
43
30%
43
35%
43
35%
43
44%
43
51%
43
58%
43
60%
43
67%
43
72%
43
77%

Excess Parking Supply
As previously stated, the enclosed parking in the proposed apartment building is expected
to completely accommodate the future parking demand for the apartment residents and
visitors. To meet the proposed adjusted zoning requirements, an additional eight nearby
on-street parking spaces may be needed. Table 2 shows a comparison of the on-street
parking supply and demand with and without those additional eight spaces in use by the
proposed apartments. Currently, the existing on-street spaces in the study street segments
reach an occupancy of 45% on a typical weekday. If eight of the on-street spaces were used
by the proposed apartments for each hour of the day, then peak occupancy would reach
60% with a surplus of 21 on-street parking spaces available for parking.
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Table 2. Excess On‐Street Parking Demand
Nearby On‐Street Parking ‐ Study Street Segments
Existing Demand
Future Demand

Typical Weekday
Hour Beginning
6:00 a.m.
7:00 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
3:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

Existing
Supply
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53
53

(no apartments)

Demand
7
16
20
22
24
24
10
8
7

Occupancy
13%
30%
38%
42%
45%
45%
19%
15%
13%

(8 spaces used by apartments)

Demand
15
24
28
30
32
32
18
16
15

Occupancy
28%
45%
53%
57%
60%
60%
34%
30%
28%

Excess
38
29
25
23
21
21
35
37
38

Summary/Conclusions
The proposed apartments on E. Capitol Drive in Shorewood will have a 43-space enclosed
parking area on the first floor of the apartment building. It is expected that each weekday,
this parking lot will typically only be about 79% full overnight, and only about 39% full
during the peak period for on-street parking on the study street segments. Therefore, the
enclosed parking area is expected to fully meet the parking demand for the proposed
apartments.
If the eight on-street parking spaces required by an adjusted zoning ordinance were fully
and continually used by residents and visitors of the proposed apartments, the available
nearby on-street parking spaces would still only be 60% full during the peak parking
periods of the day. Therefore, there would still be plenty of excess capacity (21 spaces) for
additional on-street parking by others, if needed.
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Peak Period On-Street Parking Supply & Demand (4:45-5:00 p.m.)
Parking Area (Existing Supply) Supply
Demand Occupancy Available
Capitol Drive (W. of Stowell)
11
8
73%
3
Capitol Drive (E. of Stowell)
10
1
10%
9
Prospect Avenue (N. of Capitol)
7
5
71%
2
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8
2
25%
6
Stowell Avenue (N. of Capitol)
7
6
86%
1
Stowell Avenue (S. of Capitol)
10
2
20%
8
Total Existing Demand
53
24
45%
29

Proposed Apartment Building

N
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Comments Addressed
to the Plan Commission
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jean Gurney
Bart Griepentrog
Multi-family building
Friday, May 28, 2021 11:05:05 AM

Dear Bart, please share these comments with the Planning Committee, as we will be out of town
June 1st.
Require the developers to provide the number of off-street parking places that the Village
Code requires.   Even low-income families drive cars, many of them – more than one.
I thought Shorewood was serious about providing lower cost housing options. Require the
developer to offer 50% lower cost, multi-family units. Multi-families means at least two-three
bedrooms. The current “goal” of up to 20% units for lower income families is ridiculous if
we’re serious about equity and diversity.
Thank you, Jean Gurney 2214 Edgewood Ave.
Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

dsr1554@aol.com
Bart Griepentrog
Re: Plan Commission and Board of Appeals Materials
Friday, May 28, 2021 10:53:09 AM

May 28, 2021
To the Plan Commission -I herby urge you to reconsider the granting of a special parking exception with respect
to the Capitol Drive development proposed by Catalyst Partners. While the
proposed development would add available housing to the neighborhood, including
several units categorized as for affordable housing, the overall scope of the multistory
building appears to be more than the immediate neighborhood can readily absorb.
In particular, the granting of a parking waiver allowing he development to proceed
with only forty-three parking spaces when the proposed structure should have
seventy-four spaces based on village code, has the potential to place extreme stress
on the already crowded streets in the area. While the developer maintains that it is
likely that they will only need 53 spaces, even that would add a minimum of eight
additional vehicles plus building staff vehicles. Further, I believe that the ingress and
egress to the building will be on north Stowell which will entail losing 2 to 4 existing
paring spaces as well as facing directly opposite the driveway of the Shorewood
Animal Hospital. It raises my concern about safe passage for the neighborhood
residents as well as for my clients and my employees. We have ben operating our
business in Shorewood since 1988, and we are grateful to be such an integral part of
the community.
We have contributed to the fabric of the neighborhood and have been an important
component of the Village of Shorewood business community, and we hope to
continue in this location for many years to come. We have worked to alleviate some
of the parking stress by renting 5 sparking spaces at 2510 East Capitol Drive and
opening up 4 additional spaces for our clients. Nevertheless, there is still a fair
amount of parking congestion.
It seems logical to therefore either reduce the scope of the proposed development to
allow for the required number of spaces or to help the developer find an alternative
site for the proposed development. If the variance is allowed to stand, I believe that it
will ultimately have the potential to diminish the quality of the neighborhood due to
traffic safety concerns. A smaller scale project would not only blend in better with the
neighborhood, but would also fulfill the admirable goal of the developer and
the village to provide necessary affordable housing units.
Thank you for your time and consideration in this important matter.
Sincerely,
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David S. Rosene
Owner
Shorewood Animal Hospital, SC
2500 East Capitol Drive
Shorewood, WI 53211
414-962-6662
-----Original Message----From: Bart Griepentrog <bgriepentrog@villageofshorewood.org>
To: dsr1554@aol.com <dsr1554@aol.com>
Sent: Thu, May 27, 2021 10:26 am
Subject: Plan Commission and Board of Appeals Materials

Good morning, Dr. Rosene.
Here is a link to next Tuesday’s Plan Commission agenda. Meeting materials will be compiled and
posted tomorrow afternoon. If you would like to submit comments for inclusion, please provide
them to me (addressed to the Plan Commission) by noon tomorrow.
Here is a link to the minutes from their February 23, 2021 meeting.
As I noted, minutes from the May 4, 2021 Board of Appeals meeting are not yet available, but
attached is the decision letter that was created summarizing the actions.
If you have any additional questions, please let me know.
Regards,
Bart
Bart Griepentrog, AICP
Planning & Development Director
Village of Shorewood
Planning & Development Department
3930 N. Murray Ave.
Shorewood, WI 53211
(414) 847-2647
bgriepentrog@villageofshorewood.org

For local new and events, sign-up for the weekly Manager’s Memo
IMPORTANT NOTICE: The preceding message may be confidential. It is not intended for
transmission to, or receipt by, any unauthorized persons. If you believe that it has been sent to you
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in error, do not read it. Please reply to sender that you have received the message in error and then
destroy it. Thank you.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: Building proposal/ village mtg
Friday, May 28, 2021 8:05:01 AM

Can you send to both? I don’t have the PC emails
From: Emily Gallagher [mailto:emilymgall333@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, May 27, 2021 5:31 PM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: Building proposal/ village mtg

Hi Sarah,
Please forward this email to the village trustees and the plan commission.
Village trustees and Plan Commission,
As newer Shorewood residents who values community, access, equity, housing and accurate
planning, we are highly against this project proposal. It seems like a project meant for a larger
city, not a small, urban community that is trying to retain it's charm. Please restructure this
plan and proposal to reflect the values of our community.
We are available for additional discussion if needed.
Thank you,
Emily & Jeremy
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
_Trustees
Rebecca Ewald; Bart Griepentrog
FW: Please forward to board
Friday, May 28, 2021 8:05:16 AM

From: Mark Warhus [mailto:mwarhus@att.net]
Sent: Thursday, May 27, 2021 5:28 PM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: Please forward to board

DO NOT APPROVE PARKING EXEMPTION FOR E. CAPITOL AND N. STOWELL
I am writing to urge the planning commission not to approve Catalyst Partners (“CP”)
application for a “special exception” under Village Code §535-51. CP has planned a multifamily development over existing properties located at 2428, 2420, and 2418 East Capitol
Drive.
I believe the request does not me the requirements of code 535-51 for the following reasons:
(1) Granting of the exception will have A NEGATIVE EFFECT ON adjacent parking
and traffic conditions.
The corner of E Capitol and N Stowell is already a busy and crowded intersection.
Resident and commercial traffic enters and exits from both streets, from the heavily
used veterinary office on the NE corner of the intersection, and from alleys entering
from both the east and west sides of Stowell Ave. From both observation and
experience I have seen traffic standing still, turning abruptly and closely, and being
forced to one side so other vehicles can pass. This is already a dangerous situation,
especially with young children playing on the block and in or near the street (there are
over 20 children from infants to adolescents living on the 4,000 block of N Stowell).
Adding the traffic from the proposed building and those requiring street parking will
make the situation worse and endanger the neighborhood.
Street Parking on N Stowell is currently between 18 and 21 cars per day. The
estimate of 26 spaces being available is mistaken given the way in which people
actually park, and that the 5 spaces at the south end of the 4000 block of N Stowell
will be taken away by the proposed construction. The 4000 block of N Stowell will
have less parking with increased demand which will negatively effect the “feel,”
environment, and safety of the street.
I also disagree with the developer’s and some of the Trustee’s assumption that only 8
on street spaces will be needed despite the current codes requirement for an
additional 41. The evidence given for the lower car ownership of the planned tenants
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is anecdotal or hearsay. Again, from my observation of those living on the 4000 block
of North Stowell, everyone from Single so-called millennials, young families, middle
aged, and retired couples has at least one car per adult if not more.

(2)
granting of the exception will have a negative effect on the appearance and
character of the applicant's property, adjacent property and neighboring property.
The parking exemption will make the 4000 block of N Stowell Ave crowded,
dangerous, and less inviting. This will negatively effect the environment and
value of the homes on the block, and change a neighbor friendly street to one
with additional anxiety, tension, and disappointment. Those choosing to live on
the block did so for its tranquil, family friendly, safe, and uncrowded
neighborhood. The requested exemption will negatively effect all those things.
Please note, I encourage the village to pursue affordable housing. I am sure
there are other ways to do so without providing this request exemption from the
village parking codes.
Keep are streets family friendly and safe.
Mark Warhus
4071 N. Stowell Ave,
414-963-0821
mwarhus@att.net
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Warhus
Bart Griepentrog
Vicki Herman; D Walsh
Do not approve parking exemption for catalyst partners project on E Capitol and N Stowell
Thursday, May 27, 2021 4:57:38 PM

I apologize if this is a second copy.
I am writing to urge the planning commission not to approve Catalyst Partners (“CP”)
application for a “special exception” under Village Code §535-51. CP has planned a multifamily development over existing properties located at 2428, 2420, and 2418 East Capitol
Drive.
I believe the request does not me the requirements of code 535-51 for the following reasons:
(1) Granting of the exception will have A NEGATIVE EFFECT ON adjacent parking
and traffic conditions.
The corner of E Capitol and N Stowell is already a busy and crowded intersection.
Resident and commercial traffic enters and exits from both streets, from the heavily
used veterinary office on the NE corner of the intersection, and from alleys entering
from both the east and west sides of Stowell Ave. From both observation and
experience I have seen traffic standing still, turning abruptly and closely, and being
forced to one side so other vehicles can pass. This is already a dangerous situation,
especially with young children playing on the block and in or near the street (there are
over 20 children from infants to adolescents living on the 4,000 block of N Stowell).
Adding the traffic from the proposed building and those requiring street parking will
make the situation worse and endanger the neighborhood.
Street Parking on N Stowell is currently between 18 and 21 cars per day. The
estimate of 26 spaces being available is mistaken given the way in which people
actually park, and that the 5 spaces at the south end of the 4000 block of N Stowell
will be taken away by the proposed construction. The 4000 block of N Stowell will
have less parking with increased demand which will negatively effect the “feel,”
environment, and safety of the street.
I also disagree with the developer’s and some of the Trustee’s assumption that only 8
on street spaces will be needed despite the current codes requirement for an
additional 41. The evidence given for the lower car ownership of the planned tenants
is anecdotal or hearsay. Again, from my observation of those living on the 4000 block
of North Stowell, everyone from Single so-called millennials, young families, middle
aged, and retired couples has at least one car per adult if not more.
(2) granting of the exception will have a negative effect on the appearance and
character of the applicant's property, adjacent property and neighboring property.
The parking exemption will make the 4000 block of N Stowell Ave crowded,
dangerous, and less inviting. This will negatively effect the environment and
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value of the homes on the block, and change a neighbor friendly street to one
with additional anxiety, tension, and disappointment. Those choosing to live on
the block did so for its tranquil, family friendly, safe, and uncrowded
neighborhood. The requested exemption will negatively effect all those things.
Please note, I encourage the village to pursue affordable housing. I am sure
there are other ways to do so without providing this request exemption from the
village parking codes.
Keep are streets family friendly and safe.
Mark Warhus
4071 N. Stowell Ave,
414-963-0821
mwarhus@att.net
Mark Warhus
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Rebecca Ewald
"Laurie Kohler"
Sara Bruckman; Bart Griepentrog
RE: Opposition to Building on Stowell Avenue
Wednesday, May 26, 2021 9:54:34 AM

Good morning Lori - thank you for providing your thoughts on this matter. Director Griepentrog will
provide your comments to the Plan Commission.
Sincerely,
Rebecca Ewald
Village Manager
Village of Shorewood
3930 N Murray Avenue
Shorewood, WI 53211
414.847.2701
Village website
* Shorewood Elected Officials and Members of Village Committees, Boards, Commission and Task Forces: In order
to comply with the Open Meetings Act requirements, please limit any reply to only the sender of this electronic
communication.

Sign up for information through the Manager’s Weekly Memo

From: Laurie Kohler [mailto:lauriekohler@yahoo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, May 25, 2021 4:54 PM
To: Rebecca Ewald <rewald@villageofshorewood.org>; Sara Bruckman
<sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: Fwd: Opposition to Building on Stowell Avenue

Sent from my iPhone
Begin forwarded message:
From: Laurie Kohler <lauriekohler@yahoo.com>
Date: May 25, 2021 at 4:52:25 PM CDT
To: sbruckman@villageofshorewood.com
Subject: Fwd: Opposition to Building on Stowell Avenue
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From: Laurie Kohler
Sent: Tuesday, May 25, 2021 4:50 PM
To: 'sbruckman@villageofshorewood.com'
<sbruckman@villageofshorewood.com>
Subject: Opposition to Building on Stowell Avenue
Importance: High
Sara – I would like to ensure that my objection to the building
development on Stowell and Capitol Drive is recorded. Please
forward my email to the planning board. I am a resident of the 3900
block of Stowell. I have two children and worry about the issues of
traffic and safety that his multiple unit building will bring. I have
significant concern that the development has not addressed the
concerns raised by the neighbors regarding street congestion with the
addition of multiple cars and how to ensure the safety of the
neighborhood. Shorewood is supposed to be a walkable community,
kids are walking past Stowell/Capitol to get to St. Robert and Atwater
School. This development leaves another obstacle for public safety.
Between the Shorewood Animal Hospital, empty businesses on
Downer Ave, and gas station on the corner there is already a
considerable amount of traffic congestion. I would question the
validity of any traffic and congestion studies done in a year (and a
half) in which total car congestion and studies would not represent
actual regular business – post pandemic life. I as a neighbor and a
resident of Shorewood, I would like to continue to let the planning
commission know that I remain opposed to the proposed
development.
Thank you,
Laurie Kohler
3921 N. Stowell Ave.
Shorewood, WI 53211
We value your feedback. Please visit the Customer Satisfaction Survey to tell
us how we did.
Confidentiality: This e-mail is intended for the specific delivery to and use by the
person(s) to whom it is addressed. If you have received this e-mail in error, you are
notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution and use of this e-mail or any
attachment is prohibited. Please reply to the sender immediately if you have received
the e-mail in error, and delete the original and any copy from your computer. Thank
you.
Notice: Waukesha County is subject to Wisconsin’s Public records law.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Megan O"Brien
Rebecca Ewald; Bart Griepentrog; Sara Bruckman
Mike O"Brien
42 unit build on Capitol dr.
Tuesday, May 25, 2021 3:52:34 PM

Hello Village Clerk, Village Manager, and Planning & Development Director,
We live at 2500 E. Shorewood Blvd and have been residents of Shorewood
since 1998. We have been involved on the Village Board and other village
boards, commissions, and committees over these past 24 years. In short, we
love our community, participate, and appreciate how hard everyone works in
the village. We also recognize there are many voices, many concerns, and a
variety of needs that must be considered when making decisions.
We are opposed to granting an exception to the parking ordinance for the
proposed 42-unit building on Capitol Drive. The ordinances are clear and were
put in place after deliberate consideration and village-wide input. To routinely
grant exceptions means that the exceptions swallow the rule. If there should be
a change in rationale related to the ordinance, it should be handled by
amending the ordinance to reflect the village's current values, not by simply
granting exceptions.
With this particular project it seems the developer has suggested that without
the variance, it is not worth its bottom line to build. Denying the ordinance
doesn't mean the developer cannot build. It simply means that the developer's
bottom line isn't as lucrative as it would like. We urge you to put the village's
studied values, needs, and vision over corporate (developer) greed.
The ordinance requires a showing of substantial evidence to grant an
exception. This standard was not initially met (and makes it alarming the
exception was initially granted) and seemingly, with what information we have
at the moment, cannot be met. It is well-established that parking is of
paramount concern for the village. How did the developer show the exception
is consistent with the zoning code and the parking ordinances in particular? By
all measures it is diametrically opposed. The burden of proof is on the
developer to bring this substantial evidence to the Board. We are hard-pressed
to identify what the developer could possibly show as "substantial evidence" to
overcome the requirements of the zoning code. The developer cannot simply
make a showing of some evidence or even a showing of clear evidence. It
must produce substantial evidence for the Board to grant an exception. We
urge you to consider the high standard of showing that is necessary for an
exception and that the developer has the onus to produce and demonstrate
that evidence. The Code is the voice of the residents and exists to guide in just
these circumstances. It is the law and requires the developer to produce
substantial evidence - not opinion, not conjecture, not speculation based on the
possibility of non-driving occupants of the units or the availability of public
transportation.
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For these reasons, we ask the Board to respect and enforce the Code and
deny this request for an exception.

Please forward to the Village Board members, and other involved boards/units/committees.
Thank you!

Mike & Megan O'Brien
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Karen & Bill Desing
Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog; Rebecca Ewald
Opposition to Proposed Development at 2418, 2420, 2428 E Capitol Drive
Tuesday, May 25, 2021 6:00:45 PM
Intersection Photos_Capitol-Stowell-Jarvis.pdf

Ms Bruckman,
Please forward to Planning Commission Members -

Planning Commission Members,
I am writing to oppose the current proposed development at 2418, 2420, and 2428 E
Capitol Drive.  
Understanding the significant long-term effects of such a development on the Village
of Shorewood, I request that you re-examine the proposal to ensure that it meets the
Village's Zoning Code and S535-3 Intent., see attachment. There are so many points
to glean from this section but I would like you to specifically note the following
statement; "It is the general intent of this chapter to regulate and restrict the use of all
structures, lands and waters and regulate and restrict lot coverage, population
distribution and density, and the size and location of all structures so as to lessen
congestion in and promote the safety and efficiency of the streets and
highways; ...".
Now that this proposal has been remanded back to the Planning Commission by the
BOA, you have an opportunity to show your community members that you do
understand that the intent of the Zoning Code is to protect the community by
thoughtfully reflecting on the 13 Factors of the S535-51 Special Exceptions, see
attachment.
I will not walk through each Factor, however; just focusing on Factor (1), I ask that
you analyze with facts if this proposal will have either a positive or negative effect on
the surrounding areas/ intersections. In addition to the code sections, I am also
attaching photos of the intersection of both Stowell and Capitol as well as Stowell and
Jarvis so that you might just think about the potential impact on the families,
businesses, and visitors to this community. An actual traffic study of this area would
tell you that this is, indeed, a proposal that should be rejected due to the already
congested areas and will become a safety issue for all those in the community.
Thank you for reviewing my comments,
Karen Desing
3952 N Stowell Avenue
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2 Stowell Avenue Looking South
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Intersection of Stowell & Jarvis Looking South

2 Intersection of Stowell & Capitol Looking North
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Intersection of Stowell & Capitol Looking North

From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Lueder
Sara Bruckman; Bart Griepentrog; Rebecca Ewald; President McKaig; Trustee Arndorfer;
TrusteeBaldauf@villageofshorewood.org; Trustee Bockhorst; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee
Warren; eastcapitolneighborsassn@gmail.com
Joe Cincotta (jrc4@chorus.net); Elizabeth Beeghly; Karen & Bill Desing
Proposed Apartment at the Corner of Stowell and Capitol
Tuesday, May 25, 2021 5:06:23 PM

Hi, I have another commitment beginning at 6:00 but agree with Liz Beeghly’s
comments below regarding the de facto zoning change the parking accommodation
represents.

Michael C. Lueder
ATTORNEY AT LAW

301 N. Broadway, Suite 400, MILWAUKEE WI 53202
DIR: 414.273.8474
TEL: 414.455.7676
EMAIL: mlueder@hansenreynolds.com
www.hansenreynolds.com
From: Mike Lueder
Sent: Tuesday, May 4, 2021 5:48 PM
To: sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org; bgriepentrog@villageofshorewood.org;
rewald@villageofshorewood.org; PresidentMckaig@villageofshorewood.org;
TrusteeArndorfer@villageofshorewood.org; TrusteeBaldauf@villageofshorewood.org;
TrusteeBockhorst@villageofshorewood.org; TrusteeIrcink@villageofshorewood.org;
TrusteeStokebrand@villageofshorewood.org; TrusteeWarren@villageofshorewood.org;
eastcapitolneighborsassn@gmail.com
Cc: Joe Cincotta (jrc4@chorus.net) <jrc4@chorus.net>; Elizabeth Beeghly <liz.beeghly@me.com>
Subject: Proposed Apartment at the Corner of Stowell and Capitol

From Liz:
Fast-tracking the Stowell Capitol project isn’t in our community’s best interest. From
my experience as a City Planner, all constituents (community partners, local
businesses, residents, and other stakeholders and agencies) input must be obtained
before Zoning change decisions are rendered. This is the only way to understand the
existing situation, take into account the concerns of adjacent property owners or
renters, and evaluate the impacts of the proposed developments. Furthermore, when
a new Comprehensive Plan is in the works, we encourage developers to meet the
requirements of the incoming Comprehensive Plan because it reflects best
development practices and the best use of the land. In density changes or zone
changes Community input and requiring development to meet a Comprehensive Plan
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were standard protocols in the City of Portland, OR where I worked for 7 years and
approved 100s of development proposals (including variances, land divisions and
conditional uses).
Reading the Village of Shorewood Zoning Code (535), you come to understand that
parts of the zoning code regulations are finite and others are flexible. One must keep
in mind that the stated over-arching intent “is to regulate and restrict the use of all
structures, lands and waters and regulate and restrict lot coverage, population
distribution and density, and the size and location of all structures so as to lessen
congestion in and promote the safety and efficiency of the streets… provide adequate
light and air, including access to sunlight… prevent overcrowding of land; avoid
undue population concentration;…..stabilize and protect property values;…. preserve
and promote the beauty of the community; and implement the community's
Comprehensive Plan or plan components”.
All non-defined land use decisions (535) require oversight by one of the many Village
of Shorewood committees, commissions or trustees. These committees are staffed by
volunteers with guidance from our Village City Planner. Keeping in mind that the vast
majority of people on these committees do not have a city planning background, it
takes a Village to understand the constraints, existing challenges, opportunities and
concerns when reviewing a proposal. Public comment is necessary, especially when
Zone or density increases are proposed which will result in changes to traffic patterns,
bulk, sunlight access, property value, beauty, congestion, and overcrowding.

The problem with the Stowell and Capitol proposal stems from the fact that the
density (number of apartment units) isn't allowed by right. The density in this
location is limited by the number of parking spaces allowed. The use of a
special exception to allow less parking is in effect changing the Zoning from
Medium Density to High Density. This is a backdoor zoning change that
negates public input. It’s sloppy, breaks public trust and might result in long
term problems at the corner of Stowell and Capitol. This isn’t good planning.
(Emphasis added.)
We need to slow down because the Village of Shorewood’s current Comprehensive
Plan has taken a closer look at this site and has specific recommendations.
The Village of Shorewood produces a Comprehensive Plan every 10 years to clarify
the intention of our zoning code and identify opportunities and constraints. Working
together the Zoning Code and Comprehensive Plan "protect property values; further
the appropriate use of land and conservation of natural resources; preserve and
promote the beauty of the community.” (535-3)
Over the last few months, the Village of Shorewood residents have attended
Comprehensive Plan meetings where we describe and decide upon our new 10 year
goals. In the 2040 Comprehensive Plan, there is a chapter on development
opportunities, where Stowell and Capitol is identified (pg. 177, 180) as one of 9
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"distinct redevelopment opportunities". The 2040 Comprehensive Plan names Stowell
and Capitol as part of East Capitol - Main Street Mixed Use: medium density
commercial (CP pg. 176). It lays out new standards: evaluating development through
Form Base Standards and Pedestrian-Orientated Development, explains a need for
flexibility because of our changing economy, and requires public involvement. Why
would we be expediting this proposal when it clearly doesn’t meet our future planning
goals for the area? It goes against the Village of Shorewood’s best interest. ( More
descriptions of East Capitol can be found throughout the 2040 Comprehensive Plan
(pg. 132-134, 176-183).)
Please reject the Special Exception reduction of parking spaces because the result
would be an increase in density that isn’t allowed on this site. We need to wait for the
Comprehensive Plan 2040 to be implemented or require a developer to incorporate
the new standards that have been written specifically for this site into their proposal.

Michael C. Lueder
ATTORNEY AT LAW

301 N. Broadway, Suite 400, MILWAUKEE WI 53202
DIR: 414.273.8474
TEL: 414.455.7676
EMAIL: mlueder@hansenreynolds.com
www.hansenreynolds.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Mikos
Bart Griepentrog; Rebecca Ewald
proposed development on Capitol Dr. -- PLEASE FORWARD TO TJE PLANNING COMMISSION and TRUSTEES
Tuesday, May 25, 2021 4:46:05 PM

To the Shorewood Planning Commission and Village Trustees:
I am strongly opposed to the Village's proposal to grant a parking exception for the developer
of a 42-unit apartment building on Capitol Drive. This would negatively impact the residential
character of the neighborhood and would create an added burden on current residents.
Zoning restrictions presumably exist for good reason, and should be enforced, not overturned
for the benefit of outside real estate developers.
In addition, the size of the development would undoubtedly lead to increased traffic in this
area. I drove past the area this afternoon, and there were numerous school children walking,
running, and riding bicycles. There was also quite a bit of automobile traffic; adding to it
would pose an increased safety hazard.
While it might be a question for a different agenda, I am also opposed to the demolition of the
house at the corner of Capitol and Stowell.
Susan G. Mikos
2513 E. Shorewood Blvd.
Shorewood, WI
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Beeghly
President McKaig; Trustee Arndorfer; Trustee Warren; Bart Griepentrog; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee Bockhorst;
Trustee Ircink; Trustee Baldauff; Sara Bruckman
Stowell and Capitol 42 unit development
Tuesday, May 25, 2021 4:32:20 PM

Members of the Plan Commission,
Thank you for your service to the Village of Shorewood. As volunteers on the Plan Commission, you have been
tasked with aiding Bart Griepentrog, the Planning and Development Director, to plan the growth in the Village of
Shorewood. It’s fascinating to think that the projects you approve will outlive most residents in the Village of
Shorewood. Your decisions have long term consequences and definite impacts on the livability in the Village of
Shorewood for the next century or more.
The 42 unit development at the corner of Stowell Capitol proposal isn’t in the Village of Shorewood’s best interest.
From my experience as a Current City Planner trained to look at impacts of development on the surrounding
community (such as transportation systems, light (shadows), building coverage, building orientation and layout,
and density) there are many elements of this project that aren’t positive. I strongly urge you to relook at this
proposal and say, 'No we need to wait for the better use on these lots with more family orientated subsidized
housing.'
The Plan Commission consists of volunteers from Shorewood with guidance from our Village City Planner. You
are working for the neighbors as well as the entire community as you evaluate the proposals appropriateness on
this site. The neighbors of this site have an intimate knowledge of the constraints, existing challenges,
opportunities and concerns and should be listen to and their opinions duly considered when reviewing a proposal.
As a Plan Commission member, you must be aware that the Stowell and Capitol proposal (the number of
apartment units) isn't allowed by right. The density in this location is limited by the number of parking spaces
allowed. Furthermore, the recently proposed 2040 Comprehensive plan further reduces the density of this site.
The special exception to allow less parking is in effect changing the Zoning from Low/Medium Density to High
Density. This is a backdoor zoning change. As I look over the elements of the proposal, the development is poorly
planned, increases density that breaks public trust and will most likely result in long term problems at the corner of
Stowell and Capitol. This isn’t good planning.
First, the orientation of the building on to a parking lot is confusing and unappealing to viewers. Visitor to the
building will be confused and believe that the parking lot is associated with the new building and not dedicated to
the building across the street. The surrounding neighbors will be negatively impacted because the building does
not have a typical entryway that makes it feel approachable and unsafe.

Second, the proposed underground parking is tight and poorly laid out. We all know
how terrible Metro Market parking lot is…this project’s proposed parking is
significantly more car unfriendly and unusable. The parallel parking spots are tight
and do not account for non-compact cars. The width of the spots are narrow and will
be difficult for cars to maneuver in to and around. Therefore, the poor layout of the
allowed parking will encourage people to forgo the onsite parking and park on the
street.
Third, the parking lot on the main floor will be not pedestrian friendly. Shorewood is a
walking community. This sidewalk is a major thoroughfare for people going to the
beach or kids walking to the neighborhood schools. A bank of windows looking at
cars or a blank wall without windows on the main floor is not appealing and creates
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undesirable conditions for pedestrians.
Fourth, car entrance and exit on Stowell will require more curb cuts and reduce the
already limited and highly used existing parking. In addition to the parking exception
requested by the developer the proposal removes 5-6 on street parking places. The
result is an impact of around 12 cars on surrounding streets and this doesn’t account
for visitors to the apartment units.
Fifth, Stowell at this location is about 25 feet wide. In Urban Planning, 26 foot wide roadways
are defined as minor streets. Minor streets service 10-30 house in total. The street currently
serves over 30 houses and a very active veterinary clinic. The proposed development would
add an additional 42 units this narrow street. Living in WI, another major consideration is the
snow - snow removal with more cars parked overnight on the streets will make Stowell more
difficult to drive. This impacts everyone in our entire Village, but most adversely impacts the
immediate neighbors to the development site.
Reading the Village of Shorewood Zoning Code (535), you come to understand that parts of the zoning code
regulations are finite and others are flexible. One must keep in mind that the stated over-arching intent “is to
regulate and restrict the use of all structures, lands and waters and regulate and restrict lot coverage, population
distribution and density, and the size and location of all structures so as to lessen congestion in and promote the
safety and efficiency of the streets… provide adequate light and air, including access to sunlight… prevent
overcrowding of land; avoid undue population concentration;…..stabilize and protect property values;…. preserve
and promote the beauty of the community; and implement the community's Comprehensive Plan or plan
components”.
The Village of Shorewood produces a Comprehensive Plan every 10 years to clarify the intention of our zoning
code and identify opportunities and constraints. Working together the Zoning Code and Comprehensive Plan
"protect property values; further the appropriate use of land and conservation of natural resources; preserve and
promote the beauty of the community.” (535-3)
Over the last few months, the Village of Shorewood residents have attended Comprehensive Plan meetings where
we describe and decide upon our new 10 year goals. In the 2040 Comprehensive Plan, there is a chapter on
development opportunities, where Stowell and Capitol is identified (pg. 177, 180) as one of 9 "distinct
redevelopment opportunities". The 2040 Comprehensive Plan names Stowell and Capitol as part of East Capitol Main Street Mixed Use: medium density commercial (CP pg. 176). It lays out new standards: evaluating
development through Form Base Standards and Pedestrian-Orientated Development, explains a need for flexibility
because of our changing economy, and requires public involvement. Why would we be approving this proposal
when it clearly doesn’t meet our future planning goals for the area? The proposal as it stands goes against the
Village of Shorewood’s best interest. (More descriptions of East Capitol can be found throughout the 2040
Comprehensive Plan (pg. 132-134, 176-183).)
When you visit the site, it is apparent that the project isn’t in keeping with the development in the surrounding area.
The neighborhood surrounding the proposed 42 unit development will be negatively impacted by the high intensity
of the use. The single bedroom apartments will attract individuals and couples. The few two bedroom apartments
might not be subsidized and therefore will not open up Shorewood to families looking to give their children the
benefit of the Shorewood school district. Families with children are the people I hope will move into any proposed
subsidized housing.
After reading the proposal, some questions I thought about: Will you be asking the subsidized apartment renters to
use on-street or will they have access to the underground parking? If parking isn’t included with the subsidized
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units the additional cost of the street parking must be factored into the costs associated with the subsidized units.
Where will the subsidized units be located? Back of the building without a view? Smallest apartments?
Please reject the Special Exception reduction of parking spaces because the result would be an increase in
density that isn’t allowed on this site. We need to wait for development that meets the Comprehensive Plan 2040
to be implemented or require a developer to incorporate the new standards that have been written specifically for
this site into their proposal. Any development with subsidized housing, should be developed for families to enter
Shorewood and have their children attend Shorewood schools.

Thank you for your attention,
Elizabeth Beeghly, Master's of Urban and Regional Planning
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Peggy Sue
Bart Griepentrog; Sara Bruckman
Proposed 42 unit apartment building on Capitol
Tuesday, May 25, 2021 4:08:04 PM

Dear Village appointed members,
I am a resident of Shorewood living at 3938 N. Stowell Ave. I am very concerned about the proposed
apartment building on the corner of Stowell and Captiol. I have no issue with the building offering low
income housing, but I think it is a bit myopic to think that because an individual has a lower income they
do not have a vehicle to park. Why would the builders be able to allow less parking than the number of
housing units they have? It is offensive and stereotypical to think this way. Already we are lacking on
street parking for the area. The proposed structure would take away 5-6 parking spots on Stowell
because of the entrance and exit for the building. Not only are they not providing enough parking but they
are eliminating desperately needed parking currently in constant use. I have attached a picture of the
street from today at 3:00pm. That corner of Capitol is already congested with the animal hospital directly
across from where it would be. That is a narrow street and often is clogged by too many vehicles. Add
snow to the mix and you are creating a dangerous and even more clogged street. I am a mother of two
and my children walk to school everyday. I am worried for their safety with the extra cars that will be
present. Where do the builders propose these extra cars will park? There is no room on northern
Stowell, and I certainly don't want them on our end of Stowell. Our children play in the street and we have
a community that we've developed amongst our neighbors . Most of us purchased our homes because of
the wide street and the fact that it ends at Shorewood Blvd so that our kids would feel safe to play near
the street. You can often see kids throwing a ball, rollerblading, skating, biking etc. around our block.
This building proposes to congest our street, and endanger our small children. It also proposes to affect
our property values.
The proposed building also would eliminate a current household on Stowell and Captiol. I know several
people looking to buy a house in Shorewood, and in our current market, are having a very hard time
finding one, and now you want to get rid of one as well? We have plenty of vacant buildings in
Shorewood that are already a business, why can't the proposed structure go in one of those buildings?
Why tear something down to build something that will negatively effect our community? This project is ill
planned, does not take into account Shorewood's future, and seems to be rushed though by the village
which makes me question what are they gaining from this? Who benefits? I don't believe it is our
community. Something smells fishy about the whole project. We also have several apartment buildings
currently in Shorewood that have several vacancies, why not give an incentive to these properties to offer
affordable housing?
I am vehemently opposed to this building as it currently is proposed.
Please forward this email to the planning commission.
Thank you for taking the time to read my email. I apologize for any offense made, I am merely concerned
that this plan has not been thoroughly thought out.
Best regards,
Maggie Marks
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Julie Bussen
Bart Griepentrog; President Rozek; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee Amenta;
TrusteeBrockhorst@villageofshorewood.org; Trustee Carpenter; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Warren
Stowell and Capitol
Thursday, April 15, 2021 3:27:04 PM

To All Responsible for Decision Making in Regard to the Development at Stowell and Capitol:
I sent an email on the 13th, but I wanted to follow up with additional comments. Regarding parking
there are a number of reasons why the exception should not be granted:
The Village already struggles with parking issues. Why would you add to that burden, especially
on a narrow residential street where a business already exists (Shorewood Animal Hospital)
whose employees already struggle to find parking. SAH currently rents 5 spots from Sweet and
Associates and the other 12 staff members try to park on the 4000 block of Stowell. The office
manager there tells me that if she leaves in the middle of the day, she often has to park three
blocks away somewhere on Downer because there is not enough parking any closer. What about
existing homeowners on that block? If they have a need to park in front of their home or if they
have a visitor, there will likely be no spaces available with offering exception to this development.
Development within Shorewood should not come at a quality of life expense for existing
residents of Shorewood – that should be number one in Village code/zoning requirements and
the number one consideration of every Trustee and Village official when considering new
development.
You need to consider that a 42-unit development will also result in visitors for those 42 units.
Have you considered the parking impact of those visitors?
I encourage you to find out how many households currently exist on the 4000 block of Stowell,
considering the many multi-family (two family flat) structures on the block. My guess is that a 42unit development will essentially double the traffic on the street.
Aside from parking within the development, nothing prevents those residents from purchasing
additional parking permits. It seems likely that will happen even if the 8-spot exception is granted
since 1.75 x 42 = 74 parking spaces required. The developer “thinks 51 spaces is enough”
therefore only sees the need to accommodate 43 spots within the structure and 8 on the street.
How does that “thinking” meet code? If the developers “thinking” is not accurate, another 23
parking permits are likely to be issued. That makes 31 cars fighting over limited spots on a narrow
residential street and/or likely creating domino parking issues on several surrounding residential
streets. By this fact alone, not only should a parking exception not be granted, but the entire
project should never have passed to begin with. Even if a project may fall within the zoning/code
requirements, that does NOT mean it is the right fit. Whose job is it to consider the right fit?
With the entrance and exits for this development on Stowell, existing parking will be lost. Now
you want to add insult to injury by granting a parking exception?
I think it is difficult to address parking without also addressing traffic/congestion. One creates or
adds to the other, and therefore both need to be considered in tandem. A narrow residential street
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jammed with parked cars creates traffic flow issues. The number of cars that accompany a 42household complex on this narrow residential street is going to turn that corner into an accident
waiting to happen. How could the logistics of traffic from 42 additional households all coming and
going from that already overcrowded small space work? Cars are going to be lined up down the
4000 block of Stowell or out onto Capitol drive with the volume of cars entering and exiting
Shorewood Animal Hospital, the new development, and the existing residents all at the same time –
especially during peak hours. Sadly, those peak hours are going to overlap with elementary school
children walking to both elementary schools within 4 blocks of this development. Even with the
addition of crossing guards and flashing lights (which will add to the logjam), 42 households added to
that tiny corner unnecessarily creates imminent danger. Again, who is responsible for considering if
this development is the right fit?
A parking exception is not the right decision and this particular project on this corner is not the right
fit – literally, the space is too small to accommodate that much traffic regardless of where cars park.
Why are Trustees and Village officials making choices that decline the living environment for existing
residents, create a dangerous traffic/congestion situation for residents - especially elementary
children, and strip our neighborhood of charm? If the answer is because it meets the code/zoning
requirements, then I want to know who is passing the buck when it comes to the simple, logical
questions about only allowing new developments that help rather than hinder our village and its
residents.
Additionally, I reached out to a few of you with specific questions about process, where this
development is within the process, and how residents can be heard on a number of concerns aside
from parking. I think many of us in the neighborhood surrounding this development would like some
clarification.
Thank you,
Julie Bussen
3930 N. Stowell Ave.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Vicki Herman
Trustee Bockhorst; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee Warren; Bart Griepentrog
Vicki Herman; Dan Walsh
April 13, 2021 Appeal Committee regarding Safety and Parking Concerns with development at Stowell and Capital
Sunday, April 11, 2021 3:22:58 PM

Dear Village of Shorewood Trustees and Plan Commission Members,
As a 4071 N. Stowell Avenue homeowner of 30 years, I am gravely concerned about safety issues
surrounding the parking and traffic that will arise from the proposed apartment building located at Stowell
and Capital Drive.
The concern I have is the additional parking that is planned for our street, 4000 block of Stowell Avenue.
At the February 23, 2021 Planning Commission meeting it was approved that 8 additional parking spaces
will be provided on Stowell Avenue.
I have listed below a number of reasons for concern regarding the parking situation and apartment
garage entrance and exits.
1. Already this section of Stowell Avenue has about 10 cars that park north from Capital. These
cars belong to the people employed at the Shorewood Small Animal Hospital that is located at the
northeast corner of Stowell and Capital. The additional 8 (or more cars) from the apartment residents
will place a burden on an all ready “parked” up Stowell Avenue.
2. There are 20 or more children, ages infant to young teenagers, who live on the 4000 block of
Stowell. The additional traffic from the apartment building will create a dangerous traffic situation for
these children.  
3. The intersection of Capital and Stowell is already precarious due to cars entering and leaving the
Shorewood Small Animal Hospital. Adding cars entering and exiting from the apartment building’s
garage directly across the street from the animal hospital will create an even more precarious
situation at that corner. With 42 apartments in the building, there is no way to predict when cars will
be leaving and returning to the building.
4. The assumption that millennials who might live in the buildings will not have a car is an inaccurate
assumption (see minutes from the February 23, 2021 meeting). I live to the north of 3
wonderful millennials and all three have cars. Fortunately, the duplex has parking available
for all three of the tenant’s cars (fourth space is available for a fourth car).
My two children and their spouses are millennials. All four have cars. My children’s friends all have
cars.
5. The proposed exemption from the parking code for apartment buildings is in direct contradiction of
the Vision 2025 Implementation Plan for the Village of Shorewood. The vision includes the following
goals.
        “A vibrant, urban community with safe, friendly neighborhoods offering a range of         wellmaintained housing options that reflect Shorewood’s architectural heritage.”
        The goals to maintain a safe and friendly neighborhood will not be maintained with the parking
        exceptions currently granted to the proposed Stowell and Capital apartment building. Nor will         a
safe and friendly neighborhood be maintained with cars entering and exiting on Stowell.
Lastly, I am angered that the citizens of this well-established neighborhood were not notified that a four
story, 42 unit apartment building was being proposed to the Planning Committee. Had the neighborhood
been notified we could have expressed our concerns about the parking and traffic situations before
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the meeting.  It is wrong to assume that only the homes that are within a certain distance of the apartment
building will be affected by the parking needs of a 42 unit building.
Thank you for taking the time to read my concerns. I look forward to your response.
Vicki Herman
4071 N. Stowell Avenue
1-414-559-0821
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

lauren gordon-fahn
Bart Griepentrog
Concern about proposed E.Capitol/N.Stowell 4 story Apt Building
Thursday, April 01, 2021 10:14:48 PM

Dear Shorewood Planning and Development Director,
I, Lauren Gordon-Fahn, own with my mother Carin Gordon, 4075-77 N Stowell Ave. It is a
home I hope to tend and love for many years. I chose this home and have loved living at this
home because of its quiet safe streets that I regularly walk with my mom. I was distubed to
find that a large building project is being planned with so little announcement.
I have many concerns. The loss of store front potential which creates a neighborhood.
Shorewood has only two main streets that are shopping areas. Store fronts create a sense of
community and increase the desirability of a neighborhood. The weak pandemic economy will
not last forever, the loss of store frontage will detract from Shorewood permanently.
I have lived in many small and large cities and in each the largest issue has always been
parking and poor traffic flow due to poor parking planning. I know that as a person who has
rented over 10 apartments in my life that often paying for parking even when it is offered is
something that renters opt not to do. I know that parking in snowy climates on the streets
become noxious to the surrounding neighborhood and also dangerous for the mint of the
vehicles on the streets. Cities that do not have or chose not to uphold their stringent parking
regulations always regret the lack of parking in the end. We vote for these regulations and we
vote for you to uphold them because they respect the neighbors, the neighborhood, and
community that they allow to safely thrive under them.
Stowell is a narrow street that comes to an intersection with Capital very near a light and a
number of other busy driveways such as the gas station, two schools, and another apartment
parking lot. This suggests to me that there will not only be issues of having visitors, renters,
and delivery vans congestion added to the parking in the surrounding area but also significant
disruption to traffic on Capitol, which is a bus route. Think of trying to exit the Metro Market
parking lot in miniature. I would like to ask for a traffic impact report and hope that this
project can be safely down sized to respect current parking regulations.
Also as a duplex owner I have noticed a great number of vacancies in the already saturated
rental market in Shorewood. I am gravely concerned about this proposal and hope that you can
protect our regulations on my behalf and the behalf of our neighborhood.
The scale of this building will not improve the desirability of this neighborhood, it gives very
little back.
Thank you for your work on our behalf.
Sincerely,
Lauren Gordon-Fahn
--
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Lauren Gordon-Fahn, L.Ac. (mobile: 518. 527. 4879)
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Walsh
Bart Griepentrog; Crystal R. Kopydlowski
Rebecca Ewald; Tyler Burkart
4000 block Stowell Ave & Capitol- Catalyst Apartment Project
Friday, March 12, 2021 12:17:56 PM

Dear Mr. Griepentrog and Members of the Shorewood Plan Commission.
This email is in regards to the Catalyst Partners apartment complex development on the corner
Capitol and Stowell Avenue in Shorewood, WI.
Please find attached a video of a typical daytime condition found on Stowell Avenue north of
Capitol Drive. Also attached is a picture of how people park in a spot you may consider a two
car space. As you can see ALL of the parking is taken. Eight of the cars are employees of the
Animal Hospital. We also have UWM students that park on the street. Keep in mind four
street parking spots on Stowell Avenue will be eliminated with this project. But parking is
only one of our many concerns.
As it is your job to protect the interest of Village homeowners, business owners and residents,
we are greatly disappointed that you would so hastily grant a special exception to our Village
zoning code with ZERO evidence offered by the developer or Village staff that this massive
project won’t have a substantial adverse effect on our neighborhood.  No consideration at all
was given to the actual current parking conditions, traffic congestion from alleys and
driveways that currently exit into this tiny stretch of Stowell Ave., traffic pressure from the
Shorewood Animal Hospital (not mentioned once during the meeting), snow removal,
dangerous obstructed views, very frequent truck traffic for trash and deliveries and the
additional pressure that will soon come from new businesses in the former Hayak and Chattel
Changers spaces. If you had asked any one of the neighbors about the current conditions you
would have learned a great deal, but it appears that in putting on the agenda the Friday before
a Tuesday meeting, you intentionally did not. We have the right to expect much better from
our Village and our entire neighborhood expect you to do the right thing and rescind the grant
of special exception. It can be reconsidered, but this time we want the developer and the
Village to have some respect for us and do the requisite research and analysis before passing
it.
Please advise
Thank you
Carol Walsh
4024 N Stowell Avenue
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Other Comments
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: construction on Stowell and Capitol
Thursday, May 27, 2021 11:40:32 AM

From: Lynne Milner [mailto:lynne.milner@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 26, 2021 8:23 PM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: construction on Stowell and Capitol

I have lived in Shorewood for 39 years. I don't think there should be any construction without
adding additional parking. Residents before outside
business interests - always!
Lynne Milner
4176 N. Newhall Street
414-202-9034
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: Proposed apartment building on Capitol Drive
Thursday, May 27, 2021 11:39:06 AM

-----Original Message----From: Vincent Adesso [mailto:blastl3@yahoo.com]
Sent: Thursday, May 27, 2021 11:36 AM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Cc: blastL3@yahoo.com
Subject: Proposed apartment building on Capitol Drive
Dear Ms. Bruckman:
I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed apartment building. Parking is already a challenge in this
area and, although there parking spaces are proposed in the building, there will undoubtedly be an overflow. In
addition, The structure does not appear to be consistent with the single family/duplex nature of the area. The homes
behind the building would be negatively impacted.
Thanks for taking my concerns into consideration, Vince Adesso
4112 N. Downer Ave.
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Calli Spheeris
Sara Bruckman; Bart Griepentrog; Rebecca Ewald; President McKaig; Trustee Arndorfer;
TrusteeBaldauf@villageofshorewood.org; Trustee Bockhorst; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee
Warren; eastcapitolneighborsassn@gmail.com
REVERSE & REMAND RE: Special Exception application by Catalyst Partners
Wednesday, May 19, 2021 4:08:08 AM

Catalyst Partners failed to provide the "substantial evidence" of claims that granting the special
exception is consistent with the zoning code. This would certainly be deleterious to the neighbors
or Village as required by law.
The Plan Commission failed to consider some or all of the 13 categories required by 535-51B
(found in both the application materials and our appeal) with reasonable diligence.
These particular "Special Exceptions" is a path that Shorewood should not travel if we are to
respect its residents and the quality of life in this community.
Calli Spheeris and Joseph Conti
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From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Lueder
Sara Bruckman; Bart Griepentrog; Rebecca Ewald; President McKaig; Trustee Arndorfer;
TrusteeBaldauf@villageofshorewood.org; Trustee Bockhorst; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee
Warren; eastcapitolneighborsassn@gmail.com
Joe Cincotta (jrc4@chorus.net); Elizabeth Beeghly
Proposed Apartment at the Corner of Stowell and Capitol
Tuesday, May 04, 2021 5:48:06 PM

I agree with and support Elizabeth Beeghly’s analysis below. I think it is critical that
proper notice be given, that community members be given an opportunity to be heard,
and that additional evidence be taken upon remand.
Members of the Appeals Board,
Thank you for your service to the Village of Shorewood. As volunteers on the Board
of Appeals, you have been tasked with being one the checks and balances put in
place to ensure that proper protocols are followed when development is proposed in
the Village of Shorewood.
Fast-tracking the Stowell Capitol project isn’t in our community’s best interest. From
my experience as a City Planner, all constituents (community partners, local
businesses, residents, and other stakeholders and agencies) input must be obtained
before Zoning change decisions are rendered. This is the only way to understand the
existing situation, take into account the concerns of adjacent property owners or
renters, and evaluate the impacts of the proposed developments. Furthermore, when
a new Comprehensive Plan is in the works, we encourage developers to meet the
requirements of the incoming Comprehensive Plan because it reflects best
development practices and the best use of the land. In density changes or zone
changes Community input and requiring development to meet a Comprehensive Plan
were standard protocols in the City of Portland, OR where I worked for 7 years and
approved 100s of development proposals (including variances, land divisions and
conditional uses).
Reading the Village of Shorewood Zoning Code (535), you come to understand that
parts of the zoning code regulations are finite and others are flexible. One must keep
in mind that the stated over-arching intent “is to regulate and restrict the use of all
structures, lands and waters and regulate and restrict lot coverage, population
distribution and density, and the size and location of all structures so as to lessen
congestion in and promote the safety and efficiency of the streets… provide adequate
light and air, including access to sunlight… prevent overcrowding of land; avoid
undue population concentration;…..stabilize and protect property values;…. preserve
and promote the beauty of the community; and implement the community's
Comprehensive Plan or plan components”.
All non-defined land use decisions (535) require oversight by one of the many Village
of Shorewood committees, commissions or trustees. These committees are staffed by
volunteers with guidance from our Village City Planner. Keeping in mind that the vast
majority of people on these committees do not have a city planning background, it
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takes a Village to understand the constraints, existing challenges, opportunities and
concerns when reviewing a proposal. Public comment is necessary, especially when
Zone or density increases are proposed which will result in changes to traffic patterns,
bulk, sunlight access, property value, beauty, congestion, and overcrowding.

The problem with the Stowell and Capitol proposal stems from the fact that the
density (number of apartment units) isn't allowed by right. The density in this
location is limited by the number of parking spaces allowed. The use of a
special exception to allow less parking is in effect changing the Zoning from
Medium Density to High Density. This is a backdoor zoning change that
negates public input. It’s sloppy, breaks public trust and might result in long
term problems at the corner of Stowell and Capitol. This isn’t good planning.
(Emphasis added.)
We need to slow down because the Village of Shorewood’s current Comprehensive
Plan has taken a closer look at this site and has specific recommendations.
The Village of Shorewood produces a Comprehensive Plan every 10 years to clarify
the intention of our zoning code and identify opportunities and constraints. Working
together the Zoning Code and Comprehensive Plan "protect property values; further
the appropriate use of land and conservation of natural resources; preserve and
promote the beauty of the community.” (535-3)
Over the last few months, the Village of Shorewood residents have attended
Comprehensive Plan meetings where we describe and decide upon our new 10 year
goals. In the 2040 Comprehensive Plan, there is a chapter on development
opportunities, where Stowell and Capitol is identified (pg. 177, 180) as one of 9
"distinct redevelopment opportunities". The 2040 Comprehensive Plan names Stowell
and Capitol as part of East Capitol - Main Street Mixed Use: medium density
commercial (CP pg. 176). It lays out new standards: evaluating development through
Form Base Standards and Pedestrian-Orientated Development, explains a need for
flexibility because of our changing economy, and requires public involvement. Why
would we be expediting this proposal when it clearly doesn’t meet our future planning
goals for the area? It goes against the Village of Shorewood’s best interest. ( More
descriptions of East Capitol can be found throughout the 2040 Comprehensive Plan
(pg. 132-134, 176-183).)
Please reject the Special Exception reduction of parking spaces because the result
would be an increase in density that isn’t allowed on this site. We need to wait for the
Comprehensive Plan 2040 to be implemented or require a developer to incorporate
the new standards that have been written specifically for this site into their proposal.

Michael C. Lueder
ATTORNEY AT LAW
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301 N. Broadway, Suite 400, MILWAUKEE WI 53202
DIR: 414.273.8474
TEL: 414.455.7676
EMAIL: mlueder@hansenreynolds.com
www.hansenreynolds.com
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Angela Ortenblad-Richter
Sara Bruckman; Bart Griepentrog; Rebecca Ewald; President McKaig; Trustee Arndorfer;
TrusteeBaldauf@villageofshorewood.org; Trustee Bockhorst; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee
Warren; eastcapitolneighborsassn@gmail.com
REVERSE & REMAND
Tuesday, May 04, 2021 5:14:35 PM

Hello Shorewood BOA and Trustees,
I stand with my fellow neighbors: Walsh, Ruen, Desing, and the East Capitol Neighbors
Association, in their open appeal. I have been a resident of Shorewood for 10 years and have
resided in the same duplex all 10 years.
The developer failed to provide the "substantial evidence" of his claims that granting the special
exception is consistent with the zoning code and will not be deleterious to the neighbors or
Village as required by law. The Plan Commission failed to consider some or all of the 13
categories required by 535-51B (found in both the application materials and our appeal) with
reasonable diligence.

Please contact me with any questions,
Angela Richter (nee Ortenblad)
4142 N Bartlett Ave
Shorewood, WI 5211
angela_ortenblad05@hotmail.com
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

John Pinkstone
Trustee Warren; eastcapitolneighborsassn@gmail.com; TrusteeBaldauf@villageofshorewood.org; Trustee
Stokebrand; Trustee Bockhorst; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Arndorfer; President McKaig; Rebecca Ewald; Sara
Bruckman; Bart Griepentrog
Reverse and Remand (neighbors" appeal, East Capitol Neighbors Association)
Tuesday, May 04, 2021 3:33:21 PM

Dear BOA and Village Board
I support my neighbors' appeal, East Capitol Neighbors Association, and believe the
Plan Commission decision should be reversed and the matter remanded back to the
Plan Commission for reconsideration.
The developer failed to provide the "substantial evidence" of his claims that granting the
special exception is consistent with the zoning code and will not be deleterious to the
neighbors or Village as required by law.
The Plan Commission failed to consider some or all of the 13 categories required by 535-51B
(found in both the application materials and our appeal) with reasonable diligence.
You would not be satisfied if the same process were employed in the future to vet a project
that directly and adversely affected you for which you had no notice.
Yours faithfully
John Pinkstone
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Andrew Cutraro
Sara Bruckman; Bart Griepentrog; Rebecca Ewald; President McKaig; Trustee Arndorfer;
TrusteeBaldauf@villageofshorewood.org; Trustee Bockhorst; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee
Warren; eastcapitolneighborsassn@gmail.com
REVERSE AND REMAND / Capitol and Stowell
Tuesday, May 04, 2021 2:54:22 PM

Please take note that I hereby request that you REVERSE and REMAND the
consideration for the apartment building development planned for Capitol
and Stowell.
Thank you for your time and dedication to our village,
Andrew Cutraro
3915 N. Stowell AVE.
Tel 202-460-8901
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Mike Lueder <mlueder@hansenreynolds.com>
Date: Tue, May 4, 2021 at 12:59 PM
Subject: Re: BOA Meeting today @ 5:30 pm Stowell and Capitol:Important Message from
East Capital Neighbors Association
To: Karen & Bill Desing <bkdesing@att.net>
Cc: O'Brien, Megan <megan.obrien@marquette.edu>, Ben Martin <martbj@gmail.com>,
Julie Bussen <juliescott@wi.rr.com>, Amber Hunt <amberhunt10@gmail.com>, Amie Martin
<amie.fugiel@gmail.com>, Andrea Roschke <aroschke@vonbriesen.com>, Andrew Locke
<andrewlocke24@gmail.com>, Andy Cultraro <Andy@cutraro.com>, Beth Giacobassi
<bethgiacobassi@gmail.com>, Bob Titley <rtitley@outlook.com>, Brody Buss
<brody@layeronemedia.com>, Carol Lynn Wandler <carollynnwandler@gmail.com>,
Catherine Andersen <candersen5873@gmail.com>, Chris Stello <clstello@wi.rr.com>, Dan
Huber <daniel.huber23@gmail.com>, Darrell Hunt <huntdarrellt@gmail.com>, Debra Locke
<Debralocke1956@yahoo.com>, Elizabeth Beeghly <liz.beeghly@me.com>, Enrique
Figueroa <figueroa@uwm.edu>, Erik Lindberg <erik@thoughtfulcraftsmen.com>, Erin
Cutraro <Erin@cutraro.com>, Francis Vogel <fxvogel@sbcglobal.net>, Poggioli-kaftan,
Giordana <giordana.kaftan@marquette.edu>, Greg Kaftan <kaftangreg@gmail.com>, Guy
Johnson <gwj2423@gmail.com>, Hamid Ouali <ouali@uwm.edu>, Ingrid Pierson
<ipierson@wi.rr.com>, Ingrid Pierson <ingridpierson@gmail.com>, Jackie Roberts
<jackielroberts@gmail.com>, Jan van den Kieboom <jvdk@workshoparchitects.com>, Jason
Clark <coromystro@gmail.com>, Jena Clark <Omjena09@gmail.com>, Jessica Buss
<jessica.micol@gmail.com>, Jim & Kruti <jimandkruti@yahoo.com>, Jim Arndorfer
<jimarndorfer@gmail.com>, Jock Reising <jreising20@hotmail.com>, Jon Schenk
<schenk.jon@gmail.com>, Jonathan Kirn <jonathankirn@gmail.com>, Justin Miranda
<jcm62@columbia.edu>, Kay Yezek <k2rless1@gmail.com>, Kim Apfelbach
<Kapfelbach@wi.rr.com>, Kimberly McLean <kimmclean375@gmail.com>, Laurie Kohler
<lauriekohler@yahoo.com>, Leah Drexler-Dreis <ldrexlerdreis@yahoo.com>,
Vandenkieboom, Leigh <leigh.vandenkieboom@marquette.edu>, Liana Odrac
<lodrac@gmail.com>, Linda Serrano <Lindaserrano1983@gmail.com>, Liz Kohler
<liz.kohler13@gmail.com>, Maggie Marks <bastyona@yahoo.com>, Mary Johnson
<marykj2423@icloud.com>, Megan Potter <Megan.ann.potter@gmail.com>, Megan Schultz
<megan.leigh.schultz@gmail.com>, Meghan Hilliard <iceonfiremeg@gmail.com>, Michael
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Andersen <coachmikeandersen@gmail.com>, Michael McCauley <msm9247@att.net>, Mike
& Lisa Gandrud <mlgandrud@aol.com>, Mike Giacobassi <mgiacobassi@gmail.com>, Mike
O'Brien <myobrien@att.net>, Mike Stello <mstello@wi.rr.com>, Patty McCauley
<phm3833@sbcglobal.net>, Paula Wheeler <paula@pkwcomm.com>, Rachel Saari
<rachelsaari@yahoo.com>, Rebecca Kirchman <Kirchmanr@yahoo.com>, Robert Dean
<robertdean2@mac.com>, Rosina Bloomingdale <rosina@pillardesign.com>, Sean Marks
<seanmmarks@yahoo.com>, Shana & John Broderick <broderickshana@gmail.com>, Susan
Mikos <sgmikos@yahoo.com>, Tonya Lueder <tonyalueder@gmail.com>, Tricia & Pat
Rieck <pbrieck65@gmail.com>, erik.lindberg2004@gmail.com
<erik.lindberg2004@gmail.com>, Karen Wolfert <kwolfert5@yahoo.com>, Kimberly
Christine <kimberlychristine@gmail.com>, Monica Morrissey
<monicamorrissey@hotmail.com>, Becca Simenz <simenz@sbcglobal.net>
Challenging the evidentiary record won’t be as effective as creating a new evidentiary record.
What support do we have for the statement that notice was required to grant the special
exception? I don’t see that in the appeal brief (which I am reading from my phone so I may
have missed it.)
Please excuse typos. Sent from my iPhone
On May 4, 2021, at 11:38 AM, Karen & Bill Desing <bkdesing@att.net> wrote:

A quick reminder that he Board of Appeals meeting on the development is
today at 5:30 pm.
Link is below.
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89952455394?
pwd=MVB5MjNjNEM2Rm1VNFJsb0E2TFpaQT09
Meeting ID: 899 5245 5394
Passcode: 242640

On Friday, April 30, 2021, 12:12:42 PM CDT, Karen & Bill Desing <bkdesing@att.net>
wrote:

The following is from Dan Walsh of the East Capital Neighbors
Association regarding the Tuesday May 4 BOA Meeting regarding the
Stowell and Capital Development that encourages residents to voice
their opinions regarding the development along with ways to do that.
Dear Shorewood Neighbor:
We are an association of your neighbors living near the corner of Capitol
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Drive and Stowell Avenue. You may have heard about a redevelopment
project proposed for the northwest corner of that intersection and our
appeal of the Shorewood Plan Commission's decision to grant the
developer a Special Exception. That decision, made without notice to
affected neighbors, grants the developer the right to build a building with
80% more units than allowed by the Shorewood zoning code. Our appeal
is being heard in one (1) week by the Shorewood Board of Appeals (BOA)
on Tuesday May 4th. If you can, please join the meeting from your
computer, tablet or smartphone using the link below:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89952455394?
pwd=MVB5MjNjNEM2Rm1VNFJsb0E2TFpaQT09
Meeting ID: 899 5245 5394
Passcode: 242640
Dial in using +1 (312) 626-6799 US
We think there is a lot more riding on the hearing than this one apartment
project and ask that your review the 3 important items on which the BOA
decision will be made. The circumstances are a perfect example of how
too often the Shorewood residents most affected and knowledgeable
about the area dynamics are intentionally excluded from the review and
approval process until it's too late.  
Below are links to 1) the developers application for the Special Exception,
2) the video of the February 23, 2021 Plan Commission meeting and 3)
our appeal of the Plan Commission's decision. Your time is precious, but
if the process is as substantially flawed as we believe, this matter affects
all of us and is too important to be ignored. You are welcome to review
the record and disagree with us, but it's important that the BOA and our
Village President, Trustees and Staff hear from residents who have taken
the time to review the materials and formulate a reasoned response.
1)   https://drive.google.com/file/d/14qbm2DfbYsxz8FcauFMQKBmjCooh69H/view?usp=sharing
2)   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wl_r1ce4C90&feature=youtu.be
3)   https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vCeidojzWBUM1G8NLs4CuHOPxf7nUxf/view?usp=sharing
Considering only these 3 items:
If you think:
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1. The developer failed to provide the "substantial evidence" of his
claims that granting the special exception is consistent with the
zoning code and will not be deleterious to the neighbors or Village
as required by law.
2. The Plan Commission failed to consider some or all of the 13
categories required by 535-51B (found in both the application
materials and our appeal) with reasonable diligence.
3. You would not be satisfied if the same process were employed in
the future to vet a project that directly and adversely affected you
for which you had no notice.
Please forward this email to let your BOA and Village Board know that you
support your neighbors' appeal, believe the Plan Commission decision
should be reversed and the matter remanded back to the Plan
Commission for reconsideration by writing "REVERSE & REMAND" in the
subject line.
If you think:
1. The developer provided enough data and research to meet the
statutory obligation of "substantial evidence" that granting the
special exception is consistent with the zoning code and will not be
deleterious to the neighbors or Village as required by law.
2. The Plan Commission made adequate inquiry into the details of
the developers application and considered each of the 13
categories as required by code.
3. You would be satisfied if the same process were followed
approving a project that directly and adversely affected you and for
which you had no notice.
Please forward this email telling the BOA and Village Board that you
support the developer and believe the Plan Commission decision should
be affirmed by writing "AFFIRM" in the subject line.
Email Addresses (please copy and paste into your forwarded email):
sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org
bgriepentrog@villageofshorewood.org
rewald@villageofshorewood.org
PresidentMckaig@villageofshorewood.org
TrusteeArndorfer@villageofshorewood.org
TrusteeBaldauf@villageofshorewood.org
TrusteeBockhorst@villageofshorewood.org
TrusteeIrcink@villageofshorewood.org
TrusteeStokebrand@villageofshorewood.org
TrusteeWarren@villageofshorewood.org
eastcapitolneighborsassn@gmail.com
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PLEASE MAKE SURE YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS ARE INCLUDED
IN YOUR EMAIL OTHERWISE YOUR OPINION WILL NOT MATTER.
Thank you for giving generously of your time to make the Village of
Shorewood a better place to live.  
Gratefully,
  
East Capitol Neighbors Association  

On Wednesday, April 28, 2021, 11:06:38 AM CDT, Ben Martin <martbj@gmail.com> wrote:
They are, I grabbed a picture of them this morning.
Ben
On Wed, Apr 28, 2021 at 11:00 AM O'Brien, Megan <megan.obrien@marquette.edu>
wrote:

I updated this email thread to delete the three emails that bounced back:

MSaari (undeliverable at wi.rr.com)
Omeara (undeliverable at earthlink)
Jeffrey Morris (retired from work email)
If Mark, Anne or Jeff have alternate email addresses, please respond so that
the updated and correct email addresses can be added.  
Megan

From: O'Brien, Megan <megan.obrien@marquette.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, April 28, 2021 10:52 AM
To: Julie Bussen <juliescott@wi.rr.com>; Amber Hunt <amberhunt10@gmail.com>;
Amie Martin <amie.fugiel@gmail.com>; Andrea Roschke
<aroschke@vonbriesen.com>; Andrew Locke <andrewlocke24@gmail.com>; Andy
Cultraro <andy@cutraro.com>; Ben Martin <martbj@gmail.com>; Beth Giacobassi
<bethgiacobassi@gmail.com>; Bob Titley <rtitley@outlook.com>; Brody Buss
<brody@layeronemedia.com>; Carol Lynn Wandler <carollynnwandler@gmail.com>;
Catherine Andersen <candersen5873@gmail.com>; Chris Stello <clstello@wi.rr.com>;
Dan Huber <daniel.huber23@gmail.com>; Darrell Hunt <huntdarrellt@gmail.com>;
Debra Locke <debralocke1956@yahoo.com>; Elizabeth Beeghly
<liz.beeghly@me.com>; Enrique Figueroa <figueroa@uwm.edu>; Erik Lindberg
<erik@thoughtfulcraftsmen.com>; Erin Cutraro <erin@cutraro.com>; Francis Vogel
<fxvogel@sbcglobal.net>; Poggioli-kaftan, Giordana
<giordana.kaftan@marquette.edu>; Greg Kaftan <kaftangreg@gmail.com>; Guy
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Johnson <gwj2423@gmail.com>; Hamid Ouali <ouali@uwm.edu>; Ingrid Pierson
<ipierson@wi.rr.com>; Ingrid Pierson <ingridpierson@gmail.com>; Jackie Roberts
<jackielroberts@gmail.com>; Jan van den Kieboom <jvdk@workshoparchitects.com>;
Jane O'Meara <janeomeara@earthlink.net>; Jason Clark <coromystro@gmail.com>;
Jeffrey Morris <jeffrey.morris@quarles.com>; Jena Clark <omjena09@gmail.com>;
Jessica Buss <jessica.micol@gmail.com>; Jim & Kruti <jimandkruti@yahoo.com>; Jim
Arndorfer <jimarndorfer@gmail.com>; Jock Reising <jreising20@hotmail.com>; Jon
Schenk <schenk.jon@gmail.com>; Jonathan Kirn <jonathankirn@gmail.com>; Justin
Miranda <jcm62@columbia.edu>; Kay Yezek <k2rless1@gmail.com>; Kim Apfelbach
<kapfelbach@wi.rr.com>; Kimberly McLean <kimmclean375@gmail.com>; Laurie
Kohler <lauriekohler@yahoo.com>; Leah Drexler-Dreis <ldrexlerdreis@yahoo.com>;
Vandenkieboom, Leigh <leigh.vandenkieboom@marquette.edu>; Liana Odrac
<lodrac@gmail.com>; Linda Serrano <lindaserrano1983@gmail.com>; Liz Kohler
<liz.kohler13@gmail.com>; Maggie Marks <bastyona@yahoo.com>; Mark Saari
<msaari@wi.rr.com>; Mary Johnson <marykj2423@icloud.com>; Megan Potter
<megan.ann.potter@gmail.com>; Megan Schultz <megan.leigh.schultz@gmail.com>;
Meghan Hilliard <iceonfiremeg@gmail.com>; Michael Andersen
<coachmikeandersen@gmail.com>; Michael McCauley <msm9247@att.net>; Mike &
Lisa Gandrud <mlgandrud@aol.com>; Mike Giacobassi <mgiacobassi@gmail.com>;
Mike Lueder <mlueder@hansenreynolds.com>; Mike O'Brien <myobrien@att.net>;
Mike Stello <mstello@wi.rr.com>; Patty McCauley <phm3833@sbcglobal.net>; Paula
Wheeler <paula@pkwcomm.com>; Rachel Saari <rachelsaari@yahoo.com>; Rebecca
Kirchman <kirchmanr@yahoo.com>; Robert Dean <robertdean2@mac.com>; Rosina
Bloomingdale <rosina@pillardesign.com>; Sean Marks <seanmmarks@yahoo.com>;
Shana & John Broderick <broderickshana@gmail.com>; Susan Mikos
<sgmikos@yahoo.com>; Tonya Lueder <tonyalueder@gmail.com>; Tricia & Pat Rieck
<pbrieck65@gmail.com>; erik.lindberg2004@gmail.com
<erik.lindberg2004@gmail.com>; Karen Wolfert <kwolfert5@yahoo.com>; Kimberly
Christine <kimberlychristine@gmail.com>; Karen & Bill Desing <bkdesing@att.net>;
Monica Morrissey <monicamorrissey@hotmail.com>; Becca Simenz
<simenz@sbcglobal.net>
Subject: Re: Stowell and Capitol
Hello all,
Apparently, the traffic study cameras were placed on Stowell and Capitol. I
haven't been down the street yet to see them for myself. And, I don't have
any further information related to how long they will be there.
I wonder whether they will adjust for covid-times. I know I am not out as
much as I usually am when I'm driving to the office.  
Megan
From: Julie Bussen <juliescott@wi.rr.com>
Sent: Friday, April 16, 2021 12:07 PM
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To: Amber Hunt <amberhunt10@gmail.com>; Amie Martin
<amie.fugiel@gmail.com>; Andrea Roschke <aroschke@vonbriesen.com>; Andrew
Locke <andrewlocke24@gmail.com>; Andy Cultraro <andy@cutraro.com>; Ben
Martin <martbj@gmail.com>; Beth Giacobassi <bethgiacobassi@gmail.com>; Bob
Titley <rtitley@outlook.com>; Brody Buss <brody@layeronemedia.com>; Carol Lynn
Wandler <carollynnwandler@gmail.com>; Catherine Andersen
<candersen5873@gmail.com>; Chris Stello <clstello@wi.rr.com>; Dan Huber
<daniel.huber23@gmail.com>; Darrell Hunt <huntdarrellt@gmail.com>; Debra Locke
<debralocke1956@yahoo.com>; Edward Apfelbach <eapfelbach@wi.rr.com>;
Elizabeth Beeghly <liz.beeghly@me.com>; Enrique Figueroa <figueroa@uwm.edu>;
Erik Lindberg <erik@thoughtfulcraftsmen.com>; Erin Cutraro <erin@cutraro.com>;
Francis Vogel <fxvogel@sbcglobal.net>; Poggioli-kaftan, Giordana
<giordana.kaftan@marquette.edu>; Greg Kaftan <kaftangreg@gmail.com>; Guy
Johnson <gwj2423@gmail.com>; Hamid Ouali <ouali@uwm.edu>; Ingrid Pierson
<ipierson@wi.rr.com>; Ingrid Pierson <ingridpierson@gmail.com>; Jackie Roberts
<jackielroberts@gmail.com>; Jan van den Kieboom <jvdk@workshoparchitects.com>;
Jane O'Meara <janeomeara@earthlink.net>; Jason Clark <coromystro@gmail.com>;
Jeffrey Morris <jeffrey.morris@quarles.com>; Jena Clark <omjena09@gmail.com>;
Jessica Buss <jessica.micol@gmail.com>; Jim & Kruti <jimandkruti@yahoo.com>; Jim
Arndorfer <jimarndorfer@gmail.com>; Jock Reising <jreising20@hotmail.com>; Jon
Schenk <schenk.jon@gmail.com>; Jonathan Kirn <jonathankirn@gmail.com>; Julie
Bussen <juliescott@wi.rr.com>; Justin Miranda <jcm62@columbia.edu>; Kay Yezek
<k2rless1@gmail.com>; Kimberly McLean <kimmclean375@gmail.com>; Laurie
Kohler <lauriekohler@yahoo.com>; Leah Drexler-Dreis <ldrexlerdreis@yahoo.com>;
Vandenkieboom, Leigh <leigh.vandenkieboom@marquette.edu>; Liana Odrac
<lodrac@gmail.com>; Linda Serrano <lindaserrano1983@gmail.com>; Liz Kohler
<liz.kohler13@gmail.com>; Maggie Marks <bastyona@yahoo.com>; Mark Saari
<msaari@wi.rr.com>; Mary Johnson <marykj2423@icloud.com>; O'Brien, Megan
<megan.obrien@marquette.edu>; Megan Potter <megan.ann.potter@gmail.com>;
Megan Schultz <megan.leigh.schultz@gmail.com>; Meghan Hilliard
<iceonfiremeg@gmail.com>; Michael Andersen <coachmikeandersen@gmail.com>;
Michael McCauley <msm9247@att.net>; Mike & Lisa Gandrud
<mlgandrud@aol.com>; Mike Giacobassi <mgiacobassi@gmail.com>; Mike Lueder
<mlueder@hansenreynolds.com>; Mike O'Brien <myobrien@att.net>; Mike Stello
<mstello@wi.rr.com>; Patty McCauley <phm3833@sbcglobal.net>; Paula Wheeler
<paula@pkwcomm.com>; Rachel Saari <rachelsaari@yahoo.com>; Rebecca Kirchman
<kirchmanr@yahoo.com>; Robert Dean <robertdean2@mac.com>; Rosina
Bloomingdale <rosina@pillardesign.com>; Sean Marks <seanmmarks@yahoo.com>;
Shana & John Broderick <broderickshana@gmail.com>; Susan Mikos
<sgmikos@yahoo.com>; Tonya Lueder <tonyalueder@gmail.com>; Tricia & Pat Rieck
<pbrieck65@gmail.com>; erik.lindberg2004@gmail.com
<erik.lindberg2004@gmail.com>; Karen Wolfert <kwolfert5@yahoo.com>; Kimberly
Christine <kimberlychristine@gmail.com>; Karen & Bill Desing <bkdesing@att.net>;
Monica Morrissey <monicamorrissey@hotmail.com>; Becca Simenz
<simenz@sbcglobal.net>
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Subject: FW: Stowell and Capitol

CAUTION: This email originated outside of Marquette University. Do
not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender
and know the content is safe.
Hello neighbors –
Yesterday I sent another email to the Village Planning Director and the Trustees
regarding the development for Capitol and Stowell. I spoke with the Planning
Director this morning and he also responded via email. Below I have included what he
shared via email regarding the process. Typically, a developer would submit a full plan
(including zoning, building, and architectural plans) as a first step. In this case, the
developer talked with the Planning Director to verify that they would need a parking
exception to include only 43 spaces within their property. Once verified, the
developer’s first step was asking for that exception before proceeding with the
expense of developing a full plan to submit. There was no notice sent from the Village
regarding that meeting. That was at the discretion of the Planning Director/Planning
Commission since it was not required. The village is not a part of real estate
transactions, but it is likely that the developer has an agreement to purchase the
properties contingent upon meeting the zoning requirements.
The planning commission is made up of the Village President, one Trustee, and 5
residents. The Board of Appeals is made up of different members. If you want to
share comments/concerns with either or both, send them to Planning Director (Bart
Griepentrog) and he will forward them. His email is

bgriepentrog@villageofshorewood.org
Your neighbor,
Julie Bussen
Bart Griepentrog wrote:
The majority of the concerns you have noted should also likely be shared with the
Plan Commission, who by code (535-51) is authorized to review and approve requests
for parking Special Exceptions. I am happy to forward your email to them on your
behalf.
With respect to where this project is in the “process,” the only application on file
with the Village is this Special Exception Application related to the Village’s parking
requirements. No zoning, building or architectural plans, nor any requests for
financial assistance have been submitted. Therefore, I cannot definitively tell you
what the next steps would be and how residents can share their concerns. As I
believe you’re aware, the Board of Appeals adjourned their meeting for further
review of the evidence and will reconvene on May 4th.
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Not all developments follow the same path. It is my understanding that this
developer likely sought consideration of the parking Special Exception in order to
continue to refine their options as part of their due diligence.
Should any additional zoning or requests for financial assistance be required, public
review/comment would be part of the process. However, if no additional zoning
exceptions are requested or financial assistance is not sought, the property owner
could redevelop these parcels as allowed by code. For your reference, these sites are
zoned B-3, and the regulations pertaining to that district may be found in 535-21C.

-Andrew Cutraro
Cutraro.com
@Cutraro
+1-347-422-7201 Office
+1-202-460-8901 iPhone
info@cutraro.com
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Angela Funk
Sara Bruckman; Bart Griepentrog; Rebecca Ewald; President McKaig; Trustee Arndorfer;
TrusteeBaldauf@villageofshorewood.org; Trustee Bockhorst; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee
Warren; eastcapitolneighborsassn@gmail.com
Reverse and Remand
Tuesday, May 04, 2021 1:21:12 PM

Dear Shorewood Village Board of Appeals,
My name is Angela Funk and my address is 4016 N Prospect Avenue. I live at this address
with my husband Paul and my young children. I am writing in regards to the multi family
redevelopment project proposed for the corner of Capital drive and Stowell Avenue. Also
regarding the appeal of the Shorewood Plan Commission's decision to grant the developer a
Special parking exception. My husband and I oppose the development and especially any
special parking exception. We rely upon street parking for family who cares for our young
boys while we work. We feel this development will negatively affect our lives here in
Shorewood and our daily life. We feel the developer failed to provide the "substantial
evidence" of his claims that granting the special exception is consistent with the zoning code
and will not be deleterious to the neighbors or Village as required by law.
The Plan Commission failed to consider some or all of the 13 categories required by 535-51B
(found in both the application materials and our appeal) with reasonable diligence.
We have spoken to many of our neighbors who also strongly oppose this parking exception
and this development. We hope you will value our opinions as property owners and
shorewood residents.
Thank you,
Angela Funk
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

O"Brien, Megan
Jim Arndorfer
Mike O"Brien; Bart Griepentrog; "Liz Beeghly"
proposed exception for parking space exception to development plan at 2428 e capitol dr
Tuesday, May 04, 2021 11:08:19 AM

Hello Jim,
Mike and I are not able to attend the meeting this evening where there will be consideration
of the proposed parking exception for the 2428 e. capitol drive development. We write to
express our opposition to granting an exception.  
Rather than offer cumulative comments, I direct your attention to the email from Elizabeth
Beeghley that I've appended below. Her email is an articulate and intelligent explanation of
our shared concerns and comes from one with more expertise in planning than we have.
Megan & Mike O'Brien
2500 E. Shorewood Blvd
Members of the Appeals Board,
Thank you for your service to the Village of Shorewood. As volunteers on the Board of Appeals, you have been
tasked with being one the checks and balances put in place to ensure that proper protocols are followed when
development is proposed in the Village of Shorewood.
Fast-tracking the Stowell Capitol project isn’t in our community’s best interest. From my experience as a City
Planner, all constituents (community partners, local businesses, residents, and other stakeholders and
agencies) input must be obtained before Zoning change decisions are rendered. This is the only way to
understand the existing situation, take into account the concerns of adjacent property owners or renters, and
evaluate the impacts of the proposed developments. Furthermore, when a new Comprehensive Plan is in the
works, we encourage developers to meet the requirements of the incoming Comprehensive Plan because it
reflects best development practices and the best use of the land. In density changes or zone changes Community
input and requiring development to meet a Comprehensive Plan were standard protocols in the City of Portland,
OR where I worked for 7 years and approved 100s of development proposals (including variances, land divisions
and conditional uses).
Reading the Village of Shorewood Zoning Code (535), you come to understand that parts of the zoning code
regulations are finite and others are flexible. One must keep in mind that the stated over-arching intent “is
to regulate and restrict the use of all structures, lands and waters and regulate and restrict lot coverage, population
distribution and density, and the size and location of all structures so as to lessen congestion in and promote the
safety and efficiency of the streets… provide adequate light and air, including access to sunlight… prevent
overcrowding of land; avoid undue population concentration;…..stabilize and protect property values;…. preserve
and promote the beauty of the community; and implement the community's Comprehensive Plan or plan
components”.
All non-defined land use decisions (535) require oversight by one of the many Village of Shorewood committees,
commissions or trustees. These committees are staffed by volunteers with guidance from our Village City Planner.
Keeping in mind that the vast majority of people on these committees do not have a city planning background, it
takes a Village to understand the constraints, existing challenges, opportunities and concerns when reviewing a
proposal. Public comment is necessary, especially when Zone or density increases are proposed which will result
in changes to traffic patterns, bulk, sunlight access, property value, beauty, congestion, and overcrowding.
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The problem with the Stowell and Capitol proposal stems from the fact that the density (number of apartment
units) isn't allowed by right. The density in this location is limited by the number of parking spaces allowed. The
use of a special exception to allow less parking is in effect changing the Zoning from Medium Density to High
Density. This is a backdoor zoning change that negates public input. It’s sloppy, breaks public trust and might
result in long term problems at the corner of Stowell and Capitol. This isn’t good planning.
We need to slow down because the Village of Shorewood’s current Comprehensive Plan has taken a closer look
at this site and has specific recommendations.
The Village of Shorewood produces a Comprehensive Plan every 10 years to clarify the intention of our zoning
code and identify opportunities and constraints. Working together the Zoning Code and Comprehensive Plan
"protect property values; further the appropriate use of land and conservation of natural resources; preserve and
promote the beauty of the community.” (535-3)
Over the last few months, the Village of Shorewood residents have attended Comprehensive Plan meetings where
we describe and decide upon our new 10 year goals. In the 2040 Comprehensive Plan, there is a chapter on
development opportunities, where Stowell and Capitol is identified (pg. 177, 180) as one of 9 "distinct
redevelopment opportunities". The 2040 Comprehensive Plan names Stowell and Capitol as part of East Capitol Main Street Mixed Use: medium density commercial (CP pg. 176). It lays out new standards: evaluating
development through Form Base Standards and Pedestrian-Orientated Development, explains a need for flexibility
because of our changing economy, and requires public involvement. Why would we be expediting this proposal
when it clearly doesn’t meet our future planning goals for the area? It goes against the Village of Shorewood’s
best interest. ( More descriptions of East Capitol can be found throughout the 2040 Comprehensive Plan (pg. 132134, 176-183).)
Please reject the Special Exception reduction of parking spaces because the result would be an increase in
density that isn’t allowed on this site. We need to wait for the Comprehensive Plan 2040 to be implemented or
require a developer to incorporate the new standards that have been written specifically for this site into their
proposal.

Thank you for your attention,
Elizabeth Beeghly, MURP
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Vicki Herman
Bart Griepentrog
Vherman@att.net
Reverse and Remand
Tuesday, May 04, 2021 11:03:23 AM

I am writing in support of the East Capitol Neighbors Association’s appeal of the parking
exemption for the proposed apartment building on the NW corner of Capitol and Stowell.
I believe that:
1. The developer failed to provide the "substantial evidence" of his claims that granting
the special exception of parking is consistent with the zoning code and that the
exception will be very harmful to the neighbors and the neighborhood.
2. The Plan Commission failed to consider some or all of the 13 categories required by
535-51B (found in both the application materials and our appeal) with reasonable
diligence.
3. And, that I would not be satisfied if the same process were employed in the future to
vet a project that directly and adversely affected my neighbors and me without having
been given an advanced notice or a voice in the development.
The proposed parking exemption WILL create a dangerous intersection on our street. And, a
very dangerous traffic situation on our block where many young children play (about 20
children - baby/toddlers to young adolescents).
The proposed parking exemption will create overcrowding of cars on an already congested
street.   
The parking exemption and apartment building’s parking area entrance and exits are not in
keeping with Shorewood's stated plan to promote safe and family friendly neighborhoods.
Vicki Herman
4071 N Stowell Ave,
Shorewood, Wi
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Laura Bennett@MyArtDrawer
Sara Bruckman; Bart Griepentrog; Rebecca Ewald; President McKaig; Trustee Arndorfer;
TrusteeBaldauf@villageofshorewood.org; Trustee Bockhorst; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee
Warren; eastcapitolneighborsassn@gmail.com
Reverse & Remand
Tuesday, May 04, 2021 8:22:15 AM

Dear Village Board and Board of Appeals,
I am writing to you this morning in support of our neighbor's appeal of the appartment
complex scheduled for development on the corner of Stowell and Captiol. I believe the Plan
Commission decision should be reversed and the matter be remanded back to the Plan
Commission for reconsideration.
Cordially,
Laura Bennett
4072 N. Stowell Ave
Shorewood, WI 53211
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Rosina Bloomingdale
Sara Bruckman; Bart Griepentrog; Rebecca Ewald; President McKaig; Trustee Arndorfer;
TrusteeBaldauf@villageofshorewood.org; Trustee Bockhorst; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee
Warren; eastcapitolneighborsassn@gmail.com
Capital and Stowell Ave. Proposed Development and Special Exemption Appeal
Monday, May 03, 2021 2:20:15 PM

Good Afternoon Representatives of the Shorewood Community,
I have previously stated my the reasons for appealing the redevelopment project proposed for the northwest corner
of that intersection and the Shorewood Plan Commission's decision to grant the developer a Special Exception. My
reasons remain unchanged from the previous meeting and my comments as well as agreement with the others: i.e.:
the building is inconsistent with zoning; posing safety hazards to family, pedestrians and other drivers; street
overcrowding; inconsistent with parking requirements for the development; one bedroom does not constitute
assumption of one person nor one car (I am one person with 2 vehicles); entrance and exit from parking is
hazardous; street use and patterns; quality of life issues/concerns etc.; encumbrance with garbage/recycling; they
have the option to scale building and add parking; building potential negative aesthetic value—especially since we
have no real concept of the architecture; minimal windows; reduction of community perception by those looking to
purchase a home; change in property values, etc.
I am aware and have been copied on email that you have subsequently received citing the rationals for the appeals,
of which I also agree. In addition, is that I pay hefty property taxes to live in a community that is warm, welcoming,
maintains a high level of quality of life—what investment does this development have on my quality of life and
reduction of my and neighbors/communities taxes, as well as increase in property value. How safe will we be in
navigating the streets and will the children be moving between and playing among a string of parked cars. Also the
street has no parking between Dec. 1 to March 1, to ensure adequate snow removal on already narrow streets that are
already over parked—this will further inhibit access, snow removal and navigation.
Hence this Special Exception is terrible encumbrance to the entire community and the lovely neighborhoods we all
enjoy and work hard to facilitate and foster a welcoming interactive neighborhood and community. Lines of parked
cars on the street are major barriers between neighbors. There is zoning that prohibits fences in front yards to
maintain the sense of an open friendly neighborhood, yet a wall of cars is formidable and very unattractive fence
like barrier in a obstructing the rationals elf no front yard fences in beautiful neighborhood and community.
Dramatically diminishing the "curb appeal"…..
Thank you for your time. I will look forward to the Tuesday night meeting with due diligence on the part of all.
Rosina Bloomingdale
Stowell Ave.
Rosina Bloomingdale DNP, MSN, APRN, Gerontological-CNS, AG-CNS-BC, APNP
UWM Assistant Professor-Nursing
Academic-Practicum Coordinator-Clinincal Nurse Specialist & Nurse Executive
GeroPsychiatry, APNP
Healthcare Design Consultant, Certified Aging in Place Specialist (CAPS)
Pillar Design Group, Inc.
Designing for the Generations
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sam Essak
Sara Bruckman; Bart Griepentrog; Rebecca Ewald; President McKaig; Trustee Arndorfer;
TrusteeBaldauf@villageofshorewood.org; Trustee Bockhorst; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee Warren
parking exemption for catalyst PC
Monday, May 03, 2021 11:13:57 AM

I want to express my continued support for the Catalyst PC project and their parking
exemption. I live close by at 2401 East Jarvis, and I know some of my neighbors are not
supporting this project.
I believe the village's zoning rules require excessive parking requirements for new housing
projects in some cases. Given the size of the apartments in this building and the number of
units, I believe and trust the parking experts that an exemption is appropriate. Not all residents
of a building like this will have a car now or in the future. For example,
1. Car Share - These programs are becoming more prevalent and work well for residents in
this type of building. Car share was available in the parking lot just to the west of this
site. Hopefully the village will continue to encourage these programs to exist in
Shorewood.
2. Senior Living - This building also is ideal for seniors who may not have a car. Some
seniors want to remain in independent living but are no longer able to drive.   Catalyst
seems like an ideal living place for them.
3. Public Transportation - This is easily available from this location as is biking since we
are a bike friendly village.  
Neighborhood Parking - People who work or attend UWM regularly park in front of my house
on Jarvis. I see them parking and walking to work. There is still plenty of parking and we
don't even require permits on my block. We live in a dense urban neighborhood and the
proposed Catalyst project fits in well with the lower parking requirements. I am happy to
share the street parking with my neighbors, UWM, and Catalyst. If people who live in the
Catalyst have visitors, they can park in front of my house. I won't mind. In fact, more people
around is good for the neighborhood and cuts down on crime.
Current Site - The building and home at the location of the proposed Catalyst does not
advance the urban environment that we should strive toward on Capitol Drive. Higher
density housing at this location will improve the retail on Capitol between Oakland and the
Lake. It would be great if this corridor could become a vibrant retail area like Oakland Ave.
Good luck.
Sam Essak
Cell 414-828-0107
Essak.Sam@Gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Warhus
Bart Griepentrog
Reverse & Remand
Monday, May 03, 2021 10:55:53 AM

I am writing in support of the East Capitol Neighbors Association appeal of the parking
exemption for the proposed apartment building on the NW corner of Capitol and Stowell.
I believe that:
1. The developer failed to provide the "substantial evidence" of his claims that granting
the special exception is consistent with the zoning code and will not be deleterious to
the neighbors or Village as required by law.
2. The Plan Commission failed to consider some or all of the 13 categories required by
535-51B (found in both the application materials and our appeal) with reasonable
diligence.
3. And, that I would not be satisfied if the same process were employed in the future to
vet a project that directly and adversely affected me and my neighbors without having
been given a notice or a voice.
The proposed parking exemption will create a dangerous intersection on a street where many
young children play, and it will overcrowd an already congested street. It is not in keeping
with Shorewood's stated plan to promote safe, family friendly, neighborhoods.
Mark Warhus
4071 N Stowell Ave,
Shorewood.
Mark Warhus
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Robert Lloyd
Sara Bruckman; Bart Griepentrog; Rebecca Ewald; President McKaig; Trustee Arndorfer;
TrusteeBaldauf@villageofshorewood.org; Trustee Bockhorst; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee
Warren; eastcapitolneighborsassn@gmail.com
REVERSE AND REMAND
Friday, April 30, 2021 2:59:16 PM

To those of you copied on this email, I am a resident of Shorewood and reside at the address
of 4020 N Prospect Ave. I am writing this email to notify you that I support the appeal
regarding the approval of the redevelopment of the East Capitol lot. This potential
redevelopment undoubtedly has the potential to negatively affect the value of our
home/property among other things. If any of you would like to reach out to me personally
regarding this issue, you can contact me on my cell at 414-507-8595, or stop by our house.
- Robert Lloyd   
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Monica Liberatore
Sara Bruckman; Bart Griepentrog; Rebecca Ewald; President McKaig; Trustee Arndorfer;
TrusteeBaldauf@villageofshorewood.org; Trustee Bockhorst; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee
Warren; eastcapitolneighborsassn@gmail.com
REVERSE AND REMAND
Thursday, April 29, 2021 9:48:05 PM

Hello,
I am writing in support of our neighbors' appeal and believe the Plan Commission decision
should be reversed as it pertains to the special exception granted to the developer for the
property at Capitol Dr and Stowell Ave. The developer failed to provide the "substantial
evidence" of his claims that granting the special exception is consistent with the zoning
code and will not be deleterious to the neighbors or Village as required by law.
Monica Liberatore
4222 N Larkin
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Julie Bussen
Bart Griepentrog
additional comments re: parking exception
Wednesday, April 21, 2021 3:51:12 PM

The existing 2019 parking/transportation study for Shorewood has been brought to my
attention as a rationale for granting the exception. I would like to share my thoughts on why
that study indicates why the Village must not grant the exception.
Regarding the 4000 block of Stowell, the study indicates:
2 pm – 70-84.9% capacity
7 pm and 11 pm – 0-49.9% capacity
*The 4000 block of Stowell has 40 households (11 of which are two-family flats) so the
addition of this 42 household development more than doubles the traffic /congestion burden
on that block.
*There are 24 spaces to park currently on the block but the four spots on the South corner will
likely be eliminated with the development entrance and exits. That leaves 20 spaces on the
block.
*Shorewood code indicates that 74 parking spots are necessary for the 42 household
development. Upholding the exception for the development to only provide 43 leaves 31 cars
looking to park in the 20 existing spots (155% of capacity). This results in a deficit of parking
for development residents alone, even without adding in the existing residents and businesses
that park on the block.
*The developer projects that upholding the exception for the development to provide only 43
spots would leave 8 cars looking to park in the 20 existing spots (40% of capacity). That would
push the mid-day to over-capacity and the evening to close to capacity.
*Neither of these scenarios reflect that this study was conducted pre Covid in June/July 2019.
It is Important to consider that Covid has likely changed the number of people who are
currently and will continue to work remotely from home consistently in the future. More
people working from home means more cars in the residential neighborhoods consistently,
adding to the parking issues. Additionally, more than doubling the number of households on
the block with the 42 household development also means visitors for those households
looking for parking.
*Taking this narrow residential street to capacity with parking will make two-way traffic
difficult. Currently when there is two-way traffic, one car pulls into an open parking spot or
driveway to allow the other to pass. Full capacity makes that difficult.
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Thank you,
Julie Bussen
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Poggioli-kaftan, Giordana
Bart Griepentrog
No Special Exception, please!
Friday, April 16, 2021 2:10:31 PM

Members of the Appeals Board,
Thank you for your service to the Village of Shorewood. As volunteers on the Board
of Appeals, you have been tasked with being one the checks and balances put in
place to ensure that proper protocols are followed when development is proposed in
the Village of Shorewood.
What I am asking you is to please reject the Special Exception reduction of parking
spaces because the result would be an increase in density that isn’t allowed on this
site. We need to wait for the Comprehensive Plan 2040 to be implemented or require
a developer to incorporate the new standards that have been written specifically for
this site into their proposal.
Best,
Giordana Poggioli-Kaftan, Ph.D.
Marquette University
Languages, Literatures and Cultures
526 North 14 Street # 257
Milwaukee, WI 53233
414-288-6831
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Rebecca Simenz
Sara Bruckman; Crystal R. Kopydlowski; Bart Griepentrog; Trustee Bockhorst; Trustee Carpenter; Trustee Ircink;
Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee Warren
Bradley Simenz
Proposed Capitol Dr. project
Thursday, April 15, 2021 5:39:45 PM

Shorewood BOA, Village Board and Planning Department:
We live at 4061 N. Lake Dr., and are emailing to express our opposition to the development proposed by
Catalyst Partners at the intersection of Capitol Dr. and Stowell Ave. We ask that you add our names to
the list of supporters of the appeal of the Plan Commission's February 23, 2021 decision to grant a
special exception for the project. Please support our neighbors and the stated goals of our Shorewood
Comprehensive Plan by overturning the Plan Commission decision and encouraging more sensitive and
accountable development on this site and elsewhere in the Village.
Thank you,
Brad and Rebecca Simenz
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Beeghly
Sara Bruckman; Bart Griepentrog
Trustee Warren; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Bockhorst; Jim Arndorfer; Ann M
Stowell and Capitol Development Proposal - parking exception
Thursday, April 15, 2021 3:24:15 PM

Members of the Appeals Board,
Thank you for your service to the Village of Shorewood. As volunteers on the Board of Appeals, you have been
tasked with being one the checks and balances put in place to ensure that proper protocols are followed when
development is proposed in the Village of Shorewood.
Fast-tracking the Stowell Capitol project isn’t in our community’s best interest. From my experience as a City
Planner, all constituents (community partners, local businesses, residents, and other stakeholders and agencies)
input must be obtained before Zoning change decisions are rendered. This is the only way to understand the
existing situation, take into account the concerns of adjacent property owners or renters, and evaluate the impacts
of the proposed developments. Furthermore, when a new Comprehensive Plan is in the works, we encourage
developers to meet the requirements of the incoming Comprehensive Plan because it reflects best development
practices and the best use of the land. In density changes or zone changes Community input and requiring
development to meet a Comprehensive Plan were standard protocols in the City of Portland, OR where I worked
for 7 years and approved 100s of development proposals (including variances, land divisions and conditional
uses).
Reading the Village of Shorewood Zoning Code (535), you come to understand that parts of the zoning code
regulations are finite and others are flexible. One must keep in mind that the stated over-arching intent “is to
regulate and restrict the use of all structures, lands and waters and regulate and restrict lot coverage, population
distribution and density, and the size and location of all structures so as to lessen congestion in and promote the
safety and efficiency of the streets… provide adequate light and air, including access to sunlight… prevent
overcrowding of land; avoid undue population concentration;…..stabilize and protect property values;…. preserve
and promote the beauty of the community; and implement the community's Comprehensive Plan or plan
components”.
All non-defined land use decisions (535) require oversight by one of the many Village of Shorewood committees,
commissions or trustees. These committees are staffed by volunteers with guidance from our Village City Planner.
Keeping in mind that the vast majority of people on these committees do not have a city planning background, it
takes a Village to understand the constraints, existing challenges, opportunities and concerns when reviewing a
proposal. Public comment is necessary, especially when Zone or density increases are proposed which will result
in changes to traffic patterns, bulk, sunlight access, property value, beauty, congestion, and overcrowding.

The problem with the Stowell and Capitol proposal stems from the fact that the density (number of apartment
units) isn't allowed by right. The density in this location is limited by the number of parking spaces allowed. The
use of a special exception to allow less parking is in effect changing the Zoning from Medium Density to High
Density. This is a backdoor zoning change that negates public input. It’s sloppy, breaks public trust and might
result in long term problems at the corner of Stowell and Capitol. This isn’t good planning.
We need to slow down because the Village of Shorewood’s current Comprehensive Plan has taken a closer look
at this site and has specific recommendations.
The Village of Shorewood produces a Comprehensive Plan every 10 years to clarify the intention of our zoning
code and identify opportunities and constraints. Working together the Zoning Code and Comprehensive Plan
"protect property values; further the appropriate use of land and conservation of natural resources; preserve and
promote the beauty of the community.” (535-3)
Over the last few months, the Village of Shorewood residents have attended Comprehensive Plan meetings where
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we describe and decide upon our new 10 year goals. In the 2040 Comprehensive Plan, there is a chapter on
development opportunities, where Stowell and Capitol is identified (pg. 177, 180) as one of 9 "distinct
redevelopment opportunities". The 2040 Comprehensive Plan names Stowell and Capitol as part of East Capitol Main Street Mixed Use: medium density commercial (CP pg. 176). It lays out new standards: evaluating
development through Form Base Standards and Pedestrian-Orientated Development, explains a need for flexibility
because of our changing economy, and requires public involvement. Why would we be expediting this proposal
when it clearly doesn’t meet our future planning goals for the area? It goes against the Village of Shorewood’s
best interest. ( More descriptions of East Capitol can be found throughout the 2040 Comprehensive Plan (pg. 132134, 176-183).)
Please reject the Special Exception reduction of parking spaces because the result would be an increase in
density that isn’t allowed on this site. We need to wait for the Comprehensive Plan 2040 to be implemented or
require a developer to incorporate the new standards that have been written specifically for this site into their
proposal.

Thank you for your attention,
Elizabeth Beeghly, MURP
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

patricia mccauley
Bart Griepentrog
Parking variance for proposed apartments at Capitol and Stowell
Wednesday, April 14, 2021 11:55:09 AM

Bart Griepentrog
Members of Board of Appeals
It is important to take into consideration the changes in the village parking restrictions as well as the
housing make up of the surrounding neighborhood when considering the variance for parking at the
proposed development at Capitol and Stowell.
The newer apartment developments that provide parking charge a fee. Parking is not included in the rent.
For example, the Mosaic charges $75-$125/month. The village is permitting overnight street parking for
$40/month. Depending on the parking fee charged by the new development, street parking could be more
desirable and the parking provided by the apartment would be of little value to the neighborhood.
The surrounding neighborhood is a mixture of single and multi family dwellings. Multi-family dwellings
often have 4 to 5 vehicles. Adding a significant amount of vehicles to the streets affects the quality of life
for people living in this area.
Shorewood proposes to be a "green" community. The parking proposal for this new development needs
to be rethought. We should be working to reduce the number of vehicles in our very densely populated
community.
Sincerely,
Patricia McCauley
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Christopher Avallone
Sara Bruckman; Crystal R. Kopydlowski; Bart Griepentrog; President Rozek; Trustee Amenta; Trustee Bockhorst;
Trustee Carpenter; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee Warren
Catalyst Partners project
Wednesday, April 14, 2021 7:49:00 AM

Shorewood BOA, Village Board and Planning Department:
I live at 4014 N Stowell Ave, Shorewood, WI 53211, and I am writing to express my
support for this project. This neighborhood needs more concentrated and affordable
housing options. Furthermore, I find the complaints that the proposed project will impact
parking to be misguided--yes, parking on Stowell is an issue, but that is only during
business hours because staff at local businesses utilize street parking; generally, there are
only a few cars parked on the street in the evenings.
Best,
Chris Avallone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Vicki Herman
Sara Bruckman; Crystal R. Kopydlowski; Bart Griepentrog; President Rozek; Trustee Amenta; Trustee Bockhorst;
Trustee Carpenter; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee Warren
Board of Appeals Hearing re Capitol and Stowell Apartment project
Tuesday, April 13, 2021 5:30:04 PM

Shorewood BOA, Village Board and Planning Department:
I live at 4071 N. Stowell Avenue, and are emailing to express my opposition to the development proposed
by Catalyst Partners at the intersection of Capitol Dr. and Stowell Ave. I ask that my name be added to
the list of supporters of the appeal of the Plan Commission's February 23, 2021 decision to grant a
special exception for the project. Please support our neighbors and the stated goals of our Shorewood
Comprehensive Plan by overturning the Plan Commission decision and encouraging more sensitive and
accountable development on this site and elsewhere in the Village.  
Thank you,
Vicki Herman
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

jgcollopy@aol.com
Bart Griepentrog
Shorewood BOA, Village Board and Planning Department
Tuesday, April 13, 2021 5:23:18 PM

Shorewood BOA, Village Board and Planning Department:

  

We live at 2406 E Menlo Blvd and are emailing to express our opposition to the
development proposed by Catalyst Partners at the intersection of Capitol Dr. and Stowell
Ave. We ask that add our names to the list of supporters of the appeal of the Plan
Commission's February 23, 2021 decision to grant a special exception for the project.
Please support our neighbors and the stated goals of our Shorewood Comprehensive Plan
by overturning the Plan Commission decision and encouraging more sensitive and
accountable development on this site and elsewhere in the Village.  
Thank you,
John and Grace Collopy
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From:
To:
Date:

Amanda Buhrman
Bart Griepentrog; Crystal R. Kopydlowski; President Rozek; Sara Bruckman; Trustee Amenta; Trustee Bockhorst;
Trustee Carpenter; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee Warren
Tuesday, April 13, 2021 5:18:18 PM

Shorewood BOA, Village Board and Planning Department:
We/I live at 2635 E Capitol Dr, Shorewood WI 53211
, and are emailing to express our opposition to the
development proposed by Catalyst Partners at the intersection
of Capitol Dr. and Stowell Ave. We ask that add our names
to the list of supporters of the appeal of the Plan
Commission's February 23, 2021 decision to grant a special
exception for the project. Please support our neighbors and
the stated goals of our Shorewood Comprehensive Plan by
overturning the Plan Commission decision and encouraging
more sensitive and accountable development on this site and
elsewhere in the Village.  
Thank you,
Amanda and Chris Buhrman
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

La Don Love
Sara Bruckman; Crystal R. Kopydlowski; Bart Griepentrog; President Rozek; Trustee Amenta; Trustee Bockhorst;
Trustee Carpenter; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee Warren
Appeal of the Plan Commission"s February 23, 2021 decision
Tuesday, April 13, 2021 5:09:19 PM

Shorewood BOA, Village Board and Planning Department:
I live at 4036 North Stowell Ave and emailing to express my opposition to the development
proposed by Catalyst Partners at the intersection of Capitol Dr. and Stowell Ave. I ask that
add my names to the list of supporters of the appeal of the Plan Commission's February 23,
2021 decision to grant a special exception for the project. Please support our neighbors
and the stated goals of our Shorewood Comprehensive Plan by overturning the Plan
Commission decision and encouraging more sensitive and accountable development on
this site and elsewhere in the Village.
I am very concerned about the parking exemption and the potential danger it may cause
due to the fact that our block has an increasing number of young children. These children's
running and playing gives me joy. I am already concerned about the number of drivers I see
on their phones. Also, our street parking situation is not good. There is often not a place to
park.
Thank you for your consideration.,

La Don Love
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jackie Wieck
Sara Bruckman; Crystal R. Kopydlowski; Bart Griepentrog; President Rozek; Trustee Amenta; Trustee Bockhorst;
Trustee Carpenter; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee Warren
Capitol & Stowell apartment development
Tuesday, April 13, 2021 5:08:38 PM

Shorewood BOA, Village Board and Planning Department:
We/I live at 4055 North Stowell Avenue , and are emailing to express our strong opposition to the
development proposed by Catalyst Partners at the intersection of Capitol Dr. and Stowell Ave. We ask
that add our names to the list of supporters of the appeal of the Plan Commission's February 23, 2021
decision to grant a special exception for the project. Please support our neighbors and the stated goals
of our Shorewood Comprehensive Plan by overturning the Plan Commission decision and encouraging
more sensitive and accountable development on this site and elsewhere in the Village.
Thank you,
Jackie and Matt Wieck
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

J Dulmes
Sara Bruckman; Crystal R. Kopydlowski; Bart Griepentrog; President Rozek; Trustee Amenta; Trustee Bockhorst;
Trustee Carpenter; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee Warren
Board of Appeals Hearing
Tuesday, April 13, 2021 5:06:47 PM

Shorewood BOA, Village Board and Planning Department:
We live at 3909 N. Ridgefield Circle, and are emailing to express our opposition to the development
proposed by Catalyst Partners at the intersection of Capitol Dr. and Stowell Ave. We ask that you add
our names to the list of supporters of the appeal of the Plan Commission's February 23, 2021 decision to
grant a special exception for the project. Please support our neighbors and the stated goals of our
Shorewood Comprehensive Plan by overturning the Plan Commission decision and encouraging more
sensitive and accountable development on this site and elsewhere in the Village.
Thank you,
John & Bryna Dulmes
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Cepukenas, Craigh
Sara Bruckman; Crystal R. Kopydlowski; Bart Griepentrog; President Rozek; Trustee Amenta; Trustee Bockhorst;
Trustee Carpenter; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee Warren
Diane Cepukenas
Capitol and Stowell Apartment Project
Tuesday, April 13, 2021 5:03:04 PM

Shorewood BOA, Village Board and Planning Department:
We live at 3816 N Lake Drive, and are emailing to express our opposition to the development proposed
by Catalyst Partners at the intersection of Capitol Dr. and Stowell Ave. We ask that add our names to the
list of supporters of the appeal of the Plan Commission's February 23, 2021 decision to grant a special
exception for the project. Please support our neighbors and the stated goals of our Shorewood
Comprehensive Plan by overturning the Plan Commission decision and encouraging more sensitive and
accountable development on this site and elsewhere in the Village.  
This looks like an awful project for our community and we look forward to hearing why the village staff or
our Plan Commission didn’t feel it was necessary to make an adequate inquiry about the project or its
effect on our neighborhood. Is this the best we can do with long range planning in the village??? Why do
we have to accept something so bad and why would you grant a special exception for such an awful
project? We also find ourselves wondering why you wouldn’t involve the community earlier in this
process?
Thank you,
Craigh & Diane Cepukenas

Sent from my iPad
Confidentiality Note:
The information contained in this electronic message is confidential, may be legally privileged and is intended only for the use of the
individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, any review, dissemination, copying or disclosure of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify Artisan Partners at 800-399-1770 or
+1 414-390-6100 and delete this communication immediately without making any copy or distribution.
Artisan Partners reserves the right to monitor all e-mail communications through its network.
[v.3]
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Katherine Just
Sara Bruckman; Crystal R. Kopydlowski; Bart Griepentrog; President Rozek; Trustee Amenta; Trustee Bockhorst;
Trustee Carpenter; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee Warren
appeal
Tuesday, April 13, 2021 4:58:29 PM

I live at 4021 N. Downer Avenue, and I am emailing to express my opposition to the development proposed by
Catalyst Partners at the intersection of Capitol Dr. and Stowell Ave. I ask that you add my name to the list of
supporters of the appeal of the Plan Commission's February 23, 2021 decision to grant a special exception for the
project. Please support our neighbors and the stated goals of our Shorewood Comprehensive Plan by overturning
the Plan Commission decision and encouraging more sensitive and accountable development on this site and
elsewhere in the Village.
Thank you,
Katherine
Katherine Just
Mahler Private Staffing
250 E. Wisconsin Ave, Suite 1610 | Milwaukee, WI 53202
Phone: Main (414) 347-1350 | Direct (414) 847-3152 | Fax (800) 671-6988
A division of Mahler Enterprises, Inc.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eric J Brandt
Sara Bruckman; Crystal R. Kopydlowski; Bart Griepentrog; President Rozek; Trustee Amenta; Trustee Bockhorst;
Trustee Carpenter; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee Warren
Board of Appeals Hearing Re Capitol and Stowell Apartment Project
Tuesday, April 13, 2021 4:56:12 PM

Dear Shorewood BOA, Village Board and Planning Department:
We live at 4054 N Stowell Ave and are emailing to express our opposition to the
development proposed by Catalyst Partners at the intersection of Capitol Dr. and Stowell
Ave. We ask that add our names to the list of supporters of the appeal of the Plan
Commission's February 23, 2021 decision to grant a special exception for the project.
Please support our neighbors and the stated goals of our Shorewood Comprehensive Plan
by overturning the Plan Commission decision and encouraging more sensitive and
accountable development on this site and elsewhere in the Village.
Eric and Andrea Brandt
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kathy Bond
Sara Bruckman; Crystal R. Kopydlowski; Bart Griepentrog; President Rozek; Trustee Amenta; Trustee Bockhorst;
Trustee Carpenter; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee Warren
Board of Appeals Hearing re Capitol and Stowell Apartment project
Tuesday, April 13, 2021 4:26:17 PM

To the Shorewood BOA, Village Board and Planning Department:
We live at 2502 E. Jarvis Street, Shorewood, and are emailing to express our opposition to
the development proposed by Catalyst Partners at the intersection of Capitol Dr. and
Stowell Ave. We ask that our names be added to the list of supporters of the appeal of the
Plan Commission's February 23, 2021 decision to grant a special exception for the project.
Please support our neighbors and the stated goals of our Shorewood Comprehensive Plan
by overturning the Plan Commission decision and encouraging more sensitive and
accountable development on this site and elsewhere in the Village.
Thank you,
Kathy & Tacitus Bond
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Amy Hietpas
Sara Bruckman; Crystal R. Kopydlowski; Bart Griepentrog; President Rozek; Trustee Amenta; Trustee Bockhorst;
Trustee Carpenter; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee Warren
Matthew Hietpas; Amy Hietpas
Catalyst Partners Development on Capitol/Stowell
Tuesday, April 13, 2021 4:01:24 PM

Dear Shorewood BOA, Village Board and Planning Department,
We have owned our home on 4062 N. Stowell since 1996. This email is to
express our opposition to the development proposed by Catalyst Partners
at the intersection of Capitol Dr. and Stowell Ave.
Please add our names to the list of supporters of the appeal of the Plan
Commission's February 23, 2021 decision to grant a special exception for
the project. Please support our neighbors and the stated goals of our
Shorewood Comprehensive Plan by overturning the Plan Commission
decision and encouraging more sensitive and accountable development
on this site and elsewhere in the Village.  
Thank you,
Matthew & Amy Hietpas
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Heidi Adriansen
Sara Bruckman; Crystal R. Kopydlowski; Bart Griepentrog; President Rozek; Trustee Amenta; Trustee Bockhorst;
Trustee Carpenter
Opposition to the development proposed by Catalyst Partners
Tuesday, April 13, 2021 3:48:17 PM

Shorewood BOA, Village Board and Planning Department:
I live at 4115 N. Stowell Avenue in Shorewood and I'm emailing to express
my opposition to the development proposed by Catalyst Partners at the
intersection of Capitol Dr. and Stowell Ave. I ask that add my name to the list
of supporters of the appeal of the Plan Commission's February 23, 2021
decision to grant a special exception for the project. Please support our
neighbors and the stated goals of our Shorewood Comprehensive Plan by
overturning the Plan Commission decision and encouraging more sensitive
and accountable development on this site and elsewhere in the Village.
Thank you,

Heidi Adriansen
heidiadriansen@hotmail.com
414-841-3334
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jeff Waldhart
Sara Bruckman; Crystal R. Kopydlowski; Bart Griepentrog; President Rozek; Trustee Amenta; Trustee Bockhorst;
Trustee Carpenter; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee Warren; Lisa Press
Multifamily Development - Stowell/Capitol
Tuesday, April 13, 2021 3:41:56 PM

Shorewood BOA, Village Board and Planning Department:
We own the duplex at 4023-4025 N Stowell, and are emailing to express our opposition to the development proposed by Catalyst
Partners at the intersection of Capitol Dr. and Stowell Ave. We ask that add our names to the list of supporters of the appeal of the Plan
Commission's February 23, 2021 decision to grant a special exception for the project. Please support our neighbors and the stated goals
of our Shorewood Comprehensive Plan by overturning the Plan Commission decision and encouraging more sensitive and accountable
development on this site and elsewhere in the Village. In the 6 year of ownership it is my experience that there's already a parking
problem. I often have to park on another street just to get to my property. Even in a single room apartment, most couples have two
vehicles.
Thank you,
Jeff Waldhart & Lisa Press
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joe Morrissey
Sara Bruckman; Crystal R. Kopydlowski; Bart Griepentrog; President Rozek; Trustee Amenta; Trustee Bockhorst;
Trustee Carpenter; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee Warren
Stowell / Capitol Development
Tuesday, April 13, 2021 2:44:16 PM

Shorewood BOA, Village Board and Planning Department:
We/I live at  4121 N Stowell Ave, and are emailing to express our opposition to the development proposed by
Catalyst Partners at the intersection of Capitol Dr. and Stowell Ave. We ask that add our names to the list of
supporters of the appeal of the Plan Commission's February 23, 2021 decision to grant a special exception for the
project. Please support our neighbors and the stated goals of our Shorewood Comprehensive Plan by overturning
the Plan Commission decision and encouraging more sensitive and accountable development on this site and
elsewhere in the Village.
I assume all of you have lived in Shorewood for a significant time period and originally moved here when the
Village board had a sense for what architecture “fit” with the surroundings. Not to say there aren’t some eyesore
buildings but let’s not continue this practice! This design does NOT fit in either scale or appearance.
If you wouldn’t use concrete block for the coffee table in your living room, don’t stick this eyesore in our
neighborhood. Have some class and take some cues from our neighboring suburbs. This is not a quickest way from
point A-B issue. It’s about building value in the village as a whole. Send Catalyst back to the drawing board and
don’t be pushovers.
Thank you,
Joe Morrissey

4121 N Stowell Ave, 20+ Year Shorewood Resident
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Monica Morrissey
Sara Bruckman; Crystal R. Kopydlowski; Bart Griepentrog; President Rozek; Trustee Amenta; Trustee Bockhorst;
Trustee Carpenter; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee Warren
Board of Appeals Hearing re Capitol and Stowell Apartment project
Tuesday, April 13, 2021 2:28:42 PM

Shorewood BOA, Village Board and Planning Department:
We live at 4121 N. Stowell Avenue, and are emailing to express our opposition to the
development proposed by Catalyst Partners at the intersection of Capitol Dr. and Stowell Ave.
We ask that you add our names to the list of supporters of the appeal of the Plan
Commission's February 23, 2021 decision to grant a special exception for the project.
Please support our neighbors and the stated goals of our Shorewood Comprehensive Plan by
overturning the Plan Commission decision and encouraging more sensitive and accountable
development on this site and elsewhere in the Village.
Thank you,
Monica Morrissey
414.916.1945
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From:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Barb Xistris
Sara Bruckman; Crystal R. Kopydlowski; Bart Griepentrog; President Rozek; Trustee Amenta; Trustee Bockhorst;
Trustee Carpenter; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee Warren
Catalyst Partners Development
Tuesday, April 13, 2021 2:23:15 PM

Shorewood BOA, Village Board and Planning Department:
We at 4018 N. Stowell Ave, and are emailing to express our opposition to
the development proposed by Catalyst Partners at the intersection of
Capitol Dr. and Stowell Ave. We ask that add our names to the list of
supporters of the appeal of the Plan Commission's February 23, 2021
decision to grant a special exception for the project. Please support our
neighbors and the stated goals of our Shorewood Comprehensive Plan by
overturning the Plan Commission decision and encouraging more
sensitive and accountable development on this site and elsewhere in the
Village.
Thank you,
Barb & Ted Xistris
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Julie Bussen
Bart Griepentrog
appeal meeting tonight
Tuesday, April 13, 2021 2:12:14 PM

Shorewood Village Board:
I watched the video from the previous meeting regarding granting exceptions for the complex
being built on the corner of Capital and Stowell because I was not able to attend real time on
Zoom. I did not understand there would be a vote that same night. I was happy to hear the
subject would be re-visited tonight.
I live on the 3900 block of Stowell Ave. Let me start by saying that I believe every decision
made by the board should begin and end with asking the question: Does this change affect
existing households within the village in a positive way? If not, don’t let it happen. Will this
development affect the households on Stowell Ave (both in the 3900 and 4000 blocks) in a
positive way? NO. The three main reasons are because of increased traffic/congestion, adding
to existing parking issues, and the aesthetics of our neighborhood.
Before explanation of those reasons, I just can’t understand why we want and need more
apartments. From the vacancy signs, it seems like there is ample inventory already. A neighbor
of mine referenced a need for affordable housing and special needs housing in Shorewood.
Are there some statistics clarifying the extent of this need in Shorewood? Isn’t there a way to
utilize vacancies in existing properties towards this cause? Would this particular development
significantly make a dent in this need?
Increased traffic/congestion – The 4000 block of Stowell is often already difficult to pass
through. It is narrow, there are many cars parked on the street, and there always seems to be
some sort of delivery, construction, or other vehicle dropping someone off in that area.
Additionally, the Shorewood Animal Hospital is quite a busy place and that creates its own
traffic. Also, there are many dual family properties on the 4000 block of Stowell which adds to
the parking/traffic/congestion issues. Adding 50+ more apartments to the mix in such a small
area will be an issue and will NOT affect the existing households in a positive way. Adding 50+
more households will also add Fed X, Amazon, and all kinds of other deliveries in and out of
that tiny area. Finally, Sunseekers entrance/exits were located on Capitol and the traffic in and
out of their business was minimal. The new development would enter/exit onto a much
narrower street (Stowell) and the number of cars into and out of housing would be much
greater than traffic from Sunseekers.
Adding to existing parking issues – The Village as a whole struggles with parking issues. Why
would you make a choice to add to that burden? Would you make the choice to add to the
parking burden if you lived next to this development? Just because the development sits on a
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bus line does not mean each renter will not have a car. Shorewood/Milwaukee does not have
extensive enough mass transit for the majority of people to get by without a car. Additionally, I
believe two bedroom units require 1.5 spaces per the Shorewood code and that just doesn’t
make sense. If two adults occupy a two bedroom unit, the likelihood is that both will have a
car – making the parking issue even greater than predicted by the developer and the board.
Additionally, Shorewood Animal Hospital currently purchases/rents 5 parking spots for 5
doctors in the Sweet and Associates lot and the remaining 13 staff park on the street (mainly
Stowell) to allow for customer parking on their property. If the developer can’t incorporate
the appropriate parking within the structure, why not have them purchase parking from the
lot on the corner of Prospect and Capitol (next door).
Aesthetics of the neighborhood – We live in and were attracted to a VILLAGE, not a
metropolis. Jamming a large, tall, 4-story building into a small space WILL definitely change the
look and feel of our neighborhood. Again, would you want this if you lived a few doors down?
Will this structure affect the current households in a positive way aesthetically? We live in a
charming village. Don’t make decisions that strip it of its charm. You might not have to look at
this new development every day, but we will.
Thanks for your consideration.
Julie and Scott Bussen
3930 N. Stowell Ave.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Catherine Andersen
Bart Griepentrog
Stowell Ave resident - Official "On the record" and cannot attend the meeting on 4/13
Tuesday, April 13, 2021 1:25:53 PM

Hi,
Thanks so much for the info and for the meeting tonight to hear discussion about the
proposed building on the NW corner of Capital and Stowell Ave.
We are not "up" on the rights of the residents in Shorewood as far as this issue is
concerned BUT from Milwaukee standards, residents within 1000 feet have a "say" in
proposed buildings of this nature.
Both my husband and I are vehemently against any such proposed building that
would in any way, shape or form, DEVALUE the neighborhood OR DEVALUE home
prices. We do not see how offering a lower income option in this neighborhood could
have anything but a negative effect.
We are, however, supportive of any new economic stimulus to the economy in
Shorewood and for additional residential dwellings that would bring additional and
appropriate revenue into the area paying attention to the high standard that this
village values.
Thank you and we are happy to expand upon our position if need be.
Best,
Catherine & Michael Andersen
3961 N Stowell Ave
-Catherine Andersen

NSCA-CPT, IFBB Figure Pro
Achieve Personal Fitness
www.achievepersonalfitness.com
414-416-5873
Catherine Andersen is not a physician or registered dietitian. The contents of this email should not be taken as medical advice. It is not
intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any health problem - nor is it intended to replace the advice of a physician. Always consult
your physician or qualified health professional on any matters regarding your health.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Karen Wolfert
Bart Griepentrog; Sara Bruckman
Bill & Karen Desing
Capital Drive/Stowell Ave development
Tuesday, April 13, 2021 12:45:41 PM

Hello, Please forward this request to the Village of Shorewood trustees -I support the appeal of the development on the NW corner of Stowell & Capital.  

In addition, I offer the following comments The scale of the building is too large for the neighborhood. Low-rise town houses
would be a better fit for the neighborhood.Other villages and cities have made this
choice for a friendly walkable community.
Parking is a huge issue and has been an issue for many years. Its such an issue
that parking time limits were put in place. Narrow streets make this worse.  
There are so many apartments for rent in Shorewood - this indicates demand is low,
no need for more. Due diligence should consider a financial/renovation method to
make some current apartments accessible and affordable
Sincerely,
Karen Wolfert
3945 N. Stowell Ave
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Elizabeth Beeghly
Bart Griepentrog
Trustee Bockhorst; Trustee Carpenter; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Warren
Development at the corner of Capitol and Stowell.
Tuesday, April 13, 2021 10:14:31 AM

This weekend I was informed about development proposed at the corner of Capitol
and Stowell. The scope of this development surprised me and I’d like to bring a few
issues to your attention.
Capitol at Stowell has been identified as one of the few areas ripe for development left in the Village of
Shorewood.

The 2030 Comprehensive Plan zoned this area Commercial. It goes on to specifically call out the "East Capitol
8.5.6” area as an opportunity for "District Garden” theme development. The 2030 Comp Plan calls for ground floor
commercial development with 2-4 story development above.
In the 2040 Comprehensive Plan, this area was zoned Medium Density and Main Street Mixed Use. It was even
specifically called out as one the few remaining developable plots of land in the Village of Shorewood in which the
Village of Shorewood can accomplish the goal of creating a Main Street Mixed Use feel along this portion of East
Capitol.
The Village of Shorewood's goals for this site is both the 2030 and 2040
Comprehensive Plan call for first floor commercial with housing above. The creation
of a "Main Street" along this section of Capitol (which begins at the redeveloped
Hayek site) must contain first floor Commercial with Form Base Code development
above that complements the surrounding homes. The intention of Main Street
development is to make the development pedestrian friendly and community based.
When you read the 2040 Comprehensive Plan, it states that the Village of Shorewood
needs to "Be willing to wait for the development project that meets the community
goals.” Therefore, I oppose the development as proposed. We need to wait for a
developer who shares the vision described in the 2030 and 2040 Comprehensive
Plans.
Furthermore, why do we pay for Comprehensive Plans if we ignore the findings of
City Planners when development is proposed that clearly does not meet the goals
found to be most advantageous for our Village?
When a developer proposes a Mixed Use development, the Village Planning
Department must ensure that the Form Base Code is used (as recommended in the
2040 Comprehensive Plan) when determining the appropriateness of the
development. FBC is subjective and relies heavily upon bulk and height determination
coming directly from the surrounding buildings (height, bulk and form of surrounding
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homes and businesses). Although I could not find a formula for Village of Shorewood
FBC, from my understanding of this proposal's bulk and height, it doesn’t take FBC
into consideration.
To that end, the current development proposed should be rejected because the
building proposed for this site is devoid of the commercial element called for in both
the 2030 and 2040 Comprehensive Plans and does not employ FBC in the bulk or
height of the proposed building.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth Beeghly, MURP (Masters of Urban and Regional planning)
Former Land Use Planner
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Danielle Donkersloot
Bart Griepentrog
Dan Walsh
Support of the appeal filed by neighbors of N. Stowell Ave.
Sunday, April 11, 2021 8:33:57 AM

Dear Mr. Griepentrog;
We moved to Shorewood with our young children in August 2019 and settled into the
4000 block of North Stowell Ave. For the first time in their lives, our children found
children their own age, kids who are now friends. On any day where the temperature
is above freezing, the kids are outside. They have taught each other to ride bikes,
they play hide and seek, build forts in their yards and they run from one neighbor's
house to another. All of the neighbors on the block, watch out for the kids. Many of
our older neighbors comment on how they enjoy hearing the kids playing outside. As
a parent, I feel like our kids live on the best block in Shorewood and I am often
reminded of how fortunate we are to live on the block.
I am aware that the four story 42 unit apartment building is planned for the Northwest
corner of N. Stowell and East Capitol. The current addresses are 2418, 2420, and
2428 E. Capitol. It will cover the area from the parking lot to the west of Sunseekers
over to Stowell Ave. The building design and appeal for exemption from parking code
can be seen in pages 11 through 32 of this report from the village planning
committee: https://www.villageofshorewood.org/AgendaCenter/ViewFile/Agenda/_02232021-1543
The new apartment building's current plans are a problem for us and our block, but
most concerning is the parking or lack of parking and the driveway entrances. The
two driveway entrances to the building will face Stowell Ave. taking away the on street
parking from the alleyway south. The building has 43 inside parking spaces.
Therefore turning, entering, standing, and waiting traffic at the corner will be
increased beyond the already busy veterinarian’s office, the alleys, and the delivery
trucks. This creates an unsafe amount of traffic for the 4000 block of N. Stowell in
particular, and for the entire neighborhood.  
According to village code a 42 unit building requires 74 parking spaces.The Village
voted this code into law for a reason and it should not be ignored or appealed for this
project. The Developer is claiming that only 51 parking spaces will be needed. The
building only has 43 spaces, meaning that at minimum 8 cars (or according to existing
code 23 car) will need to park on the street, a street that is already full during the day.
My concerns are
1. The 4000 Block of N. Stowell is one of the few unregulated parking streets in the
area.
2. With the loss of the five or six spaces south of the alley on the West side for the
Street demand for the 20 or so spaces on the block will literally double.
3. This will be unsafe, inconvenient, and detract from the convenience and usability of
N. Stowell Ave.
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The lack of parking on N. Stowell Ave and the amount of traffic that will be constant
due to the increase in residents is a great threat to our children. I know this from first
hand experience. As a young child, I lived in a suburban neighborhood outside of
New York City, much like Shorewood is to Milwaukee. The street was often crowded
and parking was difficult. One late summer afternoon our friends gathered on the front
steps of my house, waiting for our other friends to join us before we went to the park.
As I looked down the street at a friend approaching us on his bike, a car traveling in
the same direction, didn't see him because of the parked cars. My friend was hit by
the car and was severely injured. All of us, ranging from 10-15 years old witnessed it.
As a fifth grader, I had to take the stand in court for my friend and it was terrifying and
difficult. Our friend spent years recovering.I firmly believe this tragic accident could
have been avoided if the street was not jammed packed with parked cars.
I support the appeal filed by DANIEL & CAROL WALSH, EDWARD & KATHERINE
RUEN, WILLIAM & KAREN DESING, And EAST CAPITOL NEIGHBORS
ASSOCIATION and I hope you do the same. The Village should not approve an
action that would increase the amount of traffic and parking on our already crowded
4000 block of N. Stowell.
With concern,
Danielle Donkersloot and James Chapman
2501 E Jarvis St.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carin Gordon
Bart Griepentrog
Concern over appt building proposal Capitol/N.Stowell
Sunday, April 04, 2021 7:42:36 PM

Dear Planning & Development Director,
I, Carin Gordon, own and live at 4075-77 N Stowell Ave. I am writing to you in response to
the requested exemption from the required parking spaces for the apartment building planned
for the corner of E. Capitol and N. Stowell Ave. I was surprised to hear that a large apartment
building project is being proposed for that location at all. I am disappointed that they intend to
flow traffic for a 42 unit building onto our safe and quiet neighborhood street. I hope that this
project can be safely downsized to respect the laws and regulations that you defend on my and
my neighbors behalf. I am explicitly writing to ask you to uphold the current regulations
pertaining to parking spaces for this building.
This neighborhood is desirable, safe, and comfortable because of the regulations that we as
homeowners have voted for and you uphold. Parking on our street is already tight. Even if all
tenants were offered parking, some would not want to pay for it. Stowell is a very narrow
street that in snow is nearly a one way street. A four story apartment building with all of the
tenants egressing onto Stowell at the corner of Capitol is not a sound idea. I would like to see a
traffic impact report. Too much traffic coming into a street near a traffic light can be
dangerous to the bus intersection on Capitol and Downer.
The parking in our neighborhood increases greatly during the months that Atwater park is
highly used; this would only add to that congestion.
I would rather see some space for small business, as that adds to the uniqueness of a
neighborhood. Covid will recede and businesses will re-populate. It would be good to have the
space for them.
Sincerely your concerned voter,
Carin Gordon
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mark Warhus
Bart Griepentrog; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Stokebrand
Fwd: Objection to the Requested parking exemption for proposed building at E. Capitol and N. Stowell ave, plus
additional concerns.
Friday, April 02, 2021 10:28:27 PM

To: Bart Griepentrog, Planning & Development Director
Kathy Stokebrand, Village Board Trustee Laison
Jessica Carpenter, Village Board Trustee
I am writing to object to the request for a Parking Special Exception for the proposed
multi-family redevelopment at properties 2418, 2420 and 2428 E. Capitol Dr.,
submitted by Catalyst Partners. I believe the proposed multi family unit will have a
negative effect on the safety, livability, and value of the surrounding neighborhood,
particularly on the 4000 block of North Stowell Ave.
My concerns involve traffic and safety, parking, and the built environment.
Traffic and safety concerns:  
1. The proposed building has two entrances into its parking area that will have cars
entering and leaving on to the southwest end of Stowell Ave. As proposed, a
minimum of 43 vehicles will be turning, standing, waiting, and both entering
and exiting onto Stowell Ave. This is already a small and very busy
intersection. There is a busy veterinarian office directly across from the
proposed driveways and alleys entering from both the east and west sides of
Stowell.
2. With the traffic of the current residents, veterinarian office workers and
customers, and the fairly constant stop and start of delivery trucks the
intersection is already Dangerously busy and crowded. The additional traffic
pattern of the proposed building will make N. stowell ave dangerous and
unsafe. This is of particular concern because of the increasing number of young
children living and playing on our street.
Parking concerns:
The request for the special exemption assumes that the building will not require the
currently required 1.75 parking spots for its 42 units but does not offer any examples
of similar buildings or proof that the proposed 43 off street and additional 9 on street
will be all that is needed. According to code a total of 75 spaces will be needed with 33
planned to be on the street. The 4000 block of N. Stowell is the only unregulated
street close by. Our block will be completely parked up both day and night. This will
prevent the current residents from parking on the street when needed, and overcrowd
the street on what is now pleasant residential block.
Environment and value concerns
The proposed four story building does not fit with the neighborhood 's built
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environment. Currently from Lake Dr to N. Prospect Ave. there are no buildings
over two stories high on either side of Capitol and the intersecting streets. The
proposed building will change the built environment - particularly of N. Stowell Ave diminishing the light, view,and ambiance of the neighborhood. I also believe the
proposed building will have a negative impact on the livability and value of the
neighborhood.
Do not grant the exemption. Do not add the additional parking demand to the local
neighborhood. And do not allow a four story building at the northwest corner of E.
Capitol and N. Stowell to create a dangerous and overcrowded street while damaging
the environment and value of my neighbors' and my home.
I would also like to know why none of those I have spoken to about these issues were
aware of the proposed building and the requested parking exemption.
I look forward to your response.
Mark Warhus
4071 N Stowell Ave.
Shorewood 53211
mwarhus@att.net
414-963-0821
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Comments Addressed
to the Plan Commission
(received between
noon 5/28/21 and
6/1/21 @ 3:00 pm)
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Vicki Herman
Bart Griepentrog; Sara Bruckman
vherman@att.net
4000 Block of Stowell Avenue and Parking Exemption
Monday, May 31, 2021 7:34:11 PM

Dear Plan Commission,
While you are reviewing and eventually voting on whether to approve or not the parking exemption for the proposed
apartment building on the corner of Stowell and Capital,
please imagine your children living on the 4000 block of Stowell.
With the parking exemption it will increase the number of cars on our street. This will create a dangerous situation
for the children living on this block of Stowell.
In addition, the proposed apartment building is required by Village code to have 74 parking spaces but currently the
developers only think 43 are needed. My question is where will the possible 23 additional cars park? And, an
assumption that not all tenants will have a car doesn’t make sense.
I ask you to imagine living on this block. Imagine your children living and playing on this block. Please do not
approve the parking exemption. And, require the developer of the proposed apartment building to make available
enough parking for the residents and manager of this building.
On behalf of the children who live on Stowell Avenue, thank you.
Vicki Herman
4071 N. Stowell Avenue
Shorewood, WI
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: 42 Unit Project on Capital
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 8:42:02 AM

From: Mike Marcott [mailto:mike@marcott.net]
Sent: Monday, May 31, 2021 12:10 PM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: 42 Unit Project on Capital

Hi,
I am against the 42 unit project proposal to on Capital and Stowell. I live on Farwell Ave.,
just south of Capital. There is so much congestion and noise there already.   It is difficult to
cross the street. Why make it more unsafe?   There is a lack of parking for residents. It
doesn’t follow Shorewood’s new comprehensive plan. There is no buffer or distance between
this proposed building and residential houses.   I also am concerned with the possibility of
adding crime. My vote is NO!! I pay a lot of taxes and my voice needs to be heard Please
forward this message to the plan commissioners and trustees Thank you.
Mike Marcott
3914 N Farwell Ave
Shorewood WI 53211
(414) 303-3272
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: 42unit project
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 8:43:14 AM

-----Original Message----From: liz@marcott.net [mailto:liz@marcott.net]
Sent: Monday, May 31, 2021 11:21 AM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: 42unit project
I am against the 42 unit project proposal to on Capital and Stowell. I live on Farwell Ave., just south of Capital.
There is so much congestion and noise there already.   It is difficult to cross the street. Why make it more unsafe?  
There is a lack of parking for residents. It doesn’t follow Shorewood’s new comprehensive plan. There is no buffer
or distance between this proposed building and residential houses.   I also am concerned with the possibility of
adding crime. My vote is NO!! I pay a lot of taxes and my voice needs to be heard Please forward this message to
the plan commissioners and trustees
Thank you,
Liz Marcott
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: Catalyst Partners Project
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 8:47:32 AM

From: Calli Spheeris [mailto:callisph@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, May 29, 2021 1:39 PM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: Catalyst Partners Project

Dear Plan Commissioners Committee and Village Trustees,
The Catalyst Partners Project will be detrimental to Shorewood in every way, and especially
regarding "equity." Where will families live in this 42 unit structure? Studio, 1-bedroom or 2bedroom units? This is NOT being part of our community. Another resident recommended
subsidizing 4 duplexes to achieve the same end IF equity is the issue. Parking in Shorewood is
a large issue and taking it from residents and a business is unwise. Otherwise, it's simply about
Catalyst Partners profits.
Thank you,
Calli Spheeris and Joseph Conti
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: Concern/opposition to proposal for 2400 E. Capitol development
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 8:25:19 AM

From: Jessica R. Suchy-Pilalis [mailto:suchyjr@potsdam.edu]
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 7:42 AM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: Concern/opposition to proposal for 2400 E. Capitol development
To Whom It May Concern:
I would like to express my opposition to the proposed project to build a multi-unit apartment
complex in the 2400 block of E. Capitol Dr. We have had our family home in Shorewood since the
early 1950s and have watched larger structures come into the area. There is a certain “tipping
point” that I believe will be crossed if this project continues this trend farther toward the Downer
and Capitol intersection--more of the charm and appeal of our Village will be lost.
Thank you for your efforts to try to balance the competing needs and desires of the Village and its
residents, and for considering the above objection.
Sincerely,
Jessica Suchy-Pilalis
2601 E. Newton Ave.
717-579-5791
Dr. Jessica Suchy-Pilalis
Professor of Music: Theory, Harp and Byzantine Music
The Crane School of Music
SUNY-Potsdam
Potsdam, NY 13676
USA
315-267-2447
suchyjr@potsdam.edu
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: Let"s not be dense
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 11:40:46 AM

From: Otto Wichmann [mailto:wichmannoa@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 9:57 AM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: Let's not be dense

My name is Otto A. Wichmann, and I am a resident of the beautiful village of
Shorewood(4106 N Farwell Ave, 53211, Shorewood, WI)
My wife, and my family, are incredibly disturbed by the approval of the parking-specialexception granted to Catalyst Construction on February 23 (Consideration of Parking Special Exception for
proposed multi-family redevelopment at properties 2418, 2420, and 2428 E. Capitol Dr., submitted by Catalyst Partners.)

Please forward our thoughts to the Plan Commissioners and Trustees:
This project violates the Shorewood zoning code(provides 50% of the parking required
by code).
It significantly impacts residents' well-being. Beautiful architecture elevates the spirit;
ugly concrete blocks demoralize even the stoutest heart.
It endangers the many children that live around the area (my own included)
because accommodating all those vehicles will put enormous additional pressure on a
very narrow and busy street.
This building is exceedingly ugly and goes against the very reason why families like my
own call Shorewood home.
The latest Shorewood comprehensive plan explicitly recommends against this type of
development.
It sets a horrible precedent for future developers to exploit.
The board of appeals agreed that the vote was improper; this is not the behavior we
expect from those we trust to look after our community.
I will be attending the Plan Commission zoom meeting today at 6:30 PM. I hope this time we
do the right thing.
Otto A. Wichmann
A concerned resident of Shorewood.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: Message for Plan Commissioners and Trustees for June 1 Meeting
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 8:23:57 AM
Figure_2.png
Figure_1.png

From: Jake Pellmann [mailto:jake.l.pellmann@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, May 31, 2021 9:05 PM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: Message for Plan Commissioners and Trustees for June 1 Meeting

Hi, Sara:
Could you please forward the following message and the attachments to this email to the Plan
Commissioners and the Trustees? The message is in regards to an agenda item for their
meeting on June 1.
Thank you for your help,
Jacob Pellmann

Dear Plan Commissioners and Trustees:
My name is Jacob Pellmann, and I am a homeowner at 4063 N Stowell Avenue. I am a civil
engineer with my Professional Engineer (PE) license in traffic engineering. I am writing
because I am concerned about the proposed apartment building development at the corner of
North Stowell Avenue and Capitol Drive.
My main concerns are as follows:
Parking Space Availability: The proposed development includes unit types with a greater
likelihood of more than one car per unit. The Village Code requires parking for 1.75 cars per
unit; the developer’s plans provide for only about one car per unit (43 parking stalls for 42
units). Current on-street parking on the 4000 block of N Stowell Ave is already being used to
capacity or near capacity by Shorewood Animal Hospital and residents. The addition of the
development’s two proposed driveways would remove 5-6 parking spaces from the current
exit of the alley on N Stowell Ave to the corner of Stowell and Capitol Drive. The developers
claim the development will add additional parking on Capitol, but it will likely only total 4 or 5
additional spaces at best. The brunt of the additional parking needed for this building will fall
to on-street parking of surrounding streets. There may be 31 additional vehicles parking on
streets due to the shortage of parking spaces in the development, calculated based on the
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Village Code requirements. The Village has already dealt with existing apartment buildings on
Capitol Drive not providing enough parking for residents – there is no reason to recreate that
problem with a new development.
Driveway Placement: The development’s two bi-directional driveways for the parking garage
on N Stowell Ave will create conflict points for cars and pedestrians. These larger driveways
placed so close together do not promote a sense of safety to pedestrians and thus dissuade
people from walking through these areas. The southern driveway for this proposed
development is placed directly at the end of N Stowell Ave, abutting the stop-bar for the stop
sign, which means that any car that turns onto N Stowell Ave from Capitol Drive and wants to
turn left into that driveway will be blocked by any vehicle waiting at the stop sign on Stowell.
The problem is illustrated in the attached diagram in Figure 1. Sixteen cars of residents of the
development will have to exclusively use this southern driveway as the developer did not
design the whole garage to be accessed by either driveway, shown in Figure 2 (parking spots
in red are accessible only by Driveway A, parking spots in blue are accessible only by Driveway
B). This design will cause congestion at the very least and make the intersection unsafe for all
roadway users. This issue is further exacerbated should there be enough vehicles waiting on N
Stowell Ave to block both driveways. During afternoon rush hour a combination of Shorewood
Veterinary Clinic workers leaving combined with local residents leaving to run errands or take
their kids to sports practice can easily create this scenario.
Traffic Control: As a traffic engineer, I am concerned about the increase in annual average
daily traffic (“AADT”) for the intersection of N Stowell Ave and Capitol Drive if it remains
controlled only by a stop sign on Stowell. With an additional 43 vehicles being generated from
the parking garage and a number more from on-street parking on Stowell, the total number of
vehicles trying to access Capitol Drive from N Stowell Ave each day will greatly increase. If the
intersection remains bi-directional and governed by only a stop sign on N Stowell Ave the
congestion will create back-ups on N Stowell Ave, as well as on Capitol Drive due to cars being
unable to enter the parking garage from N Stowell Ave. It will also create unsafe situations for
pedestrians, particularly the children who bike or walk to St. Robert’s School and Atwater
Elementary.
Lack of Multi-Modal Facilities: The Village has stated that it is striving for increases in bike and
pedestrian infrastructure, per the Village’s Pedestrian and Bicycle Master Plan. However, the
developer’s design does not promote multi-modal transportation. There is no space in the
current plans for bike racks outdoors or in the parking garage to encourage residents to bike
instead of drive. Moreover, the developer gives no additional information to suggest an
incentive for residents to use public transportation, walk, or bike. This is inconsistent with the
developer’s rationale for an exception to the parking requirements in the Village Code and
does not fit with some of the goals in the Pedestrian and Bicycle Master Plan.
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I am not opposed to an apartment building at the site of the proposed development, and am
in favor of promoting more affordable housing within the Village. However, I ask that you
consider the Village’s goals and standards, and the reasons they were adopted, when
approving a project for this valuable and desirable piece of property.
Jacob Pellmann, PE
4063 N Stowell Ave
Shorewood, WI 53211
608-316-0504
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: OPPOSITION TO Proposed Project which would tear down project building/house in the 2400 block of East
Capitol
Friday, May 28, 2021 12:43:06 PM

-----Original Message----From: Mara Suchy [mailto:mararaysuchy@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, May 28, 2021 12:41 PM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Cc: Jessica <suchyjr@potsdam.edu>
Subject: OPPOSITION TO Proposed Project which would tear down project building/house in the 2400 block of
East Capitol
Hello,
I am opposed to this proposed project in the 2400 block of East Capitol that would tear down a building and house
for a multitude of reasons.
I’m not sure why an exception would have been granted in the first place but am so glad to hear that is being
reconsidered.
Having additional units in Shorewood would drastically change the characteristics of this neighbor. It also would
take down a historic house.
Please help preserve Shorewood.
Mara Suchy
2601 E Newton Ave
Shorewood, WI 53211
626-298-4265
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: Planned Apartments Stowell & Capital
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 8:46:21 AM

From: mcarrigan@wi.rr.com [mailto:mcarrigan@wi.rr.com]
Sent: Monday, May 31, 2021 8:36 AM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: Planned Apartments Stowell & Capital

Dear Sarah Bruckman,
Please forward this request to Shorewood Planning Commission and Village Trustees:
As a decades-long resident of Shorewood, I am requesting you NOT pass the Special
Exception on the proposed apartment building on Stowell and Capital Drive for the
following reasons;
Parking: Allowing an exception for reduced underground parking not only violates code but
would result in congestion and unsafe traffic issues in that area. Shorewood already has an
excess of traffic issues on Capital, Drive. I object to this exception.
Shorewood Comprehensive Plan Violation: With first floor parking, no visible landscaping,
and no buffering between the building and residential neighbor homes, the design violates the
recent Comprehensive Plan.
Design: When we proposed updating the siding of our home, we wrangled with the design
commission to do so (not far from the proposed development). I'm incredulous that the
Planning and Design Commission passed the design of the apartment building completely out
of character with the varied brick and stucco exteriors of other commercial properties and yet
denied the Hardy Plank we wanted - now used throughout Shorewood newly developed
properties - on a smaller less imposing property as ours. Where was the Design Commission
when this property design was proposed? (Oh wait. While we pay quite high taxes to ensure
the beauty and value of living in Shorewood, - as the proposed owner/developer would likely
pay more.)
As a minimum, we respectfully request the Commission does NOT approve the proposed
exception to the parking space requirement for this development. At best, PLEASE
RECONSIDER the proposed design of the property and require a design that is more aligned
with the current properties, the beauty of the area and the Shorewood Comprehensive Plan.
Sincerely,
Martha and Jeff Carrigan
4221 N. Farwell Avenue,
Shorewood, WI 53211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: Proposed apartment building at Capitol and Stowell
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 8:28:08 AM

-----Original Message----From: glweirauch@yahoo.com [mailto:glweirauch@yahoo.com]
Sent: Monday, May 31, 2021 3:37 PM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: Proposed apartment building at Capitol and Stowell
Ms. Bruckman:
I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed apartment building at Capitol Drive and Stowell.
As a resident of the next block to the east, my objections are as follows:
1. The apartment would disgorge cars onto Stowell right at the corner where there is already a lot of traffic from the
animal hospital. This is unsafe. I have to go through this area to reach my garage on the alley and can easily imagine
it being blocked on a regular basis.
2. The rendering I have seen is an ugly, brutalist structure that presents a nearly blank wall to the street and extends
right up to the sidewalk with no landscaping. It's unattractive and unsuitable for the site. It would be great, however,
for graffiti artists.
3. As Shorewood continues to develop as a attractive, walk-able urban community I would think the Plan
Commission would want to save prime locations on Capitol Drive for commercial properties. There's not going to
be room to put everything on Oakland Avenue forever.
Please forward my message to the Plan Commissioners and Trustees.
Sincerely,
Gregg Weirauch
2516 E. Capitol Drive
Shorewood, WI 53211
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
_Trustees
Rebecca Ewald; Bart Griepentrog
FW: Proposed Apartment Building on Stowell
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 1:15:17 PM

From: Dawn Blackmore [mailto:dmtblackmore@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 1:14 PM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: Re: Proposed Apartment Building on Stowell

On Tue, Jun 1, 2021 at 1:11 PM Dawn Blackmore <dmtblackmore@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Ms. Bruckman,
Please forward this email to the members of the Plan Commission and Village Trustees:
I am writing to ask that the Village Trustees work together with the residents that live
around the Sun Seekers property to accept development proposals that do not negatively
impact the parking, traffic and safety of that residential street and the people who live there.
From what I understand, there has been little to no consideration of these negative impacts
and residents’ needs have not been included in the decision making process.
There is a better solution than the current proposal and if the developer is not able or willing
to change the proposal in order to reduce the negative impacts of parking, traffic and safety
in that area, the Plan Commission should not recommend it nor should the Village Board
approve this development.
Sincerely,
Dawn Blackmore
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: Proposed Capitol development plan
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 8:41:16 AM

From: Jay Peine [mailto:axis_771222@yahoo.com]
Sent: Monday, May 31, 2021 2:58 PM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: Proposed Capitol development plan
Hello,
I would like this letter sent to the Plan Commission and Trustees of the Village of Shorewood, WI.
I and my spouse have lived at 4012 N. Stowell Ave. in Shorewood for four years. We would like to
express to the Plan Commission that we oppose the proposed development plans at 2418, 2420 and
2428 Capitol Dr.
The proposed plan will only make parking worse along N. Stowell Ave. which currently has no timed
parking. During the day from Capitol Drive North along Stowell Ave. there is usually no parking spaces
available and the proposed building plan will not fix that issue but only make it worse. The parking
exemption that was issued to the project in February which would allow street parking instead of making
the developers change the plans to include more on-site parking is proof that street parking will be even
more difficult to find once the project is complete.
Traffic along East Capitol Drive can be very heavy at times and adding a large apartment building with
more people coming and going will only make the traffic situation worse, especially during the summer.
There should also not be a "tax incremental financing district" created to pay for this project. Taxing
residents of Shorewood to make it more difficult for them to park and to increase the already traffic-heavy
East Capitol Drive is not in the neighborhood's best interests.
Thank you for your time,
John Peine and Christine Isbell-Peine
4012 N. Stowell Ave.
Shorewood, WI 53211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: Proposed Residential Development on Capitol between Stowell and Prospect
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 8:27:49 AM

From: Rita [mailto:thelgs@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, May 31, 2021 3:40 PM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: Proposed Residential Development on Capitol between Stowell and Prospect
Dear Clerk Bruckman:
Would you please pass my thoughts on to the Shorewood Plan Commissioners and the Shorewood
Trustees. Thank you very much.
Rita
To:

Shorewood Plan Commissioners
Shorewood Trustees

I live on Stowell Avenue, just three houses from Capitol Drive and three houses from the proposed fourstory residential development. There are so many reasons why this project is not a good idea for
Shorewood, not the least of which is the parking issue. It is virtually impossible for me or any of my
guests to get a parking spot near my house on any given weekday. Available spots are generally taken
early in the morning by UWM students and Shorewood Animal Hospital employees. I understand this
development will not include underground parking and, in fact, will not have adequate parking as required
by the Shorewood Zoning Code. To add more people looking for parking to an area that already lacks
adequate parking will make a bad situation worse.
But parking is not the only issue. Building a large four-story building will totally destroy the character of
the neighborhood. How many times is the village going to prioritize profits of the developer over the
interests of its tax-paying residents? And how long are the residents going to tolerate this?
I ask that you please reconsider this project. Surely we can find something that is a better fit than a fourstory monstrosity.
Thank you,
Rita Lester-George
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: Re the proposed 42-unit project at corner of stowell and capitol
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 9:40:58 AM

From: Erin Loos Cutraro [mailto:erin@cutraro.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 9:40 AM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: Re the proposed 42-unit project at corner of stowell and capitol

Hi Sara I'm writing today regarding the proposed 42-unit project at the corner of Capitol and Stowell. I
ask that you please forward this to the Plan Commissioners and Trustees.
My chief concern with the project at Stowell and Capitol is the fact that it violates Shorewood
zoning code. The project provides barely 50% of the parking required by code and will create
an unsafe intersection.
I ask the Plan Commission and Trustees to vote against the proposed project.
Respectfully,
Erin Cutraro
A resident of 3915 N. Stowell Ave Shorewood, and mom to two kids who cross the street at
Stowell and Capitol every day on their way to school
202-250-4653
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: Strong Opposition to Proposed Development at Corner of Stowell and Capitol
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 8:46:35 AM

From: Monica Morrissey [mailto:monicamorrissey@hotmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, May 30, 2021 9:21 PM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: Strong Opposition to Proposed Development at Corner of Stowell and Capitol

Dear Ms. Bruckman,
We are writing to register our strongest opposition to the proposed apartment complex at the
corner of Stowell and Capitol, and respectfully request you forward our note to the Village
Plan Commissioners and Trustees for the June 1st hearing.
While the planned building will deliver new tax revenues, we are confident that in aggregate,
it will result in a net drop in tax revenues as property values in the surrounding blocks will
drop.
The proposed building simply is too big for the lot and in appearance does not fit the beautiful
aesthetic of our historic neighborhood. As a homeowner at 4121 N. Stowell, the additional
traffic and impact of the safety of children and pedestrians will also prove unwelcome.
While we appreciate efforts to increase tax revenues, this lot is not large enough to
accommodate an apartment complex with needed parking. Past exemptions of Shorewood’s
zoning regulations for parking in no way should give developers free reign to expect waivers
on our parking rules.
We must also register disappointment in seeing such a poorly developed proposal having been
provisionally approved in the first place.
Sincerely,
Joe and Monica Morrissey
4121 N. Stowell Avenue
Shorewood, WI 53211
414-916-1945
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: Vote NO on Parking Exemption Stowell/Capitol
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 12:45:38 PM

From: Jeffrey [mailto:jeffrey.sommers@fulbrightmail.org]
Sent: Sunday, May 30, 2021 3:31 PM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Cc: Laura Beldavs <laura.beldavs@fulbrightmail.org>
Subject: Vote NO on Parking Exemption Stowell/Capitol

Dear Sara Bruckman:
Writing to register my strongest opposition to the proposed apartment complex at the corner of
Stowell and Capitol, and respectfully request you forward my note to the Village Plan
Commissioners and Trustees for the June 1st hearing.
While the planned building will deliver new tax revenues, I am confident that in aggregate, it
will result in a net drop in tax revenues as property values in the surrounding blocks will drop.
The proposed building simply is too big for the lot and in appearance, risks looking more like
a warehouse distribution center than housing commensurate with the surrounding
neighborhood aesthetic. As a homeowner at 4127 N. Stowell, the additional traffic (thus,
safety for kids) and parking pressures will also prove unwelcome.
While I appreciate efforts to increase tax revenues, this lot is not large enough to
accommodate an apartment complex with needed parking. Past exemptions of Shorewood’s
zoning regulations for parking in no way should give developers free reign to expect waivers
on our parking rules.
Lastly, I must register disappointment in seeing such a poorly developed proposal having been
provisionally approved in the first place.
Sincerely,
Jeffrey Sommers
4127 N Stowell Ave
414 988 9670
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Mike Nickolaus
Bart Griepentrog
Support for Approving Reduced Parking Requirements for the Proposed Capitol Drive Development
Saturday, May 29, 2021 1:56:55 PM

Bart, please forward this email to the Shorewood Plan Commission and copy the other Village
Board Members. Thank you.
Dear Shorewood Plan Commission Members As you reconsider the proposed development on Capitol Drive, I strongly encourage you to
approve the building as originally proposed by relaxing current parking requirements.
The Capitol Drive corridor is precisely the location for this type of development which will
increase the tax base for the Village, add residents, promote housing affordability, and
encourage social equity and diversity. As the densest municipality in the state, Shorewood's
walkability, bike-friendliness, and access to transit, make this the kind of project you should
approve and support.
I'm a parking professional and have spent 30+ years helping hundreds of cities operate their
parking programs. One of the most significant policy developments of the past 15 years has
been the movement to reduce or eliminate parking minimums to encourage denser
development, reduce housing costs, and reduce traffic. A 2016 study found that 17% of a
unit's rent was attributed to the cost of on-site parking. Prof. Donald Shoup of UCLA became
a "parking rockstar" and literally wrote the book on this topic ("The High Cost of Free
Parking", 2005).
Among the cities that have eliminated or reduced parking minimums in the past few years are
Buffalo, Minneapolis, San Francisco, Hartford, Portland OR, Spokane, Santa Monica with
hundreds more considering it. Within Wisconsin, Stevens Point, Ashland, and Fitchburg have
recently reduced or removed parking minimums, and the "1000 Friends of Wisconsin"
encourages other Wisconsin cities to do the same (https://www.1kfriends.org/).
There is abundant policy and practical information about the benefits of this change online:
https://www.planning.org/planning/2018/oct/peopleoverparking/
https://www.strongtowns.org/parking
https://walkerconsultants.com/blog/2019/02/13/are-parking-minimums-a-thing-of-the-past/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-09-20/how-to-reform-your-city-s-badparking-requirements
https://www.naiop.org/Research-and-Publications/Magazine/2016/Summer2016/Development-Ownership/Smaller-Cities-Lighten-Up-on-Minimum-ParkingRequirements
While the issue before you is much smaller scale than a Village-wide change, imposing higher
parking requirements on this proposed development will only increase the cost for all tenants
of this building (if it gets built at all) and discourage similar investments that will promote
housing affordability and diversity. The expressed concerns of nearby residents that 8-24
additional cars will overcrowd on-street parking is not supported by observations of the
amount of available on-street parking within a few blocks of the development.
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Shorewood residents, like many others, believe that the curb in front of their house is an
extension of their property and shouldn't be used by "others." The long history of overnight
parking restrictions in Shorewood demonstrate that on-street parking is not needed for most
residents near this development so issuing a few dozen overnight permits as one possible
solution will not destroy current residents' quality of life.
Good luck with what, I'm sure will be a contentious debate, but the facts and best practice
strongly urge you to set aside the emotions of a few neighbors and proceed with this
development.
Sincerely,
Mike Nickolaus
2720 E. Shorewood Blvd.
-Mike Nickolaus

(202) 841-0225
mnickolaus@gmail.com
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Other Comments
(received between
noon 5/28/21 and
6/1/21 @ 3:00 pm)
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Lynne Milner
Bart Griepentrog
building on Capitol and Stowell
Monday, May 31, 2021 12:08:17 PM

I want Shorewood to remain a family friendly and safe community. Putting a high
occupancy building on the corner of Capital and Stowell has the potential to make the street
unsafe for local car traffic, pedestrians, and children on bikes and scooters. Please put
more emphasis on what makes Shorewood a great community for the people who live here
rather than outsiders interested in making a buck.  
The Mosaic project left us with a huge, architecturally out of place structure. We were
promised green space, but the footprint was maximized for the most profit. There is no
grass. The design is completely out of place. No effort was made to make it fit in with
the 1920/30 Tudor style seen up and down Oakland. It looks completely out of place. We
are losing the feel and look of our urban/suburban community.  
Please consider what's good for the people who live in Shorewood. Taxes are not our main
concern if saving money takes away from our quality of life.  
Lynne Milner
414-202-9034
lynne.milner@gmail.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Katie Hambly
Bart Griepentrog
Capitol Avenue Development
Sunday, May 30, 2021 10:04:38 PM

Mr. Griepentrog,
Thank you for taking the time to be the Director of Planning & Development for our village. Your time and efforts
are greatly appreciated! I’m writing with regards to the Capitol Ave development and the parking exemption. Given
the small town and historical feel of our village I feel it’s imperative to try to retain that feel with each development
that the village approves. I understand the need to move forward and meet the housing needs of our community but I
hope that progress can be made without sacrificing the historical integrity if our neighborhood and without putting
stress on parking. The village took the time to research and implement parking requirements and I feel that to ignore
those efforts will take the village down a path that will destroy the feel and flow of our neighborhood for both this
and future developments. Please consider this during Tuesday’s meeting. I’m all for progress and housing but
developers should be required to follow the guidelines we’ve set and hopefully create buildings that reflect and
respect the history of our village.
Thank you so much for taking the time to consider my concerns.
Take care,
Katie Hambly
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Calli Spheeris
Bart Griepentrog
Catalyst
Monday, May 31, 2021 10:26:43 PM

Dear Mr. Griepentrog,
I hope Shorewood makes the right decision regarding the proposed development on Capitol
and Stowell, and denies their request. Their parking needs will be far more than what they
present and another resident brought to light that families will not fit in most of these
apartments, which are studios and one bedrooms. Developers should not play the "equity
card" in order to make their profits and residents are beginning to see this. In addition, it is not
fair to existing residents that the village make exceptions to rules that are in place for a
reason. Please consider the residents.
Thank you,
Calli Spheeris and Joseph Conti
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Paul Hambly
Bart Griepentrog
Catalyst Project Parking exception
Monday, May 31, 2021 10:54:41 AM

I live on N. Downer. I do NOT support any project waivers. The well thought out planning code is/was put in place
for a reason and not a lottery for the lucky developer that can get around it. More pertinent, we recently moved from
California. During the 60s most beach cities allowed developments with almost no regard to parking. It ruined the
entire area. Don’t believe me? Research how many beach cities now allow parking related exceptions on
developments. Don’t do it.
Regards,
Paul Hambly

Sent from my iPad
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: 42 unit
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 8:43:01 AM

-----Original Message----From: Jeanne [mailto:jeannebryce@wi.rr.com]
Sent: Monday, May 31, 2021 11:38 AM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: 42 unit
Hi,
I live on Farewell in Shorewood.
With the traffic we have now with limited parking, where are these people going to go?
It’s almost impossible to cross the street now!
My vote is No!!
Thank you
Jeanne Bryce
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
_Trustees
Rebecca Ewald; Bart Griepentrog
FW: 42-unit building on Capitol
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 2:04:26 PM

From: Hanna Seegers [mailto:hanna.seegers@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 2:01 PM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: 42-unit building on Capitol

Hi Sarah! Will you please pass this along to the Plan Commissioner and Trustees.
Hi I am a resident in the close neighborhood to the proposed building on Capitol. I just learned
some more details about the 42-unit building. It saddens me to see that this was passed without
more consideration of the neighbors, parking and the current aesthetics and architecture in the
area.
It is also saddens me to see that it violates zoning code and goes against the brand new
Shorewood comprehensive plan. Isn't that why we have those things in place so this won't
happen to our precious Village.
Please feel free to reach out for more comments.
Side note:
I moved here from Sweden 10 years ago, there I worked for multiple architect firms, i served
on planning committee, worked w urban planning and new development, so if ever needed I
would love to help/advice in situations like this if it would be helpful.
Hanna Seegers
414-795-0193
4043 N Downer Ave
Shorewood, WI 53211
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: Affordable Housing Project
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 8:42:46 AM

From: Laura Beldavs [mailto:laura.beldavs@fulbrightmail.org]
Sent: Monday, May 31, 2021 11:47 AM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: Affordable Housing Project

Hello Sara,
As a resident living on Stowell and Wood, I'm writing in regards to the proposed rental
development on the corner of Stowell and Capitol.
Most importantly, it grossly violates the zoning code and does not offer adequate parking for
its own residents. This will create more congestion on the streets and unsafe conditions with
local residents, leading to lower property values and driving out current residents. The parking
exemption should NOT be granted, because it will NOT help Shorewood in the long run.
It looks like a prison. A large, squat, bulky structure with very few windows which,
architecturally, is very much out of character with the neighborhood. Who would want
to live in such an inhumane looking structure?
As pointed out above, this project ignores the guidelines of the Comprehensive Plan - what
was the purpose, then, to have it if it is being disregarded? Shorewood should not be a
convenient place for rent-seekers. We were once 50% single family and 50% renters, but if we
continue to add rental properties to Shorewood, the values of the community will be
disregarded, as rental property owners will only be interested in the rents they can extract from
Shorewood, not the overall value of the community. Shorewood is broke after giving
sweetheart deals to Metro Market, Ruckus, and others. We do not need another TIF or TID.
If we really want affordable housing options in Shorewood, we can offer units in existing
properties in Shorewood.
It's disturbing to see a growing number of empty commercial spaces in Shorewood. Why not
spend time addressing commercial property development? Why not have a forum or
community survey to seek suggestions from the community on how to develop Shorewood, if
the Trustees and the business development office are stumped for solutions?
Sincerely,
-Laura Beldavs
Fulbright Artist
www.laurabeldavs.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: Building site on capitol
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 8:41:48 AM

From: Katie Cibula [mailto:katie.cibula@hdmz.com]
Sent: Monday, May 31, 2021 12:29 PM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: Building site on capitol

Just writing to express our concern and opposition to the proposed building site at stowell and
Capitol! Too dense for that area! So many kids walk that route to school as well which is
already a narrow and congested thoroughfare!
Yuck!!!!
We bought our house a few years ago on Ridgefield bc the neighborhood wasn’t slammed
with mid-rises like where we came from (chicago). I’m afraid we’ll start losing people like us
to WFB if this goes through.

-----------------------------KATIE CIBULA
Vice President, Client Services
katie.cibula@hdmz.com
312.506.5230 DIRECT
312.506.5200 OFFICE

HDMZ
CHICAGO + SAN FRANCISCO
55 W. Wacker Dr.
Chicago, IL 60601
hdmz.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: Plan Commission Meeting June 1
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 8:47:23 AM

From: annieclaus@aol.com [mailto:annieclaus@aol.com]
Sent: Sunday, May 30, 2021 10:01 AM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: Plan Commission Meeting June 1
I am writing to express my opposition to the special exception for the proposed 42-unit
project on 2418, 2420 and 2428 East Capitol Drive to be discussed at the Shorewood Plan
Commission meeting on Tuesday, June 1. My reasons follow:

1. IT VIOLATES THE SHOREWOOD ZONING CODE
The project provides barely 50% of the parking required by the code. Approving
the special exception will allow a
project with 87% more apartment units then would otherwise be permitted.
2. THE VILLAGE IS PRIORITIZING THE DEVELOPERS PROFIT OVER RESIDENT
WELL BEING
Why no underground parking? The developer says “Two problems: 1)
Construction costs & 2) physically we spend so much money to build the ramp
to get down...we would end up wiping out a row & a half of spaces on the first
level for the ramp down & then to make the turn down below because of the
tightness of the site, we don’t pick up as many spaces as the dollar dictates that
they would have to spend for that & need to stay in zoning guidelines”
3. EXCESSIVE DENSITY AND BAD DESIGN WILL MAKE A CONGESTED
INTERSECTION UNSAFE
Too many units and not enough parking will put enormous additional pressure
on a very narrow busy street where
there is already daily traffic congestion and parking shortages.
4. ITS AN INCREDIBLY INTENSE LAND USE THAT IS COMPLETELY OUT OF
CHARACTER WITH THE NEIGHBORHOOD
The monstrous building covers nearly 90% of the property and casts a huge
shadow. Lot coverage and floor area ratios
far exceed recent and historic Village developments setting a horrible precedent
for future developers to exploit.
5. IT VIOLATES THE SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE BRAND-NEW
SHOREWOOD COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
First floor parking structure, virtually no landscaping, no buffering between the
project and neighbors, no transparency in the process and no patience on the
part of the Village to wait for a good project.
I live right behind the Mosaic 6-story mixed use building so I know personally
what kinds of negative effects a large building with "special exceptions" can
bring to an already established neighborhood, including noise, congestion and
excess dog waste. Do not inflict this kind of negative result on another
established neighborhood in our Village.
Best regards,
Anne Clausen
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4188 N. Bartlett and 1705 E. Olive St.
Shorewood, WI
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: Proposed 42 unit project on capital and Stowell
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 8:25:28 AM

-----Original Message----From: CAROL PLANKENHORN [mailto:cplanken@aol.com]
Sent: Monday, May 31, 2021 7:11 PM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: Proposed 42 unit project on capital and Stowell
Sara,
I am writing to you to plead for the denial of this project moving forward. Such an ugly building will be around for
years to come and change the character of the neighborhood. Our is an area with older homes with a lot of character.
This building resembles a jail more than an apartment building- far different than the cream city brick and Landon
stain building on my block. I live one block over on Prospect and also do not want to battle anymore than we
already do for street parking. As the mother of a teenage driver we are constantly shuffling cars and need the ability
to park on the street from time to time.
This building threatens the beauty and character of our village as much as it will impact our daily lives with
congestion and parking issues.
Please, please, please say no to this project.
Sincerely,
Carol Plankenhorn
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
_Trustees
Rebecca Ewald; Bart Griepentrog
FW: Proposed 42-unit project on Capitol and Stowell
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 2:47:29 PM

From: Valerie Weber [mailto:vjwords@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 2:45 PM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: Proposed 42-unit project on Capitol and Stowell

Dear Sara,
Please forward my objections on to the Village Trustees and the Plan Commissioners.
Dear Trustees and Commissioners,
I object to the parking variance requested by Catalyst Partners. With a parking garage that is
not sufficient for tenants' and other users' needs, the building will force these people to park on
the streets surrounding the development. I live 1 1/2 blocks from the proposed development,
and I foresee many more cars using my block for parking. There will be less room for us and
our family and friends to park in front of our house.
The developers should be held to Shorewood Zoning Code, which was developed expressly to
avoid this type of situation. If the developers cannot provide sufficient parking for the number
of proposed apartments, they should come up with another design, including reducing the
number of apartments.
I also object to the footprint of the design. The building will cover almost 90% of the land,
creating another canyon along Village streets. We have already seen what the Metro Mart has
done to Oakland; please, let's not repeat the mistakes of that monstrosity. I do not want Metro
Mart to set a precedent for another large, unattractive building looming over our streets.
Sincerely,
Valerie Weber
-Valerie Weber
Wordsmith Ink
4143 North Prospect Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53211
USA
(414) 617-9020
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: Shorewood Plan Commission “Special Exception”
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 8:27:33 AM

-----Original Message----From: Helen Lambron [mailto:helenlambron1@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, May 31, 2021 4:16 PM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Cc: Helen Lambron <helenlambron1@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Shorewood Plan Commission “Special Exception”
I am a ten year Shorewood resident. I love the village: walkability, safety, historic look and feel, landscaping,
neighborhoods, village programs, and so much more.
I question the idea of setting a precedent by violating a Shorewood zoning code, for a building that realistically
should be built on a much larger lot, on a much wider street, and to include a realistic parking solution by the
developer. Some type of landscaping should also be considered.
Traffic safety. with two schools just blocks away, is a concern.
I would hope there is a new consideration of the footprint this development would leave in this area.
Helen Lambron
Sent from my iPad
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: Special Exception
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 9:04:46 AM

-----Original Message----From: tom.mclellan22@gmail.com [mailto:tom.mclellan22@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 9:02 AM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: Special Exception
Hello Ms Bruckman.
I am writing you my thoughts for the “special exception” development that is being considered this evening at the
Plan Commission zoom call.
I believe this is a bad idea and she would not be passed. The emphasis should be increasing and developing more
business and not housing. I do not want to see you sure what we can to densely populated to where it is difficult and
congested. Other than another coffee shop or bank, the village could use more business and that should be a priority,
not this.
Please forward my thoughts to the Plan Commissioners and Trustees.
Thank you.
Tom McLellan
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Christianne Varela
Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog; Rebecca Ewald; President McKaig; Trustee Arndorfer; TrusteeBaldauf@villageofshorewood.org;
Trustee Bockhorst; Trustee Ircink; Trustee Stokebrand; Trustee Warren; eastcapitolneighborsassn@gmail.com
REVERSE & REMAND
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 9:18:48 AM

To Whom It May Concern:
Please consider our adamant disagreement with the parking special exception for the
Capital and Stowell building project. Our position is for Reverse and Remand.
Christianne and Stephen Varela
4015 N Downer Ave
Shorewood, WI 53211
920.264.7485

Below are links to 1) the developers application for the Special
Exception, 2) the video of the February 23, 2021 Plan
Commission meeting and 3) our appeal of the Plan
Commission's decision. Your time is precious, but if the
process is as substantially flawed as we believe, this matter
affects all of us and is too important to be ignored. You are
welcome to review the record and disagree with us, but it's
important that the BOA and our Village President, Trustees and
Staff hear from residents who have taken the time to review
the materials and formulate a reasoned response.
1) https://drive.google.com/.../14qbm2DfbYsxz8F.../view...
2) https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=wl_r1ce4C90&feature=youtu.be
3) https://drive.google.com/.../1vCeidojzWBUM1G8NLs.../view...
Considering only these 3 items:
If you think:
If you think:
The developer failed to provide the "substantial evidence" of
his claims that granting the special exception is consistent with
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the zoning code and will not be deleterious to the neighbors or
Village as required by law.
The Plan Commission failed to consider some or all of the 13
categories required by 535-51B (found in both the application
materials and our appeal) with reasonable diligence.
You would not be satisfied if the same process were employed
in the future to vet a project that directly and adversely
affected you for which you had no notice.
Please forward this email to let your BOA and Village Board
know that you support your neighbors' appeal, believe the Plan
Commission decision should be reversed and the matter
remanded back to the Plan Commission for reconsideration by
writing "REVERSE & REMAND" in the subject line.
If you think:
The developer provided enough data and research to meet the
statutory obligation of "substantial evidence" that granting the
special exception is consistent with the zoning code and will
not be deleterious to the neighbors or Village as required by
law.
The Plan Commission made adequate inquiry into the details of
the developers application and considered each of the 13
categories as required by code.
You would be satisfied if the same process were followed
approving a project that directly and adversely affected you
and for which you had no notice.
Please forward this email telling the BOA and Village Board
that you support the developer and believe the Plan
Commission decision should be affirmed by writing "AFFIRM" in
the subject line.
Email Addresses (please copy and paste into your forwarded
email):
sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org
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bgriepentrog@villageofshorewood.org
rewald@villageofshorewood.org
PresidentMckaig@villageofshorewood.org
TrusteeArndorfer@villageofshorewood.org
TrusteeBaldauf@villageofshorewood.org
TrusteeBockhorst@villageofshorewood.org
TrusteeIrcink@villageofshorewood.org
TrusteeStokebrand@villageofshorewood.org
TrusteeWarren@villageofshorewood.org
eastcapitolneighborsassn@gmail.com
PLEASE MAKE SURE YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS ARE
INCLUDED IN YOUR EMAIL OTHERWISE YOUR OPINION WILL
NOT MATTER.
Thank you for giving generously of your time to make the
Village of Shorewood a better place to live.
Gratefully,
East Capitol Neighbors Association
210323 memorandum re Shorewood Board of Appeals..pdf
DRIVE.GOOGLE.COM
210323 memorandum re Shorewood Board of Appeals..pdf
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GOOGLE.COM
Cloud Storage for Work and Home - Google Drive
Safely store and share your photos, videos, files and more in the cloud.
Your first 15 GB of storage are free with a Google account.
Plan Commission Meeting Agenda June 1, 2021 6:30 pm
Teleconference Join Zoom Meeting
https://zoom.us/j/95720308944?
pwd=STB2bmtjaFlrU0ZhV1VGaEpMc0lSUT09
Meeting ID: 957 2030 8944
Passcode: 169210 Dial in by using +1 (312) 626-6799
Reconsideration of Parking Special Exception for proposed multifamily redevelopment at properties 2418, 2420 and 2428 E.
Capitol Dr., submitted by Catalyst Partners.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maggie Iverson
Bart Griepentrog
The 42 unit project
Monday, May 31, 2021 8:20:18 AM

Hello,
I live at 1120 E Congress St in Shorewood. I’ve learned to share my address so my opinion
matters.   
First question is a basic on. Is anyone at the firm planning the units married? Because if they
are that 2 adults living in one bedroom and that would be two cars to get to two jobs. So why
would the apartments need less parking if it is not being advertised to eventual married
couples. And UNDERGROUND parking is a must. Who likes dealing with snow in the
winter. Make the units better by making enough parking for all. 1.75 spots per unit is better
than the current ratio. But really. How many married couples only have one car. Let’s be
serious.   
535-51 states that
The effect the granting of the exception will have on adjacent parking and traffic
(1) conditions.
Adding 42 units could add as many as 84 cars to that area.
Is that
neighborhood able to handle that many extra cars? Where is the study showing
that it can handle that many extra cars. And when streets have winter parking
rules how does that factor into your decision?

(2) The effect the granting of the exception will have on the appearance and
character of the applicant's property, adjacent property and neighboring
property.
(3) The effect the granting of the exception will have on the property values of
the applicant's property, adjacent property and neighboring property.
With these two items how will the shadow of the building effect the
neighborhood? Will houses seen the sun? Will property values go down
because they are next to a large apartment building and there is never on
the street parking? Visiting family and friends is hard if you can’t find close
parking. How would you like it if you had a BBQ and you friends/family had
to walk for 3 blocks to get there since the street parking is missing. If max
the building has 51 cars and every apartment has 2 cars per bedroom would
that be 33 extra cars on the street or more?
So please tell the builder to add underground parking and vote no on
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allowing this to pass. It does not seem fair to people in the neighborhood.
Also this might have been handled better if you had let the neighbors know
of a zoning change before pushing it out. That way they would have seen
the studies and had all the facts. Still not sure the public can find the
studies.   
Thank you for your time.   
Maggie Iverson
Sent from my iPhone
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Comments Addressed
to the Plan Commission
(received on 6/1/21
between 3:00 pm and
the start of the meeting
@ 6:30 pm)

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Karla Naujokat
Bart Griepentrog
42 Unit project special meeting VOTE NO to exceptions
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 6:29:24 PM

I am against this and ask you to vote it down. We need to stop with the
exceptions. Each new build must have at least the 1.75 parking spaces.
Shorewood street parking is difficult at best. The less street parking let less
traffic to our businesses. With more people working from home more often
those parking on the streets will stay parked during business hours. It also
creates a crime nuisance as is happening on the east side all the time. Plus the
residents deserve safe/secure close to home parking.
I expressed this with Trustee Brockhorst and Village President last week.
Trustee Brockhorst seemed her mind was made up to go for it. Village President
did not respond.
This also feels a lot like the developer taking advantage, deal as I read it smells
bad. Why does he need an exception. If he's a decent developer he can work
within the rules and the desire of the neighborhood. Heck if he was smart he'd
do covered parking with solar to help with alternate energy and cordon off some
non-residential spots to make some money from rentals for folks who only have
street parking available.  
--Thank you
- Karla Naujokat
1630-32 E. Newton, Shorewood, WI

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: "Special Exception" apartment on East Capitol Drive
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 4:33:02 PM

From: Gorman, Joan (MNAS) [mailto:Joan.Gorman@smiths-medical.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 4:29 PM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: "Special Exception" apartment on East Capitol Drive
Hello Sara,
Please share my objections to the Capitol Drive apartment project as proposed with the Plan
Commissioners and Village Trustees.
It is time to listen to the needs and concerns of the Villagers and to stop catering to developers who
have no concern for the future of the village and it’s residents.
1. It violates the Zoning codes. Parking is already very tight in the village. Someone else will
come along and appreciate what we have here and come up with a solution for the space that
meets the codes and finds a way to make it work for everyone. Stop selling out and making
exceptions for less than we deserve. Haven’t we learned from our past?
2. That is a very busy corridor. There are too many units proposed and not enough parking. Why
do we think that we have to cover every piece of land with a building?
3. What about the goals of the brand new Shorewood Comprehensive plan?
4. What is the harm in honoring the zoning codes and holding a developer to the codes? If they
cannot comply there will be someone else who will.
5. Shorewood is a prime location for something more appropriate to the Village. Compromising
now and giving the Village away at the protest of the neighbors eliminates the opportunity for
something that is a win-win for all. Look at the Firehouse project. They said that it couldn’t be
done.
6. We are creative, smart people. Why not work to find a better option? Do not sell us out!!!
Do the right thing. Think of your legacy. We made this mistake before. What is the harm in waiting to
make it a win-win?
You get one chance at this opportunity and we will have to live with it for a long time.

Thank you all for your consideration and for your service.

Best Regards,
Joan Gorman
4228 N Ardmore Ave
Lifelong resident

PROPRIETARY: This e-mail contains proprietary information some or all of which may be
legally privileged. It is intended for the recipient only. If an addressing or transmission error
has misdirected this e-mail, please notify the author by replying to this e-mail. If you are not
the intended recipient you must not use, disclose, distribute, copy, print, or rely on this e-mail.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: additional comments re: parking exception
Wednesday, June 02, 2021 8:36:13 AM

From: Julie Bussen [mailto:juliescott@wi.rr.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 5:04 PM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: FW: additional comments re: parking exception
Sent this previously, but wanted to be sure the Planning Commission and Trustees get it

From: Julie Bussen <juliescott@wi.rr.com>
Date: Wednesday, April 21, 2021 at 3:51 PM
To: Bart Griepentrog <bgriepentrog@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: additional comments re: parking exception
The existing 2019 parking/transportation study for Shorewood has been brought to my
attention as a rationale for granting the exception. I would like to share my thoughts on why
that study indicates why the Village must not grant the exception.
Regarding the 4000 block of Stowell, the study indicates:
2 pm – 70-84.9% capacity
7 pm and 11 pm – 0-49.9% capacity
*The 4000 block of Stowell has 40 households (11 of which are two-family flats) so the
addition of this 42 household development more than doubles the traffic /congestion burden
on that block.
*There are 24 spaces to park currently on the block but the four spots on the South corner will
likely be eliminated with the development entrance and exits. That leaves 20 spaces on the
block.
*Shorewood code indicates that 74 parking spots are necessary for the 42 household
development. Upholding the exception for the development to only provide 43 leaves 31 cars
looking to park in the 20 existing spots (155% of capacity). This results in a deficit of parking
for development residents alone, even without adding in the existing residents and businesses
that park on the block.
*The developer projects that upholding the exception for the development to provide only 43
spots would leave 8 cars looking to park in the 20 existing spots (40% of capacity). That would

push the mid-day to over-capacity and the evening to close to capacity.
*Neither of these scenarios reflect that this study was conducted pre Covid in June/July 2019.
It is Important to consider that Covid has likely changed the number of people who are
currently and will continue to work remotely from home consistently in the future. More
people working from home means more cars in the residential neighborhoods consistently,
adding to the parking issues. Additionally, more than doubling the number of households on
the block with the 42 household development also means visitors for those households
looking for parking.
*Taking this narrow residential street to capacity with parking will make two-way traffic
difficult. Currently when there is two-way traffic, one car pulls into an open parking spot or
driveway to allow the other to pass. Full capacity makes that difficult.
Thank you,
Julie Bussen

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: Adverse effect of high density development on neighboring property values
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 4:32:16 PM
Bartlett Ave Assessment Data .pdf

From: East Capitol Neighbors [mailto:eastcapitolneighborsassn@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 4:28 PM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Cc: jrc4@chorus.net
Subject: Adverse effect of high density development on neighboring property values

Sara:
Please include the attached table of assessments from Bartlett Avenue West of the Metro
Mart/Mosaic development. Please also note that since 2014, property values on this street
have remained depressed. The East Capitol Neighbors Assoc. offers this as recent local
evidence that a development like the one being proposed by Catalyst Development at Stowell
and Capitol would adversely affect surrounding property values.
Thank you,
ECNA

Excessive Density Impact on Neighboring Property Values - Metro Mart/Mosaic - Shorewood WI
Address/Owner w Address

Type

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

% Change
2014-2019

4100 N Bartlett
Zafar and Laura Choudhury

Land
Improvements

75200
202500

75200
175700

75200
181000

75200
181000

75200
181000

75200
181000

4109 N Bartlett

Total

277700

250900

256200

256200

256200

256200

0

-7.74%

4104/4106 N Bartlett
Scharmach Family Rev Trust
M&P Scharmach
3916 N Oakland Ave #122

Land
Improvements
Total

75200
187900
263100

75200
161800
237000

75200
167000
242200

75200
167000
242200

75200
167000
242200

75200
167000
242200

0

-7.94%

4108 N Bartlett
Todd T Schmitt
5548 Spring Brook Rd 302
Rockford Il

Land
Improvements
Total

75200
219500
294700

75200
188600
263800

75200
194700
269900

75200
194700
269900

75200
194700
269900

75200
194700
269900

0

-8.42%

4120/4122 N Bartlett
Stephanie J & Samatha
Dermond
10625 Wood Crest Dr Mequon
53092

Land
Improvements

112600
231100

112600
199800

112600
206000

112600
206000

112600
206000

112600
206000

Total

343700

312400

318600

318600

318600

318600

0

-7.30%

4124/4126 N Bartlett
Vincent C Storm
4124 N Bartlett

Land
Improvements
Total

92700
167800
260500

92700
144500
237200

92700
149200
241900

92700
149200
241900

92700
149200
241900

92700
149200
241900

0

-7.14%

4128/4130 N Bartlett
Todd T Schmitt

Land
Improvements

83500
172900

83500
148000

83500
153000

83500
153000

83500
153000

83500
111500

256400

231500

236500

236500

236500

195000

0

-23.95%

0

-7.82%

5548 Spring Brook Rd Rockford Il Total
4132/4134 Bartlett
Vyacheslav Azimov
PO BOX 170012 Milw 53217

Land
Improvements
Total

76600
165000
241600

76600
141400
218000

76600
146100
222700

76600
146100
222700

76600
146100
222700

76600
146100
222700

4136/4138 Bartlett
William Kratzke

Land
Improvements

76600
175500

76600
150200

76600
155200

76600
155200

76600
155200

76600
155200

9360 N Sleepy Hollow Bayside
53217

Total

252100

226800

231800

231800

231800

231800

0

-8.05%

4140/4142 Bartlett
Lawrence & Norma Henderson
15200 Merrie CT Brookfield
53005

Land
Improvements
Total

76600
165900
242500

76600
142000
218600

76600
146800
223400

76600
146800
223400

76600
146800
223400

76600
146800
223400

0

-7.88%

Notes

SOLD 2018 Duane Stroebel
Duane moved to W61N488
Washington Cedarburg

Sold 2019 BTP Realty LLC
N101W14590 Raintree Dr
Germantown 53022

Land
Improvements
Total

76600
209700
286300

76600
180400
257000

76600
186300
262900

76600
186300
262900

76600
186300
262900

76600
186300
262900

0

-8.17%

Land
1705 E Wood Place
Improvements
Joanne D Bertrand Trust
7110 Sauk Circle Mequon 53092 Total

75200
177700
252900

75200
152100
227300

75200
157200
232400

75200
157200
232400

75200
157200
232400

75200
157200
232400

0

-8.11%

1704 E Wood Place
Bartlett Property LLC
6529 N Braeburn LN Glendale
53209

Land
Improvements
Total

75200
189300
264500

75200
162300
237500

75200
172800
248000

75200
172800
248000

75200
172800
248000

75200
172800
248000

0

-6.24%

4166 Bartlett

Land

75200

75200

75200

75200

75200

75200

Attn Sunhee Selliken/Joe
Selliken JR
1184 Pilgrim Rkwy Elm Grove
53122

Improvements

174800

150000

155000

155000

155000

193800

Total

250000

225200

230200

230200

230200

269000

0

7.60%

4170/4172 Bartlett
Team 3 Development
1200 E Capitol Dr 310
Shorewood

Land
Improvements
Total

75200
219800
295000

75200
190500
265700

75200
196400
271600

75200
196400
271600

75200
196400
271600

75200
196400
271600

0

-7.93%

4174/4176 N Bartlett
Melvin Cohen Rev Trust
7538 Glendevon LN Delray
Beach FL 33446

Land
Improvements
Total

70900
178000
248900

70900
152200
223100

70900
157400
228300

70900
157400
228300

70900
157400
228300

70900
157400
228300

0

-8.28%

4178/4180 N Bartlett
Vince & Lucretia LoCoco
9033 N Seneca RD Bayside
53217

Land
Improvements
Total

68000
210200
278200

68000
181300
249300

68000
187000
255000

68000
187000
255000

68000
187000
255000

68000
187000
255000

0

-8.34%

4182/4184 N Bartlett
Sandra & Edmunds Mednis
4184 N Bartlett Shorewood

Land
Improvements
Total

69500
226700
296200

69500
195800
265300

69500
202000
271500

69500
202000
271500

69500
202000
271500

69500
202000
271500

0

-8.34%

4188 N Bartlett
Anne Clause
4188 N Bartlett Shorewood

Land
Improvements
Total

77300
279300
356600

77300
240200
317500

77300
248100
325400

77300
248100
325400

77300
248100
325400

77300
248100
325400

0

-8.75%

4105/4107 Bartlett
Jacob & Frances Assa
4151 N Downer Shorewood

Land
Improvements
Total

75200
269200
344400

75200
238900
314100

75200
246500
321700

75200
246500
321700

75200
246500
321700

75200
275300
350500

0

1.77%

4109/4111 N Bartlett

Land

75200

75200

75200

75200

75200

75200

4146/4148 Bartlett
James & Mary Kasum
185 Riveredge CT Thiensville
53092

Sold 2017 Jack & Katie
Prucha

Zafar & Laura Choudhury
4109 N Bartlett

Improvements
Total

296300
371500

263400
338600

271600
346800

271600
346800

271600
346800

288600
363800

0

-2.07%

4113/4115 Bartlett
Betty F McCabe Trust
4115 N Bartlett

Land
Improvements
Total

68000
205100
273100

68000
176000
244000

68000
181800
249800

68000
181800
249800

68000
181800
249800

68000
181800
249800

0

-8.53%

4117/4119 Bartlett

Land

68000

68000

68000

68000

68000

68000

Dennis Griffin
PO BOX 170037 Whitefish Bay
WI

Improvements
Total

190400
258400

163800
231800

169100
237100

169100
237100

169100
237100

169100
237100

0

-8.24%

Land
4121/4123 Bartlett
Improvements
Robert & Kelly Hipenbecker
5011 N Shoreland Ave Whitefish Total
Bay

68000
206500
274500

68000
183000
251000

68000
188900
256900

68000
188900
256900

68000
188900
256900

68000
188900
256900

0

-6.41%

4127/4129 Bartlett
Zafar & Laura Choudhury
4109 N Bartlett

Land
Improvements
Total

95200
270400
365600

95200
240500
335700

95200
248000
343200

95200
248000
343200

95200
248000
343200

95200
264800
360000

0

-1.53%

4133/4135 Bartlett
Joan Bollero
11207 N Revere Rd Mequon
53092

Land
Improvements
Total

88800
308600
397400

88800
274900
363700

88800
283300
372100

88800
283300
372100

88800
283300
372100

88800
301500
390300

0

-1.79%

4137/4139 Bartlett Ave
Melvin S Cohen Rev Trust
7538 Glendevon LN Delray
Beach FL 33446

Land
Improvements
Total

75200
263700
338900

75200
234300
309500

75200
241700
316900

75200
241700
316900

75200
241700
316900

75200
257200
332400

0

-1.92%

4141/4143 Bartlett
Erlinda Garcia Schmitz/Clarisa
Garcia Quan
PO BOX 510800 Milwaukee
53202

Land
Improvements

73800
312000

73800
277900

73800
286400

73800
286400

73800
286400

73800
304000

Total

385800

351700

360200

360200

360200

377800

0

-2.07%

4147/4149 N Bartlett
David & Kathleen Aragon III
Trust
1219 Hermitage Rd Bayside
53217

Land
Improvements

73800
304400

73800
271500

73800
279700

73800
279700

73800
279700

73800
297000

Total

378200

345300

353500

353500

353500

370800

0

-1.96%

4151/4151 N Bartlett
Isaac Pierre

Land
Improvements

75200
238200

75200
211500

75200
239800

75200
239800

75200
239800

75200
255200

4151 Bartlett

Total

313400

286700

315000

315000

315000

330400

2019 Moved to Shorewood
PO BOX

0

5.42%

Sold 2015 Noah Kaufmann
Sold 2019 N&N Properties
E8950 State Hwy 56 Viroqua
WI 54665

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: Catalyst Project
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 3:45:49 PM

From: MARK MUELLER [mailto:muellerx@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 3:39 PM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: Catalyst Project

I am opposed to the proposed development and parking variance sought by Catalyst
Construction. Not only would the project increase pressure on parking in the area, but would
eliminate an existing parking lot. The proposed building is too big for that location.
Please let the Plan Commission know about my objections.
Mark Mueller
4022 N Downer Ave
Shorewood, WI 53211
414-208-1397

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: Density Opposition
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 3:46:43 PM

From: Brandi Hayes-Fink [mailto:bhayesfink@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 3:45 PM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: Density Opposition

Hello Sara,
Thank you for taking the time and action of sending out the mailers to inform our community
of the proposed project on Capitol & Stowell.
As a current Shorewood resident, and someone who lives just down the street, I wanted to
inform you, and the village, that our household is opposed to the proposed 42-unit project.
We are opposed because of the following:
1. Safety - With the absence of underground parking availability for a majority of the
units, we are highly concerned with the increase of traffic in that already traffic-dense
area. In addition to the increase of vehicles, this proposed project will also
impede visibility for neighbors walking, playing & commuting, including young
children.
2. Value - This residential building would add nothing to our community besides more
people. If we are looking to grow our community, let's do so in a way that honors our
current residents while enhancing the neighborhood for old & new members. There are
plenty of ways to bring in more housing options while also bringing in more recreation
options so we can add value to our village. This proposed project would decrease the
value.
Please echo this opposition at this evening's meeting as I might not be able to attend.
Thank you again for your commitment to our community!
--

Brandi Hayes-Fink

zengenyoga.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: Opposition to the development at the corner of Stowell & Capitol
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 3:16:01 PM

From: Kyle Cherek [mailto:kylecherek@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 3:10 PM
To: Nada Johnson <nadasjohnson@gmail.com>; Sara Bruckman
<sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: Opposition to the development at the corner of Stowell & Capitol

We, Kyle Cherek and Nada Johnson are in opposition to the the development as it is planned
at 2418, 2420 & 2428 E. Capitol Drive. It violates the Shorewood zoning code and is not
congruent with Shorewood’s comprehensive plan. The handling of this development proposal
by the Plan Commission and the Village Trustees is very disappointing.
Sincerely,
Kyle Cherek
Nada Johnson
--

_______________________________________________________
Kyle Cherek (He/Him)
Television Host | Culinary Historian | Food Essayist
Amuse Bouche Entertainment Productions

"If serving is below you, leadership is beyond you."- J.R. Briggs
"The fight is never about grapes or lettuce. It is always about people."

-Cesar Chavez

Confidentiality Notice: This message (including any attachments) is only for the use of the person(s) for
whom it is intended. It may contain Amuse Bouche Productions confidential and/or proprietary
information. If you are not the intended recipient, you are forbidden to copy, distribute or use this
information for any purpose, and you should delete this message and inform the sender immediately.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: Proposed 42-unit project on 2418, 2420 & 2428 E. Capitol Dr.
Wednesday, June 02, 2021 8:35:58 AM

From: Gillian Lester-George de Montesinos [mailto:gillianlgdem@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 5:46 PM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: Proposed 42-unit project on 2418, 2420 & 2428 E. Capitol Dr.

Attention: Shorewood Plan Commissioners and Trustees
We are writing today to express our displeasure over the proposed 4-story project slated for
2418, 2420 & 2428 E. Capitol Dr. As people who own a home on that very block, and as
Shorewood residents, we would ask you to turn down this project.
We have become very concerned for the following reasons:
1. It violates the Shorewood zoning code. If it needs a special exception to allow more units
than granted by the code, we should not permit it as a village. It will make things too dense
and overcrowded.
2. The parking situation has not been well thought out. Every time our block has been polled
or had to vote about restricting parking to residents with permits, etc., I have said "no," as I
don't want our village to shut out visitors and customers. However, parking is already a
nightmare on a narrow street with one-side only parking. The animal hospital already brings in
a lot of traffic (and garbage) and I can only imagine what will happen an additional business
opens up in the old Hayek's. Having a building with too few spaces to accommodate the
number of residents will cause congestion and make it difficult for residents to park.
3. It seems the developers are being given preference over the good of the village. They don't
want to pursue underground parking because it would be too costly which is a way of also
saying that following zoning laws is too costly.
4. The building, itself, being 4-stories on such a small land parcel will be completely out of
character with the neighborhood design. This block has no other apartment complexes and is
all residential except for the current Sun Seekers. Blocking out the sun and overshadowing
homes on that block will not add to the aesthetic of the block.
5. Based on the Shorewood Comprehensive Plan, it seems this complex will also be in
violation of what the plan outlines on a few levels.
All of the above could potentially have been reasonably discussed and compromises reached,
but there has been a lack of transparency that is very concerning. As residents of the block
where the work is to occur, we were not informed of this proposed development, along with
the details, until after decisions had already been made. This is not how we expect our village
to do business with its residents. Transparency must be a thing.
We want the village to explore affordable housing and to continue to grow and prosper, but
with the residents, not around the residents. Let's work together to make this an equitable
conversation and come to a conclusion based on the will of the community, not for-profit
developers.

Thank you for listening,
Gillian Lester-George de Montesinos
Manuel D. Montesinos
4031 (33) N. Stowell Ave.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: Proposed Apartments on E Capital and Stowell
Wednesday, June 02, 2021 8:35:22 AM

From: Thiet, Brian [mailto:Brian.Thiet@equitable.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 6:21 PM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: Proposed Apartments on E Capital and Stowell

Please forward this message to the Plan Commissioners and Trustees.
My wife, myself and our 2 small children live on the 4000 block of North Stowell and we
vehemently disagree with the planned apartments. Our street is already incredibly busy on a
normal day (due to existing duplex renters and the animal hospital) and if the planned
apartments go in, it will further crowd one of the most crowded streets in the village. This
extra density poses a risk to the safety of all residents as extra traffic/congestion will create
further roadblocks and challenges for all. There have been numerous times I have witnessed
near miss accidents due to a narrow street with already full street parking. Not to mention the
block has about a dozen kids under the age of 10 that are frequently playing outside. Please
reject the planned apartments.
As a tax paying homeowner this project jeopardizes everyone’s safety and would set a very
scary precedent for the village.
Brian Thiet | General Manager
111 E. Kilbourn Ave, Suite 800 Milwaukee, WI 53202
p. (414) 226-8003 | m. (414) 517-1641
www.equitable.com
www.BrianThiet.com
Brian.Thiet@equitable.com
Securities offered through Equitable Advisors, LLC (NY, NY (212) 314-4600), member
FINRA, SIPC (Equitable Financial Advisors in MI & TN). Investment advisory products and
services offered through Equitable Advisors, LLC, an SEC-registered investment advisor.
Annuity and insurance products offered through Equitable Network, LLC. Equitable Network
conducts business in CA as Equitable Network Insurance Agency of California, LLC, in UT as
Equitable Network Insurance Agency of Utah, LLC, in PR as Equitable Network of Puerto
Rico, Inc. Equitable Advisors and Equitable Network are affiliated companies and do not
provide tax or legal advice. Representatives may transact business, which includes offering
products and services and/or responding to inquiries, only in state(s) in which they are
properly registered and/or licensed. Your receipt of this e-mail does not necessarily indicate
that the sender is able to transact business in your state. For more information about Equitable
Advisors, LLC you may visit https://equitable.com/crs to review the firm’s Relationship
Summary for Retail Investors and General Conflicts of Interest Disclosure. CA Insurance
License # 0M18496

**********************************************************************
This message and any attachments may contain legally privileged and/or
sensitive information. Any unapproved disclosure, use or dissemination
of this e-mail message or its contents, either in whole or in part, is
not permitted. If you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail
message, kindly notify the sender and then securely dispose of it.
**********************************************************************

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
_Trustees
Rebecca Ewald; Bart Griepentrog
FW: Proposed development for corner of Stowell and Capital
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 3:30:40 PM

From: Kristin Kreitzer [mailto:floridabadger@yahoo.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 3:25 PM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: Proposed development for corner of Stowell and Capital
Dear Sara,
My husband and I are Shorewood residents and would like to voice our concern regarding the proposed apartment
unit project at the corner of Stowell and Capital.
We are against the development of these units for several reasons.
First off, after doing some research on our own as well as talking to many concerned neighbors, we feel that this
project seems to violate Shorewood's zoning codes. With the parking already at a premium for the neighborhood as
well as the many existing businesses surrounding the area this massive building, with not enough parking proposed
on site, will make the parking all that much worse for the neighborhood and will certainly impact overall road safety
in the area.
Secondly, the proposed building size seems to be out of character for the neighborhood and does not seem to adhere
to the new " Shorewood comprehensive plan". Why spent time making a plan for the village and not adhere it?
We ask that you please forward our concerns to the Planning commissioners and Trustees today.
Thank you for you time.
Sincerely concerned residents,
Kris Kreitzer and John Berube
4217 N Farwell Ave

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: Stowell Avenue - Special Exemption
Wednesday, June 02, 2021 8:35:31 AM
Stowell Avenue - Special Exemption Letter.pdf

From: Jackie Wieck [mailto:wieckj09@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 6:20 PM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: Stowell Avenue - Special Exemption

Hi Sara,
Please forward to the Plan Commissioners and Trustees at your earliest convenience. I
appreciate it!
Thank you,
Jackie Wieck

Welcome to Stowell Avenue. Let me tell you about this pocket of a neighborhood of Shorewood. We have
duplexes and single family homes. We have empty nesters, single folks, and families with young children.
Those young children number sixteen strong and are tight-knit enough to even have a nickname - the
Stowell Squad. It acquired two newborn members just this spring. There are teenagers that live here too,
of course, who come and go much to the dismay of the smaller kids who are desperate to play catch or
tag. I could introduce you to most of these neighbors, including their pets, and even offer some interesting
stories in hopes that some common ground can be found. It is a great community, a wonderful street to
call home.
It is also a busy street.
Located at the end of the block is the Shorewood Animal Hospital - employees and clients alike park up
and down the street. Driveways have become a turnaround for the cars so that they can face the right
direction on the one side of the street on which they can park. Day-in and day-out, without fail, one of
those cars parks way too close to the Stop sign, making the turn onto Capitol a bit precarious. Every day
the employees take their lunch breaks and take walks on our block; I seldom see them move a car. There
are also clients of the animal hospital who park until their appointment is done, waiting for their pets to be
walked out, ready to go home. Cars are parked on our street all day long until it clears out in the evening.
We have students from UWM who park on the street to hop on the bus to get to class. They come and go
with their backpacks throughout the day.
We have older homes that, in rotation, are under some kind of construction. Houses being flipped,
needing new roofs, new siding, new paint, new patios - work that is breathing new life into houses that
make this neighborhood vibrant. We are one of the newer families on the block having moved here in the
last few years to one of those flipped homes. I have yet to see the street without a dumpster on it.
I understand that parking is an issue for all of Shorewood. I am not naive enough to think that Stowell
Avenue is unique to this plight. How many other streets share space with a busy animal hospital that is
open six days a week? How many of them are a narrow street that cars zip down to avoid the light at
Capitol and Downer during the work week? To avoid it coming home from Atwater Beach on Saturdays
and Sundays? On how many of those streets do you have to pull into another’s driveway to be able to
“get by” another car that is passing through? Now add ten more parked cars to that unregulated street.
I would happily welcome more people and families to the neighborhood, to that special Stowell Squad.
But not with an ill-conceived concept such as this too-big apartment complex. I could share anecdotes
about statutes and zoning laws and density issues and village comprehensive plans, but people who are
far more versed than me can share their sentiments about those things. I would ask that you think about
this development in terms of your street, your pocket of a neighborhood. If this development is not
something you would welcome wholeheartedly, then please reconsider - the safety and vibrancy of your
neighbors depends on it.
Thank you for your consideration,
Jackie Wieck
4055 N Stowell Avenue

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sara Bruckman
Bart Griepentrog
FW: Stowell/Capitol Development
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 3:15:32 PM

From: Trustee Arndorfer
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 3:14 PM
To: Sara Bruckman <sbruckman@villageofshorewood.org>
Subject: Stowell/Capitol Development

Hi Sara —
Please share with the members of the Plan Commission.
Thanks
Jim
Members of the Plan Commission:
First, I want to thank you for your service to the Village. As members of the Plan Commission, you have the privilege and responsibility
of shaping and influencing the built landscape of our Village for current and future residents. In other words, you know that when it
comes to major developments, you have one chance to get it right. It’s in that spirit that I join the many Village residents who are asking
you to reverse your decision on the parking exception for the proposed development at Capitol & Stowell.
I say this as someone who supports creating more residential development in Shorewood. I say this as someone who supports creating
more affordable housing in Shorewood — a position held by most Shorewoodians, as demonstrated by the community’s overwhelming
support for delaying tax relief in order to generate funding for affordable housing by extending TID 1. But this development, including
the parking exception, is not right for the site.
To enumerate, hopefully without belaboring, some of the points raised by other knowledgeable residents who oppose the exception and
the development as currently proposed:
The development is too large and intensive for the site.
The development is inconsistent with the recently approved long-term plan — which wisely designates the site for mixed use
and not high-density, single-use residential. (The long-term plan was developed with community input and represented a
significant investment by the Village, so it’s not clear why it would be disregarded.)
The development will eliminate 2/3 of the street parking spots available to current residents and could require them to park
blocks away.
The development will create a traffic configuration — five car paths within 140 feet of a state highway — that is guaranteed to
create congestion and be dangerous for residents, including the many children on the block.
The development is opposed by the vast majority of residents in what is a very welcoming community.
A few additional points I would like to make:
I frequently drive down Stowell. It is a very tight right turn from Capitol, and I drive a Prius, which has the turn radius of a golf
cart (exaggerating slightly). If there is oncoming traffic, that turn is a very delicate dance. And I know to approach the alley
slowly because kids frequently blow through it on bikes. I have lived in very dense neighborhoods in Washington DC and the
North Side of Chicago and I have never seen a traffic configuration like the one this development would impose upon Stowell. It
is impossible to drive down Stowell, consider the impact of this development on traffic, and think, “Yeah, that will be fine.”

To the extent that there’s a sense that this decision is bound by recent parking regulation changes, including overnight parking, I
would point out that Village parking policy is not a settled matter at this time. It was the clear understanding when the new
parking regulations were approved that they would be adjusted based on the experience of implementation. While the 1.75
parking space/unit requirement is marked for death, it is still on the books and its replacement is not known at this time. On
March 19 the Village Board approved amending parking regulations on three blocks bordering Whitefish Bay to follow actions
by that municipality. In other words, our parking ordinances are still evolving. Rather than being bound by regulations that are
still works in progress and not “final,” it seems the wiser course would be for the experience on Stowell to inform improvements
to Village parking regulations. For instance, we could use this experience to inform policies that mitigate the impacts of new
development on residents of streets that are already intensively used, such as Stowell.
While there is talk of this development including “affordable housing,” it’s not clear what that means. I say that
because the developer’s story has changed multiple times. At one point it was going to be housing for people with
disabilities. However, on Feb. 11 the developer informed the CDA that the numbers for that development didn’t work
so they settled on an 80/20 market rate/affordable residential development. At that same meeting the developer said
they would need TIF funding to proceed with affordable units — if there was no TIF funding the numbers wouldn’t
work and the development would be all market-rate. It appears that has changed as well. When I reached out to Village
Hall last week to see if there had been any further discussion regarding TIF funding, I was told the Village had been
informed that no TIF funding was required after all. It’s not clear to me how the math has changed since February. To
the best of my knowledge, building material prices have not gone down. I don’t know if the developer recognized the
poor optics surrounding this project, found additional sources of public funding, identified some savings elsewhere, or
dug up some change in the couch cushions. Blame the old reporter in me, but I tend to be skeptical of stories that have
changed as often as this one has.
That said, I do see a positive in this flexibility. I believe this community wants to see new development on the Capitol &
Stowell site. I believe neighbors welcome new development that includes affordable housing, so long as it is consistent with
the broader Village vision and the fabric of the community. And I believe if the property owner, the developer, the Village and
the community work together, this is possible. We can do substantially better for Shorewood than what is being proposed for
this site, including the parking exception.
Thank you,

Jim Arndorfer

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Karen & Bill Desing
Sara Bruckman; Bart Griepentrog
Rebecca Ewald
Please Forward to Planning Commission Members
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 4:02:33 PM
IMAGES FOR MEETING.pdf

Planning Commission Members,
Please find the attached documents for your review / consideration for the June 1
Planning Commission meeting regarding the Proposed development at 2418, 2420
and 2428 E. Capitol Drive.
Image 1: Massing Study of the current proposed project: 43 parking spaces for 42
dwelling units (1.02 parking ratio - does not meet current code).
Image 2: Massing Study alternative: 43 parking spaces for 24 dwelling units (1.75
ratio - meets current code).
Image 3: Proposed Building Parking Plan and corner of Shorewood Animal Hospital
overlayed on intersection of Capitol and Stowell
shows congestion on street/ at intersection/ at multiple driveways
shows two separate entry locations into parking structure both with two-way
traffic
shows limitations for turn-arounds in structure, which may require backing out of
structure
does not identify any areas for bike parking
does not identify any areas for staff or visitors
Please do not grant an exception for parking based on the current proposed plan.
Thank you in advance for reviewing this information.
Karen Desing
3952 N. Stowell Avenue
Shorewood, WI

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Karen & Bill Desing
Sara Bruckman; Bart Griepentrog
Rebecca Ewald
Re: Please Forward to Planning Commission Members
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 6:02:42 PM
dokumen.pub_parking-generation-manual-5th-edition-1-933452-95-1-978-1-1933452-95-1.pdf

My name is Bill Desing and I live at 3952 stowell, just a few hundred feet from the
development.
I would like to comment on the Catalyst Parking evaluation for the Stowell and Capital
Development. I feel I have somewhat qualified to do so since I’m a civil engineer with
30 plus years of experience in large scale infrastructure development and design.
Overall I found the study misleading, incomplete and lacking in detail and
documentation.
A key part of the study uses data from the 2010 4th Edition of the Institute of
Transportation Engineers Parking Generation Manual (ITE Manual). For one, there is
a more current version of this – 5th edition published in 2019 that uses more up to
date and complete datasets – that is the document that I reviewed and used to review
the evaluation.
The study bases much of its’ conclusion on using a ratio of 0.66 parking space
demand per bedroom for weekday demands. The village code for parking metric is
based on parking spaces per dwelling unit. The Catalyst study ignores other
criteria that if used would show a much higher parking demand than what they
present in Table 1 of their study.
For example, the ITE Manual Sunday demand for parking space demand per
dwelling unit was not mentioned or used in the Catalyst study . If you use this
Sunday per dwelling unit criteria of1.66 spaces per dwelling unit the parking
demand would be 70 spaces rather the 34 spaces concluded by the Catalyst
that uses the weekday criteria.
The village code requirement again is 1.75 spaces per dwelling unit so the ITE
Manual peak Sunday demand (1.66) is very close to the village requirement. The ITE
manual bases its numbers on the averages of several studies done around the
country and the numbers cited here are averages of multiple studies and the actual
parking demand could of course be even higher.
Below is a summary the compares parking demand estimate that use different
criteria. <!--[if !vml]--><!--[endif]-->
It’s true that the Village of Shorewood has in the past granted parking exceptions.
However the proposed Stowell & Capital development exceeds the required village
parking ratio by the most of any past developments. It is important to note that the
developments on Oakland Avenue achieved or came close to achieving the ratio by
providing spaces in the adjacent development.

The Oaks fell short on the parking by the largest amount. However, that development
is not in a densely populated area as is the Stowell and Capital development. The
table below summarizes the past exemptions.
<!--[if !vml]--><!--[endif]-->

My name is Bill Desing and I live at 3952 stowell, just a few hundred feet from the development.
I would like to comment on the Catalyst Parking evaluation for the Stowell and Capital Development. I feel
I have somewhat qualified to do so since I’m a civil engineer with 30 plus years of experience in large
scale infrastructure development and design.
Overall I found the study misleading, incomplete and lacking in detail and documentation.
A key part of the study uses data from the 2010 4th Edition of the Institute of Transportation Engineers

Parking Generation Manual (ITE Manual). For one, there is a more current version of this – 5th edition
published in 2019 that uses more up to date and complete datasets – that is the document that I reviewed
and used to review the evaluation. A copy of the manual is attached for reference.
The study bases much of its conclusions on using a ratio of 0.66 parking space demand per bedroom for
weekday demands. The village code metric for parking spaces required is based on parking spaces per
dwelling unit. The Catalyst study ignores other criteria that if used, would show a much higher parking
demand than what they present in Table 1 of their study.
For example, the ITE Manual Sunday demand for parking space demand per dwelling unit was not
mentioned or used in the Catalyst study . If you use this Sunday per dwelling unit criteria of 1.66
spaces per dwelling unit the parking demand would be 70 spaces rather the 34 spaces concluded
by the Catalyst that uses the weekday criteria.
The village code requirement again is 1.75 spaces per dwelling unit so the ITE Manual peak Sunday
demand (1.66) is very close to the village requirement. The ITE manual bases its numbers on the
averages of several studies done around the country and the numbers cited here are averages of multiple
studies and the actual parking demand could of course be even higher.
Below is a summary the compares parking demand estimate that use different criteria.
<!--[if !vml]-->

<!--[endif]-->
<!--[endif]-->
It’s true that the Village of Shorewood has in the past granted parking exceptions. However the proposed
Stowell & Capital development exceeds the required village parking ratio by the most of any past
developments. It is important to note that the developments on Oakland Avenue achieved or came close
to achieving the ratio by providing spaces in the adjacent development.
The Oaks fell short on the parking by the largest amount. However, that development is not in a densely
populated area as is the Stowell and Capital development. The table below summarizes the past
exemptions.

As you can see, the Catalyst parking study has serious flaws and omissions and it can not be relied on to
make a reasonable estimate of the actual projected parking demands.
Bill Desing

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Ben Crichton
Bart Griepentrog
Rebecca Ewald
Sunseekers site development proposal
Tuesday, June 01, 2021 4:52:43 PM

Mr. Griepentrog and Members of the Village Plan Commission,
For more than 20 years, our family has owned and managed the Shorewood Manor apartment
building situated at 4001 N. Prospect Avenue and that building’s supporting parking lot situated
at 2400 E. Capitol Drive. We are writing to voice our objections to the parking special exception that
the Plan Commission will consider tonight for the proposed multifamily development at 2418, 2420
and 2428 E. Capitol Drive (the “Former Sunseekers Property”), which lies immediately to the east of
our properties. We share the concerns of some of our neighbors with respect to the proposed
development’s impact on already scarce parking resources in the surrounding neighborhood. But
we also wish to bring to your attention the fact that we hold a deed restriction that requires any
building on the Sunseekers Property to be harmonious with the architecture and materials of the
vintage pre-war apartment buildings that are typical in our neighborhood.
Respectfully,
John, Ben and Michael Crichton

Plan Commission
June 1, 2021

3. Reconsideration of Parking Special Exception
(4018, 4020 & 4028 E. Capitol Dr.)
Potential redevelopment
Combine 3 existing parcels into one
Demolish existing structures
Construct 42 unit multi-family redevelopment (4 story)
Up to 20% of units would be affordable (9 units)
74 parking spaces required per code
(1.75 parking spaces required per unit)
43 spaces planned (1.02 per unit)
Applicant has indicated a belief that providing 51 total spaces would be sufficient based on # of bedrooms
8 other spaces to be accommodated through Village on-street parking

Timeline
• Application received February 15, 2021
• Plan Commission consideration February 23, 2021
• Approval granted by vote of 5-1

• Appeal received on March 24, 2021

• Board of Appeals initial hearing on April 13, 2021
• Board of Appeals remands back to Plan Commission on May 4, 2021

• Special Meeting of Plan Commission convened June 1, 2021 to:

• Reopen the hearing
• Accept additional public comment (written comments included in PC
packet through 3:00 pm 6/1/21)
• Accept additional evidence and/or argument from applicant
• Make a record demonstrating how the factors in 535-51B were
considered
• Entertain a motion to grant or deny the request

Additional Information
• Parking Evaluation (pages 45-50)
• Adjacent land values (page 51)
• Effects of Mixed-Income Multi-Family Rental
Housing Developments On Single-Family Housing
Values, 2005 (pages 52-131)
• Public Comments (pages 132-274)

535-51B. Prior to granting a special exception, the Plan Commission shall consider all of the following as
applicable:
(1) The effect the granting of the exception will have on adjacent parking and traffic conditions.
(2) The effect the granting of the exception will have on the appearance and character of the applicant's
property, adjacent property and neighboring property.
(3) The effect the granting of the exception will have on the property values of the applicant's property,
adjacent property and neighboring property.
(4) Whether the granting of the exception will serve a public or desirable or useful purpose.
(5) Whether the spirit and intent of the requirements of this article are being carried out.
(6) Recommendations of any boards or committees to which the Plan Commission refers the application
for advice.
(7) Intensity of use, deviation from typical use classifications, access to transit, and physical constraints
to meeting parking requirements.
(8) If senior housing is proposed, the number of employees on site, the type of senior housing, the
parking needs of the residents, if any, and the ratios from the Institute of Transportation Engineers
parking generation report ratios for senior housing should be reviewed.
(9) Historical conditions and whether additional parking requirements for new or expanded use may be
satisfied with incremental increase commensurate with new or expanded use.
(10) Evidence that actual parking demands may be less than code requirements.
(11) Availability of shared parking, including satisfactory documentation of shared parking to satisfy the
parking demand.
(12) Alternative transportation that has been reasonably shown to reduce the need for parking.
(13) Such other matters as the Plan Commission deems relevant and material.
The applicant has submitted their response to each of the above factors in an amended application (see
pages 42-44.)

Plan Commission
Meeting Minutes
June 1, 2021
3930 N. Murray Ave. Village of Shorewood, WI 53211

1.

Call to order.

The meeting was called to order at 6:30 p.m.
President Ann McKaig - Chair
Trustee Tammy Bockhorst
Eric Couto
Therese Klein
Barbara Kiely Miller
Josh Pollack
Daniel Wycklendt

Aye
Aye (arrived at 6:33 p.m.)
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye
Aye

Others present were Village Attorney Nathan Bayer, Planning Director Bart Griepentrog and
Planning Administrative Clerk Crystal Kopydlowski.
2.

Approval of May 25, 2021 meeting minutes.

Mr. Couto moved to approve the minutes, seconded by Mr. Wycklendt.
Trustee Bockhorst joined the meeting.
Vote 7-0 to approve.
3.
Reconsideration of Parking Special Exception for proposed multi-family
redevelopment at properties 2418, 2420 and 2428 E. Capitol Dr., submitted by Catalyst
Partners.
President McKaig stated this is a special meeting of the Plan Commission and the matter before
them is a remand of the application for special exception for parking on a proposed project
submitted by Catalyst Partners. The original application was reviewed by the Plan Commission on
February 23rd and was appealed to the Board of Appeals and remanded. This remand instructs the
Plan Commission to reconsider the application including any new evidence that was submitted. All
evidence that was submitted by 3 p.m. today was forwarded to the Plan Commission. The remand
in this matter essentially erased the previous decision and asks the Plan Commission to start over.
President McKaig met with Attorney Bayer and Planning Director Griepentrog earlier today to
review a variety of questions about the evidence in the record, the code that they are reviewing,
what they are not reviewing and the proceeding for this meeting.
President McKaig stated the order of procedure will begin with an introduction of the item, Attorney
Bayer will orientate the Commission to the statutory nature of the task at hand, Mr. Griepentrog will
introduce the business and the applicant will present any additional materials/evidence. Next,
public comment will be taken. Staff and the applicant will be able to add any additional comments
after public comment. The commissioners will then discuss and consider 535-51B factors 1-13.
The factors will be taken in order so as to have a clear record.
Attorney Bayer stated the Board of Appeals gave a very specific directive to the Plan Commission
when it remanded this matter and essentially they vacated the earlier decision and sent it back for
further findings. The Board of Appeals directed the Plan Commission to do the following:
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Reopen the hearing on the Catalyst Partners request for a special exception related to
parking;



Accept additional public comment from members of the public;



Accept any additional evidence and/or argument from the applicant;



Make a record demonstrating how the factors contained in Village Code 535-51B are being
considered by the Plan Commission;



Entertain a motion to either grant or deny the special exception based upon the original
record, as well as upon any new evidence offered at the next Plan Commission hearing.

Attorney Bayer said the proposal is in the B-3 District and the B-3 District requires a ratio of 1.75
parking spaces per dwelling unit. Under Code 535-51, the village code says specifically that the
Plan Commission has the power to grant special exception to the provisions and requirements of
this article. The article it is referring to specifically is Article 9 titled Off Street Parking. The
exception being requested is to not meet the 1.75 parking spaces requirement/ratio of parking
spaces to dwelling unit. He said there are 13 subparts under 535-51B to consider. He
recommended to take each factor one by one and discuss what evidence that has been offered
and if the factor is applicable. He said after evaluating all the evidence a motion would be made
followed by further discussion and a vote to either grant or deny. He said this is not an arithmetic
problem in that there could be multiple factors in favor of the exception and one that does not and
that one factor could outweigh the others. Likewise he said there could be multiple factors not in
favor of the exception but one that is and that one outweighs the others. He said the question is
whether there is substantial evidence that can justify the granting of a special exception under 53551. He referred back to the written decision from the Board of Appeals and the specific bullet points
explaining that the commissioners should evaluate any new evidence presented along with the
public comment and make an informed decision based on the evidence in the record.
Mr. Griepentrog presented the item. He said the packet of meeting materials was released to the
public and commissioners last Friday. He explained that what is before the Commission is a
reconsideration of a parking special exception for a potential redevelopment at 2418, 2420 and
2428 E. Capitol Drive. This would combine three parcels into one and demolish the existing
structures to construct a 42-unit multi-family redevelopment that would be four-stories. Threestories of multi-family development would be above ground floor parking. Up to twenty percent of
the units would be affordable which equates to nine units. Per Village Code, 74 parking spaces are
required. Forty-three spaces have been planned which equates to 1.02 spaces per unit. The
zoning code does allow for a process for the applicant to request a special exception to the
regulations within the chapter. The applicant has indicated a belief that providing 51 total spaces
would be sufficient and that the other 8 spaces could be accommodated through Village on-street
parking.
Mr. Griepentrog displayed a site plan of the ground floor parking plan that was submitted with the
initial redevelopment review indicating 43 parking spaces and entrance and exit off of Stowell
Avenue. Currently, there are entrance and exits onto Capitol Drive that would be enclosed with this
development.
The initial application was received February 15, 2021. Plan Commission considered the
application on February 23, 2021 granting the exception by a vote of 5-1. An appeal was received
by the Village from neighboring residents on March 24, 2021. The Board of Appeals initial hearing
was held on April 13, 2021 in which the board adjourned the meeting to review the evidence. They
reconvened on May 4, 2021 at which time the item was remanded back to the Plan Commission
with a letter that was provided in the materials. This meeting is to reopen the hearing, accept
additional public comment, accept additional evidence and/or argument from the applicant, make a
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record demonstrating how the factors in 535-51B were considered so the evidence is clear and to
entertain a motion to grant or deny the request.
The additional information provided in the meeting packet included a parking evaluation, an exhibit
of adjacent land values, a scholarly article on the effects of mixed-income multi-family rental
housing developments on single-family housing values and additional public comments.
There are 13 components within the code that the Plan Commission shall consider during their
consideration. The applicant has submitted their response to each of the 13 factors in an amended
application.
President McKaig opened the floor for the applicant to comment on the additional materials
provided
Tom Baade, with Catalyst Partners, stated they completed additional information to support their
application for a special exception. Included was a parking study done by Traffic Analysis &
Desing, Inc. (TADI) which was completed per the Institute of Traffic Engineers (ITE) that is
referenced in the Village Code as a go to source for parking. He said TADI put up cameras,
counted cars and calculated the number of trips in and out of a building of this size. He noted, in
his response to the 13 factors being considered, that the parking report states 43 parking spaces
would be sufficient supply for the building. He said this was a ratio of 1 parking stall to one unit
which is what the zoning code is in Milwaukee and other municipalities in the county.
Mr. Baade submitted an academic study that was done about 10-12 years ago by the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) that supports there is no impact to property values of
properties adjacent to multi-family properties. He submitted another sheet that notes properties
directly adjacent to other multi-family properties on Capitol are basically land value appraised at
the same as properties that are not adjacent to multi-family properties.
Mr. Baade reviewed all the public comments he had received as of Friday and noted there were a
lot of comments regarding parking concerns. He said the parking study they provided speaks to
those concerns. Other concerns were in regard to land values which they addressed. He took
comments referencing the Comprehensive Plan seriously and reviewed the Plan. He added they
have been talking to the Village since late last summer to find the right thing to do in this space.
They are asking for no other exceptions and are keeping with what is in the current zoning. They
reviewed the recent housing study along with the Comprehensive Plan to try to develop something
the Village was looking for. The building is kept at medium density which is roughly 85 units per
acre. The building has 42 units on just over a half acre. He said they have done things to protect
sunlight with meeting setbacks and articulated the north face with a u-shape so that a large plain
wall is not facing the north neighbors allowing air and light in there. The entrance and exit along
Stowell was to minimize the impact on neighbors and keep headlights out of the alley. They have
minimized the building height and are under the current zoning guidelines. They have buffered the
neighborhood by building the building the way they are proposing with the setbacks on the north
side and minimizing the impact to the alley and the neighbors to the north. He said the
Comprehensive Plan 2040 strongly recommends pedestrian designs and they will follow that and
are strong proponents of that.
Mr. Baade said the building will provide new housing options. He noted that the Comprehensive
Plan strongly suggests redevelopment of existing properties into additional housing needs. He said
they may get some socio-economic and racial diversity in terms of the units. He said this will
support the school district and the taxes on the property will increase significantly also. He said
they plan to build an attractive building by working with the Design Review Board moving forward.
President McKaig opened the meeting up for public comment at 6:53 p.m.
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President McKaig stated that she lives at 4013 N. Prospect Avenue and every morning she views
the Sunseekers building. She asked the Commissioners if any of them live in close proximity. Ms.
Kiely Miller stated she lives on Downer Avenue but has a driveway and does not access the alley
that has been referenced on Stowell. President McKaig stated that for full transparency she lives
right next to the site and would be considered an adjacent property. She is not a member of the
East Capitol Neighborhood Association and did not know one existed and was not invited.
President McKaig stated the Commission has received 40+ emailed comments prior to the meeting
and that those comments have been entered into the record/evidence. She asked that those who
have submitted comments prior to the meeting not join the public comment this evening but open it
up to those who have not submitted comments yet or those who have something new to add. She
asked that comments be kept to two minutes if possible.
President McKaig acknowledged that some emails received from residents who stood in opposition
to this application contained emotions such as anger and remarks of slight insult/sarcasm to the
leadership. She said that may be in response to false information that was circulated on literature
pieces and Facebook posts. She said that the information did not come from the Village. She
asked Mr. Baade if the images on the literature pieces and Facebook posts where from Catalysts
plans. Mr. Baade said absolutely not.
Ben Crichten stated he is not a resident but owner of the parking lot directly adjacent to the
proposed redevelopment and the multi-family apartment building across the street at 4001 N.
Prospect. He has several objections. He stated his building across the street has 35 apartments
that are a mix of one and two bedrooms. He said they use the parking lot adjacent to the
development for their residents and they are short on parking. He said they cannot currently
provide a ratio of 1 to 1 for parking. He thinks the development would put a burden on the street
parking and the area surrounding. He stated he holds a deed restriction on the proposed property
(Sunseekers site) and there are numerous legal issues with the deed restriction including a deed
restriction that specifically points to the design of the building and calls for specific architectural
design. He has not seen a rendering despite asking for one of the proposed development. He
stated this is an issue in addition to the parking.
Bill Desing, 3952 N. Stowell Avenue, commented specifically on the Catalyst parking evaluation
stating he was qualified as he is a practicing civil engineer for thirty plus years with experience in
large infrastructure development and design. He stated the evaluation had misleading things and
was pretty incomplete, lacking some detail and documentation. He stated the evaluation uses the
2010 4th edition of the ITE Parking Generation Manual stating that there is a more current 5th
edition that was published in 2019. He said the 5th edition has more completed data sets and that
is what he used to review this and the numbers he will site. He says the study uses a ratio of .66
parking spaces per bedroom and the Village Code metric is 1.75 per dwelling unit. He said the
Catalyt study ignores the other criteria that would show a much higher parking demand. For
example, when you look at the weekend demands specifically Sunday he said the ITE Manual
sites 1.66 parking spaces per dwelling unit which would mean they would need 70 spaces rather
than the 34 spaces they concluded. He said it is a very important point and doubles what they are
claiming. He said the Village requirement of 1.75 per dwelling unit is closer to the ITE Manual
Sunday demand of 1.66. He said all the numbers he is siting are for low rise multi-family general
urban/suburban with no nearby rail transit which is the same citation used by Catalyst. He said
these are averages he is siting and when you look at the higher numbers the demand could be
higher. He said it is true that Shorewood has granted exceptions in the past however the Stowell
Capitol development would exceed that ratio by the most of any of the past developments. He
noted that Mr. Griepentrog had indicated on Oakland Avenue developments did use parking in
some of the adjacent garages. He said the Stowell Capitol Development ratio would be 1.02
spaces per dwelling unit, the Cornerstone is 1.81, Ravenna is 1.75, Lighthorse is 1.92, The Mosaic
is 1.48 and The Oaks is 1.39. He said thank you for the opportunity and felt the study was lacking.
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Andrew Rothrock, 4024 N. Prospect Avenue, has lived there for 23 years. He said some on the
board may remember what they went through five years ago to try and get two-hour parking on
Prospect and Stowell. He said that was almost a five year project and the reason they had to do
that was, having lived in the house for 10 years, Shorewood is a densely packed community but
they still wanted the ability to park on the street in front of their house. The people on the south
side of Capitol they went to two-hour parking back in 2011 and he understood why they did it
because of UWM people parking on their blocks. So then the UWM parkers began parking north of
Capitol on their blocks and made their streets extremely crowded. He went to Police Chief
Banaszynski at that time who did many studies and then was replace by Chief Nimmer who did
more studies that determined this was an impacted zone area and the area would get two-hour
parking. This process took five years from when it was announced to when they got two-hour
parking and now it looks like this is another thing they will have to deal with. He said he didn’t want
to be one to say Sunseekers was the best use of the property because it is not but the idea of
waiving parking requirements on an area that already is so crowded he does not agree with. He
thinks the scale of the project is off the charts.
Julie Bischoff, 4032 N. Stowell Avenue, is a long term resident and stated parking is a big concern
on Stowell as she understands it is on Prospect as well. She sees the parking issues on Stowell
every day and that is a big concern for her. She also is concerned that the ins and outs for the
parking in the new proposed building will be right next to a busy animal hospital that constantly has
not only staff but customers that go to the clinic. It is already hard to turn right or left onto Capitol
from Stowell she feels adding these two driveways for this proposed apartment building does not
seem to be the best place onto a busy street.
Trustee Jim Arndorfer, 2524 E. Shorewood Blvd., stated he agrees with the residents who would
like to see the previous decision for the parking exception reversed. He is supportive of many
points that have been raised like the scale, the fact it is inconsistent with the recently approved
long term plan, the burden it places on parking for people who live there now and the traffic
configuration. He said he frequently drives down Stowell and it is a very tight turn from Capitol and
if there is oncoming traffic that turn is a very delicate dance. He also said he has to approach the
alley slowly because kids frequently blow through it on bikes. He has lived in very dense
neighborhoods in Washington, DC and Chicago and has never seen a traffic configuration like this
development would impose upon that south end of Stowell. He said it is impossible to drive down
that stretch and need to consider the impact of this development on traffic. He said to the extent
that commissioners feel obligated to support the exception based on changes to parking
regulations, he pointed out that Village parking policy is not a simple matter at this time. It was
clear when those new regulations were passed that there likely would be revisions based on the
experience of implementation. He said the 1.75 parking space per unit requirement that is marked
for death is still on the books and its replacement is not known at this time. He stated the parking
ordinances are still evolving and rather than being bound by regulations that are still works in
progress and not final, it seems the wiser course would be for the experience on Stowell to inform
improvements to the Village parking regulations such as policies that mitigate the impacts of new
developments on residents of streets that are already intensively used such as Stowell. He
supports increase residential development and affordable housing but does not feel the way it is
being approached at this site is in the best interest of the neighbors and the Village and that they
can do better.
Daniel Walsh, 4024 N. Stowell Avenue, stated this meeting should have been adjourned. Last
week Friday the agenda was put out and it was 230 pages long over a holiday weekend where this
didn’t have to be done in such a hurry but felt compelled for some reason to push this through
when cooler heads should have prevailed and you should’ve adjourned the meeting for this
material. He said the reason they created a massing study and have tried to distribute it as widely
as possible was because we think the Village is derelict in trying to work with developers to
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essentially approve their project with nothing. He said no other municipality in the Milwaukee area
does what the village is doing. Other municipalities require full engineering, full or at least designed
development drawings, civil engineering, and traffic studies. Everything that the village is not even
bothering to ask about is required in other municipalities he has worked in. That the village would
permit a developer open book to basically build whatever he wants. There is nothing in the
application that requires the developer to build what he is showing you there is no legal tie from
this approval to the entitlement. You are giving a developer the entitlement based on a special
exception for which you have denigrated the zoning code and the notice provisions. It is tragic that
the Village thinks this is ok. If the developer had provided any kind of visual information on what
the building would look like they wouldn’t have had to do this. He said 535-51B requires the Plan
Commission to consider what the appearance of this development will do to the neighborhood.
How will you do that with no pictures, materials or final plan? Mr. Walsh asked to share a screen.
President McKaig said she did not anticipate sharing screens. Mr. Walsh stated he used the table
of recent multi-family projects and filled in information about floor area ratios, parking and lot
coverage ratios. He stated that this project will have a floor area ratio, based on what he sees, of
3.15. The floor area ratio is a measure of density with the higher the number the denser a
development is. By way of comparison the Cornerstone has a floor area ratio of 1.77, the Ravenna
2.86, the Oaks of Shorewood 1.37. He said in terms of deficiency in parking The Oaks provided
79% of parking, the Cornerstone provided 102%, the Ravenna provided 114%, the Lighthorse
provided 110%, the Mosaic provided 84%. He stated he doesn’t agree with the numbers for this
project and that the plan is preliminary and already doesn’t include things that must be included in
the plan and a column cannot be put along an ADA space so it has to be reconfigured any way.
The plan also has five parallel parking stalls and questions how people will be able to park in those
spaces and drive in and out of the structure. He said this was a bad design. His complaint was with
the process that the Village has in place to vet these projects and this incredible giveaway for this
project. He said it is excessive by all measures. He said that the application with a nearly 20 year
old study by MIT about the impact of affordable housing on area residents is somehow supposed
to be determinative of something other than just building a record to vote on. The study is based in
Massachusetts and the data it draws its conclusions from ends in 2003 and extends to 1986. It just
says there is no detriment to area housing/property values when affordable housing is built nearby.
He stated he has no problem with affordable housing and no concern it will affect property values.
He said it is a bad design, overly dense and destructive and disrespectful of the neighborhood.
Bruce Colburn, 3905 N. Farwell Avenue, stated that in February the Plan Commission stood up for
the future of Shorewood to grow our community and the diversity it would bring. He said almost
everyone who spoke at that time did so from their heads and their hearts and they spoke about the
future. He lives within two blocks of the project and has for the last 25 years. He feels the project
will help the village’s future and he wishes people would be even handed in the importance of
doing things like this for the future of Shorewood and their community. He state on Memorial Day
he received a fancy card under his door with no name but the usual scare tactics. He said the card
was clearly against this type of progress. He stated this is not the Shorewood he knows and
encouraged residents to look forward to a new Shorewood and residents that will work together.
He said having a community that works together is more important than other things like cars.
Michael Lueder, 3951 N. Stowell Avenue. President McKaig said Mr. Lueder submitted two emails
prior and asked if he had different information to add. He stated yes. He reviewed the materials
and noticed that everyone except one person was against this and tonight all the comments have
been against it except one. He said the sentiments of the community are consistent with the
original intent of the ordinance. He said a special exception is something to be granted that is
outside of what the community originally intended for the site. He said if all 13 factors are met you
do not have to approve this. You can look at what the community wants and what the original
ordinance provided and stick with the intent of the people that contributed to the 1.75 designation
and not grant an exception in this circumstance.
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Julie Bussen, 3930 N. Stowell Avenue, commented on Mr. Baade’s additional information
regarding property values and facts to support that multi-family structures do not cause decreases
in property values. She stated that in her estimation, the building being a multi-family structure is
not what will bring their property values down. She said it is the fact that there are already 40
households on that block of Stowell and with the development it will add 42 more doubling the total
number of households on that tiny block. She said that block cannot support doubling the volume it
already has and that will lower property values. She added that what will also affect their property
values will be the four-story giant building on the corner that will forever changing the landscape of
the neighborhood.
Vicki Herman, 4071 N. Stowell Avenue, stated the concerns are parking, the density of traffic and
safety of the children. She said they are not contesting the affordable aspect of the building and
objections have nothing to do with affordability but instead with density of parking and the safety of
the children.
Mark Mueller, 4022 N. Downer Avenue, has been a resident for 40+ years. He stated parking
continues to get worse and worse. He said Atwater beach is starting to significantly impact parking
in the area along with UW- Milwaukee that doesn’t have enough parking for their faculty. He is
opposed to granting a waiver. The development needs the appropriate number of parking spaces.
Ed Ruen, 4015 N. Stowell Avenue, has lived here since 1975 and will be significantly impacted by
this building. He said the issue is traffic and everyday he is greeted by the parking that takes place
particularly those at the animal hospital but also others moving about the neighborhood. He agrees
that the parking in front of their homes is not owned by them and is not their property but it is a part
of the neighborhood. He said in a good neighborhood there is a great deal of sharing that goes on.
He said on Stowell they have experienced this sharing. He said there are many children in their
neighborhood also and they want to encourage families and free safe play of the children and to
protect the streets to cross safely all while supporting our neighboring businesses. He said he has
lived through many changes and that he sees the need for development but he certainly cannot
encourage and does not welcome this kind of development that will be unsafe for the
neighborhood but will also create problems in terms of traffic and destroy more of their
neighborliness such as how they share the street, the area and their homes. He hopes the Plan
Commission will review the major plan recently approved and abide by that and not increase the
density to the extent it is being proposed.
Megan O’Brien, 2500 E. Shorewood Blvd., reminded that the burden is on the developer to provide
substantial evidence to obtain the exception. She said it appears that a good portion of the
evidence submitted or relied upon is details relating to other multi-unit buildings that have been
granted exception or variances and that is not really evidence and urges that not be considered.
She said the developer has to show evidence related to this particular development and it has to
be substantial.
Andrea Brandt, 4054 N. Stowell Avenue, said she has a number of concerns living on the block
this will be impacting and one thing that is not being considered is how narrow the street is. She
said this is true in summer but especially in winter. She said the entrance and exit of this project is
right at the intersection along with the animal hospital entrance and an alley. She is concerned with
the congestion and how cars will get past one another in the snow. She said another issue she had
was with the parking on the proposed plan showing two spaces on the edge that seem completely
unusable having to either back in or back all the way out. She said if this is an assigned space she
thinks it is unrealistic they would use it except for overnight due to the inconvenience. She said the
developer stated based on their evidence that 43 parking stalls should be sufficient and if you feel
like your parking is already sufficient then why are you asking for an exemption and something you
don’t need. She added that the developer said the development would decrease congestion and
unless they are getting rid of cars she doesn’t see how this will happen and that this is false
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information. She said the developer also anticipated a good amount of no car families and she
does not know of any no car families whatsoever that are employed and have jobs. She said
Shorewood does not have a lot of life supporting businesses where you could sustain a good
income living here without having to travel/driving somewhere. She said the presumption that the
residents will be relying on the bus system is totally false and we cannot base anything off of that
information. She is concerned about the congestion that will come from people cutting through the
alley also. She stated she does want diversity and low-income families in Shorewood but there has
to be a better way to do it perhaps subsidizing apartments or duplexes, providing underground
parking for this development and lowering it to three-stories.
Rosina Bloomingdale, 3958 N. Stowell Avenue, stated she wanted to reinforce Mr. Walsh and Mr.
Desing’s comments about the evidence that has been presented. The evidence presented by Mr.
Baade was very old from 2010 and he did not use the up to date resources to support his position
which calls into question his trustworthiness in providing data. She said it is important to note in the
2010 study there is no generalizability of that study and it is an ancient study that has no relevance
in this position. She said Mr. Desing noted a more recent study that provided a whole different
perspective. Mr. Baade had an ethical moral and professional obligation to use the most current
data which he did not and that is concerning to her.
Maggie Marks, 3938 N. Stowell Avenue, said she observed the cameras for the traffic study and
the cameras were up for maybe 24-48 hours which was not a long period of time. She said it was
the middle of the week and it was a cloudy cold day. She said Atwater Beach is getting busy and
parking is at a premium. She felt the traffic study was not done at the best time showing the busy
nature of the street. She worries the traffic study is not a good indicator of how busy the area can
get. She is totally for affordable housing but opposes the loss of parking and the danger this could
pose to children and pedestrians.
Mr. Griepentrog stated that at the moment there were no new hands raised to speak on the matter.
President McKaig stated she felt comfortable moving on.
The floor was closed for public comment at 7:40 p.m.
President McKaig asked staff and Mr. Baade if they had any further comments before opening
discussion with Commissioners.
Mr. Baade took note of all the comments and the residents’ concerns are real as they are looking
out for their best interests. He said they worked hard to create a project that lives within the
existing zoning code other than the parking exception. He said the parking exception will allow the
project to go forward and that the exception will work and requesting this is not out of the norm for
other projects they have seen in the area. He added that they submitted information and some of it
may be old but that the MIT study has not been refuted and is still accurate and still sited in many
places especially planning programs around the country. He stated they hired a professional that
went and did the parking study according to the way it was supposed to be done.
President McKaig stated they would move into discussion of the factors in 535-51B 1-13. She said
her intent is to leave a clear record of their consideration/discussion that will lead to an action to
resolve the matter. She asked Mr. Griepentrog to read each factor and they will discuss in order.
She reminded the commissioners they are considering a special exception for the parking and that
does not pertain to the use of the building. The project as it is conceptualized would be within the
zoning code and if not for the parking exception it would not be before the commission. She stated
it is also not a traffic decision but a parking ratio decision which is discretionary as there is no state
statutory minimum requirement for parking.
Factor #1: The effect the granting of the exception will have on adjacent parking and traffic
conditions.
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Ms. Kiely Miller thanked residents who serve on the Board of Appeals for giving the Commission
the chance to reconsider this application. She thanked residents who either emailed or spoke this
evening because public input was something the Commission did not have in February when they
considered this. She said they are talking about 31 parking spaces not being met in the enclosed
parking structure. She said the code calls for 74 and the structure will only provide 43. She
appreciated the applicant taking the time and money to do the parking study but there were some
errors in it. First, only residents in single-family homes and duplexes can buy daytime parking
passes in the restricted parking areas surrounding the neighborhood not tenants of multi-family
buildings. She said a map of daytime parking restrictions shows time limits south of Capitol and
north of Capitol on Downer and Prospect which will leave limited areas for residents to park.
Secondly, Mr. Baade confirmed in February that each space in the garage would be assigned and
if you are not given a space you cannot park there during the day when others are not present.
She said with this she was confused with some of their calculations about only 34% during the day
because if you are not given a spot you cannot park there during the day. She added guests
cannot park in the structure and the study seemed to indicate it would provide that. She questioned
what basis or facts the traffic consultant thought that the garage would only be full 79% at night
and 34% during the day. She said it seems a lot of assumptions are being made both in the
application and the study and assumptions are not facts. She feels there are assumptions about
car ownership and use based on income, age, public transportation and where people work. She
said decisions cannot be made on assumptions of who will live there. She said Stowell is a narrow
street and the exception in that neighborhood. The east side homes also do not have driveways.
She said there is no parking and what do residents do when they have guests or contractors
present. They have to consider what is required for life in a neighborhood. She said Stowell has an
existing longtime parking problem that will persist no matter what they decide and hopes the
Village could work with those neighbors to alleviate their problem perhaps with restrictive parking.
Perhaps working with the animal hospital to get their staff parking passes for lots and off the street
also. She said facts are the experience of residents who live on the street. She said a majority of
the previous parking special exceptions have been for businesses with short term customers and
you cannot compare that to residents who may park all day. In February, they discussed the
feasibility of underground parking and the developer said the lot size precluded having
underground parking and referenced other multi-family buildings (Oakland and Kensington) that
provide underground parking for residents and those have some advantages like exiting in two
directions and that is not possible with this project. She added that the reason the neighborhoods
south of Capitol and on Downer and Prospect went to restrictive parking was because of the
overflow of parkers from UWM and that that will not end.
President McKaig asked if with each factor commissioners could state if they felt the factor was
applicable or not. Ms. Kiely Miller stated yes it was applicable and the primary factor.
Mr. Couto asked if they were able to ask the developer questions. President McKaig said yes.
Ms. Kiely Miller asked about errors regarding parking being assigned and the percentages that
would be used during the day and night. Mr. Baade stated spaces are assigned by unit and it is
correct that no else can use them. He said in regards to calculating and how that is done he would
have to defer to the traffic engineers. He said when they create the tables that decide how many
people would come and go, trip generation and the number of parking space they have accounted
for all of that and have made no assumption. They have used the broad averages out of the
parking book. He said whether they use the 2010 versus the 2019 he would talk to the traffic
consultant and see what the impacts would be. He said they use a set of formulas that is accepted
by traffic and parking designers.
Mr. Baade said an apartment building that only offers this many spaces is self-selective in that if an
individual needs two parking spaces they may look somewhere else. He said this is an assumption
but what they have seen in their experience.
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Mr. Couto asked if the parking study consultants were on the call. Mr. Baade said they were not.
Mr. Couto said that the study’s conclusion said the parking will be 80% full at night time and 39%
full during the day. He said in reality it would be 80% full all the time because the spaces are
assigned. He asked if this was more accurate. He said Mr. Baade agreed earlier that just because
the spaces are not being used does not allow others to park in the spaces. Mr. Baade said this is
correct because they are assigned. Mr. Couto said the 39% during peak hours doesn’t seem
relevant because the spaces are assigned and not available for other tenants or the public also.
Mr. Baade said during the day the spaces are more vacant because people are working and that is
when nighttime reflects 80% whereas daytime is 39% full.
Mr. Couto asked if Mr. Baade could walk them through their conclusion on who will be living in the
units. He said at the last meeting it was discussed as one tenant living in one unit would have one
car and he asked how they came to that conclusion. Mr. Baade said there are two pieces. He said
the traffic study does not use his assumptions that is a data set being used. He said that typically
with buildings they develop they build based on one parking space per bedroom.
Ms. Klein asked what the exact number of exception spaces this proposal is asking for. Mr.
Griepentrog said the requirement per code is 74 spaces and they are providing 43 on site
enclosed. The exception is for the difference which is 31 spaces. She asked if there was an
assumed amount of curb spaces in that math. Mr. Griepentrog said not in his math he said the
developer believes 8 curb spaces would be necessary to fulfil their demographic of the building but
that is not inclusive of the exception request. Ms. Klein asked about the new overnight parking
permit availability. She asked if anyone in an apartment building can purchase an overnight
parking permit. Mr. Griepentrog said yes that two parking spaces are allowed per housing unit. Ms.
Klein said that whether the building had 74 or 43 parking spaces all units could still purchase
overnight parking spaces. Mr. Griepentrog said that is correct.
Mr. Wycklendt asked about the history of getting the 2 hour parking signage installed and the 5
year timeframe and why Stowell does not have the parking limits. Mr. Griepentrog asked if anyone
had more history but said he was told that the residents of Stowell did not gather enough
signatures required to move forward with the parking change. President McKaig said that is her
recollection as well. Mr. Wycklendt said they have likely all driven the block and that during the day
there are a lot of cars towards Capitol. But in the evening and early evening there was not as
much. He asked if that was a decision to not implement the 2 hour on that street. President McKaig
said they focused on the streets that complained with the idea and understanding that when you
make a change in one place and it kind of moves the parking problem. This never came back
before the board but it could. Mr. Couto asked if the 4000 block of Stowell came back and asked
for the 2 hour parking where would people park? If they keep moving the problem where will folks
park. Mr. Griepentrog said if they are residents of that block they could purchase a pass and stay
there. If the people are employees of that area, there is a daytime employee parking pass that they
could purchase and the employees would have to park a block north in the unrestricted area.
President McKaig added that if some of the parkers are associated with UWM the further north you
have to park the less appealing it is.
Trustee Bockhorst has worked on a lot of parking changes. She was a part of the two-hour parking
restriction discussions. She said one of the reason they funded the parking study was to help make
more comprehensive decisions based on data. She enjoys the discussion and residential input.
She understands there is a lot of speculation from those on the commission but also residents as
evidence of form letter emails they have received. She is hearing there are two independent
parking studies one being the Village paid traffic study and the parking study the developer paid for
with possibly antiquated data. She wants to stay away from speculative points. She is a renter and
said when you determine where you will rent you look at parking factors. She said she heard the
concerns earlier about contractors and where they could park and reminded that parking passes
are available for contractors through the village.
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Mr. Pollack asked about the proposed design of parking space 43 and how that would work. Mr.
Baade asked if he was referring to the parallel parking space. Mr. Pollack said yes and questioned
how someone would park if spaces 39-42 were already full. Mr. Baade said this document was a
program document and not a design document. He said there is nearly a full parking space in front
of space 39 and likely the spaces will be shifted east to give room on either side. He said the hash
tagged space next to space 28 is so cars can pull in and turn around too. Mr. Baade said the drive
lanes in the structure are also designed wider to facilitate Y turns.
President McKaig asked what the turn radius for the driveways along Stowell will be and the
engineering for them. Mr. Baade said Stowell is narrower than other streets in the Village but their
driveway apron width and flair are guided by the Village’s engineering standards. He said it would
visually match the vet office across the street. She asked what he says to residents who cannot
envision that working even when following engineering standards. Mr. Baade said they still need to
get a building permit and go through the Design Review Board approval. He added that
construction documents will not be approved for a building that will not work. He said the Village
has the final say. She said this project is nowhere near being approved and is not being fast
tracked.
Mr. Couto asked if this is the Plan Commission’s last chance for review over this project. Mr.
Griepentrog said the project, as proposed, meets all other code requirements and would not be
back before the commission. If the project would change there is a chance it would be before them
again.
President McKaig asked if they have looked into shared parking agreements. Mr. Baade said they
have not reached out to Atwater School as they felt it was too far away. They have discussed with
St. Robert’s and St. Robert’s was not willing to make any agreements.
Ms. Kiely Miller said factor one related to traffic conditions and it seems many residents had
concerns with traffic congestion and safety and asked if the developers considered the entrance
and exit off of Capitol and not Stowell. Mr. Baade said they did look at it as an option he said it is
possible but they came at it thinking the traffic would be preferred coming out at a controlled
intersection on Capitol rather than two entrances off of Capitol.
Ms. Klein said she agrees there is an impact on the parking and traffic but has seen in other places
where the street will be closed off. She asked about closing off Stowell right at the animal hospital
and this development to alleviate the concerns about speed and safety and the traffic would be
confined to the commercial corridor. She said she did not know what it would take to make a
change like that but they are trying to find a way to balance low income housing development and
tax base and the impact on parking and the quality of life.
President McKaig said with living in the neighborhood she walks daily and does not have any of
the experiences and observations being shared tonight. She does not have trouble crossing the
street or has witnessed children having trouble crossing the street. She does get stuck on the
impact to traffic and congestion because she has not experienced it that way.
Trustee Bockhorst said if there is a detrimental impact the Village Board can look at this and make
the necessary changes. She said one of the number one charges she has heard for this
commission has been the zoning code and making changes. She said Minneapolis just recently
removed their parking restrictions. She said if there is a detrimental impact, which she does not
see, the Village Board can find solutions. She has walked her dog often in this area to see, for
herself, the impact and she did not experience any problems.
President McKaig reminded the commissioners they are moving through the factors in order and at
the end would entertain a motion. Depending on where they are, the floor may be opened back up
to those who were unable to comment prior but second comments will not be taken.
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Factor #2: The effect the granting of the exception will have on the appearance and character of
the applicant’s property, adjacent property and neighboring property.
Attorney Bayer wanted commissioners to keep in mind that all the factors in 535-51B are
applicable to any special exception not just for parking requirement ratio. A specific example where
appearance may be a factor is in 535-49H(3) which says outdoor parking spaces shall not be
constructed in the front yard or side yard of a lot. He said if a person is before the Plan
Commission requesting a parking space in their front and side yard that would absolutely have an
impact on the appearance. This is why the factors are considered as applicable. He said the
impact of the ratio may or may not have any impact of the physical appearance. He said Design
Review Board would analyze that down the road further too. He said to keep in mind that this
particular request may have no impact on the appearance and character because what has been
proposed meets the other code requirements. He said this factor may have no bearing.
Trustee Bockhorst suggested that if they are going through all factors they take a poll on whether
the factor is applicable and if the majority says no they move on to the next factor. President
McKaig will keep that in mind and asked to move forward staying focused and to state if one thinks
the factor is applicable or not.
Mr. Wycklendt says this is not applicable.
Mr. Couto asked Attorney Bayer to define what character meant in factor two. Attorney Bayer said
there is no definition and said that was why he provided the example of the parking in the front and
side yard to show when parking would impact appearance and character. He said it doesn’t appear
from what the applicant has said there will be other changes to the exterior which meets the rest of
the zoning. He said they have to consider the factors as applicable or not. Mr. Couto asked if this
factor was pertaining to the applicant’s physical building and those adjacent buildings or the fact
that residents could be parking further down the block and on other blocks. Attorney Bayer said
that is for the commissioners to determine/decide. Attorney Bayer proposed the question of if a
vehicle legally parked on the street in front of a property impacts its appearance or character.
Mr. Couto said this factor is applicable.
Ms. Kiely Miller said as far as character this neighborhood gets gradually quieter as you travel
east. She said if you put a four story building on this corner it will change the character. She said
the Comprehensive Plan 2040 that was recently passed and the direction for this area is Mixed
Use Main Street with all residential or mixed use on the main level. She said this proposed project
no longer fits and she understands that a comprehensive plan is a guideline but the
comprehensive plan sits above all other plans and questions how this fits now. President McKaig
said this fits with a zoning comment and not the parking exception at hand.
Mr. Pollack said this in not applicable
Ms. Klein said this is not applicable.
President McKaig said this is not applicable.
Factor #3: The effect the granting of the exception will have on the property values of the
applicant’s property, adjacent property and neighboring properties.
Ms. Kiely Miller said this is applicable but hard to measure. She does not think a 15 year old report
for an east coast city will tell them what they want to know. She saw the article with the land costs
and how they were applicable and she was not surprised. She said what she would’ve found more
relevant and informative would’ve been information on what the three four-story buildings on
Kensington and Oakland did to the property values of the surrounding properties. She said she
does not know how to judge this even though it is applicable.
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President McKaig said she can relate in regards to missing data and said they should evaluate
what is before them.
Mr. Wycklendt said this is applicable and it should be discussed. It will definitely impact values but
cannot determine if that will be up or down.
Attorney Bayer said the analysis is a bit narrower than what is being cast. He said specifically if the
granting of the parking special exception from a 1.75 ratio of parking spaces per dwelling units to
whatever is being proposed will impact the property values not the creation of the development and
use.
Mr. Pollack asked if it is the 31 parking spaces being considered that would impact values.
President McKaig said yes and asked if he thinks the factor is applicable. Mr. Pollack stated it
probably is applicable.
Ms. Kiely Miller said if they are looking at the effective value of excessive parking then, unlike the
buildings on Kensington and Oakland that provided enough parking, this will have a negative effect
on values because they are not providing enough parking. President McKaig said there is no
evidence provided in their materials that shows parking spaces affecting home values.
Trustee Bockhorst said this is not applicable.
Mr. Couto said this is applicable and he feels they are missing a lot of evidence. He asked if they
were going to discuss the factor. President McKaig said if anyone believes it is applicable or not
they can then detail their rational.
Mr. Wycklendt said this is applicable but based on evidence he cannot say how it will impact
values.
Trustee Bockhorst said based on the evidence they have before them she cannot say if this is
applicable and she does not want to weigh in on whether property values will be impacted based
on the potential additional parking spaces.
Ms. Klein said there is no evidence that states values will increase, decrease or have no effect so
she states it is not applicable.
Mr. Couto asked if the developer can address this question. Mr. Baade said that when he prepared
his response to this he was not thinking so narrowly but was thinking in terms of use. His response
in regards to the parking, would be that the evidence they provided proves the 43 spaces inside
and the 8 on street would be adequate and that there is additional parking available on the street.
He said the 74 required spaces is too much and that with the exception they are providing
adequate number of spaces and there will be no detriment to the neighborhood. Mr. Couto
understands the position but what they think is appropriate differs from what the code requires. Mr.
Baade said that is correct and why they did the parking study to validate their need. Mr. Couto said
aside from that there is no evidence on property values. Mr. Baade said no and that he did not
think that narrow when preparing.
Ms. Kiely Miller said the Commission has discussed the parking code previously but that has been
more in terms of businesses and not residential.
Mr. Couto asked if someone has the evidence one way or another and is there a way to get that.
Trustee Bockhorst said this is not a court of law and if it was they would not entertain evidence
from the floor. She asked if this will hold up any commissioner’s decisions tonight. She was not
looking at it as narrowly either. She said they have to evaluate the evidence before them. She
wants to know if others are comfortable moving forward.
Factor #4: Whether the granting of the exception will serve a public, desirable or useful purpose.
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Mr. Wycklendt asked Attorney Bayer if they do not grant the exception the project will not move
forward and by granting it the project moves forward. He asked if they are considering the project
moving forward here. Attorney Bayer said commissioners need to ask themselves if by granting or
denying the special exception what public purpose would be served or impeded by that decision.
Mr. Wycklendt said that the Comprehensive Plan states goals for this area and hardly any of those
goals are achievable with the current parking regulations in our ordinance. He said when looking
through the Comprehensive Plan he noted the four strategic directions and how number one was
to ensure redevelopment on Capitol and Oakland meets community goals and highlighted in there
was for the Village to accommodate more housing units in the future typically tearing down and/or
updating an existing building. He said this direction applies perfectly to this project. This building
fits right into the mold we have and all they need is more parking spaces. He said direction number
three was to work for an affordable cost of living for all residents. This meets 2 of the 4 strategic
directions of the Comprehensive Plan 2040.
Ms. Kiely Miller said that this is applicable but that they do not have to weigh all the elements
equally. She does not say they do not want affordable housing in the village but have to weigh the
pros versus the cons. She said that the parking and the traffic impact to this neighborhood should
be weighed more than the public benefit of 42 apartments in its present format.
Trustee Bockhorst appreciated Mr. Wycklendt’s comments on the Comprehensive Plan which is a
guideline not a recommendation. She said none of the desired outcomes would come without
granting this exception. She said this factor is about public benefit and having non-TIF related
immediate tax benefit to this community to help relieve the tax burden by increasing density and
the tax base is a direct public benefit.
Mr. Couto said this is applicable.
Mr. Pollack said this is applicable.
Ms. Klein said this is applicable and in line with what they want to do with the village and the
Comprehensive Plan.
President McKaig agreed with Mr. Wycklendt and said it is difficult with hearing how much the
neighbors do not want the exception granted. She said with the evidence and the experience she
has had that this is much more in the public interest and a benefit to all and that the concerns the
neighbors have over what they think will happen has not happened around other similar
developments and she does not believe it will occur with this one.
Factor #5: Whether the spirit and intent of the requirements of this article are being carried out.
Attorney Bayer said the article being referenced is Article 9 of 535 titled Off-Street Parking. He said
to be clear the portion of the code being referred to is between 535-45 and 535-51. He said the
commission is beginning to get to the part of the analysis where there may be overlap.
Mr. Wycklendt said this was not applicable and asked to move on. Commissioners agreed.
Factor #6: Recommendations of any boards or committees to which the Plan Commission refers
the application for advice.
The commissioners all agreed this is not applicable.
Factor #7: Intensity of use, deviation from typical use classifications, access to transit, and physical
constraints to meet parking requirements.
President McKaig said the use of the site is zoned for 42 units and not under consideration and
accessible to multi-modal transportation and that offsets the presumed need for parking. She said
this is applicable and appropriate.
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Mr. Wycklendt said this is applicable. He said he focused on the physical constraints to meeting
the parking requirements.
Ms. Kiely Miller said this is applicable. She said that this development is not mixed use which is
what they would like there. She said yes it is more expensive to have underground parking but
thinks there are physical constraints that prevent meeting the requirement without having
underground parking. She added that the three mixed use buildings on Kensington and Oakland
provide underground parking and those lots are not any deeper than the lot where this
development is to be placed.
President McKaig said it is a good point that if the exception is not granted they can reconceptualize to meet the parking requirement and proceed without the Plan Commission.
Mr. Wycklendt said this development fits with mixed use it just may not be what some want. He
said even if a restaurant was on this site it would be back before them for an exception. Trustee
Bockhorst said that any multi-use would require exceptions and does not want to get into
hypothetical of what would want and focus on what is before them.
Factor #8: If senior housing is proposed, the number of employees on site, the type of senior
housing, the parking needs of residents, if any, and the ratios from the Institute of Transportation
Engineers parking generation report ratios for senior housing should be reviewed.
The commissioners all agreed this is not applicable.
Factor #9: Historical conditions and whether additional parking requirements for new or expanded
use may be satisfied with incremental increase commensurate with new or expanded use.
Mr. Griepentrog understands this factor as reviewing the historical conditions of the site and how it
currently functions, or has functioned, and how the new and/or expanded use incrementally
improves that condition.
Attorney Bayer said and example would be if a building was constructed before the parking ratios
were established and functioned accordingly and now someone buys it and wants to put a
restaurant there which is a different use. He asked how this will be commensurate with how the site
had functioned previously.
President McKaig said this is applicable in the sense that our parking code requires 74 spaces and
the developer is suggesting that that many spaces is not required because of the point in trends
and the use that is projected. That is why fewer spaces is projected to meet need.
Factor #10: Evidence that actual parking demands may be less than code requirements.
President McKaig said this is applicable and what the evidence provided speaks to.
Mr. Wycklendt said what the developer supplied does not meet our requirement but from their
experience and evidence the additional spaces are not needed. He said this is applicable.
Ms. Kiely Miller said this is applicable but does not show the demands will be less than what the
code requires.
Mr. Couto said this is applicable and agrees with Ms. Kiely Miller.
Factor #11: Availability of shared parking, including satisfactory documentation of shared parking
to satisfy the parking demand.
Ms. Kiely Miller asked if shared parking referred to an agreement with another parcel owner/user.
President McKaig said she attributes this to her question earlier if the developer had pursued any
parking agreements. She said there are no shared parking agreements.
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Factor #12: Alternative transportation that has been reasonably shown to reduce the need for
parking.
The commissioners agreed it was applicable.
Mr. Couto said this is applicable but there is no reasonable evidence of public transportation that
will alleviate the parking requirement.
Ms. Kiely Miller agrees with Mr. Couto.
Mr. Wycklendt said they did get evidence. They discussed bus line and use of bicycles and
experience with their other developments.
Trustee Bockhorst said there are bus lines, scooters and that Milwaukee has a 1:1 requirement.
She said this is a lot of reliance on car culture.
President McKaig said Whitefish Bay has a less restrictive parking requirement code. There is
evidence that alternative transportation is available near this location and that decreases the need
for parking.
Factor #13: Such other matters as the Plan Commission deems relevant and material.
President McKaig said this was applicable and a majority of commissioners agreed. She said
public opinion is a matter that is relevant.
Ms. Kiely Miller agrees that public comment is relevant. She said they need to consider quality of
life for the village.
Trustee Bockhorst asked what kind of village they want to be. She said they have heard from
commissioners who have worked really hard on the Comprehensive Plan and understands they all
have their own biases. She asked if what they have been really discussing is parking because that
is what is before them. She said they are determining if they should grant an exception to the
parking requirement that has been deemed excessive by comparison to many other municipalities.
She understands that the east side of Shorewood does not have a lot of density. She said the only
thing before them is the parking and not the impact of the building on the area. She asked if they
want to be an open and inclusive community. If they want to be pro-car versus multimodal
opportunities. She said they can review and address the parking requirements. She understands
change is tough. She said there will be a lot of big decisions in the future about taxes and this
building could alleviate that burden with being another building on the books. She said a lot of
feedback was received. She said neighbors asked why they were receiving the flyers with no
names. She said the flyer was misleading and a lot of the emails received had misinformation.
Public input is important. She said this project is not perfect but no project is. She said this has
direct benefits for residents.
President McKaig paraphrased other matters deemed relevant by Trustee Bockhorst as the quality
of life in terms of vision, setting a precedent based on responding to public opinion based on a flyer
with misrepresentation, whether we are committed to decreased reliance on cars and committed to
tax relief by increasing the tax base.
Mr. Wycklendt said they are starting to get really broad on this. He said the public opinion thing
was the best thing to include. He said his mind has not changed and he will vote in favor of the
exception. He said at the last meeting a parking study was said to be missing and members still
voted for the exception. Now a study has been provided stating there will be no big impact. He said
they have been shown evidence the parking will not be impacted. He said this project is what we
wanted developed on Capitol and will fit into the area.
Ms. Kiely Miller said she appreciates the parking study but noted it had errors. She said the
exception will cause a severe hardship on the surrounding neighborhood especially those without
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restrictions. She said even though she voted for this the last time, that with the evidence tonight
and the public comments she will not be this time.
President McKaig said that public opinion is important and that where she is stuck she that she has
no idea if the 85+ people on the call tonight would be present if they had received the correct
information. She said the same happened with the Metro Market project. She said they also have a
letter from the village attorney responding directly to the association’s attorney. She said there are
examples of code and statute being misapplied. She said it is hard for her to give weight to this
because the opposition has included information that is speculative and/or contrasts her own
experience and data. She said she can support the exception because she cannot validate the
public comments based on misrepresentation.
Ms. Kiely Miller said she just received the postcard today and that residents know their situation on
their block. She said she does not think residents would have gone to the trouble and expense of
hiring an attorney and gone before the Board of Appeals based on misinformation. She said the
residents experience may not be ours but it has to have weight given to it.
President McKaig said the hiring of an attorney is relevant. She said if we are setting a precedent
where neighbors can form an association and hire an attorney to get something done in our
community that leaves a lot of people out. She has a strong concern it is elitist and a lot of the
comments made are really along the lines of superiority and entitlement that has caused a lot of
problems in our city. She knows this is a really unpopular thing to say and that nobody would ever
intend to do that but she said this is relevant in this case. She is impressed with the amount of
organization and she knows it is not what people want to hear but from a leadership position they
have to think strongly about how residents retained an attorney to challenge this and assert
themselves as a party in this case. Not everybody in town can do that and this can’t be a town of
battles between professions and credentials.
President McKaig stated she would entertain a motion at this time.
Mr. Wycklendt asked if there was a way to fast track a process to get parking regulations on the
4000 block of Stowell as it is the only street unrestricted in that area. President McKaig said based
on experience she thinks this is relevant also. She said at the time when the congested zone was
expanded she was all for including Stowell and she doesn’t recall why it wasn’t included she thinks
it could have been because of public input and a preference. That said it is something they can
look at more creatively and cohesively. The Village has and updated Comprehensive Plan that was
delayed for nearly two years and they have a good chunk of work before them. They have studies
the previous Village Board invested in that was wise and puts them in a better position to assess
these things. Mr. Wycklendt said when looking at the map it seems Stowell was overlooked
because of Downer and Prospect having restrictions and that it shouldn’t be a stretch to include
Stowell as well.
Trustee Bockhorst asked if the motion should include reconsideration. Attorney Bayer stated that
the Commission is essentially starting over new because of the previous remand by the Board of
Appeals. He said that per 535-51D it states the Plan Commission shall either approve or disprove
the application for a special exception hereunder in accordance with the provisions of this article
and shall find that the special exception is not inconsistent with the applicable provisions herein.
He said that if the motion were to grant the exception it would be based on a finding that there was
substantial evidence that granting the exception is not inconsistent with the applicable provisions
herein. He said if the motion was to deny the exception it would also be a motion based on the
finding that there is substantial evidence that granting the exception is inconsistent with the
applicable provisions herein. The body has now taken the additional record offered by the applicant
and public comment and now based upon that record the Commission has to make a
determination to either grant or deny. He said if the Commission believes they need additional
information they could adjourn also.
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President McKaig stated the options are to adjourn for further evidence needed, to deny and to
grant.
Ms. Klein moved to approve the parking special exception for the proposed multifamily
redevelopment at properties 2418, 2420 and 2428 E. Capitol Drive submitted by Catalyst Partners,
based on meeting the conditions stated in 535-51B. Seconded by Mr. Wycklendt.
President McKaig opened the floor for discussion.
Ms. Kiely Miller stated that if the applicant is supposed to provide substantial evidence that they
are meeting the condition then she felt they were lacking under condition number 1. President
McKaig ask what she felt was missing. Ms. Kiely Miller said the parking study was full of errors.
That the applicant thought the spaces that were not meeting the code requirement could be
satisfied by daytime parking passes in the restrictive parking area is not true because multifamily
residents are not allowed to purchase them. She said the study also said guests would be able to
park in the structure which is not true. She found the evidence was not overwhelmingly meeting the
needs in order to grant the exception.
Mr. Baade said that yes errors were made and that is a correct statement. He said that even
though the development is in the area of 2 hour restrictions there are still other places for people to
park. He went back to the study that said for their residents the 43 spaces would be adequate.
Trustee Bockhorst said the parking passes in the restricted areas are only available to single family
and duplex residents. She knows that is not a charge before them tonight but felt it was elitist.
President McKaig said it could be added under future agenda items.
President McKaig said they have a motion on floor and asked residents on the call if they oppose
the motion on the floor to raise their hands. She said it was unanimous (those that participated).
She asked for those who supported to also raise their hands.
Mr. Griepentrog repeated the motion on the floor.
A roll call vote was taken: Ms. Kiely Miller – No, Mr. Pollack – Yes, Mr. Couto – No, Trustee
Bockhorst – Yes, Mr. Wycklendt – Yes, Ms. Klein – Yes, President McKaig – Yes. Motion passes
by a Vote 5-2.
President McKaig thanked everyone and appreciated the participation.
4.

Future agenda items.

Trustee Bockhorst said that she was not sure if this goes to the full Board or the Plan Commission,
but would like to the issue of only homeowners being allowed to purchase parking passes in the
two-hour restricted area on a future agenda. Mr. Griepentrog said this issue is not in the zoning
chapter so he does not believe the recommendation would come from the Plan Commission but a
different (Traffic and Safety) subcommittee at the direction of the Village Board.
Ms. Kiely Miller clarified that the parking passes are not just for homeowners but also renters of
single-family and duplex properties. She also added that the commission has a number of
initiatives submitted that were never gotten too and suggested they start working through them in
future meetings.
Residents asked if there would be any further public comment. President McKaig said she will
leave it to the commission to decide.
President McKaig asked for a show of hands from the commissioners who would take more public
comment. Attorney Bayer stated they have moved on from the agenda item.
Trustee Bockhorst moved to reconsider closing public comment. Second by Mr. Couto.
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President McKaig asked Attorney Bayer if they could do this. Trustee Bockhorst stated there was
robust public comments in the beginning of the meeting for over an hour.
Attorney Bayer said they are still within the context of the same meeting. Certainly the motion has
already been considered and the special exception has been granted. He said it may not be fair to
the applicant who may not be on the call having moved on from the item. Ms. Keily Miller stated the
applicant was still present. Mr. Couto said there is nothing precluding them taking more comment.
Attorney Bayer said with the caveat that there will be no further consideration or action taken he
sees no problem but then comes the question of why you would want to do it if it is not part of the
record based on how you made your decision.
Mr. Wycklendt asked if public comment couldn’t be taken during this agenda item which is when
we talk about anything.
Trustee Bockhorst moved to withdrawn her motion. Mr. Couto did not withdraw his second.
Trustee Bockhorst clarified that her motion was to not reconsider the whole process they have
gone through tonight but to just allow further public comment. She said anyone can email them
also.
President McKaig restated the motion on the floor.
A roll call vote was taken: Ms. Klein – Yes, Mr. Wycklendt – No, Mr. Couto – Yes, Mr. Pollack – No,
Trustee Bockhorst – Abstain, Ms. Kiely Miller – Yes, President McKaig – No. The motion fails by a
vote 3- 3-1.
5.

Adjournment.

Trustee Bockhorst moved to adjourn the meeting at 10:18 p.m., seconded by Mr. Wycklendt. A roll
call vote was taken: Ms. Kiely Miller – Yes, Trustee Bockhorst – Yes, Mr. Pollack – Yes, Mr. Couto
– No, Mr. Wycklendt – Yes, Ms. Klein – Yes, President McKaig – Yes. Vote to adjourn 6-1.
Recorded by,

Crystal Kopydlowski
Planning Department Administrative Clerk
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